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ABSTRACT 
Social Ecology, Ecojustice and  the New Testament: Liberating readings. 
Ph. D. Dissertation by 
Carlos Alberto Sintado 
The Graduate Division of Religion 
                     Drew University 
                       May 2010 
 
Our planet Earth is going through an unprecedented crisis. The current 
ecological predicament is such that has the potential to annihilate life as we know it 
today. It is a global phenomenon that concerns every human being and even the whole 
creation itself. The international community and many organizations have issued 
persistent calls to change habits and behaviors as well as the basic organizational 
pattern of societies to make this world sustainable for future generations.  
Social ecology is one of the secular disciplines that tries to understand the 
reasons why we have reached this point as well as suggests new ways to overcome the 
crisis. Ecojustice is a concern that women and men of faith articulate in order to find 
in the sources of their own religious traditions guiding principles and resources to 
confront the current world situation. In this context, people of faith ask whether the 
Bible has anything to say or contribute to this particular situation. Through history, the 
Bible has been used, misused, and abused to justify almost anything, even the worst 
evils humanity has ever known, such as wars, slavery, racism, patriarchy, 
colonization, marginalization, and exploitation. Nevertheless, the Bible, as witness of 
the story of God’s good creation and of the pilgrimage of God’s people, has also been 
seen by many as providing a critical contribution to justice and peace and to the 
 iv 
people’s commitment to safeguard God’s creation. This dissertation reads selected 
New Testament texts--The Gospel of Mark, the letter to the Romans, and the Book of 
Revelation--using the key tenets of Social Ecology and ecojustice as a basic 
hermeneutical framework. It deals with three different genres--gospel, letter, and 
apocalypse--and suggests liberating readings that can inspire and sustain people’s 
commitment in the struggle to build a sustainable and more humane society, based on 
justice and peace for all God’s creatures.        
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INTRODUCTION 
A human being who is content with the world will 
not have the least interest in unmasking the 
mechanisms that conceal the authentic reality. 
                                                              Juan Luis Segundo 1 
A growing awareness 
The critical ecological predicament of planet Earth is becoming more and more 
evident. The daily life experiences of peoples, national and international 
conferences, meetings, books, articles, and even popular films, such as An 
Inconvenient Truth featuring former USA Vice-President Al Gore, have 
brought to the forefront the rather grim reality to most of the inhabitants of the 
planet. That is, Planet Earth is in deep crisis. It has become simply 
unsustainable. We are witnessing a devastating trend: Humanity encroaching 
into the ecosystem in a way unparalleled hitherto. 
  Nevertheless, a growing and steady concern is catching the imagination of 
many people around the world today.2 Even the powerful advertisement 
                                                           
1
 The Liberation of Theology (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1976), 10. 
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industry has found that appealing to those who have acquired a certain “green” 
awareness is good business.3 There is also a growing awareness of the 
complexities and interrelatedness of the various issues that have to do with life 
on the planet. Ecological devastations and imbalances and the question of 
peace seems to be linked more and more.4 Poverty and economic injustices are 
closely linked to the ruthless destruction of the environment and climate 
change.5 The Ecumenical Program on Justice, Peace and the Integrity of 
Creation clearly developed the interrelatedness of the issues, and the need to 
work in coordination on all the fronts that threat life on planet Earth.6                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                       
2
 An example of this concientization process is the story carried by the Spanish 
newspaper, El País. It reported about a national survey conducted by the BBVA 
(Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria) Foundation that showed that 91% of the persons 
consulted have heard about climate change, that 86% agree to the fact that human 
activity is behind this global phenomenon, 82% believe that global warming is 
already a problem for them or for their families, and 93% think that it will also be a 
problem for future generations. See www.elpais.com. February 6, 2009. 
3
 See inter alia, the examples of Exxon and GM mentioned in Thomas 
Friedman’s Hot, Flat, and Crowded: Why We Need a Green Revolution—And How It 
can Renew America (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroud, 2008), 205-06. According 
to Wikipedia, the advertisement industry will exceed 450 billion dollars in 2010.  
4
 The fact that in recent years the Nobel Peace Prize committee decided to 
honor two persons/groups concerned with ecology is a clear indication of these close 
interrelationships. The Kenyan environmental and political activist, founder of the 
Green Belt Movement, Dr.Wangari Muta Maatai, was the first African woman to 
receive such an award in 2004.  Three years later, in 2007, Al Gore and the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) shared the honor.   
5
 The Argentinean newspaper, Clarin, reports a statement made by Nobel 
Economics laureate, Joseph Stiglitz, regarding this relationship: “tenemos que 
trabajar contra la pobreza y el cambio climático al mismo tiempo.” (We need to work 
against poverty and climate change simultaneously.) English translation mine. See 
http://clarin.com/ suplementos /zone/2009/11/01z-0203241.htm. Furthermore, Pulitzer 
winner, Thomas Friedman, strongly argues for the need to develop both sustainable 
environmental and sustainable financial/economic policies at the same time. See, Hot, 
Flat and Crowded. From a more theological perspective, see Herman E. Daly and 
John B. Cobb, For the Common Good: Redirecting the Economy toward Community, 
the Environment, and a Sustainable Future (Boston: Beacon, 1994).    
6
 See Preman Niles, Resisting the Threats to Life: Covenanting for Justice, 
Peace and the Integrity of Creation (Geneva: WCC Publications, 1989). The entire 
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Recent history of the reactions of the world community vis-à-vis the Earth’s 
ecological predicament   
At least since the second half of the twentieth century, the world community 
has been conscious of the serious difficulties encountered in the relationships 
between human beings and the environment. At the global level it is important 
to mention the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment which 
took place in Stockholm, Sweden, 5-16 June, 1972. It was the first world 
meeting devoted to questions pertaining to the environment. On February 12, 
1980, an important Report was presented to the General Secretary of the 
United Nations (UN), entitled North-South: A Program for Survival. The 
Report of the Independent Commission on International Development Issues 
under the Chairmanship of Willy Brandt.  In the summary of the 
recommendations the Report states, inter alia, that: “All nations have to 
cooperate more urgently in international management of the atmosphere and 
other global commons, and in the prevention of irreversible ecological 
damage.”7  
The United Nations later brought into focus the urgency of the ecological 
predicament through the Report of the World Commission on Environment 
                                                                                                                                                                       
volume of The Ecumenical Review, Volume 41, no.4, (1989) is dedicated to the issues 
of Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation. Also, Preman Niles, Compiler, 
Between the Flood and the Rainbow: Interpreting the Conciliar Process of Mutual 
Commitment (Covenant) to Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation (Geneva: 
WCC Publications, 1992) and Carlos Sintado, “The Process of Mutual Commitment 
(Covenant) to Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation” (S. T. M. Thesis, Drew 
University, 2001).   
7
  North-South: A Program for Survival. The Report of the Independent 
Commission on International Development Issues under the Chairmanship of Willy 
Brandt (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1981), 283-284. 
 12 
and Development, chaired by the then Prime Minister of Norway, Dr. Gro 
Harlem Bruntland.8 Furthermore, twenty years after the Stockholm conference 
--in 1992-- the world community, through its representatives, was invited to 
the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil. Ten years later, The World Summit on Sustainable 
Development (WSSD) took place just outside of the city of Johannesburg, 
South Africa, from August 26 to September 4, 2002. The WSSD was 
fundamentally given the task to hold a ten-year review of the Rio’s UNCED. 
In December 2009, the World Community gathered again in Copenhagen, 
Denmark, for the World Summit on Climate Change (WSCC). 
Since 1984, the Worldwatch Institute has published annually the State of the 
World, a Report on Progress Toward a Sustainable Society. Each annual 
report covers a vast array of problems that have the potential to threaten the 
future of the environment and of humankind, itself. They have been critical 
instruments to help raise awareness of problematic issues offering avenues for 
discussion and action.  
Other international institutions and organizations have also called attention  to 
some of the  fundamental problems faced by large sectors of the world’s 
population, such as  hunger, unemployment, social marginalization and 
exclusion, the lack of basic sanitation and health care. For some, one of the 
cruellest realities of late global capitalism is the widening of the gap between 
the rich and the poor, both between nations and inside nations. This entails 
                                                           
8
 Our Common Future: World Commission on Environment and Development 
(Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press), 1987. 
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devastating consequences for millions of people. Current patterns of the 
resource consumption across the world are alarming: less than 20% of world 
population consume over 80% of the available resources.  It is evident that the 
world today is characterized by the pervasive presence of inequalities and 
injustices. 
Ecology and the Bible: A brief history of the research 
 Social scientists and theologians from different traditions were among the first 
to pay attention to the need for a new understanding of the relationship between 
humans beings and the world -- God’s gift of creation-- in light of new data and 
scientific developments. Biblical scholars followed suit and focused with renewed 
energy on the witness of the Scriptures.  
 Biblical reflections and studies on ecological matters are relatively new. 
Bakken, Engel and Engel argue that “… in 1960, few persons, Christian or non-
Christian, considered Christianity to have anything substantive, or positive, to 
contribute to the environmental issues that were pressing themselves upon public 
consciousness, or believed that the environment was an essential ingredient in 
Christian commitment to justice and peace.”9 In 1967, an influential and controversial 
article by US historian, Lynn White Jr., --a Presbyterian layperson-- was published in 
the journal, Science.10 Now a classic, the paper triggered a significant debate on the 
role of religion and its influence on the way people interact with the environment. 
Since then, a remarkable number of studies have engaged the issue. Many of them 
                                                           
9
 “Foreword” to Peter Balken, Joan G. Engel and J. Ronald Engel, Ecology, 
Justice and Christian Faith: A Critical Guide to the Literature (Westport, Connecticut 
and London: Greenwood Press, 1995), 3 
10
 Lynn White, Jr. “The Historical Roots of our Ecological Crisis,” Science, 
Vol. 155, no. 3767, (1967): 1203-1207. 
 14 
have focused on the Hebrew Bible and its witness to God’s creation, epitomized in 
texts such as Genesis 1 and 2; Isaiah 11; 35; 24: 1-13; 40-55; the Wisdom Traditions, 
and the Psalms. Research around the issue of the land and of the meaning and insights 
of the Jubilee (Leviticus 25) contributed to the rediscovery of the holistic perspective 
of the Hebrew Bible.11 Selected New Testament texts were studied in light of the new 
ecological predicament, particularly the Gospels and the Pauline letters, notably the 
letters to the Romans and Corinthians, and the Deutero-Pauline literature of 
Colossians and Ephesians, as well as the book of Revelation.12 The challenge was 
                                                           
11
 See inter alia, Bernard Anderson, “Creation and Ecology,” American 
Journal of Theology and Philosophy, vol. 4 no 1 (1983): 14-30; Walter Bruggemann, 
The Land: Place as Gift, Promise and Challenge in Biblical Faith (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1997); David J.A. Clines, The Bible and the Future of the Planet: An 
Ecology Reader (Sheffield : Sheffield Academic Press, 1998); Theodore Hiebert, The 
Yahwist’s Landscape: Nature and Religion in Early Israel (New York, Oxford 
University Press, 1996); Ulrich Duchrow and Gerhard Liedke, Shalom: Biblical 
Perspectives on Creation, Justice and Peace (Geneva: WCC Publications, 1989); 
Haroldo Reamer, “ Espiritualidad Ecológica en los Salmos,” Revista de Interpretación 
Bíblica Latinoamericana 45/2 (2003): 106-117; Hans Ucko, ed., The Jubilee 
Challenge: Utopia or Possibility? Jewish and Christian Insights (Geneva: WCC 
Publications, 1997); Gene M. Tucker, “Rain on a Land Where no One Lives: The 
Hebrew Bible and the Environment,” Journal of Biblical Literature, 116/1 (1997):    
3-17. 
12
 See inter alia Richard Bauckmann “Jesus and the Wild Animals (Mark 
1:13): A Christological Image for an Ecological Age,” in Jesus of Nazareth: Lord and 
Christ. Essays on the Historical Jesus and the New Testament, ed. Joel B. Green and 
Max Turner (Grand Rapids, MI:  Eerdmans, 1994), 3-21; Calvin B. DeWitt, The 
Environment and the Christian: What Can We Learn from the New Testament? 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1991); George H. Kehm, “The New Story: 
Redemption as Fulfillment of Creation,” in After Nature’s Revolt: Eco-Justice and 
Theology, ed. Dieter T. Hessel (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Publishers, 1992), 
89-106;  Jey J. Kanagaraj, “Ecological Concern in Paul’s Theology,” Evangelical 
Quarterly 70 (1998): 291-309; David Rhoads, “Reading the New Testament in the 
Environmental Age,” Currents in Theology and Mission 24 (June 1997): 259-266; 
Walter Wink, “Ecobible: The Bible and Eco-justice,” Theology Today 49 (January 
1993): 465-477, and the following issues of RIBLA (Revista de Interpretación Bíblica 
Latinoamericana): “Apocalíptica: Esperanza de los Pobres,” 7 (1990), and  “Toda la 
Creación Gime...,” 21  (1995). See also Barbara Rossing, The Rapture Exposed: The 
Message of Hope in the Book of Revelation (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 
2004); and idem, The Choice between Two Cities: Whore, Bride, and Empire in the 
Apocalypsis (Harrisburg, Penn.: Trinity Press International, 1999).  See among others, 
 15 
launched again in June 1992. In preparation for the United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development (UNCED), also called the “Earth Summit,” a major 
ecumenical gathering was convened by the World Council of Churches in the city of 
Rio de Janeiro. The theme of the meeting was “Searching for the New Heavens and 
the New Earth: An Ecumenical Response to UNCED.”13  Among the 
recommendations made to the churches by the gathering one can find the following:  
“Re-read the Bible and reinterpret our traditions in light of the ecological crisis.”14 It 
is yet another example of the phenomenon that Krister Stendhal once described as 
follows: “… the ancient Scripture is rejuvenated in the modern world.”15  
A new departure 
                                                                                                                                                                       
Bernhard W. Anderson, From Creation to New Creation: Old Testament Perspectives 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994); James Barr,”Man and Nature: The Ecological 
Controversy and the Old Testament,” Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 52 (1972): 
9-32; Theodore Hiebert, The Yahwist’s Landcape: Nature and Religion in Early Israel 
(New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996); Walter Brueggemann, The 
Land: Place as Gift, Promise, and Challenge in Biblical Faith (Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 1977); idem, Using God’s Resources Wisely: Isaiah and Urban Possibility 
(Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1993); Ulrich Duchrow and Gerhard 
Liedke, Shalom: Biblical Perspectives on Justice and Peace; Ronald D. Simkis, 
Creator and Creation: Nature in the Worldview of Ancient Israel (Peabody, 
Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publications, 1994); Richard H. Hiers, “Reverence for 
Life and Environmental Ethics in Biblical Law and Covenant,” Journal of  Law and 
Religion 13 (1996-1998): 127-188; Wesley Granberg-Michaelson, A Worldly 
Spirituality (San Francisco: Harper and Row Publishers, 1984), especially Part II, 
chapters 4 -7; Gene McAfee, “Ecology and Biblical Studies,” in Theology for Earth 
Community: A Field Guide, 31-44; Diana Jacobson, “Biblical Basis for Eco-Justice 
Ethics,” in ibid., 45-52. See also the extensive bibliography in ibid., 269-292, and 
Balken, Engel and Engel, Ecology, Justice and Christian Faith: A Critical Guide to 
the Literature, particularly Bibliographic Survey 2, “Biblical Interpretation”, 49-58.        
13
 A full account of the gathering together with its major decisions as well as 
the full text of the UNCED Rio Declaration can be found in Wesley Granberg-
Michaelson, Redeeming the Creation--The Rio Earth Summit: Challenges for the 
Churches (Geneva: WCC Publications, 1992). 
14
 See Appendix 3, “Theology.” Ibid., 80. 
15
 Krister Stendhal, “Ancient Scripture in the Modern World,” in Scripture in 
the Jewish and Christian Traditions: Authority, Interpretation, Relevance, ed. 
Frederick E. Greenspahn (Nashville: Abingdon, 1982), 214.  
 16 
Readings from the Perspective of the Earth is more than just the title of a 
book.16 It is a program for a new hermeneutical approach to the Scriptures 
carried out by The Earth Bible Project. The adherents of the project are aware 
of the heritage of anthropocentric, patriarchal, and androcentric approaches to 
the reading of the texts and the ensuing devaluation of the Earth. Furthermore, 
they are conscious that human beings are an integral part of today’s 
endangered Earth community. They see “the need to take up the cause of 
justice for Earth to ascertain whether Earth and the Earth community are 
oppressed, silenced or liberated in the biblical text.”17 
The project has established six ecojustice principles which contributors to the 
project apply to read the biblical texts from the perspective of the Earth.18 It is 
to be recognized that the Earth Bible project represents a real breakthrough in 
an ecological reading of the Bible. Nevertheless, most of the authors--
consciously or unconsciously—do not go far enough. They fall short of taking 
a more “systemic” analysis of the discrete economic system that supports the 
prevailing predicament (currently, the globalized capitalist system). Nor do 
they pay attention to its concrete ecological and economic consequences for 
the earth and for the majority of the people. Furthermore, they seem to lack 
insights concerning concrete political and organizational tools and strategies to 
confront oppression and marginalization in the current socio political and 
economic realities. While recognizing their particular and important 
                                                           
16
 Norman C. Habel, ed., Readings from the Perspective of the Earth                  
(Sheffield:  Sheffield Academic Press, 2000).    
17
 Idem, “Introducing the Earth Bible,” in Ibid., 37. 
18
 Ibid., 24; and “Guiding Ecojustice Principles,” in Ibid., 38-53. The 
principles are listed in chapter two of this dissertation. 
 17 
contribution, it seems to me that there are some dimensions and perspectives 
that are missing or not sufficiently developed or integrated in their work. One 
gets the impression that, apart from some basic general references to the 
present situation, the authors remain with their conclusions in the first century 
CE. Using the felicitous expression of Juan Luis Segundo, the well-known 
Uruguayan theologian, the hermeneutic circle has not been realized.19 
The subject of this dissertation 
 It is the assumption of this study that a Social Ecology/ecojustice-based 
framework may provide the perspective that would help to complete the analysis and 
bridge the gap. Therefore, it is in this context that the contribution of this present 
study is to be seen. I believe that Social Ecology/ecojustice offer a wider and more 
comprehensive perspective for reading the selected biblical texts than those offered so 
far by the Earth Bible Project. The close interconnections that exist between ecology, 
economics, and political organization, and the highlighting of the systemic and 
socioeconomic roots of today’s ecological predicament from the perspective of the 
poor, are particular and significant contributions that the Latin American version of 
Social Ecology --as presented in this study-- can provide.  Thus, this dissertation 
intends to go beyond the work of the Earth Bible Project in trying to read texts in a 
more integrated way where politics, economics, ecology, and the struggle for justice 
are intertwined and interconnected, and where the issue is analyzed and discussed in 
an interdisciplinary manner with proposals suggested from an interdisciplinary 
perspective.  
                                                           
19
 See Juan Luis Segundo, “The Hermeneutic Circle,” in Third World 
Liberation Theologies, ed. Deane William Ferm (Maryknoll, Orbis Books, 1986), 
64ff. 
 18 
John Theilmann defines Social Ecology as “... a philosophical movement 
whose adherents believe that the domination of nature by humans is derived 
from the domination of human society by the capitalist mode of production.” 
Furthermore, he adds, “it aims to achieve an ecosystem in which humans and 
the rest of the natural world live in harmony in a nonexploitative setting... 
[social ecology] provides a trenchant criticism of modern society.” 20 Murray 
Bookchin, a USA- born scholar and social activist, is considered the father of 
the discipline. He has made outstanding contributions to the field and his work 
is a landmark in this critical discussion. The reflections of Uruguayan scholar, 
Eduardo Gudynas, represent an important critical development and a particular 
Latin American contextualization of social ecology. 
Ecojustice can be understood as a significant theological and ethical 
contribution from a faith perspective, and in many ways, runs parallel to and 
stands in tension with social ecology.  US scholars Hessel and Ruether argue 
that in ecojustice theology -- a terminology that has been in use since the early 
70s-- “the plight of the earth and of the people, particularly the most abused, 
are seen together.” This is so in their opinion, because “eco-justice provides a 
dynamic framework for thought and action that fosters ecological integrity 
with social-economic justice.”21 In this sense, social justice and ecology are 
inextricably linked. Brazilian liberation theologian, Leonardo Boff, eloquently 
                                                           
20
 “Social Ecology,” in The Encyclopedia of Environmental Issues, ed. Craig 
W. Allin (Pasadena, California: Salem Press, 2000), Vol.III, 682. 
21
 Dieter T. Hessel and Rosemary Radford Ruether, ed., Christianity and 
Ecology: Seeking the Well-Being of Earth and Humans (Cambridge, Massachusetts:  
Harvard University Press, 2000), xxxvi. 
 19 
combines these two concerns in the well-chosen title of his book, Cry of the 
Earth, Cry of the Poor.22 
In the light of these considerations, this dissertation is an attempt to contribute 
to the growing body of scholarly criticism in the area of biblical studies by its 
contribution of a new and more comprehensive framework for reading selected 
New Testament texts from an interdisciplinary perspective.  The proposed 
hermeneutic framework combines both the insights of social ecology and 
ecojustice. In this project, I argue that the texts are read to acquire a new 
significance such that they will become resources to enable and guide people 
in their commitment to the struggle for justice, both for the people and for all 
creation. The texts selected belong to three different New Testament genres: 
gospel, letter, and apocalypse. 
Furthermore, and in a reverse manner, one can start to ask some key questions 
concerning the interrelationships between the texts studies and the particular 
hermenetical lens used. These questions may be valid regardless the method or 
the hermeneutical frame that a reader may choose. For example: Do the 
hermeneutical principles exhaust the meaning of the biblical texts?  
Specifically, how do the texts studied in this dissertation engage, in turn, social 
ecology and ecojustice?  Have they something to offer in exchange? Do they 
just legitimize the eight principles as “proof texts,” or do they bring more to 
the table that social ecology/ecojustice can provide? Can we perceive 
something of our own situation in these texts, even, as it were, “in a mirror, 
                                                           
22
  Leonardo Boff, Cry of the Earth, Cry of the Poor, trans. Philip Berryman 
(Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1997). 
 20 
dimly” (di’ esoptrou en ainigmati) (I Cor. 13: 12).  Argentine writer Jorge Luis 
Borges (1899-1986) was both fascinated with and fearful of mirrors. In many 
of his stories Borges repudiates mirrors simply because of their ability to 
reproduce reality. Is a “mirrored” response from the texts to the hermeneutical 
framework possible? Do they reproduce reality and have the capacity of 
refining and expanding the transformative vision enshrined in social ecology/ 
ecojustice? Can one address the reversal of the process in a mutually 
challenging way? Swiss scholar, Hans-Ruedi Weber entitled one of his books 
The Book that Reads Me. It is obvious that he was referring to the Bible. In 
fact, this rather brief text is a handbook for Bible study enablers. Weber 
informs his readers about the title of the handbook, which reflects a story told 
in East Africa: 
A village woman used to walk around always carrying her Bible. “Why 
always the Bible?” her neighbors asked teasingly. “There are other 
books you could read.” The woman knelt down, held the Bible high 
above her head and said, “Yes, of course there are many books which I 
could read. But here is only one book which reads me.” 23  
In his study, Weber is opening the way in order that “a reversal of roles can take 
place.” 24 I am suggesting that such a reversal is also possible in my application of the 
social ecology/ecojustice principles to the biblical texts.  
 
 
Methodology 
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 Hans-Ruedi Weber, The Book that Reads Me (Geneva: WCC Publications, 
1995), ix.  
24
  Ibid., x. 
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I start with the premise that there are multiple possibilities of reading the 
Bible. Every interpreter/reader reads it from his/her own place,25 from and 
within his/her own particular social location.26 Therefore, there is not such a 
thing as a neutral reading of the Bible. All readings are contextualized and 
carry with them a particular perspective. As Uruguayan theologian, Juan Luis 
Segundo, claims, “[E]very hermeneutic entails conscious or unconscious 
partisanship … Partiality is not in itself inimical to universality.”27 A key 
question is to recognize this fact and to be explicitly conscious of its 
possibilities and limitations. Texts can be read and studied using different 
reading strategies or exegetical lenses. Biblical texts are no exceptions. A look 
at the history of the interpretation and reception of the texts provides a clear 
example of this phenomenon. This polytonality, this plurality of viewpoints, 
mutually questions principles of interpretations, diverse methods, and 
hermeneutical frameworks as well as enriches and challenges the text itself 
and, in turn, may be challenged by the texts in question. US 
feminist/liberationist scholar, Schuessler Fiorenza, strongly critiques readings 
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 See the two volumes edited by Fernando Segovia and Mary Ann Tolbert, 
Reading from this Place: Social Location and Biblical Interpretation in the United 
States. Vol .1 (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995); and Reading from this Place: 
Social Location and Biblical Interpretation in Global Perspective. Vol.2  
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995). 
26
 I agree here with the description that Teresa Okure provides of social 
locations. She claims that “[T]he total reality of these social locations includes culture, 
language, politics, economics, worldview, faith/creed, though patterns, value systems, 
and geography, as well as such foundational locations as sex, race, and class.” 
“Reading from this Place: Some Problems and Prospects,” in Ibid. Vol. 2, 52.     
27
 Juan Luis Segundo, The Liberation of Theology, 25. 
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that can be used to “deny the ideological character… and mask its historical- 
social location and interests.” 28 Moreover, she claims that 
Competing interpretations are not simply either right or wrong, but they 
constitute different ways of reading and constructing socio-historical 
and theo-ethical meaning. What is appropriate in such a rhetorical 
paradigm of biblical scholarship is not detached value-neutrality, but an 
explicit articulation of one’s rhetorical strategies, interested 
perspectives, ethical criteria, theoretical frameworks, religious 
presuppositions, and sociopolitical locations for critical public 
discussion.29  
 
I consider myself as belonging to a relatively new tradition of doing theology, 
known as Latin American liberation theology. Such a theological undertaking 
includes a liberation hermeneutics, which Fernando Segovia describes as “the 
interpretation of biblical and related texts from a self-conscious perspective 
and program of social transformation.”30 In choosing to work with Social 
Ecology as a discipline, the program of social and political transformation 
becomes self-evident. As the editors of The Postmodern Bible Reader argue, 
“any act of reading/interpreting is a political act, one which has consequences 
in the world.” 31 I would like at this juncture to mention that such a program 
receives its driving force from the perspective and the interests of the poor and 
the oppressed.32  
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 Elizabeth Schuessler Fiorenza, Revelation: Vision of a Just World. 
Proclamation Commentaries (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991), 15.  
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 Ibid., 3. 
30
 See Fernando Segovia, “Reading the Bible Ideologically: Socioeconomic 
Criticism,” in To Each its Own Meaning, ed. Steven L. McKenzie and Stephen R. 
Haynes (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 1999), 283. 
31
 David Jobling, Tina Pippin, and Ronald Schleifer, ed., The Postmodern Bible 
Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 2001), 169.  
32
 For a fuller description of this particular way of reading, see inter alia, J. 
Severino Croatto, Biblical Hermeneutics: Toward a Theory of Reading in the 
Production of Meaning (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1988); Clodovis Boof, 
Theology and Praxis: Epistemological Foundations (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 
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Peruvian theologian and priest, Gustavo Gutierrez, considered as one of the 
fathers of liberation theology, argues that “A preferential commitment to the 
poor is at the very heart of Jesus’ preaching of the Reign of God.”33 
Nevertheless, he adds that “the very term preference obviously precludes any 
exclusivity; it simply points to who ought to be the first -- not the only—
objects of our solidarity.”34  By poor, I understand, inter alia, both women and 
men, the materially poor, such as the exploited workers, the underemployed or 
the unemployed, the landless peasants and seasonal migrant workers, the 
marginalized, and the excluded. The poor also include the persons 
discriminated against on the basis of their gender, race, ethnicity, different 
abilities, sexual orientation, culture, and age.35 Enrique Dussel, the 
Argentinean philosopher, argues that the poor “are those who, in the relation of 
domination, are the dominated, the instrumentalized, the alienated.”36 
                                                                                                                                                                       
1987), and José Míguez Bonino, Doing Theology in a Revolutionary Situation 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975), particularly chapter 5, “Hermeneutics, Truth, and 
Praxis.” Uruguayan scholar Eduardo Gudynas is the social ecologist who better 
developed this perspective from within the Social Ecology mainstream. 
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 See Gustavo Gutierrez, “Option for the Poor,” in Systematic Theology: 
Perspectives from Liberation Theology, ed. Jon Sobrino and Ignacio Ellacuria 
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1996), 22.  
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 Ibid., 26. 
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  See Clodovis Boff and Leonardo Boff, Introducing Liberation Theology 
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1987). Marcela Althaus-Reid, in turn, considers that 
the excluded are not the poor, they are “those who are outside… for whom to be 
exploited would be a dubious but real privilege.” See “Hermeneutics of 
Transgression,” in Liberation Theologies on Shifting Grounds: A Clash of Socio-
Economic and Cultural Paradigms, ed. G. de Schrijver (Leuven: University Press, 
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 Segundo, The Liberation of Theology, 8. 
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 Enrique Dussel, “Ethics and Community,” in The Postmodern Bible Reader, 
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Therefore, I would be following the three-step methodology fostered by 
liberation theologians: see, judge/discern, and act.37 I have decided to start 
with an analysis of the reality of concrete life in today’s threatened planet 
Earth, in the light of current socio/ecological concerns.38 With the help of 
modern scientific analyses, and using four specific issues as entry points, a 
depiction of the current ecological predicament is presented and discussed. The 
see involves the understanding of the realities of life in the world today. As 
Segundo argues, “it is the continuing change in our interpretation of the Bible 
which is dictated by the continuous changes in our present-day reality, both 
individual and societal….” 39 To complete what he calls the hermeneutical 
circle, Segundo adds “[E]ach new reality obliges us to interpret the word of 
God afresh, to change reality accordingly, and then to go back and reinterpret 
the word of God again, and so on…”40 
As is not uncommon in biblical hermeneutics, a framework for reading texts is 
constructed and presented. In this particular study, that framework is shaped by 
the main tenets and findings of Social Ecology and ecojustice as briefly 
discussed above. These schools of thought can be described as disciplines 
which open up the present, and “as much as those which open up the past, 
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 For a detailed exposition of this methodology, see Carlos Mesters, 
Defenseless Flower: A New Reading of the Bible (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books 
and London: Catholic Institute of International Relations, 1989). Carmelite Priest, 
Carlos Mesters, reaffirms ancient theologian’s perspectives when he claims that “God 
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 This is what Mesters refers to “the situation, the pre-text,” all what comes 
before the text. See ibid., 13-15.  
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 The Liberation of Theology, 8. 
40
 Ibid. 
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form an integral part of the exegetical process.”41 This second step can be 
described as the judge moment, that is, an attempt to analyze, and understand 
the main causes of the current predicament of the Earth. Subsequently, the 
framework is applied as a reading lens to study the selected New Testament 
texts in the search for new levels of liberating meanings.  
This exegetical move is the act of the process. Some questions may arise, such 
as: Can we read the text using modern/postmodern criteria? Are we not forcing 
a particular interpretation into the text?  Yes and no. Any interpretation of the 
biblical texts and of these texts in particular, is somehow tinted with post-
biblical views, be they ancient or modern. As Rowland and Corner claim, 
“whatever the conscious intention of the original author, different levels of 
meaning can become apparent to later interpreters, granted that the text is free 
from the shackles of the author’s control and has a life of its own in the world 
of the reader.”42 As reader, one can attempt to “complete” the text, conscious 
that this is only one more drop of water added to the vast hermeneutical ocean. 
As Sri Lankan biblical critic, Sugirtarajah, argues, “At bottom, the ultimate 
reference of the Bible is to the present, to the reader’s current history…. 43 
Biblical scholar, Carlos Mesters, reminds his readers that the Bible is for the 
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 Christopher Rowland and Mark Corner, Liberating Exegesis: The Challenge 
of Liberation Theology to Biblical Studies (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster/John 
Knox Press, 1989), 76. 
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 Ibid., 36. 
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 R. S Sugirtarajah, ed., Voices from the Margins: Interpreting the Bible in the 
Third World (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 199), 16. 
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people “a mirror of life,” 44 and the fundamental aim of reading the Bible is not 
to interpret the Bible, but to interpret life with the help of the Bible.45 
The development of the study  
 This dissertation comprises five chapters. Chapter one is entitled Warning 
signs of a world gone awry and sets the global context. It offers an ecological analysis 
of the world situation and highlights the main problems which confront humankind 
and otherkind. It provides a brief historical overview of the efforts and shortcomings 
of representatives of diverse sectors of the world community to call attention to the 
dangers confronting the very life of our planet Earth. In order to focus the study, four 
major key issues are selected and exposed: climate change; biodiversity; the 
availability and use of water; and the growing gap between the rich and the poor. 
  Chapter two describes two modern attempts to interpret and respond to the 
critical situation of the degradation of the environment and of the ensuing quality of life on 
earth. The first of these disciplines is Social Ecology, a rather secular undertaking initiated 
and developed by Murray Bookchin. Uruguayan social scientist, Eduardo Gudynas, develops 
Social Ecology from a particular Latin American perspective. The second is that of 
ecojustice, a faith-based, ethical/theological response to the current predicament of the planet. 
William Gibson defines ecojustice as “respect and fairness toward all creation, human and no 
human…” and says that it “means social justice in the context of ecological realities and it 
means ecological harmony or balance maintained in the context of social justice.”46 The 
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 See Bakken , Engel and Engel,  Ecology, Justice and the Christian Faith, 5. 
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chapter endeavors to build a hermeneutical framework for reading New Testament texts in 
light of the ecological crisis, and develops a series of eight guiding Social Ecology/ ecojustice 
principles with which to read the Bible. These guiding principles in no way pretend to 
exhaust the immense richness of the texts. Moreover, the texts may show other dimensions 
that are not necessary brought out by the principles, thus having the ability to challenging the 
framework itself. In other words, the “reverse” question remains valid: do the texts provide 
something crucial that is missing from Social Ecology/ecojustice?  
Chapter three is the first of these focused on the biblical field. After 
establishing relevant links between the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament, 
the text focuses on the earliest canonical gospel, the Gospel of Mark. In 
particular, the Kingdom of God, a central theme of the gospel, is studied as 
well as chapter 13, the so-called Markan apocalypse. What are the main 
features of the reign that Jesus announced? What are its socioecological/justice 
dimensions and how are they illuminated by the “hermeneutical principles” In 
turn, does the announcement and the content of this key metaphor enlarge the 
field of the principles themselves? How is nature portrayed in the Gospel and 
whar are its implications from the ecojustice/social ecology perspectives?  
Chapter four deals with a different New Testament genre, i.e. the letter. The 
study centers its attention on selected verses from chapter eight of Paul’s letter 
to the Romans, practically the only Pauline text that makes extensive 
references to the question of creation and the role of human beings in it. 
Creation is depicted as groaning in labor pains… “waiting with eager longing 
for the revealing of the children of God” (Romans 8:19). In what ways does 
this particular text provide motivation and challenges for the commitment of 
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the people to work for ecological justice? How does it portray a holistic and 
cosmic understanding of liberation/redemption? How does it relate to the 
“program” that social ecology provides?   
The last chapter of this dissertation focuses on the last book of the Christian 
Bible, the book of Revelation. Revelation is a controversial text, as it is shown 
in the study. Nevertheless, it ends with a powerful message of hope, expressed 
in the seer’s vision of a new heaven and a new earth. How does this 
fundamental principle, “hope,” relate to the building of a more just and 
ecologically sustainable society as posited by ecojustice/social ecology? What 
are the reach and limitations, if any, of these proposals? It is worth noting at 
this stage that while in Mark’s parables of the Kingdom   and in the letter to 
the Romans the metaphor of nature is prevalent, in Revelation the city is the 
dominant metaphor.  
 
A personal pilgrimage  
Last but not least, one may ask, why am I involved with these questions? And 
the answer lies in my own personal story. I was born into a poor working class 
family of three children and grew up in a popular immigrant neighborhood in 
the city of Buenos Aires. I started to work when I was eleven years old to help 
my family make ends meet. I learned how to hunger and thirst for justice, early 
in my childhood. I finished my secondary studies going to school at night, 
while working during the day. I finished my university studies thanks to a 
gracious scholarship offered by the church. I was the privileged sibling among 
three children to complete graduate studies. Early in my ministry and 
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ecumenical responsibilities, I tried hard to combine the pastoral ministry with 
political militancy, an alliance which in no way was easy in my country. I 
wanted to be coherent, in keeping together words and actions. This led me to 
direct political participation, with the ensuing cost that this entailed at the time 
of a military dictatorship in Argentina. I was the first Methodist minister in my 
country to be a candidate for national congressman. I was later elected as the 
General Secretary of the Ecumenical Youth Movement in Latin America 
(ULAJE), and worked closely with young people of the continent for several 
years. They were part and parcel of the vast and impoverished majority of the 
people, sharing common histories of economic exploitation, social 
marginalization, and exclusion. Reading the Bible with them has helped me to 
find a renewed awareness of its message of liberation and justice for 
humankind and for God’s whole creation.   
 I was later invited to join the staff of the World Council of Churches, where 
inter alia, I was responsible for the program on Education for Justice, Peace 
and the Integrity of Creation. My ecumenical pilgrimage has provided me with 
what I view       as a unique opportunity and privilege to be exposed to 
Christians around the world  who were seeking to be faithful to God’s call. 
These are committed women and men who, inspired by the liberating gospel of 
Jesus, have not hesitated to risk their own lives, working together with their 
own people, in the manifold struggles for justice, peace, and the integrity of 
creation. They have been a source of constant challenge and inspiration for me.  
My specific interest in working in the areas of the intersections between 
Biblical studies and contemporary problems comes as a result of seeing the 
way the Scriptures have been and are still being (ab)used in many places to 
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keep people domesticated and under control. I strongly believe that an engaged 
reading and rereading of the biblical texts through new lenses and with broader 
perspectives, constitutes today a remarkable challenge to ground liberating 
options for the people. I am convinced that there is not such a thing as a 
“neutral” reading of the Bible, and that each person’s social location 
definitively “colors” her/his understanding of the texts. This is my personal 
limitation, and also my personal commitment. At this stage in my life, I put in 
writing these reflections as a humble token of appreciation for all that I have 
received from so many sisters and brothers from around the world, our beloved 
and sacred planet Earth. 
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CHAPTER I 
WARNING SIGNS OF A WORLD GONE AWRY                                                                                                                      
 Setting the Context.  
Our world is shrinking. The now famous pictures of planet Earth taken by 
astronauts and satellites in outer space have produced awe and admiration. 
There is Mother Earth, circling the incommensurable cosmos, a small dot in 
the midst of a galaxy among millions of other galaxies. And there are we, the 
humans, newcomers into this remarkable story, a story of a planet in a system 
that is also a relative latecomer to the Universe.47 This is our home, our 
dwelling place,48 and moreover, as far as we know, this is the only place that is 
properly prepared to sustain and maintain our human nature. Discussing the 
spin-off of space exploration, Lovelock states that: 
The real bonus has been that for the first time in human history we have 
had the chance to look at the Earth from space, and the information 
gained from seeing  from the outside our azurgreen planet in all its 
global beauty has given rise to a whole new set of questions and 
answers.49    
Gaia, the classic Greek name of the Earth goddess, also was known as Ge. Ge  
is the Greek root of words such as  geography and geology.  Modern scientists, 
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including Lovelock himself, have developed the so-called “Gaia hypothesis” 
as a way to understand our planet.50  Gaia is a totality, a single living system 
that acts as a unified organism, and all of us, humans, animals, vegetables, 
minerals, etc. are part of it. Ecofeminist theologian Rosemary Radford Ruether 
puts it this way: “Our kinship with all earth creatures is global, linking us to 
the whole living Gaia today. It also spans the ages, linking our material 
substance with all the beings that have gone before us on earth and even to the 
dust of exploding stars”51 The picture is useful to convey a new ecological 
awareness that describes reality--human and more than human52-- as an 
encompassing whole where everything is related to everything else.  
Images of a spaceship or of a boat have now become common to illustrate the 
world in which we live. But there are indeed serious problems in the spaceship 
Earth. Although we are all on the same boat, it has become evident that not all 
travel in the same class. There is a minority, fewer than 20% of the total 
“passengers,” who still can afford to travel first class, consuming carelessly 
approximately more than 80% of the full complement of available resources of 
the ship. At the same time, the great majority, more than 80% of the wayfarers, 
travel overcrowded in the cargo haul, many of them barely surviving. To make 
matters worse, we have discovered that the name of the ship is…Titanic. That 
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is, the boat, Mother Earth, is in serious risk of a colossal catastrophe. People 
have called it the ecological catastrophe.   
The US ecumenical scholar Richard A. Falk refers to the growth of a planetary 
consciousness among people, and uses the image of “planetary citizens.” He 
argues that “more and more, such people question inequities in the distribution 
of wealth and income within and among countries…”53   
Ethicist Larry Rasmussen, following Overman’s device, states that “the 
astonishing thing is the last syllable of the last word of the last volume. Here 
humans turned the great tide against life itself.”54 With these words, a serious 
warning is served.  Rasmussen is not speaking about minor problems than can 
be fixed with some changes here and there. He is arguing that life itself on the 
planet is currently threatened. What is really going on with Mother Earth and 
with her children, humans and non-humans alike? The predicament Rasmussen 
describes has both local and global characteristics. Local and global realities 
become intertwined, interconnected, cross fertilized, and mutually 
interdependent. Underlying these intimate connections, John Cobb stated: 
“The wedding of science and technology in the past century has given us the 
power to transform the environment radically, not merely locally, but 
globally.”55  
Such connections between the global and the local have triggered people to 
coin a new word, glocal. In one possible definition “it refers to the 
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individual/group/ division/ unit/organization/community, who is willing and 
able to think globally and act locally.”56 Eventually, different combinations 
were tried, such as “think locally and act globally,”57 and even “think and act 
locally and globally.” This last is the one the participants at the meetings of the 
World Social Forum (WSF) strongly argue for and support.58   
Are these voices to be taken seriously? Or is this simply an analysis coming 
just from some religious and apocalyptic extremists?59 Well, it seems that 
these are not just lonely voices crying “wolf” to terrorize or instill fear in the 
people. Voices of this kind have been around for some time among us and they 
deserve serious attention.                            
Historical Background 
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Already more than three decades ago, international institutions and 
organizations called attention to the impending ecological crisis. They 
highlighted some of the fundamental and interrelated problems that continue to 
confront equally humankind and the more than human in the world. Social 
scientists, political leaders, activists, philosophers, and other scholars have 
endeavored to produce comprehensive interpretations of these often labeled 
apocalyptic signs of the times. They have not only warned the world 
community--the global village--60 of the impending perils that surround us all, 
but also have suggested ways to correct these dangerous situations. Three 
significant Reports, as well as four United Nations (UN) International 
Conferences merit attention here. This is in order to better understand the full 
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picture, for example, the voices that called attention to the urgency of the 
global crisis, and to capture the interrelatedness of the issues discussed.  
The Club of Rome Report 
The Club of Rome is an international think tank, whose essential mission is to 
act as an independent, global, non official catalyst for change. It describes 
itself as a group that seeks to identify the most crucial problems facing 
humanity, and endeavors to find future alternative solutions. The Club is 
governed by three complementary principles: a global perspective in 
examining issues, holistic thinking and the seeking of a deeper understanding 
of complexity within the contemporary problems, and an interdisciplinary and 
long term perspective focusing on the choices and policies  determining the 
destiny of future generations.61 On March 1, 1972, the first edition of The 
Limits to Growth: A Report for the Club of Rome’s Project on the Predicament 
of Mankind was published.62          
 The Report sounded a powerful warning clarion against the economic trends 
that easily equate development with (unlimited) exponential growth. Going beyond 
the purely economic realm, the Report emphatically affirms the urgency to interrelate 
it with other global issues, “including in particular those of man’s [sic] relationship 
with his [sic] environment.”63 It is concerned with the ecological problems that 
confront humankind and with the limited carrying capacity of planet Earth. The 
Executive Committee of the Club of Rome, in its commentary on the Report states: 
“Our goal was to provide warnings of potential world crisis if these trends are allowed 
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to continue.”64  The Report speaks of a “sense of extreme urgency,”65 and clearly 
affirms the need for a “global strategy” to be able to deal with the issues at stake.66 
The problems are of such magnitude that they cannot be adequately dealt with by 
separate nation states or even by a region. 
Critics of the Report--while saluting its good intentions--have remarked on its 
lack of radicalism. For example, R. L. Sarkar, from India, refers to it as 
bringing back almost two centuries later a disguised (and discredited, I might 
add) Malthusian analysis.67 Ethicist James Nash, claims that the Report “was 
wrong in its estimations and calculations… Yet, it also appears to be right in 
principle and on its main point: non renewable [resources] will eventually run 
out or become too cost-ineffective to extract.”68   An update of the Report The 
Limits to Growth: the 30-year Update, was published in 2004. Its approach 
remains basically the same.69   
The Brandt Report   
 In 1977, the then president of the World Bank, Robert McNamara, took 
another significant step to increase global awareness to tackle key issues of life and 
death for humankind and otherkind. To do this, McNamara called upon former 
chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany and 1971 Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, 
Willy Brandt, to be the chairperson of what later became known as the “Independent 
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Commission for International Development Issues”, popularly known as the “North-
South Commission.”  On February 12, 1980, a Report was presented to the General 
Secretary of the United Nations (UN), entitled North-South: A Program for Survival. 
The Report of the Independent Commission on International Development Issues 
under the Chairmanship of Willy Brandt.70  
The principal objective of the Report was “to study the grave global issues 
arising from the economic and social disparities of the world community and 
to suggest ways of promoting adequate solutions to the problems involved in 
development and in attacking absolute poverty.”71 Moreover, the Report stated 
that the Commission would strive above all to convince decision-makers and 
public opinion “that profound changes are required in international relations, 
particularly international economic relations.”72   
The main emphases of the North-South Report are on economic matters. It 
includes a number of proposals for the reform and transformation of the world 
economic (dis)order. It also deals with other related critical questions that 
concern the very survival of humanity, such as hunger and food, 
unemployment and health care, armament/ disarmament, population, and the 
questions concerning the environmental damage. In the summary of 
recommendations the Report states: “All nations have to cooperate more 
urgently in international management of the atmosphere and other global 
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commons, and in the prevention of irreversible ecological damage.”73  Brandt 
writes in the Introduction of the study:  
Our Report is based on what appears to be the simplest common 
interest: that mankind [sic] wants to survive, and one might even add 
has the moral obligation to survive. This not only raises the traditional 
questions of  peace and war, but also of how to overcome world 
hunger, mass misery, and alarming disparities between the living 
conditions of rich and poor. If reduced to a simple denominator, this 
report deals with peace.”74 
The Report received considerable international attention and for many years 
there was sustained interest in it. Nevertheless, it was not exempt from strong 
criticism. A few months after its release, Gavin Williams, an African political 
economist, took the Report to task. Williams acknowledges that while the 
Report has some important political elements--particularly those related to the 
advocacy of a social democratic ideology supporting multinational institutions-
- its basic approach is weak and lacks deeper analysis. Williams writes:  
[The Report] fails to acknowledge, much less come to terms with  
  contradictions within the strategies which it advocates. Its suggestions for the 
restructuring of international financial institutions and national trading policies, 
(necessary because if left to themselves economic forces tend to produce a growing 
inequality), fail to take any account of the nature of contemporary capitalism and the 
problems and contradictions involved in its reconstruction. By ignoring these 
problems and by giving them a timeless quality…, this report contains little of real 
substance, constituting a collection of “well intentioned” formulas with substantive 
moral posturing.75 
 
  Despite its limitations, the Report underlines the importance of the relations 
of the issues it discusses, to see the picture in a holistic way. One could well 
argue that in this sense, it could be seen as a harbinger of the significant 
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ecumenical program launched by the Sixth Assembly of the World Council of 
Churches at Vancouver, Canada, 1983, under the title: Justice, Peace and the 
Integrity of Creation.76  
The Bruntland Report 
 The third international document relevant for this study is the Report of the 
World Commission on Environment and Development, chaired by the then Prime 
Minister of Norway, Dr. Gro Harlem Bruntland.77 Barely four years after the 
completion of the Brandt Report, in December 1983, the then UN Secretary General, 
Peruvian Javier Pérez de Cuellar, called upon Bruntland to “establish and chair a 
special, independent commission,”78 with the aim to address major challenges 
identified by the UN General Assembly.79 The Report sets “a global agenda for 
change”80 for the international community.  Hailed as the most important document of 
the decade on the future of the world, this Report was prepared in response to the need 
to re-examine the critical environmental and development problems of the planet in 
order to formulate realistic proposals to solve them, and to ensure that human progress 
be sustained through development without bankrupting the resources of future 
generations.  Due to its mandate, the Report is focused on the environment but, at the 
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same time, the Commission was acutely aware of the close interconnectedness of 
different issues, particularly the relationship between economic and environmental 
concerns. To have limited the scope of the Report only to environmental issues--
according to the words of the Chairperson--“would have been a grave 
mistake…[because] many critical survival issues are related to uneven development, 
poverty, and population growth”.81 From the outset, and after an analysis of the main 
changes in population patterns, economic activity and technology, the report sets a 
clear framework for its work: “These related changes have locked the global economy 
and global ecology together in new ways… We are forced to accustom ourselves to an 
accelerating ecological interdependence among nations. Ecology and economy are 
becoming ever more interwoven--locally, regionally, nationally, and globally--into a 
seamless net of causes and effects.”82 Moreover, the Report highlights the existence of 
injustices in the world, and speaks of “the widening of the gap between ‘developed’ 
and ‘developing’ countries.” It mentions the direct impact of the many social and 
economic disparities on the environmental conditions and strongly argues that 
“inequality is the planet’s main ‘environmental’ problem.”83            
 Fundamental changes are envisaged as the only way to deal with the 
impending crisis: “This Commission believes that people can build a future that is 
more prosperous, more just and more secure.”84 However, this statement is 
immediately qualified. It requests the political will of the nations to adequately deal 
with the crisis. And, in light of the pressing questions, it states:  
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But the Commission’s hope for the future is conditional on decisive 
political action now to begin managing environmental resources to 
ensure both sustainable human progress and human survival. We are 
not forecasting a future; we are serving a notice--an urgent notice based 
on the latest and best scientific evidence---that the time has come to 
take the decisions needed to secure the resources to sustain this and 
coming generations. We do not offer a detailed blueprint for actions, 
but instead a pathway by which the peoples of the world may enlarge 
their spheres of cooperation.85 
    The Report will be remembered--among other things--for its definition of 
the concept of “sustainable development.” Accordingly, it is a kind of process 
that “meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the 
ability of future generation to meet their own needs.”86 The Report claims that 
“the concept of development does imply limits--not absolute limits but 
limitations imposed by the present state of technology and social organization 
on environmental resources and by the ability of the biosphere to absorb the 
effects of human activities.”87 Since then, the term “sustainable development” 
has gained acceptance, and significant time has been devoted to discuss the 
accuracy and relevance of such a definition.  
Without pretension to claim undue credit, one has to be aware that the 
ecumenical movement has pioneered the concept of sustainability. Already in 
1974, and partially in response to the Club of Rome Report, a group of 
economists, scientists and theologians gathered together in Bucharest, in a 
consultation on “Science and Technology for Human Development: The 
Ambiguous Future-The Christian Hope.” The Report of the Consultation is a 
milestone in the ecumenical reflections. Despite its length, and because it was 
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the first definition of the issue produced at an ecumenical gathering, the text is 
worth quoting here. It weaves related questions with remarkable clarity. The 
relevant parts read as follows: 
For a short period in recent history some societies cultivated the dream 
of unlimited wealth, of overcoming poverty not primarily by sharing 
wealth but by increasing it so that there would be enough for all. Now 
we face a sobering return to reality. We begin to perceive that the future 
will require a husbanding of resources and a reduction of expectations 
of global economic growth. We do not expect that humanity can live as 
the most extravagant have been living, and we no longer believe that 
the spillover of wealth from the top will mean prosperity for all. There 
may be a divine irony in the fact that the very technological victories 
which once supported the vision of affluence, —by their contribution to 
increasing consumption of resources, growing population, and 
pollution—are bringing an end to the dream of a carefree and affluent 
future. The goal must be a robust, sustainable society, where every 
individual can fell secure that his or her quality of life will be 
maintained or improved. We can already delineate some necessary 
characteristics of this enduring society. First, social stability cannot be 
obtained without an equitable distribution of what is in scarce supply 
and common opportunity to participate in social decisions. Second, a 
robust global society will not be sustainable unless the need for food is 
at any time well below the global capacity to supply it, and unless the 
emissions of pollutants are well below the capacity of the ecosystems to 
absorb them. Third, the new social organization will be sustainable 
only as long as the rate of use of non-renewable resources does not 
outrun the increase in resources made available through technological 
innovation. Finally, a sustainable society requires a level of human 
activity which is not adversely influenced by the never ending, large 
and frequent natural variations in global climate.88   
It is fitting here to mention that the ecumenical movement also worked to offer 
an alternative to the idea of “sustainable development.” It has given preference 
to the concept of “sustainable societies/communities.” Canadian David 
Hallman, makes a critical analysis of the concept of sustainable development. 
He argues that: 
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“Sustainable Development” assumes the model of development 
dominant since the end of the WW II, as led by the industrialized 
nations in a globalizing economy and imposed on non-industrialized 
countries. It now tries to make this planetwide economic regime 
environmentally sustainable. “Sustainable society” or “sustainable 
community,” by contrast, begins with local and regional populations 
and conditions and asks what kind of economy and environment 
sustains communities over time on terms indigenous to localities and 
regions.89  
 In an article reviewing the work of the Bruntland Commission, and the 
implications of the Report for the ecumenical community, British scholar David 
Gosling, challenges the readers to go beyond what the Report says. He claims that  
For Christians, this balancing of today’s demands and the need for 
tomorrow’s children is crucial. For Christians are not only committed 
to the long-term survival of our planet… but must also exhibit a bias in 
favor of the most neglected and vulnerable parts of the human 
community. The Churches might therefore wish to go even further that 
the Bruntland commissioners in advocating the rights of future 
generations! 90 
   Some twelve years later, Bruntland herself assessed the Commission’s work 
in this way: “I believe it did move the world more than an inch forward.” 91  
The United Nations (UN) World Conferences   
 Four UN World Conferences held in the space of less than four decades in 
Stockholm (1972), Rio de Janeiro (1992), Johannesburg (2002), and Copenhagen 
(2009) merit mention in this brief analysis.  
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Stockholm, 1972 
 The first conference took place between the work of the Club of Rome (1972) 
and the Brandt Report (1980). It is referred to as the UN Conference on the Human 
Environment. It took place in Stockholm, Sweden, 5-16 June, 1972 and was the first 
world meeting devoted to questions pertaining to the environment. Likewise, it was 
the first UN Conference to establish a specific forum for Non-Governmental 
Organizations (NGOs), or to put it positively, for organizations that represents the 
interests of the civil society.   
 The Conference helped to focus the international interest on fundamental 
environmental problems, calling attention particularly to the issue of the transnational 
character of the phenomena. Air, land and water pollution, for example, were 
identified as global issues, overcoming national boundaries and affecting peoples and 
the environment alike, without recognition of geographical or political boundaries. 
The meeting issued a statement, entitled the Declaration of the UN Conference on the 
Human Environment.92 Despite its title, the Declaration has been criticized for its 
excessive use of non-inclusive language. It is preceded by a proclamation which 
begins with the following affirmation: “Man is both creature and molder of his 
environment, which gives him physical sustenance and affords him the opportunity for 
intellectual, moral, social and spiritual growth.”93 What happened to the other half of 
the human community? 
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 The proclamation emphasizes that “the protection and improvement of the 
human [finally!] environment is a major issue which affects the well-being of peoples 
and economic development throughout the world.” 94 It calls all the citizens of the 
planet to assume responsibility for the defense and improvement of the human 
environment, and argues that “international cooperation is also needed.”95     
 The Declaration goes beyond purely “environmentalist” interests, and tries to 
link other issues that are interconnected with each other in the complex web of reality: 
“economic and social development is essential for ensuring a favorable living and 
working environment for man [sic] and for creating conditions on earth that are 
necessary for the improvement of the quality of life.”96 It affirms the need for justice, 
particularly for “developing” countries in international commerce (Principle 10), and 
requests that both financial and technical resources be made available to preserve and 
improve the environment (Principle 12). The text calls for the elimination and 
complete destruction of nuclear weapons and other means of mass destruction 
(Principle 26). The Conference passed a resolution condemning nuclear weapon tests, 
calling upon nuclear States “to abandon their plans to carry out such tests since they 
may lead to further contamination of the environment.”97 
 The Conference also will be remembered for its agreement to move that the 
General Assembly of the UN designate 5 June, as World Environment Day.98 It also 
was the catalyst for the establishment of the UN Environmental Program (UNEP), to 
act as a motivational tool for actions to protect the environment worldwide. 
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Additionally, it approved a significant and detailed Action Plan for the Human 
Environment. More than thirty years later, the plan still has validity and the worsening 
ecological and economic situations of the world beg the question:  Why has the Action 
Plan not been duly implemented?     
Rio de Janeiro, 1992.  
 Almost five years after the publication of the Bruntland Report, and twenty 
years after Stockholm, the world community, through its representatives, was invited 
to the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED). The political 
context of the world had changed dramatically since the first international conference 
in Stockholm. However, the changes had been not only at the political level. The 
quality of life of peoples and of the environment had worsened globally. Shortly 
before the conference, Larry Stammer, from the United States, reminded his readers 
that 
Since 1972, the world has lost nearly 494 million acres of trees--an area 
the size of the United States east of the Mississippi, Worldwatch said. 
Chemicals have ripped a hole in the ozone layer. Deserts have 
expanded by 297 million acres, claiming more land than that is planted 
to crops in China and Nigeria combined. An estimate 480 million tons 
of topsoil, roughly equal to that which covers the agricultural land of 
India and France, has been lost. Thousands of plant and animal species 
no longer exist.99 
 The gathering took place in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 3-14 June 1992.   
Thousands of people’s organizations, NGOs, and ecumenical bodies, contributed from 
their own perspectives and experiences to the final outcome of the event. Results of 
the Conference included: Agenda 21, the Rio Declaration, and two important 
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conventions, one on biological diversity (CBD) and the other on climate change 
(UNFCCC). 
 The Principles of the Rio Declaration, while reaffirming earlier commitments 
of the international community, did sharpen the focus on certain issues. They 
highlighted--inter alia--“the essential task of eradicating poverty as an indispensable 
requirement for sustainable development” (Principle 5); called for special priority to 
the countries “most environmentally vulnerable” (Principle 6); affirmed the need to 
“cooperate in a spirit of global partnership to conserve, protect and restore the health 
and integrity of the Earth’s ecosystem, ” (Principle 7) and pointed out the “vital role” 
that women and indigenous people play “in environmental management and 
development.” (Principles 20 and 22).100  
 Agenda 21--in the words of Maurice Strong, the Secretary-General of the 
Conference--“constitutes the most comprehensive and far-reaching program of action 
ever approved by the world community.”101  It sets priority actions, describes 
environmental effects, and produces a list of essential means to deal with the issues.102 
However, Agenda 21 had its shortcomings. It disappointed the expectations of many 
people from around the world. In this sense, Rasmussen observes that 
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There is a serious tension between the means proposed to achieve 
sustainable development…and the goals  necessary to achieve such 
development…It is, in fact, likely that the means utterly frustrate the 
end. If that is so the survival ethics fails. Development as a concept 
remains anchored in the very strategies by which current economic 
growth was achieved, the kind of growth which is now the bane of 
ecological well-being. It is rooted in post-World War II economic 
expansion and continues within the framework of globalized capitalist 
economy.103      
 The Conference also approved two important legally-binding agreements. The 
first was the Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), whose ultimate 
goal was the stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere and led 
eventually to the establishment of the Kyoto Protocol.104  The second was the 
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), which aimed at the conservation of 
biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components, and a fair sharing of the use 
of genetic resources. These two key issues are discussed in greater detail below.       
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 At Rio 1992, a parallel “Global Forum” took place. Among its participants, 
there were representatives of different churches and of the ecumenical movement. The 
ecumenical community had chosen for the overall theme of its gathering a rather 
suggestive and revelatory title: “Searching for the New Heavens and the New Earth: 
an Ecumenical Response to UNCED.”105 
 One of the documents produced by the ecumenical delegation was the Letter to 
the Churches. In it, the delegates expressed their concern for and commitment to 
God’s good creation, and noted that they “write with a sense of urgency. The earth is 
in peril. Our home is in plain jeopardy… For the very first time in the history of 
creation, certain life support systems of the planet are being destroyed by human 
actions.”106 They concluded that “the prevailing system is exploiting nature and 
peoples on a worldwide scale and promises to continue in an intensified rate.”107 They 
confessed anew that “The Spirit is the Giver and sustainer of life.”108 The letter ends 
with hopeful and challenging words, “Our churches themselves must be places where 
we learn anew what it means that God’s covenant extends to all creatures, by 
rediscovering the eco-centric dimension of the Bible.”109   
Johannesburg, 2002.  
The World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) took place just 
outside of the city of Johannesburg, South Africa, from August 26 to 
September 4, 2002. The WSSD was fundamentally given the task to hold a 
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ten-year review of the UNCED with the purpose of reinvigorating the 
commitment of the global community to sustainable development. The 
gathering again brought together thousands of participants, from 
representatives of grass-root organizations to heads of states and 
governments.110 As in Rio, parallel events were organized by NGOs and other 
independent groups. These groups showed the many diverse faces of the civil 
society, usually defending different positions than those adopted by their 
official governmental delegations. Among these groups there was also a 
significant ecumenical delegation.   
The organizers of the official summit recognized that “the progress in 
implementing sustainable development has been extremely disappointing since 
the 1992 Earth Summit, with poverty deepening and environmental 
degradation worsening. What the world wanted…was not a new philosophical 
or political debate bur rather, a summit of actions and results.”111 
The ecumenical delegation developed in less diplomatic language a more 
realistic assessment of what happened during the period between the two 
world gatherings. As part of the background papers and preparatory materials, 
the Justice, Peace and Creation Team of the World Council of Churches 
commented: 
In the ten years since Rio, the concept of “sustainable development,” 
combining the need for development with the concept of sustainability, 
has been undermined by the inexorable march of corporate-driven, 
marked-oriented economic forces and their global outreach. The 
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underlying development paradigm, with its strong emphasis on 
economic growth and marked expansion, has served first and foremost 
the interests of powerful economic players. It has further marginalized 
the poor sectors of society, simultaneously undermining their basic 
security in terms of access to land, water, food, employment, other 
basic services, and a healthy environment.112 
The ecumenical delegation made clear its position even before the beginning 
of the Summit. It was rooted in a biblical and theological understanding that 
sustains ethical discourse and corresponding actions in solidarity with the 
poor. It stated that 
By asserting the primacy of justice, ecological sustainability, and the 
creation of viable communities, the ecumenical community states that 
authentic human development can never be achieved when the ultimate 
goal is amassing wealth and material goods, especially when these are 
at the expense of others in the global community and of the health of 
the global environmental commons. Justice and equity must be at the 
heart of any sustainable economic, social or environmental system 
supporting the whole Earth Community.113  
 
Furthermore, the delegation wanted “…alternatives to the WSSD negotiations 
… particularly alternatives that emerge among communities struggling for life 
in the globalising economy.”114     
What did the Johannesburg Conference produce?  Three main documents were 
formulated as the result of negotiations during the event and were adopted by 
the Summit. The first is the Political Declaration, entitled The Johannesburg 
Declaration on Sustainable Development. The second and much longer 
document was entitled Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on 
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Sustainable Development.115 The third is a list of partnerships among 
organizations of the civil society, private sectors, governments and 
international organizations. 
The Political Declaration reaffirmed the importance of the interrelated 
character of the issues and the signatories “assume a collective responsibility 
to advance and strengthen the interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars 
of sustainable development--economic development, social development and 
environmental protection--at the local, national, regional and global 
levels”(5).116 It recognized that “the deep fault line that divides human society 
between the rich and the poor and the ever-increasing gap between the 
developed and developing worlds pose a major threat to global prosperity, 
security and stability”(12). The document also issued a serious political 
warning: “unless we act in a manner that fundamentally changes their lives, 
the poor of the world may lose confidence in their representatives and the 
democratic systems to which we remain committed, seeing their 
representatives as nothing more than sounding brass or tinkling cymbals”(15). 
The text reaffirmed the commitment to sustainable development and ended 
with a solemn statement: “From the African continent, the cradle of 
humankind, we solemnly pledge to the peoples of the world and the 
generations that will surely inherit this Earth that we are determined to ensure 
that our collective hope for sustainable development is realized” (37).   
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An unsigned feature article, entitled “The Johannesburg Summit Test: What 
Will Change? acknowledges that “not everyone was pleased with the 
outcome.” However it argues that the meeting not only “has laid the 
groundwork and paved the way for action” but also  “marked a major 
departure from previous UN conferences in many ways, in structure and 
outcome, that could have a major effect on the way the international 
community approaches problem solving in the future.”117  In a different vein, 
Canadian scholar David G. Hallman, while recognizing that “there were 
modest accomplishments that we can celebrate,” takes a critical stance vis à vis 
the Summit’s results. Hallmann writes: 
WSSD was a missed opportunity… [It] could have been a turning 
point. The Global community could have responded seriously to the 
injustice of the disparity between the access to resources by the wealthy 
and what is available to the poor as well as taking concerted action to 
address the on-going assaults on the ecological well-being of the Earth. 
Instead, agreements were negotiated which are likely to have limited 
impact on improving the lives of the marginalized and the health of the 
planet. 118           
 
Copenhagen, 2009. 
The international community gathered in the capital city of Denmark, 
Copenhagen,  December 7 to 18 2009, to review the world situation since 
Johannesburg and to adopt new measures and agreements to deal with the 
acute problems of climate change in general and global warming in particular. 
                                                           
117
  www.johannesburg summit.org/html/whats-new/feature-story41.html/ 
October 23, 2002.  
118
 David G.Hallman, “Report on the World Summits on Sustainable 
Development (WSSD) Johannesburg, South Africa, August 26 to September 4, 2002,” 
in http://www.wcc- coe.org/wcc/ what/jpc/wssd.thml. November 5, 2002. 
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It was officially called the United Nations Climate Change Conference and it 
was the largest world summit conference on this issue ever held. Official 
representatives of 192 countries were present as well as around 46.000 
accredited participants representatives of organizations of the civil society 
concerned with these questions. At the opening session, the Danish Prime 
Minister, Lars Rasmussen, described the Summit as an opportunity the world 
cannot afford to miss. To highlight the seriousness of the moment, Rajendra 
Pachauri, the chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC), already argued that “if there’s no action before 2012, that’s too late. 
What we do in the next two to three years will determine our future. This is a 
defining moment.”119  
The gathering was basically aimed to produce a new international climate deal   
that would replace the Kyoto protocol and agreements. As the specific issue of 
climate change is dealt with below, the results and shortcomings of the 
Copenhagen world conference will be discussed in greater detail in that 
section.   
These international documents and gatherings highlighted both the urgency of 
the situation as well as the main issues/signs that threatens the well being of 
our global village, the planet Earth. A closer look at some of them will 
complete the picture. Nevertheless, global treaties and agreements only are not 
                                                           
119As referred to in Friedman, Hot, Flat, and Crowded, 43.   
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enough. As Friedman reminds his readers, “[I]f I’ve learned anything about 
ecology in researching this book, it is this: All conservation is local.”120                                                                                                          
The Warning Signs of a World Gone Awry 
On the eve of the twenty-first century, the human 
experiment and the biosphere that has sustained it stand 
in profound jeopardy... Those with the greatest power 
seemed determined to refuse to take these danger signs 
seriously and instead, plan to keep “business as usual” 
in place, even as the capacity of the planet to sustain 
such ‘business’ erodes. Yet our task is not to indulge in 
apocalyptic despair, but to continue the struggle to 
reconcile justice in human relations with sustainable life 
community on earth.    
                                                         Rosemary Radford Ruether, Gaia & God. 
He answered them, “When it is evening, you say, ‘It will 
be a fair weather, for the sky is red.’ And in the 
morning, ‘It will be stormy today, for the sky is red and 
threatening.’ You know how to interpret the appearance 
of the sky, but you cannot interpret the signs of the 
times.”   
                                 Matthew 16: 2-3 
The gospels report that Jesus once reproached the 
religious leaders of his day for being able to read the 
signs of the weather but not the signs of the times (Matt 
16:2-3). Today, it seems, the two are rather more 
evidently linked.  
                                                                         Marlin VanElderen 121 
The historical overview of the way the international community dealt with 
fundamental questions of survival for our planet Earth, invites us to move into 
a more focused analysis of some of the specific issues. The Worldwatch 
                                                           
120
 Ibid., 303. Emphasis original. The author calls for the creation of a million 
Noah’s arks to preserve the different ecosystems and argues that “all the locals are 
increasingly connected,” 314.   
121 In the Editorial of The Ecumenical Review, Vol. 49, n.2 (1997): 130. 
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Institute, for example, has published annually the State of the World, Report on 
Report on Progress toward a Sustainable Society.122 The issues highlighted 
there cover a vast array of problems that have the potential to threaten the 
future of both humankind and “otherkind,” such as overpopulation (1984); 
decommissioning nuclear power plants (1986); reducing hunger (1987); 
conservation of biological diversity (1987 and 1992); mass extinction of 
species (1988); the depletion of the ozone layer (1989); global warming 
(1990); consumerism and its effects on a planet of limited resources (1991); 
water scarcity (1993); climate change (1996); toxic waste (2002); innovations 
for a sustainable economics (2008); into a warmer world (2009), and 
Transforming Cultures: From Consumerism to Sustainability (2010). 
Nonetheless, it took twenty years for the Institute to include a chapter on the 
role of religion in this particular area: “Engaging Religion in the Quest for a 
Sustainable World” (2003).123    
Other international institutions and organizations have also called attention to 
some of the fundamental problems faced by large sectors of the world’s 
population, such as hunger124; unemployment125; social marginalization and 
                                                           
122
 The Mission Statement of the Institute reads as follows: “The Worldwatch 
Institute is an independent research organization that works for an environmentally 
sustainable and socially just society, in which the needs of all people are met without 
threatening the health of the natural environment or the well-being of future 
generations.” www.Worldwatch.org/ November 4, 2004.    
123 See Gary Gardner, “Engaging Religion in the Quest for a Sustainable 
World,” in The State of the World 2003. A Worldwatch Institute Report on Progress 
Toward a Sustainable Society, ed., Linda Starke (New York and London: W.W. 
Norton & Company, 2003), 152-175. 
124
 The U.N. Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) announced on 25 
November 2003 in the State of the Food Insecurity in the World 2003, that “latest 
estimates signal a setback in the war against hunger. Worldwide…842 million people 
were undernourished in 1999-2001. www.fao.org/ November 26, 2003. On 16-18 
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exclusion126; the lack of basic sanitation and health care, etc. For some, one of 
the cruelest realities of late global capitalism is the widening of the gap 
between the rich and the poor.127 This entails devastating consequences for 
millions of people. Current patterns of resource consumption are alarming: less 
than 20% of the world’s population consumes more than 80% of the available 
resources.128  The world today is characterized by the pervasive presence of 
inequality and injustices. US ethicist Karen Lebacqz speaks of the “reign of 
injustice,” and states that “because of the history of injustice that dominates 
                                                                                                                                                                       
November 2009, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) organized a World 
Food Summit to address the global food insecurity situation that has worsened and 
continues to represent a serious threat for humanity. On the eve of the World Trade 
Organization Ministerial meeting, a new book highlights the need for a fundamental 
reshaping of international trade and investment rules to put human rights, particularly 
the right to adequate food, at the centre of economic and development policy. The 
book, The Global Food Challenge, ed. Sophia Murphy and Armin Paasch (Germany, 
2009), with contributions by leading civil society trade experts at the Ecumenical 
Advocacy Alliance (EAA), FoodFirst Information and Action Network (FIAN), the 
Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP), Brot für Alle, Brot für die Welt, 
Germanwatch and Heinrich Böll Foundation, calls on governments to bear in mind 
their obligation to respect, protect and realize the right to food when negotiating new 
trade agreements. The number of undernourished people in the world has set a 
scandalous new record of one billion in 2009, in spite of a record grain harvest in 
2008. See http//www.e-alliance.ch. 23 December 2009. 
125 Clarin, the Buenos Aires newspaper, informs that the International Labor 
Office (ILO), in its 2003 report, states that 185.9 million people in the world were 
unemployed, and that this figure sets a sad new historical record on the matter. 
www.clarin.com/  29 January 2004. Five years later, the same organization forecasts 
that by the end of 2009, world unemployment would rise by thirty million to fifty 
million – from a 2008 total of 189 million to a range of 220/239 million. See 
http>//dlc.org/ndol/. 9 December 2009. 
126
 According to a 2007 report of the World Bank, 2.4 billion people are living 
on two USD a day or less. See Friedman, Hot, Flat, and Crowded, 40.   
127
 The Bruntland Report (page 6) already made clear that “inequality is the 
planet’s main environmental problem.”   
128
 It is estimated that one individual in the USA has the consumptive impact 
of 280 persons in Haiti. See Larry Yoder, “Making the Case for Environmental Justice 
as a Central Theme of Christian Ethics in the 21st Century.” See http://gosehn.edu/ 
larryry/larryp.htm  October 23, 2004. It is obvious that this estimate was made well 
before the devastating earthquake that hit Haiti in January 12, 2010. 
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the world biblical remembrance yields a different image for the oppressed and 
for the oppressor.”129   
 It is not uncommon for scholars, ethicists, and theologians to include and 
discuss their own selection of issues related to the threats to life, in many instances as 
a prolegomena to the central focus of their research.130 In the following, I will focus 
first on two fundamental issues that constitute the object of two of the framework 
Conventions adopted by UNCED, namely, climate change and biological diversity. 
Later, and in order to draw attention to the interconnection of the issues, I will include 
reflections on two major areas, namely, availability and access to water and the 
growing gap between the rich and the poor. I will include both global and local 
aspects of the problems under discussion, placing particular emphasis on the region 
from which I come and know best.  
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 Karen Lebacqz, Justice in an Unjust World: Foundations for a Christian 
Approach to Justice (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 987), 10, 122. 
130 See, inter alia, Lester Brown, Building a Sustainable Society (New York 
and London: W.W. Norton & Company, 1981), 13-136; Lester Brown, Eco-Economy: 
Building and Economy for the Earth (New York and London: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 2001), 27-73; Calvin  B. DeWitt, Earth-Wise: A Biblical Response to 
Environmental Issues (Grand Rapids, Michigan: CRC Publications,1994), 27-38; 
Celia Deane-Drummond, A Handbook in Theology and Ecology (London: SCM Press, 
1996), 1-14; Carol J. Dempsey and Russel A. Butkus, ed., All Creation is Groaning: 
An Interdisciplinary Vision for Life in a Sacred Universe (Collegeville, Minnesota: 
The Liturgical Press, 1999), 99-125; Peter de Vos and others, ed., Earthkeeping in the 
Nineties (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Pub.Co., 1991), 19-108; 
Wesley Grandberg-Michaelson, A Worldly Spirituality (San Francisco: Harper & 
Row, 1984), 3-25; James Nash, Loving Nature: Ecological Integrity and Christian 
Responsibility (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1991), 23-63; Rosemary Radford Ruether, 
Gaia and God: An Ecofeminist Theology of Earth Healing (San Francisco: 
HarperSanFrancisco, 1992), 85-111; R.L. Sarkar, The Bible, Ecology and 
Environment (Delhi: ISPCK, 2000), 206-268; David E. Toolan, At Home in the 
Cosmos (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 2001), 75-125, and Celia Deane-Drummond, 
Eco-Theology (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 2008), 1-15. 
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Climate Change.131                 
                   Cambia todo cambia   
                          Cambia lo superficial 
      Cambia también lo profundo 
      Cambia el modo de pensar 
      Cambia todo en este mundo. 
 
      Cambia el clima con los años 
      Cambia el pastor su rebaño 
      Y así como todo cambia 
      Que yo cambie no es extraño. 
      Cambia todo cambia 
      Cambia todo cambia   
                            Julio Numhauser 132 
    
The Churches’ involvement in the issue of climate 
change stems from our belief that God created and loves 
this world. We believe that God intends that humans, as 
an integral part of creation, should live in a wholesome 
relationship to the rest of creation so as not the cause 
such destruction that species, ecosystems, and indeed 
large numbers of people are threatened.   
                                                                                David G. Hallman 133 
Charles, Frances, Ivan, Jeanne, and Karl are “named” tropical storms and 
hurricanes that in a period of approximately six weeks, starting on August 25, 
2004, devastated several Caribbean island nations as well as the southeastern 
states of the USA. According to reports, in Florida only, responses to the 
storms resulted in the largest Red Cross operation in history. Four hurricanes 
                                                           
131 The Framework Convention, in its Article 1, defines it as “a change of 
climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the 
composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate 
variability observed over comparable time periods.”  
132 Chilean songwriter and folk singer, founder of the famous vocal group, 
Quilapayún. 
133
 “Climate Change and Ecumenical Work for Sustainable Community,” in 
Earth Habitat: Eco-Injustice and the Church’s Response, ed. Dieter Hessel and Larry 
Rasmussen (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2001), 125. 
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of such magnitude in forty-four days had not been seen since 1986. They left 
hundreds of people dead. Thousands others were injured and property losses 
are in the billions of dollars. Hurricane Katrina smashed New Orleans on 
August 29, 2005 and was considered one of the most powerful storms ever to 
strike the region.  
The period between 1970 and 1974, averaged less than two major hurricanes a 
year. In 1995, there were nineteen named Atlantic Ocean storms, the second 
busiest season on record (1933 was the highest with twenty-one). The last 
years of the twentieth century and the first years of the twenty-first century 
have followed a similar pattern. Stanley Goldenberg, a research meteorologist 
with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in Miami, believes 
that the reason for this trend “lies in a broad 1 to 1.5 grade Fahrenheit rise in 
sea-surface temperatures that have occurred in the mid-1990s.”134  Dr. Rubén 
Bejarán, who holds the chair of Climatology at the University of Buenos Aires, 
states that “There is no doubt that there is a ‘warm anomaly’ in the Atlantic 
Ocean that has generated these monsters in such a short period of time.”135    
The September 2004 issue of National Geographic magazine carried the title 
“Global Warning” a play of words regarding the problem of global warming. 
The main featured article is entitled The Heat is On. The editor--conscious that 
some of his readers may react against the magazine and even terminate their 
membership --warns that what it portrays isn’t science fiction or a Hollywood 
                                                           
134 J. Madeleine Nash, “Force of Nature,” Time Magazine, 20 September 2004, 
47. 
135 Silvina Heguy, “Huracanes: Las causas de la inusual ola que arrasa al 
Caribe y a EE.UU.”www.clarin.com/ September 18, 2004. My translation. 
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movie. Rather it is hard truth as scientists see it. Besides global warming, there 
is the dilemma of heavier rainfall in some areas, with persistent droughts in 
others; heat waves in some regions and coldest seasons in others, oceans are 
warming, coral reefs are dying, and seasons arrive later or earlier than normal. 
Unpredictable climate patterns seem to have become the only predictable 
option.     
Under the umbrella of Climate Change, there are various related issues, such 
as global warming, the greenhouse effect, the thinning of the ozone layer, and 
the changes in weather patterns. They all point to human activities as the 
fundamental cause affecting the world climate.136 Global warming can be seen 
both as a consequence and as a sign of climate change. Gradually, the more 
precise term, “climate change”, is preferred and used more and more as a 
subject that covers and includes all the others.137 
What is going on and why is it important? The interpretation of the data 
gathered by diverse groups of scientists working in relation to the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) shows that 
one of the main reasons for temperature increase is due to more than 150 years 
of the industrialization process: the burning of growing quantities of fossil 
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 See the various articles on each of these phenomena in www.envirolink.org  
137
  Due to its critical importance, climate change is one of the four priority 
themes selected by the Latin American Council of Churches (CLAI) for its regional 
ongoing program on “Environmental Citizenship” launched at the end of 2003. For a 
fuller description of the CLAI program, see Alfredo Salibián, “Ecología 2004: 
Compromiso de las Iglesias Cristianas,” El Estandarte Evangélico (Julio/Agosto 
2004): 4-8.  
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fuels, the cutting of forests, and the preference for certain farming methods.138 
The “Greenhouse gases” (carbon dioxide [CO2], methane and nitrous oxide) 
occur naturally in the atmosphere and they play a fundamental role for the 
existence of life on earth. That is, they keep some of the sun’s warmth from 
reflecting back into space. Without the effects of this “shield,” the Earth would 
be a cold and a barren place. What is the problem, then? As the Argentine 
song–writer Alberto Cortez puts it: Ni poco ni demasiado, todo es cuestión de 
medida. 139 Reliable scientific information made available by the UNFCCC, 
demonstrates how the increasing quantities of these gases are pushing the 
global temperature to artificially high levels and thus altering the climate. In 
1996, after the first meeting of the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the 
UNFCC in Berlin, Christopher Flavin, from the Worldwatch Institute, affirmed 
that “By 1995, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has 
reached 360 parts per million (ppm)--higher than at any time in the past 
                                                           
138 Basic information and sources for this section can be found in 
http://unfccc.int/ essential_background /items/ November 15, 2004. 
139
 Because of its beauty and wisdom  the poem deserves to be included in full: 
No siempre gana distancia                          No siempre está satisfecho  
el hombre que más camina.                        el hombre con lo que tiene 
A veces, por ignorancia,                             Si muchos son los derechos,  
andar se vuelve rutina.                                muchos también los deberes. 
No por gastar los zapatos                            A veces lo más deseado 
se sabe más de la vida.                                es una fruta prohibida. 
Ni poco ni demasiado,                                Ni poco ni demasiado, 
todo es cuestión de medida.                        todo es cuestión de medida. 
                           
No siempre gasta su tiempo                         No siempre es la barba blanda 
aquel que más tiempo gasta.                        la que mejor se rasura. 
No hay que pujar a destiempo                      Para una buena navaja 
para ganar la subasta.                                   no importa la barba dura, 
Las horas del apurado,                                 depende si el afilado 
siempre son horas perdidas.                         lo sabe hacer el que afila 
Ni poco ni demasiado,                                  Ni poco ni demasiado, 
todo es cuestión de medida                           todo es cuestión de medida.                                                              
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150.000 years--and far above the 280 ppm that existed when fossil fuel 
burning begun.”140  By mid 2009, the concentration of CO2 reached 
378ppm.141  
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) noted that  
Since 1860… the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the 
atmosphere grew by 32%...every year, an estimate of 6.600 tons of 
human generated carbon dioxide (CO2) are dumped into the 
atmosphere. Only half of it is absorbed by the sea and the plants, but 
the rest remains on the air and accumulates there. The life span of CO2 
can reach up to 200 years.142 
 The current warming trend has also the capacity to cause floods in coastal 
areas, where vast human populations reside, and could even cause the 
disappearance of entire island nations, particularly, but not only, in the Pacific 
and Indian Oceans.143 Floods also may occur as ice caps and glaciers are 
melting at an unusual speed. Patterns of cultivation, regular seasons, and 
                                                           
140 Christopher Flavin, “Facing Up to the Risks of Climate Change,” in State of 
the World 1996: A Worldwatch Institute Report on Progress Toward a Sustainable 
Society (New York and London: W.W. Norton & Company, 1996), 22.   
141
 See http//www.350.org. 23 December 2009. In preparation to the 
Copenhagen COP 15 Summit in December 2009, a world-wide campaign under the 
title “350” was launched. 350 is the number that leading scientists say is the safe 
upper limit for carbon dioxide in our atmosphere. 350 ppm—it's the number humanity 
needs to get back to as soon as possible to avoid runaway climate change. 
142  “Clima: Todo Cambiará.” Nuevo Siglo (Quito), December 2003-January 
2004, 19. My translation. 
143 Tuvalu, in the South Pacific, is reported to have already started to formulate 
evacuation plans. Male, the capital of the Maldives, in the Indian Ocean, tops out at an 
elevation of less than eight feet. Furthermore, Time Magazine (October 4, 2004) 
reports that Shishmaref, the Inupiaq Eskimo village located 625 miles north of 
Anchorage, Alaska, has lost one hundred feet to three hundred feet of coastline, half 
of it since 1997. 
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habitats for both humans and animals alike are deeply affected by the climate 
change.144         
These facts have deep implications for present and future generations alike. 
There is no doubt that these phenomena teach us about the way human beings 
have (dis)organized the world today. Hallman, argues that “climate change 
provides a useful case study of the ecological threats to creation and the 
economic and social inequities within and between societies caused by 
economic systems and practices.”145 Moreover, he argues elsewhere that 
“though climate change is a global problem, people are not equally responsible 
for causing it…We must make a distinction between the ‘luxury emissions of 
the rich’ and the ‘survival emissions of the poor.’”146  
On May 19, 2004, in a statement issued jointly by scientists and religious 
leaders of the U.S.A., the moral dimensions of the question were clearly 
highlighted. According to the report “Global warming is a universal global 
challenge”. The document recognizes the particular responsibility of the USA 
in this area, indicating that   
                                                           
144 Andrew C. Revkin writes that “A comprehensive four-year study of 
warming in the Arctic shows that heat-trapping gases from tailpipes and smokestacks 
around the world are contributing to profound environmental changes, including sharp 
retreats in glaciers and sea ice... the consequences of the fast-paced Arctic warming 
will be global.”  The New York Times, 30 October 2004. Moreover, Argentine 
biological scientist, Irene Schloss, comments that the Antarctic Peninsula is one of the 
areas that suffered higher temperature increases. This had led to the diminishing of 
about 80% of the krill (euphausia superba) population since the 70’s. This small 
crustacean is the basic food for whales, seals, penguins and other sea birds of the area. 
www.Clarin.com, November 4, 2004.     
145 Hallman, “Ecumenical Responses to Climate Change,” 131. 
146 
“Globalization and climate change,” in www.wcc-coe..org/wcc/what/jpc 
/climate. htlm. 28 March 2007.   
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with 4% of the world’s population, we have contributed 25% of the 
increased greenhouse gas concentration which causes global 
warming… the impacts of climate change will fall disproportionately 
upon developing countries and the poor persons within all countries, 
and thereby will exacerbate inequities in health status and access to 
adequate food, clean water, and other resources.147  
As mentioned earlier, one of the agreements reached at the UNCED was 
precisely the Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC), which is a 
legally binding document for the 165 states that signed it. The ultimate 
objective of the Convention was, according to its article 2,  
the stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at 
a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with 
the climate system. Such a level should be achieved within a time-
frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate 
change, to ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable 
economic development to proceed in a sustainable manner. 
 
The Convention sets out principles and general commitments for all the parties 
involved and in its article 3, it recognizes the “differentiated responsibilities 
and respective capabilities” of “developed” and “developing” countries.     
As a result of its work, the Conference of the Parties (COP), agreed to 
establish in 1997 the Kyoto Protocol, an agreement promoting the strongest 
measures to limit carbon dioxide emissions. In its attempt to stop global 
warming, it was expected that the Protocol would affect all major sectors of 
the economy and other related areas.148  A few countries refused to reatify the 
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“Earth’s Climate Embraces us All: A Plea for Religion and Science for 
Action on Global Climate Change.” www.wcc-coe.org/jpc. 5 July 2004.  
148 In his book Eco-Economy: Building an Economy for the Earth (New York: 
W. W. Norton, 2001), Lester Brown proposed measures to change the current 
economic paradigm. In particular, he refers to projects dealing with the building of a 
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Kyoto protocol, among them, the United States of America, the country which 
releases into the atmosphere the largest amount of C02 in the world. Very 
soon, the limits of the Kyoto protocol became evident. Few voices question 
today the seriousness of the scientific findings concerning climate change. 
Physicist Joseph Romn, acting general secretary in the Clinton administration 
and author of Hell and High Water, argues that “the only important holes left 
in the science of climate change are whether it will be ‘serious or catastrophic’ 
and whether we will reach that point sooner rather than later.”149 
The Copenhagen summit meeting on December 2009 (COP 15) was planned 
to produce--inter alia-- an agreement which would replace the Kyoto protocol 
and establish stricter limits to C02 emissions. Almost at the end of the sessions 
of the Summit, ecumenical media leaders issued a statement highlighting the 
need to take firm decisions and linking the climate change issue with the 
question of basic justice and structural change. They affirmed that “Climate 
justice is a visionary principle that will help us to alleviate the unequal burdens 
created by climate change. It calls for the fair treatment of all people through 
policies and projects that address climate change and the structures that create 
and perpetuate inequalities.”150 
                                                                                                                                                                       
solar/hydrogen economy, recycling, eradicating hunger, protecting forest products and 
services, and redesigning cities for people. 
149 As mentioned in Friedman, Hot, Flat, and Crowded, 116. 
150
 See www.waccglobal.org /News. December 19, 2009. 
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  By most accounts, the final results were considered to be a failure.151 Playing 
with words, what was expected to be “Hopenhagen”, turn out to be “Flopenhagen.” 
The summit meeting was not a scientific gathering, but rather a political one. The 
failure points to a serious shortcoming of the governance of the world community and 
show the shortsightedness of the leaders to see beyond their own short- term narrow 
economic and political interests. The last-minute final agreement is non-binding and 
makes no commitments to reduce emissions to keep the temperature raise in check. 
The Spanish daily newspaper El País said that the result was a “rachitic 
agreement.”152 The summit basically agreed to limit the increase of the average world 
temperature to 2 degrees Celsius. The Secretariat of the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change issued a press release which states that “in order to 
achieve this goal, the accord specifies that industrialized countries will commit to 
implement, individually or jointly, quantified economic-wide emissions targets from 
2020, to be listed in the accord before 31 January 2010.”153 All countries were also 
called to sign the agreement and make a specific commitment to reduce CO2 
emissions by 2020. At 31 of January, only eighty seven from the one hundred and 
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  On behalf of the World Council of Churches (WCC), Guillermo Kerber, the 
WCC’s Program Executive for Climate Change, issued a statement saying that “with a 
lack of transparency, the agreement… was negotiated without consensus but rather in 
secret among the powerful nations of the World.” The statement further states that 
“this has been a strong strike against multilateralism and the democratic principles in 
the U.N system.” See WCC e-news, December 21, 2009.  The Forum of Indigenous 
Peoples for Climate Change commented that “Binding commitments are needed to 
protect our forest, biodiversity, air and water… The Indigenous Peoples express 
disappointment and frustration for the lack of progress at the meeting on Climate 
change… It is nothing less that our own survival which is a stake here.” See Agencia 
Latinoamericana y Caribeña de Publicaciones (ALC), December 21, 2009. English 
translation mine.   
152
 El País (Madrid), December 19, 2009. 
153 See WCC Climate Change Newsletter 49, e-news, December 2009. 
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ninety two countries have responded. 154 The Copenhagen meeting also decided to 
make available ten billion US dollars per year--between 2010-2012-- to help the most 
vulnerable countries face the effects of climate change. It also agreed to make 
available up to one hundred billion US dollars per year up to 2020 for the same 
purpose.  
Nobel Peace Prize winner, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, remarked that it is 
urgent that negotiations among all countries are resumed with the objective to 
have clear reductions targets for industrialized countries to decrease by 40% 
CO2 emissions by 2020 and an annual fund of 150 billion US dollars to be 
allocated for adaptation in the most vulnerable developing countries.155  
Confronted with an unparalleled crisis and facing enormous expectations from 
the people, the leaders of the world community have lost another opportunity 
in Copenhagen. Dutch diplomat, Ivo de Boer, Executive Secretary for Climate 
Change of the UN (UNFCCO), resigned two months after the end of the 
meeting and this resignation was interpreted as a reaction to the failure of the 
conference. The next annual COP meeting is scheduled to take place in 
Mexico by the end of 2010.  
 
 
Biodiversity. 
  If the Lord would have consulted me before the 
    Creation, I would have recommended something  
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155 See WCC e-news, December 21, 2009. 
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                                                simpler.  
 
                                 Alfonso el Sabio, King of Castilla, XIIth century    
                         When you have cut down all the trees  
     And killed off all the buffalo, 
    And taken the last fish from the river, 
    Then I hope you can eat all your money. 
  
                                      A Mohawk woman to Teddy Roosevelt 
 Life on earth is the product of billions of years of evolution. The 
extraordinarily rich web of life, with all of its complexity and interrelationships with 
the variety of ecosystems, has been compared to a great tapestry filled with different 
drawings, forms, and colors. But it seems that lately, the tapestry is showing alarming 
signs of wear and tear, far beyond what is considered “normal.”   
 Evangelical scientist and scholar, Calvin B. DeWitt, director of Au Sable 
Institute of Environmental Studies, recounts his story  
When I was in the ninth grade, I recall learning that there were a total 
of 1 million different kinds of living creatures. By the time I was in 
graduate school, I remember learning that there were 5 million species. 
Today [in 1994] there are between 5 million and 40 million species of 
living things on our earth! The biodiversity of earth is so great that we 
realize that we are just beginning to name the creatures. Thus far we 
have named only about 1.5 million of these species.156 
 
 No one really knows how many life forms there are on the planet.  Already 
back in 1992, scientists spoke of a number between ten and eighty million.157  
 Biodiversity is a short form for the term biological diversity, that is, the 
diversity of plants, animals and microorganisms on land and in the oceans. At the 
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UNCED in 1992, the Convention on Biological Diversity (COB) agreed upon a 
definition of “biological diversity.” It is referred to as “the variability among living 
organisms from all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic 
ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes 
diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems.”158  The writers of 
Global Biodiversity Assessment, a massive volume on the issue,159 are fully aware that 
the term biodiversity has been used sometimes in a looser fashion and recognize that 
different interests may perceive it differently. They argue, however, that this fact can 
“be considered a strength in making biodiversity a unifying concept, bringing together 
people from different disciplines and interests with a common goal – the 
understanding, conservation and wise use of biological diversity and resources.”160   
Putting the strict scientific language aside for a moment, Elizabeth 
Dowdeswell,  former Executive Director of the UNEP, reminds her readers 
that, “biodiversity is part of our daily lives and livelihoods and constitutes the 
resources upon which families, communities, nations and future generations 
depend.”161  That is, our very existence as human beings and our own personal 
and communal health literally depends on the continuous supply of what is 
called the “goods and services” provided by the different ecosystems, a fact 
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that we often take for granted. According to a UN study, these goods and 
services include: provision of food, fuel and fiber; provision of shelter and 
building materials; the purification of air and water; the detoxification and 
decomposition of wastes; cultural and aesthetic benefits; the pollination of 
plants, including many crops; the ability to adapt to change; the control of 
pests and diseases; stabilization and moderation of the Earth climate; 
moderation of floods, droughts, temperature extremes and the forces of wind; 
generation and renewal of soil fertility, including nutrient cycling, etc.162     
 This extraordinary richness of the complex reality of life is confronted, 
however, with a serious and no less complex problem: the dramatic and hitherto 
unknown speed of the extinction of species, mainly due to human activities. Scientists 
remind us that for thousands of years humans have been a principal cause of species 
extinctions. They claim that in the history of biodiversity, there always have been 
extinctions, with the consequent impoverishment of life on earth. Moreover, scientists 
also have shown that fossil records reveal that most species are rather ephemeral and 
that more than 95% of species that formerly existed are now extinct. Furthermore, 
there have been rebounds from mass extinctions. They are ecologically slow but 
geologically rapid. In these cases, the recovery of biodiversity “typically requires 5-10 
million years.”163  Given all these scientific data, there is still one but, and it is a very 
important one: I. Hanski, J. Clover and W. Reid argue that “our current concern about 
biodiversity stems largely from the judgment that the present rate of species extinction 
is extremely high in comparison with the natural average (background) rate… in 
mammals, is roughly 100 times higher…in other taxa the discrepancy may be even 
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greater.”164. In birds, for example, it is one thousand times greater.165 These findings 
are supported by the data compiled by the World Conservation Monitoring Centre, the 
most comprehensive source of information on extinctions and threats of extinctions. 
An update made at the very end of the twentieth century shows, for example, that the 
number of critically endangered primates rose from thirteen in 1996 to nineteen in the 
year 2000. Nearly half of the six hundred known species of primates other than 
humans are threatened with extinction, according to the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN).166 The World Wildlife Fund for Nature (WWF) 
publishes the Living Planet Report, a periodic update of the world ecosystems as 
measured by the Living Planet Index (LPI), which is the average of three ecosystem-
based indices. In July 2002, it was reported that over the last thirty years (1970-2000), 
“the forest species population index declined by about 15%, the marine species 
population index declined by about 35%, while the freshwater population index 
dropped 55%.”167 An update done in 2003 claims that 12,259 species are threatened 
with extinction, compared with 11,167 in 2002. Peru and Brazil are among the 
countries with the highest number of threatened birds and mammals.168 Friedman cites 
Conservation International, which estimates that “one species is now going extinct 
every twenty minutes, which is a thousand times faster than the norm during most of 
the earth’s history.”169   
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To provide concrete examples from Latin America concerning amphibians-- 
considered to be the best indicator that nature has concerning environmental 
health-- a study developed by the IUCN showed that in Colombia, for 
example, 208 species are seriously threatened with extinction. Colombia is 
followed by Mexico with 191, Ecuador with 163, and Brazil with 110 
species.170 In my own country, Argentina, there are some 476 animal species 
that risk extinction.171 The country also has lost 70% of its native forests in the 
last seventy years, with the corresponding loss of its rich biodiversity. The 
forests covered a total of 1.100.000 square kilometers in 1935. They have been 
reduced to only 330.000 in 2004, according to a study carried out by the 
National Secretariat for Environment and Sustainable Development.172 A 
consequent threat to the endemic fauna and flora is becoming evident. The 
same Secretariat reports that in Argentina, there are four hundred and seventy-
six animal species that risk extinction.173   
Today, the extent and the speed of species extinction is of such magnitude that 
it has become impossible to foresee the final results, except to say that this 
path leads to utter destruction. For the first time in the history of the planet, 
and unlike previous destructions, this devastation is basically anthropogenic, 
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that is, caused by humans. One very late species, or, as previously mentioned, 
a sector of it, is inflicting death on many other species. Brazilian Leonardo 
Boff, refers to it in this graphic way: “a death machine is mowing down life in 
its most varied forms.”174  Furthermore, at the International Conference on 
Biodiversity, held in Paris, in January 2004, Klaus Toepfer, the Executive 
Director of the UNEP sounded almost apocalyptic. He stated that “the world 
today lives an unprecedented crisis since the extinction of the dinosaurs.”175 
The ecocide described in the biblical book of Revelation looks like an 
understatement comparatively. 
The causes of the phenomena are multiple and interrelated. They range from a 
shortsighted understanding of the value of life, through a distorted view of 
economic development as unlimited growth, to the striving for maximum 
profit in the shortest time possible. Human beings have put such weight on a 
particular ecologically-destructive use of science and technology that 
practically life itself is offered on the altar of this new Moloch.      
The international community decided to deal with the issue head-on and 
agreed to a Convention on Biodiversity (COB). The Convention has three 
main goals: the conservation of biodiversity, the sustainable use of the 
components of biodiversity, and the sharing of benefits arising from the 
commercial and other utilization of genetic resources in a fair and equitable 
way. The preamble affirms that “the conservation of biological diversity is a 
common concern for humankind.”176  The text includes the need to “promote 
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international technical and scientific cooperation in the field of conservation 
and sustainable use of biological diversity.”177 At the time of its approval (June 
1992), one hundred and fifty seven countries were signatories of the 
Convention.        
     It is evident that the two issues that have been addressed thus far cannot be 
considered in isolation. A sound ecological approach would warrant viewing the 
issues in terms of their interrelationships and interconnectedness. Global Diversity in 
a Changing Environment, a detailed study developing future scenarios of biodiversity 
for the twenty-first century, affirms, in connection with these two issues discussed by 
both Conventions, that more and more the scientific community is convinced that 
“there is increasing evidence to suggest that the two broad concerns are intertwined 
and mutually dependent. Past changes in the biodiversity of the Earth have both 
responded to and caused changes in the Earth’s environment.”178 To continue raising 
awareness on the issue, the United Nations has declared the year 2010 to be 
International Year of Biodiversity.179   
 
 
 
Availability and Use of Water    
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     The cycle of life is intricately tied up with 
     the cycle of water, so that anything done 
     against water is a crime against life. The  
     water system has to remain alive if we are to  
     remain alive on this earth. 
                                                                                          Jacques-Ives Cousteau  
O healing river, send down your waters 
Send down your waters upon this land 
O healing river, send down your waters 
And wash the blood from off the sand 
 
This land is thirsting, this land is burning 
No seed is growing in the barren ground 
O healing river, send down your waters, 
O healing river, send your waters down 
                        Fred Hellerman and Fran Minkoff 
 
 It is estimated that approximately 75% of the Earth is water. Yet, only 2.5% of 
the world’s water is fresh, while the rest is sea and ocean water. Of the 2.5%, more 
than two-thirds is stored in glaciers, ice sheets, and mountainous areas. Only 0.3% of 
the freshwater is available from rivers, lakes and reservoirs, and 30% from the 
groundwater.180  The adult human body is composed of approximately 55% to 60%   
water; the brain is composed of 70% water, as is the skin. While the lungs are almost 
90% water, the blood is about 82% water. It is said that a person can survive about a 
month without food, but only 5-7 days without water.181 Water is, indeed, synonymous 
with life. 
 Let me include here a small anecdotal point. I was born and raised in a popular 
working class neighborhood of Buenos Aires, known as La Boca. It is so named 
because it is located where the River Riachuelo flows into the River Plate. The 
primary school where I studied is just twenty-five meters from the river bank. It 
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happens that the Riachuelo is famous for being “the most contaminated river in the 
world,” an infamous record that most probably has several competitors.182 A foul odor 
was a regular feature. The color of the water was black, due to the continuous spilling 
of oil from ships, nearby petrochemical industries and a thermo electrical power 
station. Studies have shown that the concentration of mercury, zinc, lead and 
chromium are fifty times the acceptable levels. The concentration of the bacterium E 
Coli is the same as in a sewer. Garbage freely floats on the surface of the water. It is 
said that if you fall into the river you do not drown, rather, you decay instead. The 
area has one of the highest levels of air pollution, and it is believed that it is one of the 
most vulnerable areas of the country. Some forty years later, I moved to Spain, and 
live in a small town called Guardamar del Segura. It is so named because it lies where 
the river Segura (“Tader” for the Romans and later “Guadalabiad” for the Arabs) 
flows into the Mediterranean Sea. When the wind blows from the east, the stench that 
comes from the river is unbearable. Paradoxically, my olfactory memory brings me 
back to my childhood years. It happened that, according to a study made by the 
University of Alicante, the Segura is the most contaminated river in Europe! 183 From 
their balconies, neighbors hang out banners which read “Rio Segura, mierda pura” 
[Rio Segura, pure dung].   
 During the twentieth century, the human population almost tripled, while, 
during the same time, global freshwater consumption rose sixfold.184 Indeed, with the 
increase in the human population, and the increase of water consumption for basic 
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needs such as drinking and sanitation, agriculture and industry, water has become an 
extremely valuable and scarce resource. It is estimated that1.3 billion people lack 
access to an adequate supply of safe water and about 50% of the world population 
lacks adequate sanitation. One-third of the world’s population lives in countries with 
moderate to high water stress. The problem is more acute in Africa and West Asia.185  
Lester Brown highlights the situation particularly in arid countries, such as India, 
China, Egypt and Pakistan, warning that “population growth is sentencing hundreds of 
millions of people to hydrological poverty – a local form of impoverishment that is 
difficult to escape.”186 
 The problem of water is not only quantity, but also quality. Pollution from 
industry, agriculture, lack of water treatment, etc. adds to the deterioration of the 
quality of freshwater. About two million tons of waste is dumped every day into 
rivers, lakes, and streams. Worldwide, polluted water is estimated to affect the health 
of about 1.200 million people and contributes to the death of approximately 15 million 
children under five years of age every year. Water- borne diseases, water-based 
diseases, water-related vector diseases (transmitted by mosquitoes and flies), and 
water-scarce diseases are countless.187 Economist Jeffrey Sachs claims that “ten of 
millions of Bangladeshi citizens are being poisoned daily by drinking well water that 
is laden with natural arsenic.” 188 
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  At the end of the twentieth century, the Global Environmental Outlook 
estimated that “the declining state of the world’s freshwater resources, in terms of 
quantity and quality, may prove to be the dominant issue on the environment and 
development agenda of the coming century.”189  
 Again, one has to see how and how much is water used differently by different 
people in the “global village” or aboard the “Titanic”. In many African countries, for 
instance, in the last three decades, each trip to collect water rose from an average of 
nine to twenty-one minutes. The average distance that women in Asia and Africa walk 
to collect water is six kilometers. One toilet flush in the northern “developed” 
countries uses as much water as the average person in a “developing” country uses for 
a whole day’s drinking, cooking, washing and cleaning.190 The millions of gallons 
used to water golf links and gardens, to wash cars in the North and in the privileged 
areas of the South, would be enough to supply entire populations with the badly 
needed liquid.   
 In November 2002, the UN Committee responsible for the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights declared water as a human right. 
The text highlights three vulnerable and historically marginalized social sectors, 
particularly referred to as “individuals and groups who have traditionally faced 
difficulties in exercising this right” (point 16). They are: women, children and 
indigenous peoples.191         
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 The UN has also decided to start in March 2005, the second Decade on Water, 
under the name International Decade for Action, “Water for Life,” 2005-2015.192 
During the 1980s, the first decade was celebrated, and its slogan was “Water for All”. 
Studies about the living conditions of millions of people of the world indicate that 
they are, indeed, too far away from accomplishing that goal.   
 In between the two UN Decades on Water, a group of “eminent persons”, 
under the chairmanship of Mario Soares, former President of Portugal, met and agreed 
to issue a document entitled, “The Water Manifesto: A Right to Life.”193 Reacting 
against a persistent tendency towards privatization of water and water services 
spearheaded by large multinational corporations, the Manifesto proclaims that “water 
belongs more to the economy of common goods and wealth sharing than to the 
economy of private and individual accumulation and other’s wealth expropriation.”194 
The Manifesto acknowledges that “it is time to go beyond the logic of ‘warlords’ and 
economic conflicts for the domination and conquest of markets” and remarks that if 
this trend continues, it “could only do harm to the objectives of access to water for all 
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and global integrated sustainability.”195  The text also calls the attention to the fact that 
water has been a cause of wars, “because most States continue to use water as an 
instrument to support of their geo-economic strategic interests as region’s hegemonic 
powers.” 196  The Manifesto concludes with a number of proposals, among them, the 
establishment of a World Observatory for Water Rights, which “must become one of 
the world reference points for information on water rights, in support of the most 
effective forms of water partnership and solidarity.”197   
 Civil societies throughout the world are responding to the water crisis in 
different ways. Concerned ecumenical organizations have also spoken and acted on 
the issue of water. A Statement of the Ecumenical Team to the 12th Session of the 
United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development, in April 2004, recounts the 
threats to the most vulnerable communities and puts forward theological and ethical 
foundations for water as a gift and right. It also suggests a number of advocacy issues 
and comments on the second UN Decade on Water.198 In 2004 in Brazil, the annual 
national Catholic campaign Fraternidade 2004, had as its principal theme “Water: 
source of life.”     
 It is written in the book of the prophet, Isaiah,  
When the poor and needy seek water, and there is none, and their 
tongue is parched and with thirst, I, the Lord, will answer them, I, the 
God of Israel will not forsake them. I will open rivers on the bare 
heights, and fountains in the midst of the valleys. (41:17-18) 
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Will this be real in the life of the people? Some have responded to the text in prayer 
and confession, saying: 
   The earth is a water planet 
   The seas are our amniotic fluid. 
   All life carries your creative waters, 
   People, vegetation, and animals. 
   When the water is polluted 
   It reacts against us and our future, 
   Therefore we cry: Kyrie eleison. 199 
 
The Growing Gap between the Rich and the Poor. 
Over the past few decades, life threatening 
environmental concerns have surfaced in the developing 
world…Yet at  the same time these developing countries 
must operate in a world in which the resources gap 
between most developing and industrial nations is 
widening, in which the industrial world dominates in the 
rule-making of some key international bodies, and in 
which the industrial world has already used much of the 
planet’s ecological capital. This inequality is the 
planet’s main “environmental” problem; it is also its 
main “development” problem.      
                                                                                     Our Common Future 
             The rich must live more simply so that the poor may   
    simply live.                                   
                                          Charles Birch 
     There is enough for everyone’s need, but not for  
    everyone’s greed. 
                                  Mohandas Gandhi 
 Leonardo Boff argues that “the most threatened of nature’s creatures today are 
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the poor.”200 Is this an ideologically driven overstatement or is it a reflection on the 
reality of our world? Immediately following, Boff provides statistics to substantiate 
his claim. Unfortunately, the impressive figures are already outdated, and the bad 
news is that the new figures look even worse. In the “global village”, at the same time 
that a newspaper advertised a pair of diamond studs for $ 24,900,201 and the T.V. 
informs us that a baseball bat with which Babe Ruth hit the first home run for the 
Yankees was auctioned for 1.26 million dollars, more than three billion people live on 
less than two dollars a day and 1.2 million people live on one dollar a day. Facts such 
as these are repugnant. Indian scholar, Anup Shah, has managed to gathered 
impressive statistics concerning world poverty and has produced a careful analysis of 
its main causes.202 He singles out “structural adjustments”--a set of policies prescribed 
by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank to the so called 
“debtor nations”--as a major cause of poverty.203   
 Brazilian Frei Betto, former adviser on hunger-related issues to  President Luis 
Ignacio “Lula” da Silva, reminds his readers that, “four USA citizens: Bill Gates, 
Warren Buffet, Larry Ellison and Paul Allen have together a combined fortune that is 
greater than the Gross National Product of forty-two nations together, with a total 
population of six hundred million people.”204  Lula himself, speaking at the 2004 UN 
Assembly, noted that while in 1820 the ratio of the average per capita income 
between the richest country and the poorest was less than five, today it is greater than 
eighty.   
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 In Argentina, for example, there are 5,735,000 persons who survive on .50 US 
dollars per day, while each of the 10% of the richest, lives on 430 dollars per 
month.205 In January 2004 in a session of the World Social Forum in Porto Alegre, 
Darío Diaz, the Argentine leader of the unemployed people, the piqueteros, remarked 
that 48% of the wealth of the country is concentrated in 10% of the population. This 
group of people has an income of more that thirty-one times greater than those who 
are at the bottom of the economic-social scale.206  
 Ethicist John Nash noted the connections between the problem of economic 
inequities and the ecological crisis when he argues that “Only authentic economic 
equity among nations is sufficient to halt the spiraling degradation of nature. Global 
economic justice is an essential good in itself, but also an essential condition of 
ecological integrity.”207 It is to be noted that the process of economic globalization has 
not only contributed to the integration--though some would argue disintegration--of 
the economies of the poor countries with the economically developed countries 
around the world. It also has produced the concentration of wealth and profits in the 
hands of few transnational corporations and individuals. This situation has created an 
ever- widening gap between a rich minority and a poor majority.  
 Many see the problem as one of the unjust distribution of goods, resources and 
services in the world. Crucial as it is, one needs to go a step further, and analyze the 
underlying social, economic, and political structures that favor such system of 
unfairness and injustice. US Social ethicist, Iris Marion Young, makes a critical 
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analysis of what she calls “the distributive paradigm.” For her, that paradigm only 
“defines social justice as the morally proper distribution of social benefits and burdens 
among society’s members.”208 Young argues for the need to have a broader 
framework from which to discuss issues related to economic and social injustices and, 
therefore, “to focus primarily on the social structures and processes that produce 
distribution rather than on the distribution.”209 Young makes a serious critique of the 
basic structural injustices of domination and oppression embedded in the capitalist 
system. From a different angle, Michael D. Yates, an activist and economist, is also 
critical of capitalism and signals how to resist its global stranglehold. He argues that  
it should be clear…that most of the world’s people will have little or no 
chance to develop their full human capacities as long as there exist such 
significant wealth and income inequalities. A market system simply 
reinforces the inequalities that already exist, and the neoliberalism of 
the past thirty years has made equality much worse.210         
 Yates considers himself part of the “minority” of scholars who is ready to 
question and confront the mainstream of economists who defend today’s globalized 
capitalism. From the perspective of the underside, of the workers and the unemployed, 
Yates studies capitalism in practice, and backed with facts and statistics, underlies the 
existing inequalities among nations, within countries as well as worldwide.211 
 In his doctoral dissertation at Union Theological Seminary in New York city,  
Gary Matthews, an US ethicist, speaks about the “capitalist dilemma.”  He remarks 
that  
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today’s global economy is putting us all in a profound double bind…In 
the first place, our fabulously productive, wealth creating global 
economic system is also immensely destructive. It is fragmenting our 
communities, undermining our polities, and destroying the planet 
biosphere. Secondly, the global economy is rapidly becoming one 
integral phenomenon.212  
 In a similar vein, US scholar Christopher Flavin, using examples from Brazil, 
Philippines, India, and China, speaks about the co-existence, side by side, of 
“economic successes and social failures…in this supposed time of plenty.”213  
 One of the foundational principles of the capitalist system is the private 
property of the means of production. In a persuasive account that traces back the 
history of the concept of property from ancient Greece and Rome to the present, 
German theologian Ulrich Duchrow, and his compatriot, economist Franz 
Hinkelammert, clearly show the linkages between the “destruction of nature and of 
social cohesion by private property in the context of neo-liberal globalization.”214   
 Linkages between the economic globalization which produces the widening of 
the gap between rich and poor, and the devastation of the environment are many and 
varied. One can cite multinational corporations going to countries of the South and 
thereby avoiding the stricter environmental regulations of their home countries; the 
transportation of goods and materials over greater distances and the ensuing pollution; 
the destruction of rainforests to produce cash export crops or pasture lands for 
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northern hamburgers, as in Brazil; “free trade” agreements restricting the capacity of 
governments to impose environmental regulations, etc.215  
 This gap between the rich and the poor is present and felt at almost every level. 
A study released by the World Health Organization (WHO) draws attention to the fact 
that “despite significant gains in medical science, disparities in public health persist 
between rich and poor countries…. Half of the world’s deaths could be prevented with 
simple and cost effective interventions.”216 According to Anup Shah, Latin America 
has the highest disparity rate in the world between the rich and the poor, indeed a 
highly questionable record.217 In an article entitled, La Dictadura terrorista mundial y 
América Latina en el siglo XXI , Argentine journalist Stella Calloni, citing a report of 
the Inter-American Bank, affirms that “a hurricane has devastated what remained of 
the middle class...in the last twenty-five years, [in Latin America] almost 100 million 
people that belonged to the middle class, fell into poverty, and there are 59 million 
more destitute and indigent [people] that existed twenty years ago.”218  
 And these figures are just not vague statistics or generalizations. They are 
concrete faces and colors. They are mainly women, particularly women of color, 
children, and indigenous peoples, the social sectors more affected by the process, and 
those who carry the heaviest and most disproportionate burden of all. They are the 
ones who experience the pain and suffering in the most acute form. They are the 
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victims of a complicated economic system that produces havoc for people and the 
environment. 
  The latest global financial and economic crisis which started in 2007 in the 
USA (Wall Street and the sub-prime) was considered to be the most serious crisis 
since the 1929 depression. It was described by Sami Nair as “not just an economic 
crisis, but a systemic earthquake.”219  Brazilian theologian, Walter Altmann, 
Moderator of the Central Committee of the World Council of Churches stated in his 
2009 address that “the world has been thrown into a financial crisis of catastrophic 
dimensions.”  Furthermore, he added that “… under the impact of the crisis, the 
ideological assumption that the free-market and globalization process would bring 
about world-wide prosperity, has receded.”220 The result was a further widening of the 
gap between the rich and the poor, both inside nations and between nations and 
regions. Those most affected, as usual, were the poor. According to the FAO Summit 
meeting in Rome in November 2009, and due to the crisis, the number of poor people 
in the world increased from 880 million to 1.020 million.221 Allen Wood once said: 
But no one has ever denied that capitalism, understood as Marx’s 
theory understands it, is a system of unnecessary servitude, replete with 
irrationalities and ripe for destruction. Still less has anyone defended 
capitalism by claiming that a system of this sort might after all be good 
or desirable, and it is doubtful that any moral philosophy which could 
support such a claim would deserve serious consideration. 222 
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Conclusions.  
This brief history of the concerns of the international community and the 
overview of the issues/signs and their interconnections, frame the context in 
which we live today. Signs such as these point beyond themselves, to realities 
and situations that have immediate consequences for us all. It is not just an 
academic exercise. These realities touch peoples’ lives on a daily basis. They 
are signs of the so-called “ecological crisis,” a crisis that by its magnitude and 
speed, threatens--perhaps for the first time in history-- the very life of the 
planet earth as a whole. The massive presence of injustice suffered by the 
majority of the world’s population, and the voracious use of the limited 
resources of the planet by exploitation and overconsumption, constitute a 
lethal combination that exercises enormous pressure on the carrying capacity 
of the earth, to the point of threatening the whole web of life. As Lester Brown 
clearly showed, these signs and other signs with similar devastating trends, 
operate in a kind of synergy that “reinforce each other, accelerating the 
process.”223  
 With the benefit of hindsight--and not without regretting it-- we need to take 
note of the shortcomings and of the failure of the international community to heed the 
call of these reports and conferences, and of many other subsequent attempts to 
squarely face these critical issues. One can detect a seemingly inability of the global 
community--particularly of some of its powerful members-- to come to terms with the 
urgency of the situation. Furthermore, fundamental questions need to be raised 
concerning the effectiveness of the mechanisms described hitherto. Where are “the 
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urgent desire of the peoples…and the duty of all Governments” and the “prompt 
agreements” requested by Stockholm? What has happened to the “spirit of global 
partnership to conserve, protect and restore the health and integrity of the Earth’s 
ecosystem,” as proclaimed by the Declaration in Rio?  What has happened to the 
“commitment to building a humane and caring global society, cognizant of the need 
for human dignity for all,” as announced in Johannesburg?  Can the peoples of the 
world afford the lack of governments’ concrete commitments and political will 
concerning climate change as witnessed in Copenhagen? Words and papers alone are 
not enough to address such critical situations. For how long can we afford to wait, 
before taking concrete steps and radical measures to stop the tendencies described 
above? Again, the words of Jeffrey Sachs are eloquent: “What the rich world suffers 
as hardships the poor world often suffers as mass death.”224  Bold actions are needed to 
tackle the problems head on and have the political, social and individual will to 
change what needs to be changed, undo trodden paths of destructive consequences and 
correct injustices to people and to mother Earth. There is no time to waste. In this 
context, to buy time becomes a criminal strategy.   
 Moreover, one must also add that the ecological crisis is not merely an 
economic, social or political problem. It is fundamentally a deep moral and 
theological issue. Ethicist James Nash goes beyond the empirical information 
available regarding the ecological problems. He boldly asks the question: “What do 
the ecological data suggest about moral problems and responsibilities?”225  His 
question is not a “moralistic” approach to seemingly serious scientific research. 
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Rather, it is an attempt to go beyond the surface and deal with the deep motives and 
multiple reasons that produce situations such as the ones described above. The 
challenge of the present generation is not to apply a “band-aid to a cancerous wound.” 
Rather, the challenge resides in the ability to radically transform both people and the 
structures of society--both within nations and between nations--that have led the world 
to where it is now. No middle-of–the-way solutions seem to be useful any longer. 
Profound changes in the way communal and personal lives are organized are needed 
as well as a thorough cultural, spiritual, social and economic transformation. Leonardo 
Boff claims that the ecological crisis is a crisis of the paradigm of civilization, and 
argues for the emergence of a new paradigm, for “a new way of engaging in dialogue 
with all beings and their relationships.”226 
 Furthermore, as the ecological crisis and devastation is a matter of life and 
death, it is, therefore, a fundamental biblical and theological problem. It echoes the 
radical choice, witnessed by heaven and earth: “I have set before you life and death, 
blessings and curses. Choose life so that you and your descendants may live” (Deut. 
30: 19). 
Scholars have argued that both Christian theology and the Bible share a great 
responsibility for the careless way the West has dealt with the Earth. Lynn 
White’s  (in)famous article, originally published in 1967, epitomizes the point: 
“Especially in its Western form, Christianity is the most anthropocentric 
religion the world has seen…[it] not only established a dualism of man [sic] 
and nature but also insisted that it is God’s will that man [sic] exploit nature 
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for his [sic] proper ends.”227 Many other scholars have challenged White’s 
interpretation of the Bible and his understanding of the role that Christianity 
played in the ecological crisis.228  
As Christians, together with other concerned people, constructively engage in 
restoring the creation, some questions are still relevant: Has theology anything 
to contribute to the needed transformation of people, and of their relationship 
with other creatures and with the Earth? Has the Bible any significance and 
relevance in this discussion?  
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CHAPTER TWO     
TOWARD A HERMENEUTICAL FRAMEWORK: SOCIAL ECOLOGY  
AND ECO-JUSTICE. 
The philosophers have only interpreted the world in 
various ways; the point, however, is to change it. 
                                  Karl Marx, Thesis on Feuerbach 
    Be a realist, demand the impossible.            
                                           Graffiti written in a wall in Paris, May-June 1968 
 Then, he opened their minds to understand the    
scriptures.                                                                                                                      
      Luke 24:46 
Recovery of the biblical social horizon together with the 
pain and terror of our own horizon might even convince 
us that the struggle for eco-justice is the most authentic 
and urgent way to be Christian in this moment of 
history.     
                                                                                                    Norman K. Gottwald 229 
Introduction: The Bible  
 Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullian (ca.150/160-220/240) uttered his famous 
sentence, “What has Athens to do with Jerusalem... what has the academy to do with 
the Church?”230  For him, Athens represented the secular spirit, while Jerusalem, the 
holy city, was the representative par excellence of the religious and spiritual quest. 
Mutatis mutandis, we could also ask: What has the ecological crisis to do with the 
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Bible? Do we need the Bible at all? Walter Wink once reminded his readers that 
“anyone who needs scriptural guidance to decide that destroying the ecosystem is 
wrong is a moral idiot.”231  
Moreover, some scholars and activists alike, deeply concerned with issues of 
social justice and ecological devastation, have consciously decided that there is 
no reason to go to the Bible for their theological work.232 Perhaps there are 
valid historical reasons to defend such a position. For instance, the modern 
(mainly western) interpretation of texts such as Gen 1:28-30 or Psalm 8:3-8, 
and the marked anthropocentric and even androcentric understandings of 
“dominion” that have emerged, are considered real liabilities by scholars and 
activists for their action and reflection. Sri Lankan post-colonial scholar, R. S. 
Sugirtharajah, warns readers that the Bible is regarded by postcolonialism as 
“both a safe and an unsafe text, and as both a familiar and a distant one.”233 
Moreover, he adds that the Bible can be seen “as both problem and 
solution,”234 a judgment that certainly extends to the New Testament 
representation of the non-human world.  
Others have come to think differently.  As ecojustice scholar Dietrich Hessel 
argues, “the motive power for caring deeply about humans and other creatures 
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is religious in that is expresses ultimate concern.”235 Therefore, for him as for 
others, the Bible is seen as a corpus that has the potential to make a critical 
contribution to the discussion. 
 The Bible is characterized by a plurality of voices and noticeable theological 
diversity. Moreover, the reader is not only confronted with different literary styles and 
genres, but also with the fact that biblical writers, themselves, represent different 
schools of thought. Consequently, they have different views and positions, depending 
on their social location, historical periods, and interests. Thus, in the Scriptures, one 
can find not only ambivalences, ambiguities, and even contradictions, but also ideas 
that reflect a patriarchal and hierarchical society as well as culture that many people 
reject with validity today. For centuries, the Bible has been read, re-read and 
interpreted in different and multi-hued ways  
The Bible is an interesting paradox. On the one hand, it is a collection of texts 
emerging from people who most of the time were the subject of different 
powerful empires, be they Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia or Rome. It is a 
people whose social location is on the periphery, rather than at the center of 
power. Certainly, while this characterization in no way warrants a 
homogeneous position, it is, indeed, a very important feature that needs to be 
taken into consideration. Wink underlines this un-privileged position when he 
argues that  
It had to be an enslaved people who formulated, for the first time in 
human history, a critique of domination: the narrative of the Exodus. It 
was their experience of oppression that enabled the Hebrews to tell, for 
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the first time, a story of reality from the point of view of the victim, not 
the victors. The Bible is not a repository of politically correct opinions, 
but an ongoing struggle to overcome domination right in our own 
tradition, in our own Scripture, in our own homes.236  
In the ancient world, written texts were basically the product of the élite, the 
cultured sector of the people. It is a group which also had its ambiguities, 
internal contradictions, and specific interests. There are texts that originate 
from elitist sectors which are allied with the political and religious interests of 
those in power positions, relative as these may be under political occupation 
and control. There are other texts, which have their origins in prophetic circles, 
for instance, which posited a staunch critique of the oppressive political and 
religious institutions, and have a distinct and different understanding of the 
needs and the aspirations of the poor for justice and fairness. These texts 
served as a reminder to those in power that Yahweh is a God who rescued 
God’s people from oppression and slavery, and, above all, is a God of justice.  
On the other hand, while the Bible was a product of subjected people, it was 
later appropriated and used by modern imperial powers as one more 
instrument that contributed to the domination of the “other,” of the colonized 
subjects and the larger creation. Sugirtharajah, from his perspective, calls it a 
book that was “turned into a cultural artifact of the English 
people…distributed around the world as an icon containing civilizing 
properties.”237  Portugal, Spain, England, and later, the United States of 
America, are examples of colonial imperial powers that have made use of the 
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Bible--explicitly or implicitly, directly or through its supporters-- to plunder, 
conquer, dominate and then justify or give “divine sanction” to both.238            
Furthermore, to add paradox upon paradox, the book was re-appropriated 
again by the subjected people, and was considered by them as an important 
contribution to its liberation. Reflecting upon the reading of the Bible in the 
Ecclesial Base Communities in Latin America, Brazilian liberation theologian, 
Carlos Mesters, claims that, “the Bible was taken out of the peoples’ hands. 
Now they are taking it back. They are expropriating the expropriators…Now it 
is the people’s book again…That gives them a new way of seeing, new 
eyes.”239 Particularly, but not exclusively in Latin America, the new, critical 
and popular readings of the Bible has opened avenues to understand its 
message of liberation. Reading the Bible from the perspective of the poor and 
the marginalized has helped to produce a renewed awareness of the biblical 
message of justice, for the people and for God’s creation, and has helped and 
supported the people in their struggles for liberation.240 They have joined their 
cries to the words of Mary, Jesus, and the prophets of old, trusting in the One 
who takes the cause of the poor, who “has brought down the powerful from 
their thrones and lifted up the lowly;… filled the hungry with good things, and 
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sent the rich away empty,” (Lk 1:52-53). This is the God who releases the 
captives, and lets the oppressed go free (Lk. 4:18). It is from this perspective, 
the perspective of the poor, “the most threatened of nature’s creation today,”241 
that re-readings of the Bible are done, and new meanings are found.  
A word of caution is appropriate here. It is necessary to be careful and not to 
embrace the fallacy that conceives the Bible as a handbook of ready-made 
recipes for solutions to humanity’s problems. The Bible was never meant to be 
such a thing. Furthermore, and in agreement with Sugirtharajah, one has to be 
aware of the “danger in liberation hermeneutics making the Bible the ultimate 
adjudicator in matters related to morals and theological disputes.”242 
Nevertheless, as the Bible continues to play a critical role in the life of many 
people as a particular witness to a God who loves justice (Ps 99:4) and requires 
justice and mercy (Mic 6:8), it becomes important to discover anew its 
message for life in all its fullness (John 10:10). This task is urgent, particularly 
at times where the very existence of life is at stake.243 Again, Carlos Mesters 
reminds his readers that the main concern is not to find out what the Bible says 
in itself, but to learn what it is has to say about life. Sugirtharajah, in his 
critical rendering of liberationist readings, especially those from Latin 
America, argues that  
The purpose of interpretation is not to seek historical information about 
the biblical record but to deal with the issues that face them [the 
people]. The emphasis is not on the text’s meaning in itself but rather 
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on the meaning the text has for the people who read it… The Bible, 
then, becomes the fundamental criterion for discerning life.244         
 Concerning the question of life in all its manifestations and of justice for 
peoples and the Earth, perhaps the Earth Bible Project is one of the best examples for 
reading the Bible in a time of ecological crisis and rampant injustice. The Earth Bible 
Project is an Australian initiative that from the standpoint of ecojustice, tries to 
“signal a fresh discussion about how the Bible has played, and may continue to play, a 
role in the current theological crisis faced by our planet.”245 Nevertheless, the editor is 
aware of the ambiguities of the enterprise. Norman Habel claims that “the Earth crisis 
challenges us to read the Bible afresh and ask whether the biblical text itself, its 
interpreters--or both—have contributed to this crisis.”246 The contributors to the 
project have developed six ecojustice principles247 which serve as a hermeneutical 
framework for the reading of the texts, with the purpose, among others, “to develop 
technique of reading the text to discern and retrieve alternative traditions where the 
voice of the Earth community has been suppressed.” 248     
    The question which is at stake here is not to randomly cite isolated biblical 
texts and have them act as “proof texts” to “biblically” support particular positions. 
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This would merely be a fundamentalist and apologetic approach. The issue is to 
discover, as Walter Wink argues, “the tenor” to the Scripture, that is, its core and 
overriding spirit, and therefore, its implications. He claims that  
the gospel is the message of the coming of God’s domination-free 
order. Jesus’ teaching and being are at the fore of the Scripture, and 
Jesus is against domination. His preaching of the Reign of God is 
directed precisely at the overcoming of dominations. A critique of 
domination is, I believe, the tenor, or central theme, or gist, of the 
gospel. 249   
Such an understanding of the gospel implies--for Wink and for other ecojustice 
theologians--the commitment to the struggle for justice and fairness for all 
God’s creatures. Therefore, as the ecological devastation and the threats to life 
are fundamentally theological and ethical questions, the Bible, at least for Jews 
and Christians, becomes part and parcel of the discussion.250 In this light, again 
the question needs to be raised: How does this kind of understanding of the 
Bible and of the particular texts chosen in this study serve to refine and expand 
the transformative vision of social ecology and ecojustice?  
Conversely, and following Tertullian, one could ask: But, what then has social 
ecology to do with the Bible? What has a discipline--whose major exponents 
are rather “secular” and non-religious and even critical of any religious or 
spiritual views on any subject--to do with the Bible, the text which bear 
witness to a God of liberation and justice? It is interesting to note that in 
reviewing critical methods or different approaches to the biblical texts, no 
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scholar includes social ecology as a tried hermeneutical framework for reading 
the texts.251  
The dearth or simply the near absence of works on Social Ecology and the 
Bible is remarkable and puzzling. The most complete bibliography to date, 
prepared by Bakken, Engel and Engel,252 does not even show a single entry on 
social ecology. This fact, indeed, reveals a significant void in the recent 
research related to biblical studies in the area. Why is it so? Is it because social 
ecology does not start from a “religious” standpoint? Or it is considered to be 
tainted by a particular critical version of Marxism and dialectical naturalism? 
Whatever the reason, this conspicuous absence in the scholarship on Bible and 
Ecology needs correction. Thus, in this dissertation, I argue that social ecology 
has important insights to contribute to the reading of biblical texts, and I raise 
this point as one of the principal challenge for this research project. Once 
more, and mirroring the matter, in the critical relationship and tension between 
text and hermeneutical frameworks, the texts may challenge the lens and, using 
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the metaphor that biblical scholar Stephen Moore applied to Mark, they may 
devour the readings that are thrown at them.253   
    
Murray Bookchin and Social Ecology. 
In an overview of the different tendencies in ecological praxis and reflections, 
Brazilian Leonardo Boff mentions that they tend to compete with each other in 
their capacity to influence society and create public opinion. In his analysis, he 
points out the contributions, possibilities and limitations of each tendency, 
assessing them in the light of the experiences of the Latin American people, 
particularly of the indigenous peoples. Interestingly enough, when discussing 
Social Ecology, he affirms that in the 1970’s, this particular expression “was 
created by the Uruguayans and then it was incorporated worldwide.”254 Is this 
just a Latin American desire to receive due credit? It is a fact that in 
Montevideo, the capital city of Uruguay, a Centro de Investigación y 
Promoción Franciscano y Ecológico exists. One of the best-known Latin 
American social ecologists, Eduardo Gudynas (see below) is a member of this 
pioneering center.255 However, from that to pretending to have the “intellectual 
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parenthood” of the concept, there lies a big distance. Instead, Antonio 
Miglianelli, an Argentinian environmentalist, has no problem in recognizing--
as most scholars do today—that Murray Bookchin is to be considered the 
“father “and initiator of social ecology.256 
 Bookchin is an authentic pioneer, an “ecovisionary… one of the most strident 
voices during the past forty years on the relationship between ethics and ecological 
issues,” as David Kinsley puts it.257 The radicalism of his proposals can be seen in the 
following statement: “Our world, it would appear, will either undergo revolutionary 
changes, so far-reaching in character that humanity will totally transform its social 
relations and its very conception of life or it will suffer an apocalypse that may well 
end humanity’s tenure on the planet.”258 
  Bookchin’s life is an interesting combination of an activist/militant and a 
scholar. He was born on January 14, 1921, in the city of New York. His parents were 
Russian Jewish immigrants who were very active in the Russian revolutionary 
movement. He grew up as a self-described “red-diaper baby.” Very early in life, 
Bookchin joined the Communist youth movement and was later expelled for his 
Trotskyst-anarchist “deviations.” He worked as a foundryman, as an autoworker, and 
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was heavily involved in trade union activities. In the early fifties (the McCarthy 
years), he published pamphlets and other writings on political journals against nuclear 
weapons.259 For obvious reasons, he did so under different pseudonyms.260 Already in 
1952, Bookchin was writing concerning the effects of pesticides on food.261 It is to be 
noted that his first book, Our Synthetic Environment, was published in 1962, that is, 
even before Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. His thinking has greatly influenced diverse 
social movements as well as the Green political parties in Europe and elsewhere, and 
has provided theoretical groundings for their political actions and proposals.262 His 
philosophical reflections are anchored to the concept of “dialectical naturalism,”263 
and his political thinking became known as “libertarian municipalism,” the concrete 
political dimension of Communalism.264 In his many writings and activities, Bookchin 
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worked hard to join together sound ecological thinking and political radicalism, a 
particular combination that none attempted before him. A strong critic of the capitalist 
system and its devastating ecological consequences, Bookchin was also a professor at 
the City University of New York (CUNY) in Staten Island, at the Alternative 
University of New York, and at Ramapo College, in Mahwah, New Jersey, a public 
liberal arts college known for its high standards of ecological policies. In 1974 he was 
one of the founders of the Institute for Social Ecology (ISE), an institute located in 
Plainfield, Vermont which defines its mission as “the creation of educational 
experiences that enhance people’s understanding of their relationship to the natural 
world and each other,” forming students that “can work effectively as participants in 
the process of ecological reconstruction.”265  
Indeed, one can say that Bookchin is to social ecology what Socrates is to 
maieutic, Derrida to deconstruction and Paulo Freire to concientização. His 
works are considered pivotal in introducing the ecological dimension into the 
political thinking of the progressive political parties. He writes: “In short, the 
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Left had been oblivious to ecological issues, which were merely regarded as a 
‘petty bourgeois’ endeavor to redirect public attention away from a hazy need 
to abolish capitalism pure and simple!”266 Conversely, the concept of ecology 
acquires also a new and broader dimension. He is convinced that “social 
ecology gave ecology a sharp revolutionary and political edge.”267  One can 
also say that Bookchin has been to the political theory of movements working 
for radical changes in society to what Leonardo Boff has been to Liberation 
Theology: a radical contribution and a new departure, in which ecology 
becomes a fundamental dimension representing a paradigm change.268 
Bookchin died July 30, 2006 in Burlington, Vermont. 
 The first part of this chapter is centered on the main concepts and notions of 
social ecology as developed by Murray Bookchin and his followers. In critically 
engaging Bookchin , because of the limitation of this project, the main focus will be 
on highlighting the fundamental tenets and insights of the school of thought that he 
pioneered, known by the name of social ecology. In so doing, I will also include 
developments of his seminal ideas, as proposed by some of his critics. I would argue 
that his understanding of the seriousness of the current ecological crisis and of its 
causes, his views on the issues around exploitation, hierarchy and domination, gender 
and age oppression, his criticism of the prevailing economic (i.e. globalized capitalist) 
system, and his political dimension (libertarian municipalism), could provide a 
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hermeneutical framework that is relevant and pertinent for an ecologically sound and 
justice-centered reading of biblical texts.  
It goes without saying that Bookchin is a controversial writer. He is well-
known for his strong criticism of orthodox Marxist ideology using 
conventional Marxist language. Most of the time, Bookchin was at odds with 
other peers and critics, who at times have accused him of sectarianism and 
intolerance. However, social ecology is larger than one person, even one as 
important as Murray Bookchin. Andrew Light, a professor of Philosophy and 
Environmental Studies, and editor of a critical volume concerning the 
challenges from and to social ecology, recognizes the important role that 
Bookchin played as the person who “has pressed us all to move forward and 
continue the conversation over his ideas…whether we align ourselves in his 
camp or not. Surely, no author could ask for a greater tribute.”269 To underline 
Bookchin’s critical contribution, Light’s introductory article is entitled 
“Bookchin as/and Social Ecology.”270 Brian Tokar, a faculty member of the 
Institute of Social Ecology, argues that   
Numerous concepts that became common wisdom among ecological 
and left libertarian activists in the sixties and beyond  were first 
articulated clearly in Bookchin’s writings including the socially 
reconstructive dimension of ecological science, the potential links 
between sustainable technologies and political decentralization, and the 
evolution of class consciousness toward a broader critique of social 
hierarchy.271  
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Scholars have remarked that there are elements in Bookchin’s thought that 
deserve to be deeply scrutinized and criticized, and some of them even 
developed and surpassed.272 In discussing Bookchin’s views and perspectives, 
I will be guided by the position that Paul Ricoeur once embraced: “une voie 
qui se serait ni celle du fanatisme de la pureté ni celle du compromis 
éclectique a tout prix.”273 
A closer look at Social Ecology. 
 Encyclopedias, in their attempt to encapsulate complicated systems or ideas in 
few lines, sometimes fail to do justice to what they try to describe. Moreover, there are 
cases in which important concepts are almost ignored or simple skipped over. In 
Conservation and Environmentalism: An Encyclopedia,274 for example, in searching 
for “Social Ecology”, the reader is directed to the entry, “radical environmentalism” or 
“ecoanarchism.” While in the former, social ecology is lumped together with deep 
ecology, ecofeminism, eco-marxism, and eco-socialism;275 for the latter, it is reduced 
to an almost insignificant footnote.276 The Encyclopedia of Environmental Issues and 
The Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature are, perhaps, exceptions. The former 
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describes social ecology as “both a philosophy and organizing principles for social 
reformers who are concerned about the environment. It aims to achieve an ecosystem 
in which humans and the rest of the natural world live in harmony in a nonexploitative 
setting… and provides trenchant criticism of modern society.”277  In the latter, John 
Clark, of Loyola University New Orleans, mainly focus his analysis on the 
relationship between social ecology--with its anti-spiritual and anti-religious position 
as developed by Bookchin and Janet Biehl--and other expressions of the theory that 
are more open to its connection with spirituality.278 The Environmental Encyclopedia, 
for example, argues that social ecology is defined in a variety of ways by different 
individuals and that, in general, the term remains ambiguous.279 A similar publication 
briefly notes that “the term social ecology is widely and ambiguously used…” 280 
Others argue that social ecology is “less diverse than other ecological movements, but 
that gives it certain strengths in coherence.”281 Be that as it may, in focusing on the 
way Murray Bookchin particularly developed this philosophical and political theory, 
specific limits to a potential equivocal concept need to be delineated.  
  Writing under a pseudonym, Bookchin used the expression social ecology for 
the first time in a widely circulated article in 1964.282 He underlined there that it is 
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necessary to use this expression since “nearly all ecological problems are social 
problems.”283 Social ecology has also been described as “ecological humanism,” and 
its origins can be traced  to the mutualistic and communitarian ideas of the Russian 
anarchist, Piotr Kropotkin (1842-1921), the French geographer Elisée Reclus (1830-
1905), the Scottish botanist and social thinker Patrick Geddes (1854-1932), and USA 
historian and social theorist, Lewis Mundord (1895-1992).284 Of all Bookchin’s 
works, perhaps the best presentation of his concept of social ecology is found in his 
magnum opus, The Ecology of Freedom: The Emergence and Dissolution of 
Hierarchy.285 In his view, social ecology is not only a powerful discipline from which 
to draw a critique of the present social (dis)order, but “[it] provides more than a 
critique of the split between humanity and nature; it also poses the need to heal them. 
Indeed it poses the need to transcend them.”286 The goal of social ecology from 
Bookchin’s perspective is wholeness. However, and in order to avoid unnecessary and 
totalitarian misunderstandings, Bookchin carefully qualifies it. For him, wholeness has 
to be seen in terms of mutual interdependence. It not “a spectral ‘oneness’ that yields 
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cosmic dissolution in a structureless nirvana; it is a richly articulated structure with a 
history and internal logics of its own.” 287 Furthermore, he adds that   
ecological wholeness is not an immutable homogeneity but rather the 
very opposite – a dynamic unity of diversity... ecological stability ... is a 
function not of simplicity and homogeneity but of complexity and 
variety. The capacity of an ecosystem to retain its integrity depends not 
on the uniformity of the environment but on its diversity.288 
On this particular issue it is important to remind the warning of Antonia 
Gorman. She claims that “[Romanticism’s] vision of ‘wholeness’ must not be 
appropriated uncritically. The totalizing tendencies of the wholeness metaphor 
have too much parallells with atonement logic, implicitly and often explicitly 
accepting the moral legitimacy of sacrificing the vulnerable and innocent for 
the good of the elect…”289  
To confront the seriousness of the ecological and social crisis, Bookchin 
challenges his readers and followers to dare to “think outside the box.” He 
argues that “we can no longer afford to be unimaginative; we can no longer 
afford to do without utopian thinking. The crisis is too serious and the 
possibilities too sweeping to be resolved by customary modes of thought.” 
Therefore, he solemnly adds, “if we don’t do the impossible, we shall be faced 
with the unthinkable.”290 Here the social philosopher rejoins the activist. Social 
ecology becomes important, in Bookchin words, as “it offers no case 
whatsoever for hierarchy in nature and society; it decisively challenges the 
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very function of hierarchy ...in both realms. The association or order as such 
with hierarchy is ruptured. And this association is ruptured without rupturing 
the association of nature and society...” 291 Furthermore, Bookchin goes 
beyond mere analysis, to suggest concrete political and ethical action. He 
argues elsewhere that “Social ecology, a coherent vision of social development 
that intertwines the mutual impact of hierarchy and class on the civilizing of 
humanity, has for decades argued that we must reorder social relations so that 
humanity can live in a protective balance with the natural world.” 292 He also 
claims that it is a rather new discipline that is able to integrate “critique with 
reconstruction, theory with practice, vision with technique.”293 Fundamentally, 
the reordering of social relations as articulated in social ecology, aims at the 
elimination of hierarchy and domination at all levels.   
Hierarchy, domination, and the ecological crisis  
 The ideas of hierarchy and domination constitute a critical component in the 
thinking of Bookchin. He is critical of those whom he calls “environmentalists,” who, 
in his opinion, mistakenly focus on the symptoms and not on the root causes of the 
environmental crisis. That is, the environmental crisis is a result of particular social 
relations, of the hierarchical structures of society. Therefore, the understanding of 
hierarchy and domination becomes a key element in the development of the thinking 
of social ecologists.  For Bookchin, hierarchy is closely linked with age 
(gerontocracy), gender (patriarchy) and class status. In 1964, in his essay “Ecology 
and Revolutionary Thought”, Bookchin launched one of his basic proposals. He 
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emphasized that “the idea of dominating nature has its origins in the very real 
domination of human by humans—that is, in hierarchy... [which] had to be abolished 
by institutional changes that were no less profound and far reaching that those needed 
to abolish classes.”294  Elsewhere he repeats the main tenet: “The domination of nature 
by man stems from the very real domination of humans by humans.”295 Note here that 
Bookchin uses man not casually or generically, but on purpose. On this score, 
Rosemary Radford Ruether seems to agree with Bookchin when she quotes Franςoise 
d’Eaubonne, who coined in 1972 the word ecofeminism, “arguing that the destruction 
of the planet is due to the profit motive inherent in male power.”296 
Furthermore, and in an attempt to show the wider dimensions in which 
hierarchy find its expressions, Bookchin includes the cultural, traditional and 
psychological spheres. By hierarchy, he understands “the cultural, traditional 
and psychological systems of obedience and command, not merely the 
economic and political systems to which the terms class and State, most 
appropriately refer. Accordingly, hierarchy and domination could easily 
continue to exist in a ‘classless’ or ‘stateless’ society.”297  
One must keep in mind that this domination does not occur in a vacuum. Over 
the course of history, human beings have been organized into specific 
economic, social and political institutions. Social ecologists claim that 
domination according to age, followed by gender, ethnicity and race, and 
economic classes “preceded and gave rise to the idea of dominating the 
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biosphere.”298 According to Bookchin, the concept of domination emerged in a 
gradual way. In his historical overview, he admits that the notion of 
domination “is by no means a universal feature of human culture.”299 He 
argues that it is absent in the so-called primitive or preliterate communities, 
which he calls “organic societies.” Among them, and supported by research 
done by Dorothy Lee,300 Bookchin cites as examples, the history and 
experiences of the Wintu Indians in California,301 the Ihalmiut in Northern 
Canada, and the Hopi.302 These societies did not foster domination “because of 
their intense solidarity internally and with the natural world.”303 Under the 
heading, “The Emergency of Hierarchy,” Bookchin labors to show how, 
historically, roles based on sex, age and ancestral lineage developed from 
organic societies onwards. Eventually, inequalities and hierarchy developed in 
a pervasive pattern, with the consequences about which we know. He argues 
that 
The breakdown of primordial equality into hierarchical systems of 
inequality, the disintegration of early kinship groups into social classes, 
the dissolution of tribal communities into the city, and finally the 
usurpation of social administration by the State – all profoundly altered 
not only social life but also the attitude of people toward each other, 
humanity’s vision of itself, and ultimately its attitude toward the 
natural world.304 
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 Bookchin also refers to the Hebrew Bible patriarchal texts, pointing to the fact that to the 
patriarch of old, wives and children “were his chattels, like the animals that made up his 
herds.”305 Similarly, ancient Greek society is not spared. Bookchin argues that “the earliest 
victim of this domineering relationship was human nature, notably, the human nature of 
women.”306 The result is clear: patriarchy and authoritarianism. Furthermore, he argues that in 
a patriarchal and authoritarian society, there is a close relationship in the way men understand 
and relate to nature and to women. He states that “in a civilization that devalues nature, she is 
the ‘image of nature,’ the ‘weaker and smaller’…”307 And as nature, women also become “the 
other.” Bookchin intertwines three closely related concepts here, in a kind of triad of 
domination: the domination of women by men (sexism); the domination of men by men 
(classism), and the domination of nature by men/ humans (specieism). He claims that:  
Even before man embarks on his conquest of man--of class by class—
patriarchal morality obliges him to affirm his conquest of woman. The 
subjugation of her nature and its absorption into the nexus of 
patriarchal morality forms the archetypal act of domination that 
ultimately gives rise to man’s imagery of a subjugated nature.308  
The capitalist society (for Bookchin, liberal or state capitalism does not make a 
fundamental difference), epitomizes the historical process of the development 
of hierarchy and domination. Elsewhere, he recognizes that capitalism “is 
unquestionably the most dynamic society ever to appear in history... a highly 
mutable system, continually advancing the brutal maxim that whatever 
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enterprise does not grow at the expense of its rivals, must die.”309  A close 
associate of Bookchin argues that  
The present market society is structured around the brutally 
competitive imperative of “grow or die,” in which enterprises are 
driven by the pressures of the marketplace to seek profit for capital 
expansion at the expense of all other considerations; otherwise they 
will be vanquished  by their equally driven competitors. This 
imperative stands radically at odds with the capacity of the planet to 
sustain complex forms of life. It must necessarily lead capitalist 
societies to plunder the planet, to turn back the evolutionary clock to a 
time when only simpler organisms could exist.310     
Bookchin is keenly aware of the profound changes which have occurred in modern 
society, and of the deep transformations of the social conditions produced by late 
capitalism itself. He asserts that they stand “very much at odds with the simplistic 
class prognoses advanced by Marx and by the Revolutionary French syndicalists.”311 
Moreover, “class categories are now intermingled with hierarchical categories based 
on race, gender, sexual preference, and certainly national or regional differences.”312 
Diversities and additional complexities are part of the texture of the issue of 
domination and exploitation. To sum up, it is the capitalist system that has shown the 
capacity to commodify and reify everything, including people and humans relations, 
and, overwhelmingly, nature. And this is, according to Bookchin, the greatest 
contradiction of the system. He argues that “capitalism has produced a new, perhaps 
paramount contradiction: the clash between an economy based on unending growth 
and the desiccation of the natural environment.”313 The Uruguayan social scientist, 
Julio de Santa Ana, in a staunch critique of the current economic system, adds a 
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qualification. He argues that “the root of the problem is not growth as such, but the 
type of growth and the means by which it is achieved and its effects.”314 In his 
analysis, the poor, the marginalized, and the excluded bear the brunt of the unjust 
system. In a nutshell, what monotheism, and, particularly Christianity was to Lynn 
White Jr.,315 capitalism is to Bookchin and other social ecologists. Instead, for US 
ethicist, Paul Santmire, it is the mindset produced by “modern secularism” that is 
perceived as the main cause of the ecological devastation.316   
Humans and Nature. 
Bookchin’s critics have claimed that his ideas are basically anthropocentric, 
although he rejects the either/or thinking that may lie behind the binary 
anthropocentrism /biocentrism. Social ecologists have stated that “a dialectical 
analysis rejects all ‘centrisms,’”317 and claim that humans and nature are 
basically connected in a single evolutionary flow. Nevertheless, they highlight 
humanity’s unique place in the story of evolution, as the most differentiated 
and the highest form of self-consciousness as well as the only possible source 
of ethical and moral discourse. They adhere to the idea that “humanity is 
nature achieving self-consciousness,”318 and underline that this is far from 
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being hierarchical, dualistic or anthropocentric.  After all, Bookchin argues, it 
is only the human species that can formulate the concept of “intrinsic worth” 
of all life forms. And this is the result of  
humanity’s intellectual, moral and aesthetic qualities – qualities that no 
other life-forms possess. The “intrinsic worth” of human beings is thus 
patently exceptional, indeed extraordinary. It is only human beings that 
can even formulate the concept of “intrinsic worth” and endow it with a 
sense of moral responsibility that no other life-form is capable of 
doing.319 
This is so, in Bookchin’s thought, because “one of nature’s very unique 
species, homo sapiens, has slowly and painstakingly developed from the 
natural world into a unique social world of its own. As both worlds interact 
with each other through highly complex phases of evolution, it has become as 
important to speak of a social ecology as it is to speak of a natural ecology.”320 
  To the critics that have argued that social ecology is fundamentally 
anthropocentric, Bookchin responded that this kind of critique is basically an 
expression of misanthropic ecologism. When discussing this issue, Bookchin 
is adamant. He strongly criticizes the position that claims that the human 
species in general is inherently incapable of living in harmony with the 
ecosystem. David Kinsley recalls a story told by Bookchin, himself, regarding 
an exhibit on the environment at the New York Museum of Natural History in 
the seventies. Kinsley says 
After showing different kinds of pollution, the last exhibit was entitled 
“The Most Dangerous Animal on Earth,” and consisted simply of a 
mirror. Bookchin remembers a school teacher trying to explain the 
meaning of this particular feature of the exhibit to a black child who 
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was standing in front of the mirror. It is irritant and irresponsible, 
Bookchin says, to blame that black child for the earth’s pollution. The 
exhibit message, namely, that the entire human species is the principal 
threat to the environment and not rapacious individuals who control 
large corporations and governments, is misleading and absolves guilty 
individuals by blaming the species as a whole.321 
Governments, corporations, and individuals are part and parcel of a system that 
proclaims unlimited growth and unending search for profit--for the few and 
privileged—regardless of the cost for both peoples and the environment. Yes, 
there are people still traveling in different classes on this ship called Earth. 
   
Elsewhere, Bookchin adamantly argues: “How long one can continue to 
belabor ‘Humanity’ for its affronts to the biosphere without distinguishing 
between rich and poor, men and women, whites and peoples of colors, 
exploiters and exploited, is a nagging problem that many ecological 
philosophers have yet to resolve, or perhaps even recognize.”322 Bookchin 
continues his arguments and adds that “The social can no longer be separated 
from the ecological any more than humanity can be separated from  nature.”323 
He conceives that humanity and society “have a distinctive--albeit by no 
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means hierarchical--place in natural evolution…[and that is why] our basic 
ecological problems stem from social problems.”324 
The Ecological Society 
 Social ecology endeavors to overcome the existing structures of hierarchy and 
domination of class and gender, and proposes an ecological society. This new 
ecological society has several hallmarks: it is an egalitarian society, and it is based on 
mutual aid, caring and communitarian values. To explain its meaning, sometimes 
Bookchin uses the expression, “a more rational and humane society.” Interestingly, 
Bookchin engages a historical approach and studies how different societies have dealt 
with different issues. This kind of analysis provides the basis for a reconstructive 
approach to an ecological society. He claims that “the history of civilization has been 
a steady process of estrangement from nature that has increasingly developed into 
outright antagonism,”325 and that human beings have conceived that social 
development “can occur only at the expense of natural development.”326  
 Bookchin’s understanding of the ecological society is very particular and 
indeed hopeful. In an ecological society, he argues,     
hierarchy, in effect, will be replaced by interdependence, and 
consociation would imply the existence of an organic core that meets 
the deeply felt biological needs for care, cooperation, security, and 
love. Freedom would no longer be placed in opposition to nature, 
individuality to society, choice to necessity, or personality to the needs 
of social coherence.327 
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For such a society to appear, changes are to be radical and all-encompassing. To use 
evangelical language, a true and radical conversion (metanoia) is to take place. 
Bookchin claims that people “must try to create a new culture, not merely another 
movement that attempts to remove the symptoms of our crises without affecting their 
sources. We must also try to extirpate the hierarchical orientation of our psyches, not 
merely the institutions that embody social domination.”328  
Concerning gender hierarchy and domination, Bookchin reminds his readers 
that it was the French socialist utopian thinker, Charles Fourier (1772-1827), 
who established an important criterion by which to evaluate sound and healthy 
societies. He was the person “who penned the famous maxim that social 
progress can be judged by the way a society treats its women.”329 As far as the 
relationship between human and nature, he claims that “the concept of an 
ecological society must begin from a sense of assurance that society and nature 
are not inherently antithetical.”330 
Earlier, Bookchin invited his readers and disciples to dare to be innovative, to 
try to dream utopias, to think the impossible, in his own words, to try “to turn 
the world upside down.”331 Now, he attempts to describe how an ecological 
society can work. And this is no less than a full program to implement changes 
and reconstruct the social and political body.  Inter alia, he argues that    
the rudiments of an ecological society will probably be structured 
around the commune – freely created, human in scale and intimate in 
its consciously cultivated relationships...decentralized and scaled to 
human dimensions... recycling its organic wastes... integrate solar, 
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wind, hydraulic, and methane producing installation into a highly 
variegated pattern for productive power… [it will put an] 
overwhelming emphasis on quality and permanence. Vehicles, 
clothing, furnishings, and utensils would often become heirlooms to be 
handed down from generation to generation rather than discard able 
items that are quickly sacrificed to the gods of obsolescence. The past 
would always live in the present as the treasured arts and works of 
generations gone by. 332        
         In a further challenge to those who are ready to commit themselves to the 
building of such an ecological society, Bookchin points to a way “from here to there,” while 
at the same time tries to avoid easy, ready-made recipes. Almost in a reassuring way, and 
inviting his readers to learn from tried strategies and even from historical failures, Bookchin 
concludes that “the means for tearing down the old are available, both as hope and as peril. 
So, too, are the means for rebuilding. The ruins themselves are mines for recycling the wastes 
of an immensely perishable world into the structural materials of one that is free as well as 
new.”333    
 Communalism and Libertarian Municipalism 
 As stated above, libertarian municipalism is the political philosophy of social 
ecology or the concrete political dimension of Communalism, as defined by 
Bookchin.334 It is fundamentally a new approach to social life, one which is based on 
humanly-scaled, decentralized, and basically democratic communities, inspired in the 
exercise of direct democracy. The organization of the municipality can play a 
fundamental role and provide a basic framework for the active and committed 
participation of mature citizens. Bookchin pictures the municipality as  
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the domain where a mere animalistic adaptation to an existing and 
pregiven environment can be radically supplanted by proactive, 
rational intervention into the world--indeed, a world yet to be made 
and molded by reason--with a view toward ending the environmental, 
social and political insults to which humanity and the biosphere have 
been subjected by classes and hierarchies. Freed of domination as well 
as material exploitation--indeed, recreated as a rational arena for 
human creativity in all spheres of life--the municipality becomes the 
ethical space for the good life.335     
Furthermore, the municipally is also described as “popular democratic assemblies 
based on neighborhoods, town and villages.”336 The local assumes here fundamental 
importance, always interrelated to and in the framework of the global reality. A 
particular democratized municipality, that is, the locus of the practice of participation 
and decision-making, in turn, joins together with other similar bodies to deal with 
issues that go beyond the limits of a given place. In the opinion of its promoters, this 
type of social and political organization, “can potentially create an institutional 
counterpower to the nation-state and capitalism, and thereby lead to the creation of an 
ecological society.”337  
     Responding to some of his critics, Bookchin distinguishes communalism from 
anarchism. The former is not just a mere variant of the latter. Communalism, therefore 
confronts, challenges, and engages the question of political power. As a radical political 
thought and praxis, Communalism goes beyond the political dimension defined strictu sensu. 
It also deals with other areas, as education and economics and their implications in the lives 
of the people and in their emotions and feelings. Furthermore, transparency also constitutes a 
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hallmark of the organization. Bookchin’s description of Communalism sets the standard very 
high and challenges social, political, and economic mediocrity. He claims, for example, that 
In a Communalist way of life, conventional economics, with its focus 
on prices and scarce resources, would be replaced by ethics, with its 
concern for human needs and the good life. Human solidarity--or 
philia, as the Greeks called it--would replace material gain and 
egotism. Municipal assemblies would become not only vital arenas for 
civic life and decision-making but centers where the shadowy world of 
economic logistics, properly coordinated production, and civic 
operations would be demystified and opened to the scrutiny and 
participation of the citizenry as a whole.338         
  Libertarian municipalism is a political way of organizing society that is 
nurtured by a strong suspicion of the consequences of the centralization of power. 
Centralized political and social power had proven to have devastating results and also 
developed the capacity to stifle people’s creativity and libertarian initiatives.339 On 
this issue, ecosjustice meets social ecology. Rosemary Radford Ruether clearly echoes 
social ecologists when she argues that  
 It is widely assumed that there is a need to refound local community, in 
democratic face-to-face relations with the variety of people –across genders, 
classes, and ethnic groups—living in a given community. There is a need for 
renewed regional communities to redevelop their relation to the land, 
agriculture, and water such that they might be utilized in a sustainable way; 
such changes will need to be based on democratic decision making that takes 
all parties, including nonhuman nature, into consideration. This also means 
withdrawing from the centralized systems of control that have been forged by 
colonialism and neocolonialism. By banding together in communities of 
accountability, it is hoped that this system of domination can be undermined 
and changed to new ways of networking local communities across regions and 
across the globe.340  
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 Although one question --and not a minor one—is to be noted: the 
ecojustice/ecofeminist theologian refrains from explicitly naming the system of domination. 
  Bookchin’s school of social ecology has produced disciples in many areas of 
the world. Particularly in Latin America, an interesting contextualized reflection was 
pioneered by the Centro de Investigación y Promoción Franciscano y Ecológico (CIPFE), 
based in Montevideo, Uruguay.    
 
A Latin American Vision of Social Ecology: La Praxis por la Vida 
  Earlier, I described Bookchin as a controversial scholar. At times, during the 
fervor of the discussions with his critics, Bookchin has the tendency to dismiss potential allies 
whom he believes do not think exactly as he does. At times, he seems disinterested in 
working alliances that have the possibility for furthering progressive causes. He is deeply at 
odds with those he labels as “enviromentalists” and “deep ecologists”341 However, in 
particular situations, where the social, political and economical structures are so devastating 
and destructive that cause the death of thousands of people and destroy merciless the 
environment, social theorists, politicians, organizers and activists do not always have the 
luxury of promoting divisions or sectarian positions. On the contrary, in such situations, it is 
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necessary to unite all possible social progressive forces to face the powers that produce havoc 
and devastation. There is no time to lose in minutia, as the clock is ticking. It is in this spirit 
of urgency, that synergy and cooperation become essential. And this is precisely what one 
finds in the contribution of the Latin American social ecologists. Among them, the 
Uruguayan scholar Eduardo Gudynas is a prominent figure. One could even imagine that 
while Bookchin would be inclined to enlist himself with Jesus’ saying, “Whoever is not with 
me is against me” (Mt 12:30), Gudynas, in turn, would be tilting towards the Markan version, 
“Whoever is not against us is for us.” (Mk 9:40).  
           Latin American social ecologists, such as Gudynas and Elvia, understand the 
polemics between Bookchin and representatives of deep ecology as a “domestic 
discussion” within the northern hemisphere, where entrenched positions do not give 
way to more comprehensive and integrated ones. The “either/or” seems to prevail over 
against the “both/and”. Conversely, they argue that in Latin America the situation is 
different. They believe that there seems to be a “possible fruitful synthesis between 
the two tendencies.”342 Furthermore, and in the spirit of gathering together all possible 
progressive protagonists in this struggle for life, they argue that in Latin America, 
“social ecology also recognizes the contribution of people movements: 
conservationists, environmentalists, indigenous peoples, etc... It is true that these 
movements have a heterogeneous character, but all of them share a basic social and 
environmental concern.”343 Latin American social ecologists are rassembleurs. Faced 
with exploitative structures and conditions that bring early death, in principle, no one 
is to be left behind in this struggle for the preservation and the improvement of life. 
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 Eduardo Gudynas started his work and reflections on a team based in 
Montevideo, the capital city of Uruguay. He is professor at the Universidad de 
la República in Montevideo; at the Multiversidad Franciscana de América 
Latina (MFAL; and associate professor of ecology at the College of the 
Atlantic in the USA. He is also the director of the Centro Latinoamericano de 
Ecología Social.344 He was born in 1960 in Montevideo and is a prolific writer 
and a recognized researcher. Gudynas, whose training is in animal ecology, 
was the Coordinator of the First Latin American Congress of Ecology in 1989. 
Confronted with the situation of the massive deterioration of life, and of the 
acute poverty and exclusion both in his own country in the continent as a 
whole, Gudynas argues that “poverty and environmental problems are closely 
linked.”345 Moreover, he is convinced that the eradication of poverty is, 
indeed, the best environmental policy. He claims that “it is impossible to solve 
our present environmental problems without solving the problem of poverty 
and exclusion.”346 Nothing less that the lives of millions of people is at stake. 
Therefore, the struggle for life is critical at this juncture. Gudynas challenges 
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theologians and other Christian scholars alike to develop a relevant ethical, 
political, and theological discourse that responds to the claims and cries of the 
excluded majority and of the earth. He is convinced that social ecology and 
theology are both needed. Each provides a specific contribution to the praxis 
for life. In the best tradition of Latin American liberation theology, he argues 
that “true theology, born from an encounter with God, must be a commitment 
to life.”347 Conversely, the most important contribution of social ecology to 
theology is that it [social ecology] “would enable us to discover the mystery 
and magnificence of being part of nature, part of life.”348  
 In the Prologue to La Praxis por la Vida, the Spaniard, José Ramos Regidor, 
argues that what is needed today is “to invent a new language, a new culture that is 
able to see the connection between the social question (the survival of the peoples) 
and the environmental question (the conservation of the biosphere).”349 This is the 
challenge that Gudynas and Evia try to face, head-on, and develop for their Latin 
American companions and readers. They note that in the continent live “two-thirds of 
the known species of the planet,”350 and it is the area in the world with the highest 
biodiversity. They speak about the “praxis of death,” a practice of which they are 
witness: pollution of rivers, lakes and oceans, extinction of species, extreme poverty, 
desertification, etc.  In the light of these realities, they propose new alternatives, “of a 
new science, a new education, a new praxis at the service of life. Social Ecology is 
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one of these proposed alternatives.”351 Recapturing the idea of utopia, Gudynas and 
Evia already see  
seeds of change in our culture, particularly in the relevant contribution 
of the cultures of the indigenous peoples of Latin America…The utopia 
points to the re-encounter of the human beings with nature and the 
human beings among themselves. It is a utopia that unmasks the 
current ideology, shows its limits... points towards a possible future... 
mobilizes people... Social ecology is one of the ways toward this 
utopia.352  
They deeply regret that, historically, the knowledge and experiences of the indigenous 
peoples have not been taken seriously. In this context, they underline that “it is in the 
encounter with other people and with the environment where the seed for 
transformation of their relations lies. These relations should be more just, in solidarity 
with and respectful of life.” 353 
  In view of the particular circumstances of Latin America, social ecology makes 
a preferential option for the poor. Gudynas and Evia argue that “this is due to the fact 
that the majority in our society is impoverished. They are the ones who have most 
suffered from the predatory and unequal types of development that have been 
exported to Latin America.”354 That is their way to refer to capitalism. But the option 
for the poor is not to forget other sectors of society, such as the impoverished middle 
classes and the intellectuals. The praxis for life—praxis understood as the conjunction 
of practice and reflection--should involve everybody, and should be embraced by 
different peoples and social sectors. This praxis of social ecology, “demands 
participatory techniques, in which co-participation replaces domination,”355 and is 
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grounded in an ethics that fundamentally respects life. It is an intentional process, one 
that requires a clear commitment. In the authors’ own words, Latin American social 
ecology “is an act of commitment with plants and animals, the soil, the water and the 
air of the ecosystems, and with human beings, that is, with all life.”356 Life, in all its 
diversity and dimensions takes precedence, because “life itself is the first value.”357  
The participation of all progressive social movements for change is a new pedagogical 
attempt, an encounter between the environmental education and popular education.358 
And all these point finally to a new culture, one which “can gather all available 
contributions and is able to realize the utopian projects.” 359 
Two other important Latin American contributions to this area need to be 
mentioned. The first, the book Crisis, Ecología y Justicia Social,360 is a 
collection of  the plenary addresses made at the Second Latin-American 
Encounter on “Culture, Ethics and Religion facing the Ecological Challenge,” 
held in Buenos Aires, December 2-5 1990. Among its contributors are eminent 
social scientists, theologians and social activists, such as the Argentine 
liberation philosopher, Enrique Dussel, the Uruguayan Jesuit brother, Jorge 
Peixoto, and the Brazilian ethicist, Antonio Moser. The Executive Coordinator 
of the encounter was the Uruguayan scholar, Guillermo Kerber. The second is 
O Ecológico e a Teología Latino-Americana: Articulaςao e Desafios, the most 
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recent work of Guillermo Kerber himself,361 is the abridged version of his 
doctoral dissertation completed at the Methodist University of Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. Kerber, a former co-worker with Eduardo Gudynas in the Centro de 
Investigación y Promoción Franciscano y Ecológico and in the Multiversidad 
Franciscana de América Latina, highlights the relevance and contribution of 
Social Ecology from the perspective of the South, that is, particularly from 
Latin America. In his book, his principal focus is the critical analyses of the 
theological production of two of the main Latin American liberation 
theologians, namely the Uruguayan, Juan Luis Segundo, and the Brazilian 
Leonardo Boff. According to Kerber, the work of these scholars shows a 
clearer awareness of the need to incorporate the ecological 
dimension/reflection in the theological enterprise. Kerber emphasizes the need 
for a deeper and fuller articulation between liberation theology and ecology. 
He also advocates the need to rescue the contributions and theological insights 
of the indigenous/aboriginal peoples and of the Afro-Americans of the Latin 
American continent, “to hear again the aboriginal traditions that show a 
different way in which human beings and the Earth can relate to each other.”362 
Kerber argues that Social Ecology has a particular importance for Latin 
America, particularly among the liberation theologians, since the theological 
endeavors of Latin American theologians have been closely linked to and 
heavily influenced by the social sciences.     
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Ecojustice 
 If social ecology, specifically the Bookchinian version, is fundamentally a 
secular, non-religious, and sometimes even anti-religious philosophical and political 
theory, Ecojustice, in its manifold expressions, is inspired and motivated by a deep 
religious conviction and spiritual search. Some Christian theologians even would have 
liked to have social ecology “baptized” into Christian theological waters. Particularly 
on this matter, the New Zealander, Richard Davies, articulates with bluntness “I 
propose Christianizing social ecology.”363 I think that such an attempt is neither 
helpful not necessary. Social ecology does not need any “Christianization” to maintain 
its validity and integrity. 
 Eco-justice advocates address a large variety of issues that affect both 
humankind and “otherkind.” They do it from diverse perspectives and use different 
disciplines to engage the problems.364 Christian theologians, biblical scholars, and 
ethicists, equally concerned with the magnitude of the ecological devastation of our 
planet and with the injustices that plague the human community, have found that the 
expression ecojustice --or eco-justice, as some prefer-- somehow encapsulates both 
concerns. Process theologian, John B.Cobb Jr., argues that the term eco-justice “helps 
to make clear that there can be no justice today that is not ecologically informed and 
no commitment to improving the environment that is not motivated by the passion for 
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justice.”365 Furthermore, after discussing the degrees of values and rights of all 
creatures, Cobb argues that “concern for individual creatures and for the biosphere 
must be systematically integrated with commitment to the oppressed.”366 Elsewhere, 
Cobb argues that “the term eco-justice expresses the determination to hold together 
the concern for justice as a norm for human relations and the awareness that the 
human species is part of a larger natural system whose needs must be respected.”367  
Therefore, eco-justice can be described as expressing both economic and ecological 
justice. The expression is said to have been coined for the first time in 1972 by 
Richard Jones, a member of the Board of the American Baptist Church in a planning 
meeting.368 It tries to overcome the seeming rift between the “ecological survival” 
position, embraced by some eco-theologians, versus the “justice” position, basically 
represented by the so-called “political or liberation theologians.” Lutheran theologian, 
H. Paul Santmire, argues in support of the need to go beyond these artificially fixed 
positions and suggests a series of proposals for a “working consensus.” For him, it is 
not “an either/or” but a “both /and” situation. Moreover, he challenges biblical 
scholars to examine anew the Hebrew Bible and the Christian Testament, raising 
ecological as well as political questions.369 Our main interest at this stage is not to deal 
with all dimensions of eco-justice. Rather, it is to highlight its main contributions as 
far as the reading of the Bible is concerned.  
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 Advocates of such a current are convinced that they find in both the Jewish 
and Christian Scriptures, a clear witness to the God of justice. Moreover, they claim 
that a sound reading of the scriptures and a responsible theological and ethical 
discourse must result in a committed Christian discipleship which is able “to express 
respect and show care for Earth as God’s creation and life’s home, while seeking 
justice for a biodiverse otherkind as well as humankind.”370  Ecojustice theologians 
therefore, argue that God, who created and continues to create, is present in Jesus 
Christ, as God the Redeemer of the whole creation, and as the Spirit, who sustains all. 
Therefore, as Hessel and Radford Ruether argue, eco-justice “including specific foci, 
such as theologies of ecofeminism and of environmental racism… provides a dynamic 
framework for thought and action that fosters ecological integrity with social-
economic justice.”371  
  Eco-justice theologians are aware that there are theological expressions of 
Christianity and interpretations of the Scriptures that have played a negative influence 
in the attitudes of Christians toward nature and creation, and that they even “are toxic 
or are at least complicit in earth destruction.”372 They recognize that there are biblical 
texts as well as theological traditions that are ambiguous at best and devastating at 
worst.  
 Nevertheless, in the context of a world of pervading injustice and ecological 
destruction, and based on a new understanding of the universe, ecojustice theologians  
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are challenged to reread again and with new eyes the basic sources of their faith. In so 
doing, different perspectives appear and voices that were once suppressed are being 
heard anew. Hessel, in particular, affirms that “eco-justice occurs wherever human 
beings receive sufficient sustenance and build enough community to live 
harmoniously with God, each other, and all of nature, while they appreciate the rest of 
creation for its own sake and not simply as useful to humanity.373   
 H. Paul Santmire, well-aware of the existing ambiguities and complexities in 
the Christian traditions and of the conflicting arguments about the role of Christianity 
vis a vis the ecological crisis, once cautiously argued that 
the theological tradition in the West is neither ecologically bankrupt, as 
some of its popular and scholarly critics have maintained and as 
numbers of its own theologians have assumed, nor replete with 
immediately accessible, albeit long forgotten, ecological riches hidden 
everywhere in its deeper vaults, as some contemporary Christians, who 
are profoundly troubled by the environmental crisis and other related 
concerns, might wistfully hope to find.” 374 
 Later on, Santmire proposed a critical revision of the process that produced the 
classical theological paradigm of Gods and humans. He speaks of the need to develop  
a “triangular” one, which includes God, humanity, and nature. He came out with a 
much more positive evaluation of the theological and biblical potential to contribute to 
the future of planet Earth and its creatures. Moreover, at the closing of his work, he 
exults in a hope that is close to a dangerous triumphalism: 
But, shaped by its ecological and cosmic ritual enactments, and buoyed 
by its new ecological and cosmic spirituality, this martyr church can 
rise to this historic occasion today, by the grace of God, to respond to 
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what is perhaps an unprecedented calling, to love God and all God’s 
creatures, as one great and glorious extended family, and in so doing to 
be light to the nations and a city set upon a hill, whose exemplary 
witness cannot be hidden.375 
 Dieter Hessel has a more sober assessment of the situation. He claims that the 
Church needs to be ecologically reformed, and posits eight steps to overcome the 
“dysfunctional theological habits or alienating themes”376 that handicap the churches 
in their ecological witness. Among them, he highlights the need to “reexamine 
Scripture in the context of the deepening eco-justice crisis.”377 Hessel argues for a 
trifocal perspective for rereading the Bible: from “outdoors” (more attentive to 
nature), from “below” (God’s special regard for the oppressed), and from “abroad” 
(from churches abroad and other religions).   
Ecojustice and the Bible. Brief Excursus on Genesis 1:26-28 
 Following Lynn White’s (in)famous article, and in response to his criticisms, 
biblical scholars went back to the biblical texts and to the history of the interpretation 
of these texts. One of the main purposes was to question the validity of White’s thesis 
and to unveil different possible readings, based on other assumptions and criteria. 
Perhaps one has to agree that there are texts that seem to be difficult to retrieve from 
an eco-justice perspective. But even with texts that were considered ecologically 
flawed, scholars--not necessary apologetically-- were trying to rediscover positive 
connotations and “redeem” them. 
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 One case in point is the study of  Genesis 1:28, an often quoted text “God 
blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and 
subdue it; have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over 
every living thing that moves upon the earth.”  The Jewish scholar, Jeremy Cohen, for 
example, in a detailed and convincing exercise, traced the readings of Rabbis and 
Christian scholars of the text for more than two thousand years. Among his 
conclusions--perhaps surprisingly for many--is the fact that  
Rarely, if ever, did premodern Jews and Christians construe this verse 
as a license for the selfish exploitation of the environment. Although 
most readers of Genesis casually assumed that God had fashioned the 
physical world for the benefit of human beings, Gen. 1:28 evoked 
relatively little concern with the issue of domination over nature. 378     
 Why has the text undergone such a radical change in its interpretation? What 
has changed in the world that has produced such a fundamental shift in its 
interpretation? Though the complexity of this intricate process and its implications   
go beyond the reach of this work, some key components, however, need to be 
highlighted as they are significant for this study. 
Among the many variants that one can identify in this complexity, there are, at 
least, two important elements that may help us to illuminate the radical 
changes that occurred during the period that goes from the Middle Ages to the 
era of modernity in the western world. On the one hand, there is the 
“discovery” and ensuing conquest of the “New World”, resulting in the 
consequent consolidation of European colonialism and imperialism.”New” 
territories, and new peoples (not yet considered fully human?) were to be 
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occupied, “civilized,” and, ultimately, Christianized.379 Spain and Portugal 
apportioned what is known today as the southern regions of North America, 
Central and South America and some islands in the Caribbean. England, 
Belgium, the Netherlands, and France colonized the rest. Vast territories 
possessing “unknown” raw materials and richness, were seen as readily 
available for exploitation by “superior” Europeans who saw it all as theirs to 
claim. Pillage and destruction ensued. The world had changed, and the 
interpretation of the text seemed to follow suit. 
On the other hand, the work of notable intellectual, philosophical, scientific, 
and theological thinkers supported and underpinned this new enterprise of the 
“superior” western civilization. The principal representatives of such endeavor 
were Francis Bacon, Descartes, and Isaac Newton. 380  In 1620, Francis Bacon 
(1561-1622), one of the champions of modern science, wrote The New 
Organum (or The True Directions Concerning the Interpretation of Nature), in 
which he suggested science and (incipient) technology as a way to control 
nature. Despite his many and interesting contributions in diverse areas of 
knowledge, his program of dominating nature became the ideology which 
inspired and governed the “new” scientific research and technological 
innovations up to the twentieth century. His famous statement about the need 
to subjugate nature, to press it into delivering its secrets, to tie it to our service 
and make it our slave, opened a new chapter in the interaction between human 
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beings and the rest of the created world. Bacon, together with Descartes (1596-
1650) 381 and Newton (1642-1727) are considered the founding fathers of the 
modern paradigm, which --among other things-- is basically dualistic: the 
world is divided into a world of matter and the world of spirit. This model has 
often been articulated as violent, aggressive, and destructive. From their 
perspective, knowledge is power, the power to dominate both nature and 
peoples.382 The French biologist George-Louis Leclere, Compte de Buffon 
(1707-1788), author among others of De la maniere d’etudier et de traiter 
l’histoire naturelle 383 and Les Époques de la  Nature 384 echoes Bacon and 
even manages to go farther than his compatriot, Descartes. For Buffon, man is 
the very owner of nature, “vassal of heaven, he is also King of the earth,” as 
eloquently described by Jean Paul Deléage.385 It is precisely Deléage who 
remarks that “the scientific interest converges with the colonial policies of the 
European Estates.”386 The role of these scientists as well as others such as 
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Copernicus and Vesalius cannot be underestimated. Their thinking and work 
are by-products of the era of European colonization and expansion.  
Moreover, Deléage is not naive. He is aware that “no civilization has been 
innocent ecologically,”387 but he goes a step further, and in a way similar to 
(his ignored counterpart from the other side of the Atlantic) Bookchin, places 
the roots in capitalist expansion. Deléage claims that  
the arrival of industrial capitalism from the sixteenth century and its 
extraordinary expansion since the nineteenth century has produced a 
true revolution in the collective representation of nature; the principle 
of solidarity between humans and the physical universe has been 
replaced by the principle of dominion [see the similar terminology used 
by Cohen, but this time it is a scientist who speaks] of nature by 
humans.388  
Furthermore, Deléage points to the role that theologians and religions have played in 
this particular process. He argues that  
Between 1500 and 1800, the mandate of Genesis 1:28 … is 
transformed under the accumulated influence of the Reformation and 
the Counter-Reformation as well as under the scientism of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in one of the fundamental axioms 
of this [western] culture, and, with it, we witness the beginning of the 
absolute anthropocentrism in a lasting way.389          
                                                                                                                                                                       
of the (still powerful) divide that exists between anglophone writers and French 
writers—Deléage does not even mention once either Social Ecology or Murray 
Bookchin. For a person who combines a recognized sound scholarship with a coherent 
political militancy, the existence of such a lacuna is hard to believe.    
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It is also important to emphasize here the phenomenon of the feminization of 
nature. That is, nature is identified with “women,” thus crowning the 
androcentic and patriarchal enterprise of western colonialism.390 Ross Bishop 
argues that “Man was no longer part of nature, he was her master, she was his 
slave.”391 The real slaves worked on plantations and served tea to their white 
masters.   
A mechanistic worldview, which included the disenchanting of the world, 
starts to dominate. In the words of Carolyn Merchant, a leading environmental 
historian, “science, technology, and capitalism came together in the 
seventeenth century to allow a secular version of the reinvention of Eden on 
earth.”392 Theologians followed suit.  
In a discussion of colonialism/postcolonialism, biblical scholar, Stephen 
Moore, remarks that “ the Bible in general, and specific biblical texts in 
particular, were used in both systematic and ad hoc ways to authorize the 
conquest and colonization of Africa, Asia, the Americas, and even pockets of 
                                                                                                                                                                       
capital to transform both nature and the person of the worker into mediations…It 
[capital] has changed the very principle of all ethics: it has put people as means and 
the commodities (the surplus value) as the end.” The challenge lies, according to 
Dussel, on the need to liberate technology “from the claws of capital, mainly for the 
peripheral countries, which badly need technology but are unable to ecologically adapt 
it.” He concludes by saying that “such an ecological liberation of technology is both a 
task of an economic and political awareness and also of political organization.” In  
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Europe itself.” 393 As for Genesis 1:26-28, a particular emphasis on 
“dominion” took precedence over other theological alternatives concerning the 
role of humans in the earth present in the Hebrew Bible, such as the argument 
developed in Genesis 2 and 3, for example. Distorted and one-sided 
interpretations of Genesis 1:26-28 became the fundamental religious 
underpinning of the new European enterprise. As children of their time, well- 
meaning theologians found in the Scriptures a sound understanding and 
theological justification for the presence and activities of European 
colonialism. Catherine Keller eloquently argues  “…for Christians, 
suppressing indigenous practices in Europe and then in its colonies, ‘heaven’ 
as the site of ultimate significance, kept us ‘pilgrims’ on the earth—‘This 
world is not my home.’ The modern ecological ravaging of the planet 
followed…” 394 Moltman claims that in the Renaissance, the new picture of an 
almighty God, potentia absoluta, brought as a consequence that “God’s image 
on earth, the human being (which in actual practice meant the man) [and 
basically the European man, I might add] had to strive for power and 
domination so that he might acquire his divinity.”395 Again, Cohen remarks 
that “In the case of Gen.1:28, modern scholars have retrojected contemporary 
concern with the dominion over nature onto Scripture’s call to ‘fill the earth 
and master it…’ ”396 Albert de Pury, Old Testament scholar at the University 
of Geneva, in an interesting article, claims that “The ‘rule’ entrusted to 
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humanity does not necessarily imply for human the ability or the right to 
intervene.”397  
 It is clear for Cohen that the issue of domination, as understood in modernity, 
is alien to the spirit of the text. Positively, he argues that “Jurists, preachers, mystics, 
and philosophers…focused on this verse (1) as an expression of God’s relationship 
with all humanity and (2) as an expression of the tension between the universal 
commitment and God’s election of a single people.”398 The main purpose of these 
reflections is to show that there are other possible biblical readings that can be 
“neither ecocidal nor imperial,” to paraphrase the German New Testament scholar, 
Brigitte Kahl.399   
  Hessel is adamant in his endeavor to take the Bible seriously for ecologically 
concerned communities. There are times in which his comments seem to resemble 
those of a preacher. For instance, he claims that 
The Bible offers hidden treasure to ecologically alert readers who 
appreciate contemporary science and bring to bear insights gained from 
archeological research and sociological and literary methods of 
interpretation. Rereading biblical passages from the perspective of 
earth community cuts through an overlay of modern anthropocentric 
misinterpretation, exposing how much Scripture has to offer as a 
critique of nature manipulation and destructive development. The Bible 
turns out to be a resource for celebrating daily life and guiding our 
ultimate redemption with (not apart from) the rest of nature.400  
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 Eco-justice scholars point out texts that are significant in this matter: God is 
the God of justice and liberation, who hears the cry of God’s people and comes to 
their rescue and liberation (Exodus 3:7-8). They highlight texts such as Exodus 23, 
and Leviticus 19 and 25, with their particular emphasis on the Sabbath and the Jubilee, 
the concern for the poor, the widow, the orphan and the sojourner. 401 The Sabbath and 
the Jubilee are opportunities to break down the chain of oppression and allow justice 
to be the norm again among peoples and among them and the land. For Christoph 
Uelhinger, both are an “expression of the awareness of what today we would call 
ecological balance… where “social equilibrium [the rights of the workers, the 
strangers and the poor] and concern for animals are interwoven.” 402  Despite 
patriarchal motifs, eco-justice scholars, like Hessel and others, see the importance of 
lifting up the second creation saga, part of a text that among scholars is known as J 
(Gen 2:4b-3:24), where  םדא, “man” or  “mankind,”403 or simply the human, is formed 
from  אמרא,  the “red plowed land,” 404 “humus,”405  or “ the dust of the ground” as the 
NRSV translates (Gen 2:7), or just “topsoil”. Here the humans and all living creatures 
are made from the same substance as the earth and they are acknowledged as being 
mutually interdependent.  Furthermore, to the human is given the task “to till and 
keep” (Gen 2:15) the garden that the Lord God has created. The word used here means 
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“to serve.”406 The humans are there not to destroy, plunder, or exploit, but to keep, to 
serve the earth. When the fair relationship is broken, and justice is absent, then, even 
the “land mourns and all who live in it languish” (Hos 4: 3). 
 It is also to be noted the importance of the Noachic covenant, where God 
makes a pact (תירב) with Noah, who represents humankind, and with “every living 
creature that is with you for all future generations” (Gen 9: 12). The whole creation is 
part and parcel of the covenant with God. The creation Psalms (e.g. Ps 24; 104, 145, 
and 148) as well as  other texts of the Wisdom Literature, such as Job 38-41, illustrate 
a relational integrity and mutuality of all creatures, affirm the goodness of creation, 
praise the Creator, and proclaim that all that is belongs to God.  Proverbs 8 speaks of a 
particular presence of God in creation and through lady Wisdom, who created “before 
the beginning of the earth” (Prov 8:23) and rejoices in God’s inhabited world (8:31). 
407
 Hassel also highlights the importance of the prophetic message of justice found 
particularly in Amos and Micah, as well as in the Isaiah’s visions of shalom, found in 
chapter 55 and 65. 
 Larry Rasmussen argues that the Hebrew Bible bears witness to a God who 
“was a moral force that rejected the inevitability of oppression and injustice and 
commanded and made possible the transformation of the world on the terms of 
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community.”408 This very idea of community/ communities, of interrelatedness and 
solidarity among humans and the “more than humans” also constitutes a pivotal force 
for eco-justice theologians. Furthermore, Jewish liberation theologian, Michael 
Lerner, beautifully combines two fundamental convictions of the Jewish people, the 
goodness of creation and the crucial role of justice. He claims that Judaism was “not 
just a religion about how wonderful the physical world is, but a religion that insisted 
there is nothing inevitable about the hierarchies of the social world.”409    
 Moreover, eco-justice scholars claim that the New Testament inherits and 
assumes the fundamental witness of the Hebrew Bible. In this respect, and reading 
with ecologically sensitive eyes, they highlight texts that express the concern for 
creation as a whole. The Gospel of John, for example, proclaims that God loves the 
kosmos, the world, God’s creation (John 3:16). Paul, in his letter to the Romans, 
argues that both the whole creation (pasa he ktisis) and the human beings groan, 
waiting for adoption and redemption (Rom 8: 22-23). In the second letter to the 
Corinthians, Paul proclaims that “in Christ, God was reconciling the world (kosmos) 
to himself” (2 Cor.5:19). This concern for creation is also present in the deutero-
Pauline literature, in a “hymn of creation and reconciliation,”410 in which Christ is 
described as “the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation…all things 
(ta panta) have been created through him and for him… and in him all things hold 
together” (Col 1: 15-17). In the concluding visions of the book of Revelation, John 
sees the fulfillment of the prophecies, in “a new heaven and a new earth” (Rev 21:1), 
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and the nations being healed by the leaves of the tree of life (Rev. 22:2). The attempt 
for a reconstructive reading of the Scripture is a pivotal undertaking for eco-justice 
theologians, and the pioneering work of biblical scholars serves as a foundation for 
their theological discourse.  
 In 1978, eco-justice/ecofeminist theologian, Rosemary Radford Ruether, 
understood the prophetic text of Isaiah 24 as a vivid portrait of the close relationship 
between natural hostility and the unjust social order. She argues that “the restoration 
of just relations between peoples restores peace to society and, at the same time, heals 
nature’s enmity. Just, peaceful societies in which people are not exploited also create 
peaceful, harmonious and beautiful natural environments. This outcome is the striking 
dimension of the biblical vision.”411 In a later and very significant book, Gaia and 
God, she prefers to delve into two main lines of the biblical traditions to retrieve what 
she calls “reclaimable resources for an ecological spirituality and practice.”412 While 
she recognizes that there are also resources in other religious traditions and 
spiritualities, Radford Ruether chooses to focus on the covenantal as well as on the 
sacramental traditions, as possible resources for healing the wounds of the world. She 
is well aware that these traditions “are marked by a legacy of patriarchalism and must 
be reinterpreted, if they are to be genuinely affirming of dominated women, men, and 
nature. Even then the question of whether they can be adequately liberated and made 
liberating will remain.” Radford Ruether also carries out convincing historical 
research on the origins of patriarchal societies and domination and call for new forms 
of gender parity and “new understandings of culture and power relations in all 
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dimensions of society.” 413  Her conclusions show notable coincidences with the basic 
convictions of social ecology, as discussed by Murray Bookchin. Radford Ruether 
argues that  
The search for an ecological culture and society seems to demand three 
elements: (1) the rebuilding of primary and regional communities, in 
which people can understand and take responsibility for the ecosystem 
of which they are part; (2) just relations between humans that accept 
the right of all members of the community to an equitable share in the 
means of subsistence; and (3) an overcoming of the culture of 
competitive alienation and domination for compassionate solidarity.414  
She concurs with the findings of Jeremy Cohen on the fact that the “modern European 
dualism of history and nature distorts the biblical perspective.”415 For her, “the 
covenantal vision recognizes that humans and other life forms are part of one family, 
sisters and brothers in one community of interdependence.” 416 Radford Ruether 
claims that the sacramental tradition understands Christ as creator and redeemer of the 
whole cosmos, as described in the letter to the Colossians (1:15-20), and traces the 
history of this particular theological understanding. Elsewhere, she calls it “the 
concept of the cosmos as the body of God,” 417 found, for her, in the Pauline epistles 
and in the Gospel of John. Finally, she calls for an ecofeminist theocosmology, an 
ecological spirituality which expresses the deepest links of all human beings with the 
living Gaia. 
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Social Ecology and Ecojustice: Some key hermeneutical principles for an exegetical 
strategy. 
  The principles listed below do not arise out of a vacuum. They are the result of 
research and critical historical analysis that Murray Bookchin and other social 
ecologists as well as ecojustice theologians have produced. They are the fruit of a 
thorough “process oriented dialectical approach” 418 in the study of the development 
of “organic societies” to the present modern capitalist societies. These “complex and 
protracted developments” --in the words of Bookchin--reflect the characteristic of 
being uneven and erratic. These principles are not presented here as final, generally 
accepted concepts. They share the Janus-faced ambiguity inherent in any proposal for 
reading Scriptures. They are used here as one more additional contribution to the 
continuous wave of interpretation of the biblical texts –adding to “the inevitability of 
multiple interpretations”—and, in no way, as the contribution, thus advancing a 
supposedly absolute and universally-valid hermeneutical claim. Again, I do not 
pretend that these principles exhaust the meaning and richness of the texts. There are 
many other perspectives that can be used in reading any particular texts. They 
sometimes may be complementary, sometimes contradictory and dissimilar. In other 
words, the texts are not wholly and exhaustively interpreted even through the use of 
different exegetical lenses, including this particular set of principles. These principles 
are neither independent from one another nor water-tight autonomous statements. On 
the contrary, they need to be seen in their close interrelationship and interpenetration, 
as they overlap, reinforce, and complement one another. These principles will be 
applied to the selected texts of this research. Not all principles will be applied to each 
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text. In what follows, I will limit myself simply to propose the principles and withhold 
specific application to the biblical texts to the ensuing exegetical chapters.   
I Principle of interdependence between wholeness and diversity, reciprocity and 
complementarity. Reality is constituted by unity and diversity, by unity of diversity, 
and by unity in diversity. 
For Bookchin, this is not only the core, but also the principal goal of Social 
Ecology. He claims that “the goal of Social Ecology is wholeness, and not 
mere adding together of innumerable details collected at random and 
interpreted subjectively and  insufficiently.”419 John Clark’s concise definition 
of Social Ecology points out with validity that it “starts from the basic 
principle of unity in organic diversity, and affirms that the well-being of the 
whole can only be achieved through the rich individuality and the complex 
interaction of the parts.”420 Furthermore, Bookchin aware that words in 
specific contexts can easily be misunderstood, Bookchin adds that “ecological 
wholeness is not an immutable homogeneity but rather the very opposite – a 
dynamic unity of diversity421 and that “wholeness is not to be mistaken for a 
spectral ‘oneness,’… it is a richly articulated structure with a history and 
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internal logic of its own.” 422 Furthermore, he adds that contrary to meaning a 
“bleak undifferentiated ‘universality’… [wholeness] comprises the variegated 
structures, the articulations, and the mediations that impart to the whole a rich 
variety of forms and thereby add unique qualitative properties to what a strictly 
analytic mind often reduces to ‘innumerable’ and ‘random’ details.”423 
Besides, while bridging the realms of nature and society, and in a historical 
perspective, Bookchin argues that “what makes unity in diversity in nature 
more that a suggestive ecological metaphor for unity in diversity in society is 
the underlying philosophical concept of wholeness. By wholeness, I mean 
varying levels of actualization, an unfolding of the wealth of particularities that 
are latent in an as-yet-undeveloped potentiality.”424        
II. Principle of the preferential option for the poor and the marginalized. 
 This methodological and evangelical (meaning as having been taken from the 
gospel) assertion is perhaps the most important contribution from Latin America 
liberation theology. From among committed social ecologists, it was pioneered by 
Eduardo Gudynas, who underscores the importance of such an approach. Gudynas and 
Evia recall the now famous dictum of Brazilian sociologist, Josué de Castro, “a 
pobreza é o maior problema ambiental da América Latina.”425 They speak that one of 
the options for social ecology “is the preferential option for the popular sectors.”426 
This is echoed in key ecojustice or liberation theology texts: Leonardo Boff argues 
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from the first line of his seminal study, Cry of the Earth, Cry of the Poor, that “the 
most threatened of nature’s creatures today are the poor,” and develops his argument 
in support of the importance of the evangelical option. 427 Already Gustavo Gutierrez 
in his now classical text, A Theology of Liberation, claimed that “in the Bible, poverty 
is a scandalous condition inimical to human dignity and therefore contrary to the will 
of God.” 428 Furthermore, and in order not to fall into general or vague   
considerations, Gutierrez tried to identify the poor as the “oppressed one, the one 
marginated from society, the member of the proletariat struggling for his [sic] most 
basic rights; he [sic] is the exploited and plundered social class, the country struggling 
for its liberation.” 429 Importantly, Uruguayan social ecologist, Jorge Peixoto, 
advocates a new contextualization for this insight and argues that it is necessary to 
reformulate the option for the poor, because this cannot be made outside of the 
complex interrelation with the environment.  
III. Principle of interrelationships between economics, ecology and politics. 
At the root of the ecological predicament one also finds a deep socio-
economic, political and ethical problem. That is, ecology and economics are 
intimately related, and not only etymologically. Ecological justice and 
economic justice (the rules of the household) go hand in hand. They constitute 
the two sides of the same coin. Justice for the earth and all its inhabitants, that 
is, the earth community, and justice among all of earth’s creatures are pivotal 
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to sustain the integrity of the whole creation. Hessel and Radford Ruether put 
in an eloquent fashion: “all being on earth make up one household (oikos), 
which benefits from an economy (oikonomia)  that takes ecological and social 
stewardship (oikonomos)  seriously. Eco-justice provides a dynamic 
framework for thought and action that fosters ecological integrity with social-
economic justice.” 430 Already from the pre-history of the reflections on 
ecology, as Jean-Paul Deléage, clearly points out, “human economy is thought 
of in terms of nature and the economy of nature is described is terms of the 
economy of the humans,”431 as Swedish scientist Linneus attests. Moreover, 
Deléage also sees the connections between the three concepts when he states 
that “the discovery of these new worlds, their exploration and exploitation 
have played an important role in the progressive transformation of natural 
history in a sort of political economy of nature, which anticipates ecology.” 432  
Furthermore, it is to be noted that in modern democratic societies, politics--
“where the real battles are fought,” to quote biblical scholar Benny Liew’s 
friend, 433  despite its many understandings and uses-- is considered as one of 
the main means by which to achieve justice and freedom for all peoples. U.S. 
scholar, Eric Thurman,  underlining the role of politics in connection to 
biblical studies, claims, that “[P]olitical critics bring to their interpretative 
interests a concern for the material conditions of people’s everyday lives and 
the complex way biblical texts may underwrite existing injustices or provide 
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alternative social models and warrants for change.”434  Therefore, the 
interactions and inter conections among the three disciplines is of the essence. 
IV. Principle of the dignity and integrity of Life, and of its need for defense. 
 In a society whose unjust social, ecological, and economic structures seems to 
be geared towards the early and untimely death for the majority of its people, the 
defense, improvement and sustainability of life and of life-enhancing changes acquire 
pivotal importance. Here again is Gudynas who leads the way. He maintains this 
principle unequivocally. Speaking about the “praxis of death,” in our society 
(pollution of rivers, lakes and oceans, extinction of species, extreme poverty, 
desertification, etc.) Gudynas proposes new alternatives, “of a new science, a new 
education, a new praxis at the service of life.”435  His compatriot and director of the 
Centro de Investigación y Promoción Franciscano y Ecológico, Jorge Peixoto, argues   
that the defense of life is a daily and permanent task, a task which is grounded in   
human dignity itself. He questions the myth of unlimited growth, reminds us how the 
indigenous peoples die too early, and that in Latin America, the actual equation is 
more poor people and less life.   
V. Principle of radicality, utopian thinking and revolutionary disfuncionality. 
Bookchin is convinced that “partial ‘solutions’ serve merely as cosmetics to 
conceal the deep-seated nature of the ecological crisis.”436  Furthermore, he 
adds that the reconstructive utopian thinking is based on the realities of human 
experience: “what should be could become what must be, if humanity and the 
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biological complexity on which it rest were to survive.”437 With a clear cut 
conviction, he adds, “Our world, it would appear, will either undergo 
revolutionary changes, so far-reaching in character that humanity will totally 
transform its social relations and its very conception of life or it will suffer an 
apocalypse that may well end humanity’s tenure on the planet.” 438 Bookchin 
is convinced that “we can no longer afford to do without utopian thinking. The 
crises are too serious and the possibilities too sweeping to be resolved by 
customary modes of thought –the very sensibility that produced these crises in 
the first place.”439 This is the equivalent of Kuhn’s radical “paradigm change,” 
440
 and advocates for the creation of new, radical, revolutionary, and 
aberrant/dysfunctional (for the current system), counter-hegemonic forms of 
organizations in order to help to create the new to come.     
VI. Principle of critique and the descentralization of power. 
 As a critical observer/participant of the fall of the so-called, “real socialism” in 
former central and eastern European countries and as an anarchist, Bookchin is 
extremely suspicious of the (mis)handling of political power and of its effects on 
people and societies. Centralized political and social power has proven to have 
devastating results developing the capacity to stifle people’s creativity and libertarian 
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initiatives. He argues for “the need of direct democracy, for urban decentralization, for 
a high measure of self-sufficiency, for self empowerment based on communal forms 
of social life – in short, the nonauthoritarian Commune composed of communes.”441 
Therefore, in his view, Communalism, confronts, challenges, and engages the 
question of political power .In his understanding, decentralization means “the human 
scale that would make an intimate and direct democracy possible.”442 Bookchin 
speaks of “reempowerment” both in personal and public terms,443 and suggests the 
formation of libertarian institutions that, in his view, are peopled institutions, literally, 
and not metaphorically. These institutions should be   “based on participation, 
involvement, and a sense of citizenship that stresses activity, not on the delegation of 
power and spectatorial politics.”444 Following Bookchin, social ecologists advocate a 
kind of direct democracy that “is ultimately the most advanced form of direct action… 
it is a sensitivity, a vision of citizenship and selfhood that assumes the free individual 
has the capacity to manage social affairs in a direct, ethical, and rational manner.”445 
VII. Principle of correlation between exploitation of humans by humans and 
exploitation of nature. 
 For Bookchin, Social Ecology “is meant to express the reconciliation of nature 
and human society in a new ecological sensibility and a new ecological society – a 
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reharmonization of nature and humanity through a reharmonization of human with 
human.”446 Among other things, for him, reharmonization and reconciliation entails 
the stopping of people’s economic exploitation, which is at the root of the exploitation 
of nature by humans. Bookchin speaks of the close interrelations that exists among the 
“triad of domination” represented by classism (domination of humans by humans), 
sexism (domination of women by men), and specieism (domination of nature by 
humans).447 For social ecologists, the concept of the domination of nature by humans 
emerged gradually from a much broader social development, that is, the domination of 
humans by humans. French scholar Maurice Godelier takes Bookchin’s basic 
assertion and reinforces the idea: “Everywhere appears a close link between the way 
nature is used and the way humans are used.” 448 One can well translate this principle 
of social ecology as human sin, in biblical terms. 
VIII. Principle of equality and critique of domination and hierarchy. 
Bookchin claims that equality is not just a blanket concept that homogenizes 
people, nor is it the “bourgeois right” with its claim of “equality for all.” He 
observes that “to assume that everyone is ‘equal’ is patently preposterous.” 449 
For social ecologists, sexism and patriarchalism, as well as ageism are 
expressions of hierarchical domination. His understanding of hierarchy is 
overarching, and goes beyond the traditional borderline of economics and 
politics. By hierarchy, he means “the cultural, traditional and psychological 
systems of obedience and command, not merely the economic and political 
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systems to which the terms classes and State most appropriately refer.”450 
Moreover, hierarchy seems to be an encompassing reality that affects all 
aspects of life. Bookchin argues that historically, “[hierarchy] established itself 
not only objectively, in the real, workaday world, but also subjectively, in the 
individual unconscious.” 451 In his claims for a social ecology that is really 
transformative, he observes that “what ultimately distinguishes an ecological 
outlook is uniquely liberatory is the challenge it raises to conventional notions 
of hierarchy.” 452 Furthermore, he adds that a society may eliminate social 
injustice, but that in itself does not necessarily means achieving social freedom 
or social equality. He is radical on this front too, because in his understanding, 
hierarchy, per se, threatens the very existence of social life. He argues that “we 
may eliminate classes and exploitation, but we will not be spared from the 
trammels of hierarchy and domination.”453 
  
Conclusions. 
 Platonism and Aristotelianism were ancient philosophical currents that were 
used by Christian theologians at different moments as fundamental theories to develop 
their own theological constructions. These theologians did not need to “baptize” them 
to consider them acceptable or palatable for their undertakings. Mutatis mutandis, 
there is no need to Christianize social ecology, but as with the classical traditions, 
there is much insight that can be gained. The discipline stands on its own feet without 
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any need for adding to it any kind of religious varnish. Its main tenets and arguments 
have their own integrity and value. Social ecology provides analytical tools to 
understand the ecological crisis as well as a political theory for organization and 
action, but, as this chapter has shown, its perspective is often present in the reflections 
of ecojustice theologians.     
  One basic assumption is that these two disciplines can provide a meaningful 
hermeneutical framework to read the Bible, particularly the New Testament. I would 
like to highlight here some of the basic convictions of social ecology and ecojustice, 
as helpful tools with which to look to New Testament texts and ideas.  
 First, the goal of social ecology is wholeness, understood as a mutual 
interdependence, as unity of and in diversity. This creative tension and dialectical 
understanding respects and affirms both terms. Far from being “unifying sameness”, it 
strongly affirms alterity and diversity.454 Second, social ecology strongly suggests the 
importance of utopian thinking in the construction of new realities, and proposes 
profound changes in culture, tradition, social structure as well as in the individual 
psyche. It argues for radical and all-encompassing changes, a profound conversion of 
peoples and societies. Third, it affirms the need for the elimination of all kinds of 
hierarchies and domination at all levels, and strives for the building up of egalitarian 
partnerships, gender-wise, and structures of justice in society. This ecological society 
is based on mutual care and communitarian values. Fourth, social ecology proposes a 
model of social and political organization that is suspicious of centralization of power. 
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Such a model is, therefore, based on democratic decentralized communities, and based 
on neighborhoods, towns and villages. These communities are places where human 
solidarity replaces material gain and egotism. Finally, it aspires to be a movement that 
empowers and privileges the poor and the marginalized, and that is committed to the 
defense of life in all its manifold diversity and manifestations. 
       Ecojustice traces its deeps roots in the Hebrew Bible and considers the 
Scripture as a fundamental reference point for its theological and ethical discourses. 
Ecojustice scholars start their reflections taking into consideration the injustices that 
prevail today, be they racism, sexism, classism and the injustice done to mother earth-
-both locally and globally. In dialogue with social sciences and the Scriptures, they 
propose new alternatives for a committed Christian discipleship, a discipleship which 
is already part of the new creation (kaine ktisis) promised in Jesus Christ (2 Cor 5:17), 
because it is in him, that all are one. As Paul adamantly writes to the Galatians, 
subverting established hierarchical structures, “there is no longer Jew or Greek, there 
is no longer slave or free, there is no longer male and female; for all of you are one in 
Christ Jesus” (Gal 3:28).455  The two disciplines share a basic common concern: the 
well-being all the whole creation, and the building of  just and meaningful human 
societies.  
 Therefore, using the above-mentioned principles we will now lookr into the 
New Testament with the reminder with which Brazilian biblical scholar, Nancy 
Cardoso Pereyra, addresses her readers: “La lectura militante y popular que hacemos 
de la Biblia en América Latina es un ejercicio apasionado de investigación y de 
estudio, de crítica y de análisis... pero siempre explicitando el lugar privilegiado de la 
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interpretación de la historia: la lucha de los hombres y mujeres pobres por su 
liberación.”456 That is, in English: “The militant and popular reading of the Bible in 
Latin America is a passionate exercise of research and study, critique and analysis… 
but always making explicit the privileged place of interpretation of history: the 
struggle of poor men and women for their liberation.”  
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     CHAPTER THREE 
THE NATURAL WORLD AND THE KINGDOM OF GOD IN THE GOSPEL      
OF MARK 
… a science is any discipline in which the fool of 
this generation can go beyond the point reached 
by the genius of the last generation.  
                                                                                    Max Gluckman457 
The latecomer on the exegetical scene knows full 
well that his reading of the passage is simple one 
more added to a long list of predecessors with 
which it will immediately be compared. 
                                                                                                           Jean Starobinsky458 
Introduction.    
 It is commonly agreed that most New Testament writers were Jewish and well 
versed in the Jewish Holy Scriptures. It was their Bible, the only one they knew. They 
made use of the Septuagint, the Greek version of the Hebrew Scriptures, including 
Greek translation of some Aramaic texts as well as texts composed only in Greek. The 
Septuagint was commonly used by the Jews in the Mediterranean diaspora. The New 
Testament writers cited it, sometimes verbatim, sometimes paraphrasing it and, at 
other times, making references to it rather loosely. In any case, the New Testament 
writings presuppose the Hebrew Bible and they are hardly understandable without it. 
In his popular book, Reading the Bible Again for the First Time, Marcus J. Borg puts 
it squarely: “There is far more continuity between the two than the later division 
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between Judaism and Christianity suggests. Not only is the Hebrew Bible part of the 
Christian Bible, but is was the sacred scripture for Jesus, his followers, the early 
Christian movement, and the authors of the New Testament,”459 Furthermore, Borg 
claims that the Hebrew Bible was more than a revered sacred book for the members of 
the early Jesus movements; and he contends that it “provided the language of the 
sacred imagination, that place within the psyche in which images of God, the God-
world relationship, and the God-human relationship reside.”460 
 It is precisely in reflecting on this area of God-world relationship that the 
contribution of Richard Bauckham becomes particularly relevant. In a brief but 
penetrating essay, Bauckham critiques New Testament interpretations that suffer from 
what he calls “the prevalent ideology of the modern West which for two centuries or 
so has understood human history as emancipation from nature.”461 Bauckham claims 
that “in continuity with the OT tradition, it [the NT] assumes that humans live in 
mutuality with the rest of God’s creation, that salvation history and eschatology do not 
lift humans out of nature but heal precisely their distinctive relationship with the rest 
of nature.”462 Thus, the New Testament scholar sets out to analyze the text “against 
the background of early Jewish perceptions of the relation between humans and wild 
animals…,”463 and takes stock of the rich Jewish tradition in this particular area. 
Bauckham’s remarkable essay ranks among one the most complete studies from an 
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ecological perspective of the gospel of Mark. It is to be noted that Mark is the only 
gospel that includes --besides the Satan and the angels-- non-human species, i.e. 
animals, in the narrative of Jesus in the wilderness. There are four words that Mark 
uses in 1:13 (ȇn meta tȏn thȇrion) which seem to have passed over by the other two 
evangelists who also take up the story.                                      
 Bauckham studies the text in a holistic manner and argues that “It is one of the 
biblical resources for developing a Christology whose concern for the relationship of 
humanity to God will not exclude but include humanity’s relationship to the rest of 
God’s creatures.”464 Already here we can find a certain common understanding 
reflected in the first principle of Social Ecology/ecojustice, that is, the principle of 
interdependence between wholeness and diversity, unity and diversity, unity of 
diversity, and unity in diversity. The goal of Social Ecology, Bookchin reminds us, is 
wholeness.465 
 Bauckham calls attention to the fact that the wilderness (eremos) basically 
refers to the nonhuman sphere, or, using other ecological terms, to the more than 
human world, to otherkind. He also makes mention of the traditional Jewish 
understanding of thȇria, and concludes that “Mark portrays Jesus in peaceable 
companionship with animals which were habitually perceived as inimical and 
threatening to humans.”466     
 Bauckhm explores the Jewish tradition against which the text should be read. 
In his opinion, this tradition “saw the enmity of wild animals as a distortion of the 
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created relationship of humans and wild animals and the result of human sin.”467 
Furthermore, he adds that the Jewish tradition, including postbiblical and rabbinic 
literature, envisages two ways to restore the relationship, one individual and one 
eschatological. The latter basically refers to the messianic age and is mainly 
represented in texts such as Hosea 2:18 and Isaiah 11:6-9. This background leads 
Bauckham to conclude that “Jesus does not restore the paradisal state as such, but he 
sets the messianic precedent for it.”468 Bauckham brings his study to a close by 
making reference to the intrinsic value of created beings, in this case, the animals, 
“affirming them as creatures who share the world with us in the community of God’s 
creation.”469       
 Another interesting contribution worth mentioning here is the study by the 
Australian New Testament scholar William Loader in the Earth Bible series.470 Loader 
reads Mark 1:1-15 in the light of the Earth Bible principles and asks whether the 
euangelion, the “good news” which Mark announces is also good news for the Earth. 
Loader focuses on certain key “ecological” terms in the text, such as wilderness, 
heavens, dove, etc, and argues that “Mark’s theology would not be a source of 
distraction from Earth but generate a sense of solidarity in which the oneness with 
humanity might have expressed itself also as a oneness with the life that we live on 
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Earth.” 471  He views the image of the wilderness as “a place of hope in transition,”472 
as well as a “vestibule of hope.”473 These are compelling insights which locates the 
text in a constructive ecological perspective. Furthermore, Loader reads in John the 
Baptist and in Jesus’ return to the wilderness, a challenge and a confrontation of 
lifestyle choices. He claims that “By calling many to abandon wealth, land and family, 
Jesus was subverting traditional values and calling for a radical reassessment of 
priorities. At one level his challenge could bring dislocation. At another it invited a 
new and different relationship to land and to people.”474 It is evident that he is 
referring to the Kingdom of God. For Loader, “it is a logical extension of his teaching 
elsewhere to assume that Jesus’ vision of God’s reign would include also a right 
relationship with creation, a synergy such as we find in Mark’s prologue. The lifestyle 
confrontation that the good news brings is, indeed, good news for Earth and for all 
creation.”475 The Australian scholar argues that Mark’s prologue is about change, and 
therefore, is a future hope. Furthermore, he concludes,  
Jesus’ vision of God’s reign remains at some points undefined in 
Mark’s gospel, but appears to take its origins in hopes for restoration of 
Israel, and, often connected with that, involves both the inclusion of all 
peoples and the renewal of all creation through the gift of the Spirit. 
While not identified as such in the prologue nor in Mark’s gospel, this 
hope includes more than humans beings and, when fully embraced, 
celebrates the restoration and renewal of the whole creation.476  
Bauckham’s pioneering work and Loader’s study constitute a sound basis to 
further extend the study the gospel of Mark from a social ecology/ecojustice 
perspective. 
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Contextualizing Mark 
    Traditionally, Mark’s symbol has been a lion. And 
    Mark’s belly is bottomless. It devours the readings that  
 we throw to it, ripping their pages to shreds. No man, 
ox, or eagle feeds with such ferocity.   
                                                                                         Stephen D. Moore 477 
    Mark has written a remarkable Gospel…The story itself 
captivates the imagination and challenges the 
assumptions and lives of all who read and study it…he 
has produced a literary masterpiece.                  
                                                                                           Timothy J. Geddert 478 
 Bauckham’s reminder that the particular text of Mark he studies  is to be read 
against the Jewish tradition,479 holds true for the whole gospel. The Gospel of Mark 
has indeed captured the limelight in New Testament scholarship during the last four 
decades. Today, most scholars agree that Mark was the earliest written of the four 
canonical gospels.480 Anderson and Moore eloquently trace the stony road of the 
history of how Mark--whoever he was--came to be recognized as a legitimate author 
in his own right. According to them, from the witness of Papias via Eusebius, through 
the Middle Ages and the Reformation, to the final decades of the twentieth century, 
Mark has been identified in diverse ways as a gospel writer: scribe, summarizer, the 
Holy Spirit’s writing instrument, chronicler/ reporter, collector, theologian, etc.481 But 
Anderson and Moore go beyond “Mark” and beyond the text itself. They want to 
reach the reader herself/himself. They argue that “prior to the creative engagement of 
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a reader who ‘activates’ it, the Bible, like any other text, remains a partial or 
unfinished object…Prior to the interpretative act, there is nothing definitive in the text 
to be discovered.”482 What can the reader discover when she/he rereads the text in 
light of the ecological crisis? How does Mark deal with the relationship between 
humans and the more than human world? 
 In  The Comedy of Human Survival: Studies in Literary Ecology, Joseph 
Meeker writes that “Human beings are the earth’s only literary creatures... If the 
creation of literature is an important characteristic of the human species, it should be 
examined critically and honestly to discover its influence upon human behavior and 
the natural environment....” He continues, and raises a question that remains critical to 
any literary work:  “…from the unforgiving perspective of evolution and natural 
selection, does literature contribute more to our survival than it does to our 
extinction?483  Can we approach Mark also with that question in mind? Can one 
subject this rather complex text to such scrutiny? In an era of ecological devastation, 
does it contribute to our survival or to our extinction?   
 The Gospel of Mark is a remarkable achievement as a piece of literature, as its 
writer “innovatively combined old and new elements into a new kind of story....” 484 
His greatness is even recognized by committed critics and skeptics.485 David Rhoads 
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observes that “[T]he author has not simply collected traditions, organized them, made 
connections between them, and added summaries; the author has told a story, a 
dramatic story, with characters whose lives we follow in the various places they travel 
and through the various events in which they are caught up.”486 In one of his studies 
on the gospel of Mark, U.S. scholar, Richard Horsley, argues that Mark is “a story 
about resistance to an ancient imperial order composed from within and for a 
movement among peoples subjected to that empire.”487  Elsewhere, Horsley locates 
Mark in the framework of a series of popular protests which he surveys. In his 
opinion, “[E]very one of the popular protests or movements against Roman imperial 
rule…was clearly rooted in the Israelite tradition of resistance to oppressive rule and 
was attempting to restore the traditional Israelite way of life that had been so severely 
disrupted and disordered by Roman imperialism.”488 Horsley argues that the Markan 
Jesus presented an alternative option to the Roman imperial (dis)order. In his view, 
what Jesus proclaimed was an integrated new proposal for renewal of the people of 
Israel, at all levels and for everyone, but  particularly for the poor and the 
marginalized, the ptȏchoi, in the language of the beatitudes (Matt 5:1-11; Luke 6:20-
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26). He claims that “[J]esus launched a mission not only to heal the debilitating effects 
of Roman military violence and economic exploitation, but also to revitalize and 
rebuild the people’ cultural spiritual and communal vitality…in his offering the 
kingdom of God to the poor, hungry, and despairing people, Jesus instilled hope in a 
seemingly hopeless situation.”489 Ched Myers, a US biblical scholar and activist, is of 
a similar conviction. Borrowing the expression from Amos Wilder, he believes that 
Mark is engaged in a “war of myths.”490 In his view, myth is “a kind of meaningful 
symbolic discourse within a given cultural and political system.”491  Mark’s war, in 
his opinion, is a war against Roman imperialism, a war against the dominant social 
order. Moreover, Myers adds that “his [Mark’s] is a story by, about, and for those 
committed to God’s work for justice, compassion, and liberation in the world.”492 The 
combination of findings of the studies of biblical scholars such as Bauckhman, 
coupled with insights from Horsley and Myers, constitute a sound and holistic 
approach, in which ecological questions are closely interrelated with sociopolitical 
and justice questions. Ecojustice and Social Ecology principles may shed further light 
on the texts.    
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In this study of the gospel of Mark, I assume some of the hypotheses 
developed by recent scholars on the Gospel, such as R. Horsley, C. Myers, M. 
A. Tolbert, H. C. Waetjen and J. D. Crossan.493 It is assumed here that Mark’s 
gospel was written soon after the destruction of the city of Jerusalem and that 
the Sitz im Leben of the community for which the gospel was produced was 
mainly a rural one, that of village communities in the eastern part of the 
Roman Empire, that is, Galilee and/or southern Syria.494 It is further assumed 
that the story presented is a narrative of the suppressed and subjected people, 
and that its principal conflict is between Jesus and the Jerusalem rulers and 
their representatives.495 Mark’s euangelion opens up new avenues to 
understand the urgent message brought and proclaimed by Jesus: “The time is 
fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has come near; repent, and believe in the 
good news.”(hoti peplȇrȏtai ho karios kai ȇngiken he basileia tou theou 
metanoeite kai pisteuete en tȏ euangeliȏ) (1:15).   
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Major (ecological) themes in Mark: The Kingdom of God (basileia tou theou). 
His [Jesus’] ideal group is, contrary to the 
Mediterranean and indeed most human familial reality, 
an open one equally accessible to all under God. It is the 
Kingdom of God, and it negates that terrible abuse of 
power that is powe’s dark specter and lethal shadow  
                                               John Dominic Crossan 496   
In the whole realm of New Testament hermeneutics 
there is no more intractable problem than that of the 
interpretation of the symbol “Kingdom of God” in the 
message of Jesus. 
                                                                                         Norman Perrin 497      
The hermeneutics of the Kingdom of God consists 
especially in making the world a better place. Only in 
this way will I be able to discover what the Kingdom of 
God means. 
                                   Gustavo.Gutierrez 498  
 Mark starts his narrative using precisely the word, “gospel” (archȇ tou 
euangeliou Iȇsou Xristou). The word, euangelion, “good news,” was a relatively well-
known expression in the Mediterranean world. It was used to announce the victories 
of the Roman legions as well as to salute the appointment of new emperors, and used 
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particularly in the imperial cult.499 Is it just a coincidence or it is used by the 
evangelist, intentionally, in a confrontational way, vis à vis the imperial use of the 
term?500  Can Mark’s intentional beginning be seen as part of the “new utopian 
thinking and revolutionary dysfunctionality,” as one of the ecojustice/Social Ecology 
principles states? Can we perceive from the beginning, that the writer develops a 
critical position and a radically different understanding of the “good news”? As far as 
the relationships and plausible interaction of Jesus’ Kingdom (empire) with Rome, 
Brazilian poet and theologian, Ruben Alves, claims that the kingdom of God does not 
evidence “a belief in the possibility of a perfect society but rather the belief in the 
nonnecesity of this imperfect order.”501    
 After Jesus is baptized by John the Baptizer, he is driven out into the 
wilderness where he spends “forty days, tempted by Satan; and he was with the “wild 
animals”(1:13), as we have seen. The first words attributed to Jesus in the text are in 
Mark 1:15, where he proclaims (kȇryssȏn) that the Kingdom of God (he basileia tou 
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theou) is near, closer, or at hand (ȇngiken).502 Actually, this first verbal proclamation 
announces Jesus’ entire program.503  
 It is almost a truism to say that the Kingdom of God is the fundamental 
teaching of Jesus in the Gospel of Mark,504 as it is in the rest of the synoptic 
gospels.505 Horsley calls it “the controlling metaphor of Mark’s story.” 506 Elsewhere 
he also refers to the kingdom of God as “the overarching theme of Jesus’ prophetic 
declaration…”507 For Borg, Jesus’ declaration in 1:15 constitutes Mark’s “thematic 
construction.”508  
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 After the calling of the first two disciples (1:16-20), the subsequent stories can 
be described-- as Horsley claims—as “part of a larger program of social as well as 
personal healing.”509 The first narrative is Jesus’ first exorcism in Mark, and it is the 
confrontation with a man with an unclean spirit (en pneumati akathartȏ). The second 
is the healing of Simon’s mother in law which is immediately followed by the healing 
and casting out of demons of the many people brought to Jesus. Healings are indeed 
much more than psychosomatic improvements of the people that were cured or made 
whole again. They point to and are signs of a larger healing that has to do with the 
community, and with all other social, political, and economic and ecological spheres 
of life. They have to do with the wholeness of life. The kingdom of God made 
manifest and embodied in Jesus is in full motion. The first action of Jesus takes place 
in the Synagogue, the second inside Peter’s home. There seems to be no division here 
between what modern people would call “sacred” (the synagogue) and “profane” (a 
house). Healings and exorcisms are performed everywhere. Openly, in the public 
arena --as the healings of the leper (1:40-45) attests-- or inside the house, healing the 
paralyzed man (2:1-12). The story of the calming of the storm (Mark 4:35-41) opens 
up the “beyond the human” sphere, and again suggests that there are no realm that is 
not affected by the coming of this new kingdom. The kingdom is an organic process, 
and as such is set over against the process that characterizes the Roman Empire. The 
healing of the man possessed by the Legion (Mark 5:1-20)—a notable example of an 
anti-imperial(istic) narrative; the daughter of Jairus brought to life, and the cure of the 
woman suffering from hemorrhages (Mark 5:21-43); the feedings of the hungry           
( Mark 6:33-40 and Mark 8:1-10),  and Jesus walking on the sea (Mark 6:52), are all 
narratives that can be read as examples of how the kingdom of God is present and 
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coming in force into the world.  The kingdom seems to embrace all aspects of reality 
and nothing is strange to its presence. It cuts across established boundaries and limits. 
What Jesus brings nearer is integral. It encompasses all realms and dimensions of life, 
and even challenges embedded religious convictions, as the Jesus of the story dares to 
heal also on the Sabbath day (2:21-31).  
 Murray Bookchin once described the task ahead for social ecologists as 
follows: “Guided as we may be by the principle of equality of unequals; we can ignore 
neither the personal arena nor the social, neither the domestic nor the public, in our 
prospect to achieve harmony in society and harmony with nature.”510 This is one of 
the main goals of the ecological society. Evidently Bookchin was not referring to the 
basileia tou theou, but invites all concerned persons to be present and active 
protagonists in every realm of society. 
 Specifically, in the gospel of Mark, the kingdom of God is mentioned on the 
following occasions: 1:15, the announcement of Jesus, that is, the “program” and 
reason of his coming; 3:22-27, Jesus and Beelzebul, where through Jesus’ exorcisms 
the  kingdom [of God] is implicit; 4:11, the secret given to the disciples and to the 
others in parabolai; 4:26-29, the parable of the seed that grows; 4:30, the parable of 
the mustard seed; 9:1, the kingdom comes with power; 9:47, better enter the kingdom 
maimed that thrown into hell; 10:14-15, children and the kingdom; 10: 23, wealth and 
the kingdom; 10:24, 25, difficulties in entering the kingdom; 11:10, Jesus’ entry into 
Jerusalem, the kingdom of David; 12:34, the scribe that was not far from the kingdom; 
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14:25, drink wine new in the kingdom; and 15:43, Joseph of Arimathea waiting for the 
kingdom.511      
 Moreover, one can say that besides Jesus’ words and deeds, the kingdom can 
be seen in the way Jesus organized the people to be prepared for its coming and 
presence. Horsley argues about the important role that the “local village assemblies” 
(sinagogai) played as “networks of communication and cooperation.”512 Horsley 
develops his argument to demonstrate the critical position of such organizations. He 
argues that “In Mark’s story, Jesus and his disciples operated in the key social forms 
of peasant life, the household and village, and particularly in the principal social form 
of community communication and governance, the assembly.”513 If this is the case, 
there is an extraordinary correlation with the key concept of peoples’ organization 
posited by social ecology, what is named as libertarian municipalism, which is the 
political philosophy of social ecology or the concrete political dimension of 
Communalism, as defined by Bookchin.514 As spelled out in chapter two of this 
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dissertation, Communalism is understood as an approach to social life, one which is 
based on humanly-scaled, decentralized, and basically democratic communities… the 
ethical space for the good life.515 Furthermore, the municipality is also described as 
“popular democratic assemblies based on neighborhoods, town and villages.”516     
 Elsewhere, Horsley argues that Jesus  
acted to heal the effects of empire and to summon people to rebuild 
their community life. In the conviction that the kingdom of God was at 
hand, he pressed a program of social revolution to reestablish just 
egalitarian and mutually supportive social-economic relations in the 
village communities that constituted the basis form of the people’s 
life.517  
 It is to be noted that reestablishing just and egalitarian non hierarchical 
relations in society, and without domination is also the goal of the ecological society, 
a human construction in which human beings and nature can live in just and fair 
relations. One can see here the potential for an ecological vision of the kingdom of 
God. The challenge posed by this understanding begs the questions: Can one fully 
equate these two descriptions of societies and human organizations? Do they exist in 
tension with each other? Do they mutually challenge each another? And if so, how?  
Can one be a sign and anticipation of the other?   
 A particular interest for this study is the way in which Beasley-Murray 
describes some of the basic understandings of the kingdom. A clear ecological 
perspective is possible in his observation that “[T]he hope of Israel is not for a home 
in heaven but for the revelation of the glory of God in this world…the kingdom that 
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comes embraces this world and the cosmos and the ages of ages….” 518 This potential 
is more explicit in David Rhoads claims that “The Gospel of Mark portrays the arrival 
of the kingdom of God as a restoration not only of human creation but of all 
creation.... The arrival of the Kingdom of God restores human beings to their proper 
place and role in creation.”519 Already in the so-called intertestamental literature, this 
idea is expressed in the Testament of Moses 10:1, 7-10: “Then his kingdom will 
appear throughout his whole creation.” 
   It has been noted that the word, basileia, is not easy to translate. Dodd, 
himself, admits that the English term “kingdom” “is somewhat ambiguous…”520 
Others, such as Perrin, prefer to use the word “reign.”521 As a person whose mother 
tongue is Spanish, and not English, I would like to make mine the words of 
Uruguayan scholar Mortimer Arias, when he mentions that 
The term “kingdom” is an unfortunate one in today’s world: it is 
seriously questioned by many because of its monarchical political 
connotations and its associations with patriarchal structures and 
language. “Reign of God” has been suggested as a better 
alternative…Because I speak another language, I do not pretend to 
understand all of the nuances of the English language nor would I 
attempt to solve this sensitive issue. I would like, however, to share in 
this concern and to express my solidarity with those who feel 
discriminated against or oppressed by language.522      
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Whatever translation one may select--reign, realm, kin-dom (see below), etc.--there is 
no doubt that the symbol is framed in a strong hierarchical language. Despite its many 
egalitarian features, the language used conveys powerful notions embedded in a 
monarchical structure. Nevertheless, Andrew Ross’ observation about language is 
valid when he claims that “terms are by no means guaranteed in their meanings, 
and…these meanings can be appropriated and redefined for different purposes, 
different contexts, and, more importantly, different causes.” 523 But there are limits to 
these possibilities here. 
    Among the theological currents that offer a critique of the concept of the 
“kingdom of God” and of its language, meaning and implications, a particular critical 
sensitivity is worth highlighting here: I am referring to the mujerista/ feminist 
discourse.  Two examples from Latinas would suffice.  Ada María Isasi-Diaz,524 a 
social ethicist and originator of mujerista theology, agrees that the Kingdom of God 
constitutes the key metaphor for Jesus’ mission. Nevertheless, she states that this 
particular metaphor “has become irrelevant because the reality that grounds the 
metaphor, actual kingdoms, rarely exists any more.”525 She goes onto say that such 
metaphors serve to reinforce once more the male image of God, and, as such, they are 
ineffective and dangerous, or even worse, they suggest “an elitist, hierarchical, 
patriarchal structure that makes possible and supports all sorts of systemic 
oppressions.”526  For Isasi-Diaz, the new metaphor should rather be “kin-dom” of 
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God, the “family of God.”  She finds that this is a more personal metaphor that lies at 
the core of our daily lives. Interesting as it may be (see below exegesis of Mark 13 on 
the family), regrettably the play on words makes sense only in English, and it is not 
transferable to other languages.527  
 Argentinian theologian, Marcela Althaus-Reid, provides the second critique 
from this   perspective.528  She goes even further and argues that while basileia has in 
Greek feminine implications,  
it tends to obscure precisely what we do not like in the concept--
theocratic notions, hegemonic threats, and values, which, although 
good in principle, come from the same colonial-heterosexual religious 
matrix we are trying to Queer, to make indecent and destabilize. To call 
Kingdom ‘Kingdom’ acts as a denunciation of the theocratic project of 
the New Testament at the same time as it highlights its commendable 
points; moreover, ‘Kingdom of God’ is a concept in conflict with itself, 
unstable and ambivalent, and perhaps we should not try to stabilize 
it.529 
Furthermore, and in the context of discussing the idea of justice and equality, 
Althaus- Reid asks a series of poignant questions that deepen the critique: “Are 
‘Kingdoms’ egalitarian projects? This lightness in our theological reflections 
betrays our inability to think of original concepts which can be rooted in real 
human experiences beyond the approved texts of the church and with strategic 
value for change.”530 Althaus-Reid seems to be in agreement with Bookchin, 
when he claims a need for deep, radical thinking and fundamental change.  
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  In a penetrating study of Mark from a postcolonial perspective, Stephen Moore 
adds his own particular understanding of the way Mark uses the word basileia, which 
he translates as empire. Moore claims that “Arguably, Mark’s deployment of the term 
basileia (‘empire’) may be deemed an instance of what postcolonial theorist Gayatri 
Spivak has dubbed catachresis, originally a Greek rhetorical figure denoting ‘misuse’ 
or ‘misapplication.’” Moore adds that, “ As employed by Spivak, the term designates 
the process by which the colonized strategically appropriate and redeploy specific 
elements of colonial or imperial culture or ideology; as such, it is a practice of 
resistance through an act of usurpation.”531   
 From different perspectives and having in common a deep concern for justice 
and equality, people and scholars alike continue to struggle with the meaning of the 
kingdom of God and its implications for a society and a world in crisis. In this context 
it is fitting also to mention a different way of looking at the issue, that of an eco-
justice theologian, Walter Wink. He argues that   
The gospel is the message of the coming of God’s domination-free 
order. Jesus’ teaching and being are at the core of Scripture, and Jesus 
is against domination. His preaching of the Reign of God is directed 
precisely at the overcoming of dominations. A critique of domination 
is, I believe, the tenor, or central theme, or gist, of the gospel.532  
   Ecojustice struggles for fairness and equality and Social Ecology’s strong 
criticism of any kind of domination and hierarchies find an appropriate echo here. 
Domination and hierarchy are made concrete at two levels: at the level of human to 
human relations—where people exploits people—and at the level of the relationships 
between human beings and the rest of creation, where nature is ruthlessly exploited 
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and misused. The kingdom, as presented in the parables, shows the crucial importance 
that the deep interrelationship between human beings and nature be based on justice, 
mututal enhancement, and profound respect. These relationships need to find adequate 
social and political channels, and social ecology offers specific proposals for such 
undertakings.   
 Furthermore, in the perception of the kingdom, the relationship between 
humans and the “more-than-human” is also highlighted by biblical scholars. A sample 
is provided by David Rhoads, when he claims that “The Gospel of Mark portrays the 
arrival of the kingdom of God as a restoration not only of human creation but of all 
creation.”533 In the kingdom, human beings keep their particular and rather special 
position. They are part and parcel of a realm where hierarchies are abolished (Mark 
10:35-45; (see particularly the contraposition with “the rulers,” and “the great ones,” 
which are qualified as “tyrants” in verse 42) and where children are considered as 
examples and as those to whom the kingdom belongs (Mark 9:33-37; 10:14b). 
“Children”--in Horsley’s view—“pointedly reminds the hearers that the renewed 
village communities are for humble, ordinary people, in contrast to people of standing, 
wealth and power…” 534 
    Salvadorian Jon Sobrino, in his article “Central Position of the Reign of God in 
Liberation Theology,”535 argues that as far as liberation theologians are concerned, 
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“the Reign of God is the most adequate reality for expressing liberation…”536 
Studying the gospels, Sobrino states that “Jesus declares that, for God, life has priority 
over all else; he holds that, in today’s language, God is a God of life, and that 
therefore society ought to be organized in service of life.”537 This particular and 
forceful insight basically coincides with the fourth principle of social 
ecology/ecojustice: the need to struggle for the defense of life and of its integrity. This 
specific way of understanding the kingdom becomes critical in the light of the current 
ecological predicament. 
  Sobrino goes on to say that “Whether the Reign of God be called a political 
reality or a historical-social one, the important thing to bring out is the historical, 
concrete dimension it had in the mind of Jesus.”538 Furthermore, the Salvadorian 
theologian cites Juan Luis Segundo as follows: “The Reign comes to change the 
situation of the poor. To put an end to it…the Reign is theirs because of the inhuman 
nature of their situation as poor people.”539  Sobrino sharpens the point and claims that 
“The poor defines the Reign by what they are. They make concrete a utopia 
customarily formulated in the abstract…But for the purpose of formulating the 
termination of the misfortunes of the poor, words like life, justice, and liberation 
continue to be meaningful.”540 The writers of the other two synoptic gospels make the 
matter very clear, and call the poor, the destitute (ptȏchoi) (Luke 6:20), the blessed 
ones (Matt.5:3).  
 Sobrino becomes the porte parole of many theologians when he claims that 
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  the theology of liberation, then, asserts that in order to grasp what the  
  Reign of God is, not just any hope will suffice. Only the hope of the    
  poor will do. The hope of the poor must, in some manner, be adopted   
  as one’s own. But once this has been accomplished, one also has a  
  better systematic understanding of what the Reign of God ought to be:   
  a promise of life in face of the anti-Reign.”541  
 
 Horsley, in turn, argues that the offering of the kingdom to the poor, “means 
sufficient food and cancellation of debts as well as mutual sharing and cooperation 
and personal healing.”542 Once again, the second principle of ecojustice/social ecology 
becomes relevant as it highlights a fundamental characteristic of the kingdom. 
 Moreover, and in agreement with Bookchin’s way of describing social change 
towards the ecological society, Sobrino claims that “liberation theology emphasizes 
the historical and utopian aspect of the Reign.” 543 Both go hand in hand, thus, 
opening the way to concrete social, economic, ecological, and political actions of 
justice that would point to the higher justice embodied in the kingdom. Are these also 
the measures which signal the way toward an ecological society? Bookchin spoke 
about the need to think outside the box to confront the seriousness of the ecological 
and social crisis. He argued that “we can no longer afford to be unimaginative; we can 
no longer afford to do without utopian thinking. The crisis is too serious and the 
possibilities too sweeping to be resolved by customary modes of thought.” 544  
 Furthermore, such a utopia carries concrete features and characteristics: it 
creates political, economic, ecological, and social structures that lead toward the 
desired goal: the triumph of life in its fullness, overcoming current structures that are 
basically thanatofiliac. The principle of the interrelationships between economics, 
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ecology, and politics, argues that the struggle for justice for the earth and all its 
inhabitants is pivotal in the process of building the ecological society.  Perhaps it is in 
this context that one can better understand Horsley’s claims that in Jesus’ covenant 
renewal in Mark, or “the constructive aspect of the kingdom of God,”545 the question 
of  “the egalitarian politics…matches the egalitarian economic dimension of the 
covenant renewal of Israelite village communities.”546 Horsley calls it “a program of 
social revolution.”547 Democratic political structures and organizations go shoulder to 
shoulder with the social responsibility for justice in all dimensions of life, both for 
humans and for all of creation. This implies a clear engagement, a commitment to 
embody and make present the promises of the coming kingdom.      
 Summarizing, James Nash is eloquent. He argues that    
 The good news of the coming Reign of God, however, is more than an 
announcement of our ultimate destiny; it is a definition of moral 
responsibility. We are summoned to shape the present on the model of 
God’s New Heaven and New Earth. That is part of the meaning of the 
words in the Lord’s Prayer: “Your Kingdom come, your will be done, 
on earth as it is in heaven.”  548    
  
 Leonardo Boff agrees with Ricouer on the issue that the kingdom is never 
defined, and argues that “it modifies the reality of this world, so that the blind see, the 
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lame walk, the dead are raised, the sins are pardoned. The poor, the afflicted, and 
those who have been denied justice are the primary beneficiaries.”549   
 In the kingdom announced by Mark’s Jesus, the whole creation, human and the 
more-than- human, actively participates in a relationship of justice and fairness. The 
ecological, social, and economic organization of the time, with its built-in injustices 
and structures of domination, is basically challenged and needs to be overcome. What 
is promoted by the Roman basileia is clearly in opposition to what Jesus announces. 
The values of the kingdom are community, equality, sharing, justice, service, 
humility, and self-giving. These are precisely dysfunctional to the values cherished by 
the dominating empire, as well as the values directly or indirectly promoted by the 
current competitive global capitalism.  
 The echoes of such a challenge still resound today. We live in societies 
structured in such a manner that a few privileged enjoy its benefits in detriment of the 
majority of the population. We are part of a system that exalts and incites 
consumerism, with its devastating social and ecological consequences. We are part of 
a society where humility and service are seen as values for the weak and feeble, and 
what it is posited is rather arrogance, dominance, power and control over others. What 
is required, then, to set signs of the kingdom?  Rowland and Corner close their 
reflections with a challenge and a hope. They argue that “the hope for God’s Kingdom 
was often based on a negative rejection of the present order. But rejection of that order 
is always a ground for hope in a future that men and women are able to realize if they 
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are prepared to will the means of its realization.”550 Social Ecology’s poignant critique 
of the current socioeconomic system invites people to active participation in the 
building of a radically different order, in which just relations among humans and non-
exploitative relations to nature are fundamental values to pursue. In this sense, it is 
fitting here to point out to Fernando Segovia’s understanding of what the kingdom 
brings and what it demands. He argues that 
[T]he Kingdom called for a revolution within, a radical change in 
human ways of thinking and living in accordance with God’s plan of 
liberation. In addition, the kingdom called for a societal revolution, a 
similarly radical transformation in purpose and structure… Through 
these demands Jesus pointedly showed that the established order could 
not serve as a basis for the kingdom and set out to create the conditions 
necessary for the kingdom’s new order.551      
     
The Kingdom in parables  
Basically, Jesus’ words, teachings, mainly en parabolais (4:2; 11; 33; 34), and 
deeds, developed this fundamental understanding of the kingdom of God. 
Particularly in the parables one can perceive a striking profusion of nature and 
nature metaphors when presenting Mark’s central theme. Contrary to what is 
found in the book of Revelation where the dominant metaphor is the city (see 
chapter five of this study), Mark has recourse to natural processes of the 
created world, and even creation itself is pitted over against the Roman 
Imperial (dis)order.   
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Parables are the main literary tool by which Jesus teaches about the kingdom 
of God in the Markan narrative. The kingdom of God is the ultimate referent 
of the parables of Jesus. The whole message of Jesus focuses on the kingdom 
of God, while the parables are today the major source for our knowledge of the 
main characteristics and values of the kingdom.552 The parables, therefore, 
play a pivotal role in the teachings of Jesus about the kingdom.553   
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have dealt at length with the question. Burton Mack (“The Kingdom sayings in 
Mark”) simply describes “parabolȇ” as a technical term in Greek meaning 
‘comparison’. He contends that as used by Greeks authors, educators, rhetors, and the 
literate, a parabole served to clarify, not obfuscate.  John D. Crossan, instead, presents 
a more complicated picture of the use of the parables. He argues in Cliffs of Fall: 
Paradox and Polyvalence in the Parables of Jesus (New York: The Seabury Press, 
1980), that parables are somehow made of glass. Some of them are the glass of 
windows whose clarity allows discovering of a world. But others are the glass of 
mirrors, resisting our attempts to turn them into windows and their reflective opacity 
reveals instead the faces of those who look upon them. Mary Ann Tolbert (Sowing the 
Gospel, 121-124, and 151-163) argues that one possible way to orient the listeners on 
specific aspects of the Gospel story is exemplified by one of the two longest parables 
told by Jesus in the Gospel of Mark. It is the so-called parable of the sower, 
introduced in Mark 4:3-9, and further explained in 4:14-20. According to Tolbert, this 
parable speaks of four different ways in which people responded to Jesus’ preaching. 
Shortly after the explanation, Jesus compares the Kingdom of God to another sower, 
this time with better results, a text that has no parallels in the other synoptic gospels 
(4:26-29). Crossan (Cliffs of Fall, 26) argues that this particular parable is “a parable 
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 The Markan Jesus uses examples taken from the world of nature, which bring 
clear ecological resonances. V. J. John notes that “Mark, despite having the least 
number of parables among the synoptic gospels, has the greatest number of nature 
related parables.”554 In the parable of the sower (Mark 4:1-9, 14-20), for example, 
there is a close relationship between human beings and the earth. The sower (ho 
speirȏn) is someone who is intimately related to and deeply dependent on the soil (he 
gȇ). There are the seeds, the very elements of the flora which contain the sustenance 
for the future, and the grain (karpos), fruit of the combination of the human labor, the 
earth, the seeds, the sun, and the rain. This last element is explicitly absent in the 
narrative but implied in an ecological description of the natural circle of life, even in a 
relatively arid place such as ancient Palestine. In this complex, interrelated, and 
sometimes contradictory reality, even the thorns (hai akanthai) have the right to live. 
All the components of the ecological reality are mutually dependent. In the parable, 
                                                                                                                                                                       
about the process of parabling, a metaphor for its own hermeneutical task, a narrative 
of its own interpretative destiny,” and adds that this particular parable “seems 
somewhat different from many of Jesus’ other parables. I would maintain, however, 
that this difference arises from the fact that it is not just a teaching about the kingdom, 
although it is that as well, but also a teaching about teaching the kingdom. It is not just 
a parable of the kingdom, although it is just as well, but rather as a metaparable, it is a 
parable about parables of the kingdom. As such, it tells about the parabler himself, 
about the parabled kingdom, and about the very parable itself as well.” Ibid., 49-50.  
Moore has words of caution concerning the use that Mark makes of the parables. He 
mentions the dialectical of “insiders/outsiders” in Mark and argues that “Parabolai in 
Mark are a partition, screen, or membrane designed to keep insiders on one side, 
outsiders on the other. Outsiders are those for whom ‘everything comes in parables,’ 
parables that they find incomprehensible (4:11-12). At the same time, parabolai are 
what rupture that membrane, render it permeable, infect the opposition with 
contradiction: those who should be on the inside find themselves repeatedly put out by 
Jesus’s parabolic words and deeds. Appointed to allow insiders in and to keep 
outsiders out, parables unexpectedly begin to threaten everyone with exclusion in 
Mark, even disciples seeking entry. Deranged doormen, parables threaten to make 
outsiders of us all.” See Stephen D. Moore, Mark and Luke in Poststructuralist 
Perspective: Jesus Begins to Write (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1992), 21.   
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there are also the representatives of the fauna, the birds (ta peteina), uninvited guests 
which also receive their portion of food. There is also the celestial being, the sun (ho 
hȇlios), both source of life and its continuous sustainer. Even the rocky ground 
(petrȏdes opou) has the right to be part of the whole. Life, in all its force and splendor, 
bursts forth in this ecological parable.555 The result, the harvest, played a critical role 
in the economic life of the farmer and the community. It was used to feed the family, 
to reserve seeds for the next season, and to repay loans and taxes. Loans and taxes 
were part and parcel of the economic and political (dis)organization of ancient 
Mediterranean society. In extreme case of droughts and the ensuing failure in the 
harvest, peasants were forced to sell their land, if they possessed any, or even to sell 
themselves as slaves to be able to feed their families. The ancient Israelite tradition of 
the Jubilee (Leviticus 25, and Deuteronomy 15) is a reminder of the need to 
reestablish life and just relations between people, and between people and the earth.
 Three Social Ecology/ecojustice principles clearly come to mind in reading 
this parable: the principle of life and the integrity of life (IV), the principle of 
interdependence between wholeness and diversity (I), and the principle of the 
interrelationships between economics, ecology and politics (III). John Clark argues 
with validity that Social Ecology “starts from the basic principle of unity in organic 
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diversity, and affirms that the well-being of the whole can only be achieved through 
the rich and the complex interaction of the parts.”556   
 In the parable of the kingdom that features the growing seed (Mark 4:26-29), 
the earth is described as the womb of life, a force that has the capacity to produce of 
itself (automatȇ hȇ gȇ karpophorei). While the different stages of natural growth are 
depicted, the sower is not fully aware of the mystery of life, he “does not know how” 
(ouk oiden autos). Humanity utterly depends upon the created nature, and there is in 
every seed a promise. In the kingdom parable of the mustard seed (kokkȏ sinapeȏs) in 
Mark 4:30-32, again the diverse components of the ecological reality, the seeds, the 
earth, the birds, and the human, fully participate in the amazing development of life. 
John, the Indian theologian, comments: “The activity of nature in making a large plant 
from the smallest of the seeds invites one to ponder over the mystery of nature’s 
activities.”557 
 Mark resorts to nature again when Jesus, speaking once more in parables, tells 
the story popularly known as the parable of the wicked tenants, or of the vineyard 
(Mark 12:1-11). But this time, the conflicts, contradictions, greed, and disputes 
between human beings occupy the foreground of the narrative. These metaphors 
which are taken from everyday life are intentionally used so the hearers/readers are 
enabled to immediately connect with them. However, this does not mean that 
understanding the parables is taken for granted. On the contrary, Mark 4:11 seems to 
show that the purpose of using the parables is exactly the opposite. Even his disciples 
fail to understand them (ouk oidate tȇn parabolȇn tautȇn) (Mark 4: 13a). According 
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to Perrin, the parables “are very powerful texts, and they are also texts offering a 
complex challenge to the interpreter at every level of the hermeneutical process.”558 
Moreover, this is so because the parables “constantly shatter and probe, disturb and 
challenge…it is to this boundary [of human existence in the world] that one is 
constantly brought by the parables of Jesus.”559 Speaking about the kingdom in the 
parables, French philosopher, Paul Ricoeur, claims that “Jesus nowhere says what the 
kingdom is. He limits himself to saying what it resembles. This is in itself very 
constructive… The symbol gives raise to thought; we might even say it compels us to 
reflect.” 560 
 The parables refer to humans and to nature, and the way Jesus proclaimed the 
kingdom shows the interdependence between wholeness and diversity, in this program 
that proclaims justice and equality between people, and, by extension, between people 
and nature. 
Non-human nature in Mark 
   Non-human nature features prominently in the different Markan narratives. 
From the first post-baptismal narrative, through stories such as the stilling of a great 
windstorm (lailaps megalȇ anemou) (Mark 4: 35-41); the healing of the Gerasene 
Demoniac (Mark 5: 1-20); the transfiguration (Mark 9:1-8); Jesus in Jerusalem (Mark 
11:12-14); and particularly the seemingly ecocide of chapter 13, 561 all conveyed the 
rather critical role that the more-than-human world plays in Mark. Furthermore, nature 
is particularly present in a crucial moment of the narrative, at the crucifixion (Mark 
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15:33). The wilderness (erȇmos) plays host to Jesus (Mark 1:12-13), the wind 
(anemos) strongly blows forming great waves (Mark 4:37), the great herd of swine on 
a hillside (pros tȏ orei agelȇ choirȏn megalȇ) (Mark 5:11), the sea (thalassa) (Mark 
5:13), the high mountain (oros hypsȇlon) (Mark 9:2), the cloud (nephelȇ) (Mark 9:7; 
13:26), the fig tree (sykȇ) (Mark 11:13; 11:28), earthquakes (seismoi) (Mark 13:8), the 
mountains (orȇ) (Mark 13:14), the field (argos) (Mark 13:16), the sun (hȇlios) (Mark 
13:24), the moon (selȇnȇ) (Mark 13:24), the stars (asteres) (Mark 13:25), and the 
heavens (ouranoi) (Mark 13:25) are respectively key protagonists in the different 
narratives. There is an abundance of the presence of the more-than-human in the 
Markan story that has not always received due attention by the scholars. Perhaps an 
exception can be found in studies related to the story of the crucifixion. There, even 
the sun departs from the scene: “When it was noon, darkness come over the whole 
land (skotos egeneto eph holȇn tȇn gȇn) (Mark 15:33). Ezra Gould claims that it was 
“a supernatural manifestation of the sympathy of nature with these events in the 
spiritual realm.”562 David Fredrickson has, in turn, a particular and interesting 
ecological approach. He produces a large number of examples from Greek literature 
and art and comes to the conclusion that torn curtain of the Temple and the darkened 
sun can be seen to portray nature’s lament for Jesus. Fredrickson claims that “[T]he 
sun’s behaviour is an example of what literary critics, following John Ruskin, have 
called the pathetic fallacy—attribution of human emotions to aspects of nature.”563 
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This is a compelling reflection. The crucifixion has a cosmic significance, and the 
rather strange behaviour of the heavenly body (ho hȇlios) shows symbolically the 
universal dimension of the event and the solidarity between nature and humans. Susan 
Miller reflects on the Markan narrative from the perspective of the earth, interpreted 
as “a total ecosystem, the web of life”.564 Miller makes a survey of various scholars’ 
positions and concludes that the Earth “is depicted as an object that suffers the 
judgement of God on account of the actions of human beings. A hermeneutics of 
suspicion observes that Earth becomes an innocent recipient of God’s wrath.”565 
Miller suggests an interpretative strategy which empathizes with earth and interprets 
darkness as “a response of the natural world to the opposition and mockery raised 
against Jesus. Darkness descends upon the land aligning the natural world with the 
suffering of Jesus.”566 According to Miller, only the earth mourns in the narrative.567 
This reaction of the earth as subject is clearly attested in the Hebrew Bible in texts 
such as Jer. 4:27, 28; Hos. 4:3; Joel 1:10, 20, and in Hellenistic texts. Miller develops 
an interesting insight when she connects earth’s mourning with people other than 
Jesus. She claims that “earth responds in solidarity with oppressed and suffering 
human beings.”568 This perspective comes closer to an ecojustice and social ecology 
reading of the narrative, and goes beyond any anthropocentric understanding of the 
text.  
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 But Mark is not alone in presenting this relationship between humans and 
nature/earth. Interestingly, the Gospel of Matthew adds another reaction of 
nature to the death of Jesus: “The earth shook, and the rocks were split” (kai 
hȇ gȇ eseisthȇ, kai hai petrai eschisthȇsan) (Matt. 27:51). Eventually, texts 
considered apocryphal have also given some attention to the matter. For 
instance, in the Anaphora or Letter of Pilate to Caesar,569 one can find an 
interesting extension of the picture portrayed in the gospel. It reads “Now 
when he [Jesus] was crucified, there was darkness over all the world (eph 
holȇn tȇn oikoumenȇn), and the sun was obscured for half a day, and the stars 
appeared, but no lustre was seen in them; and the moon lost its brightness, as 
though tinged with blood….570  Not only the sun reacts, but also the moon and 
the stars are cosmic protagonists and have a sharing in the scene. Furthermore, 
at the resurrection, the heavenly bodies again are present, this time celebrating 
the event: “and when it was evening on the first day of the week, there came a 
sound from heaven, and the heaven became seven times more luminous than 
on all other days. And at the third hour of the night the sun appeared more 
luminous than it had ever shone, lighting up the whole hemisphere…And all 
that night the light ceased not shining.”571 The heavenly bodies lead us back 
directly to Mark 13. 
The Markan Apocalypse   
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Do not be alarmed! ...be alert! ...keep awake! These words do not come from a 
general alarm issued by government authorities to the general population after 
an ecological catastrophe, as it may appear. It is simple a compilation of words 
attributed to Jesus and excerpted from Mark 13. Moreover, the original Greek 
even echoes a certain pleasant rhyme: mȇ throeisthe (v.7)… blepete (v.9)... 
grȇgoreite (v.35). 
 With these words, to what is the Markan Jesus referring? Is it to the end (telos) 
(v.7)? And if so, to the end of what?  Does this apocalyptic imagery allow enough 
common ground for ecologists and people committed to the struggle for justice on the 
one hand, and to biblical scholars, on the other hand, to dialogue and offer mutual 
support? Is the text helpful to understand today’s reasons to “beware”(13:5a; 13: 9a), 
to “be alert” (13:5a; 13:23) and to “keep awake” (Mark 13: 37)? Keith Dyer is 
convinced that from the perspective of the Earth, there are texts, such as Mark 13, that 
resist retrieval.572  
 I argue that this passage should be seen as an integral part of the Markan 
narrative, and cannot be treated in isolation, as some critics tend to do.573 Therefore, in 
the overall account of the story of the Markan Jesus, this passage is another way to 
call the community to perseverance and trust, to put their confidence in the words that 
“will not pass away” (hoi de logoi mou ou pareleusontai) (13:31b).   
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 God’s creation--both human and the more than human-- are clearly present in 
different ways in this particular text. Relationships between human beings become 
hostile, divisive, and antagonistic (13:12-13), nature is inimical to people, with 
earthquakes (seismoi) and famines (limoi) (13:8), and the heavenly bodies (ho hȇlios, 
he selȇnȇ, hoi asteres) missing their purpose and falling into futility (13:24-25). Mary 
Ann Tolbert argues that “…any interpretation of a text, especially a text as 
traditionally powerful as the Bible, must be assessed not only on whatever its literary 
or historical merits may be but also on its theological and ethical impact on the 
integrity and dignity of God’s creation.”574 In the light of her statement, what is the 
impact of Mark 13 on the integrity and dignity of all God’s creation?  
Mark 13 is the longest monologue in the gospel of Mark. In fact, this is only 
the second long sermon of Jesus in Mark. The first occurs in chapter 4 and it is 
mainly expressed in parables (en parabolais) (4:2; 33), and reference to it has 
been made already. In chapter 4, Jesus “got into a boat on the sea and sat 
there” (4:1); while in chapter 13, Jesus is said to have chosen to retire with a 
group of his disciples to the Mount of Olives (13:3). It is to be noted that on 
both occasions, the writer put Jesus in the surroundings of nature, in close 
relationship with the immediate environment, and both the sea and the 
mountain are his hosts. 
 The text is full of direct quotations of the Hebrew Bible or of allusions to it.  
C.S. Mann concludes that the text “reveals an abundance of O.T. allusions, quotations 
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and semiquotations... is so weighted by O.T. references... as to make all other chapters 
appear barren of O.T. allusions.”575   
 If there is any agreement among scholars concerning the Gospel of Mark, 
perhaps it is shared regarding the complex and difficult character of this particular 
chapter. When one reviews bibliographies in articles and books written on this 
passage, one has the experience of being overwhelmed by the sheer amount of 
scholarship devoted to these thirty-seven verses. One could well join the chorus in 
exclaiming tot homines, quot sentenciae! Is it an “eschatological discourse”? 576 It has 
also been called “a prophetic saying in a scholastic context,” 577 Myers portrays the 
sermon as a parenetic discourse.578 Others prefer to call it “the little apocalypse” (by 
comparison with the book of Revelation), as do the fellows of the Jesus Seminar and a 
great number of their predecessors.579  Other scholars are of the opinion that the text 
does not fit at all in the modern (western) concept of apocalypticism, and it may even 
be considered antiapocalyptic. Horsley is among those who emphatically defend this 
later position.580 A more radical view is defended by Stephen Moore. In a convincing 
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article, Moore argues that “The anecdote of ‘The Widow’s Mites,’ then…would be the 
real site of  apocalypse in Mark, not the so-called apocalyptic discourse that follows, 
rather lamely, on its heels, and for which it ostensibly prepares.”581 Furthermore, 
Moore frames the text between two passages about women who are portrayed as 
playing role models of self-emptying and discipleship. Referring to Mark’s 
“sandwich” device, Moore claims that the text of Mark 13 is “[S]andwiched between 
two women of whom he [Mark, and perhaps Moore too?] is apparently in awe.”582    
 George Beasley-Murray, a British scholar who has worked on the text for 
about forty years, has simply called it “the Olivet discourse,” taking the clue from 
where Jesus is said to have sat to dialogue with a group of four of his disciples (eis to 
horos ton elaion) (13:4).583   Ched Myers calls this passage a “sermon on 
revolutionary patience.”584 Portugueze Fernando Belo, in turn, seeing that future 
tenses punctuate the entire discourse, calls it “an anticipatory narrative.”585 
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  Roland Barthes reminds his readers that “ [A] text’s unity lies not in its origin 
but in its destination.” 586 It is from this perspective that another French scholar looks 
at the text of Mark with the help of the work of the Italian Nobel laureate Umberto 
Eco.587 One of the main points that Schlumberger highlights is Eco’s understanding of 
the role that the reader plays in “completing” the text. Eco argues that the text is “a 
sluggish machine that delegates to the reader a part of its work.”588  As a reader of 
Mark, I would like to accept that delegation and I try also to wrestle with its meaning, 
to play with the text and if possible, add new sense and new challenges. As a reader, I 
would like to follow Mark’s own exhortation in the text, and try “to understand” it (ho 
anaginȏskȏn noeitȏ) (13:14b).   
 Tolbert claims that Mark invites his audience/readers to “recognize themselves 
as the persecuted followers of Jesus…”589 Moreover, she is convinced that, despite the 
writer’s ambivalence toward Rome (“one avoids offending too greatly those with real 
power to harm”), the text “ serves primarily as an encouragement to the faithful to 
resist all the terrors thrown at them by the colonial powers, and adds that it “ …would 
have functioned as resistance literature against the colonial powers who controlled 
their economic, religious, and political destiny.”590 Tolbert argues that Mark 13 may 
be considered as “literature of resistance for the marginal, powerless outsiders who 
made up the earliest Christian groups,”591 but is keenly aware than when used by those 
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in power, it may become literature of repression for the dominant.592   Similarly, 
Richard  Horsley  argues that “the historical background of Jesus’ speech in Mark 13, 
as of Mark’s story as a whole, was the sharp political-economic-religious conflict 
prevailing throughout early Roman times in Palestine.”593 In his opinion, the text of 
Mark fundamentally gives voice to subjected people.594 Similarly, Myers claims that 
“What is ideologically important…is the fact that he [Mark] chooses to appeal directly 
to a literary corpus that was already recognized by his readers as the tradition of 
political resistance under Hellenism.”595 I fully concur with these three 
complementary ways of reading the text which also reflects the main working 
hypothesis of this study. 
As mentioned before, there seems to be a certain consensus in acknowledging 
that the immediate historical background to the writing of Mark is the Jewish-
Roman war (66-70), which ended with the destruction of Jerusalem by the 
Roman forces under the command of Vespasian’s son, the general Titus, who 
later became emperor. This likely background is important for it helps to 
understand the point of view of the writer/narrator, who is speaking from the 
underside, from the perspective of those being harassed, invaded, and 
oppressed, from those who are being taken captive and massacred, both Jews 
and Jewish followers of the Jesus movement alike.  
 While taking the position of the oppressed, the writer equally warns the 
community not to be confused by the signs they see, that they do not fall into the 
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temptation of believing that this was the moment promised by the (false) prophets 
(pseudoprophȇtai) for a full liberation (13:6, 21-22). Therefore, on many occasions, 
the word blepete appears in the text as a warning to the disciples and to all the 
hearers/readers (5a; 9b; 23a).  
  I would like also to note that at the end of his study, Beasley-Murray 
highlights very briefly the position of the early twentieth century scholar, H. D. 
Wentland, which is of particular interest for this study. According to Beasley-Murray, 
Wentland “drew attention to the double polarity contained in the idea of the 
consummation: it has to do with final salvation and final judgment on the one hand, 
and it is personal and cosmic-universal on the other,”596  a double polarity that can 
well be understood not as a mere dualism, but as being part of an integral wholeness. I 
want to emphasize this perception, as it is relevant for the kind of reading that I am 
trying to engage in this study. Human beings and the “more than human” form an 
inseparable reality, diverse and complex, interdependent, reciprocal, and, 
complementary --in Bookchin’s words-- “a dynamic unity in diversity.”597  The 
cosmic elements, the sun (ho hȇlios) and the moon (he selȇnȇ), the stars (hoi asteres), 
the powers in heaven (hai dynameis hai en tois uranois) (13:24-25) are also, in their 
own way, participants together with the human community (Jesus, the disciples, 
hearers and readers and their kin) of these dramatic moments. Even the mountains are 
present in the text. They are expected to become the hosts and receive those who flee 
from Judea (eis ta orȇ) (13:14b). If the Markan Jesus is preaching–as Myers argues—
“a sermon on how to read ‘signs on earth’—a sermon on political discernment 
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directed at the historical moment,”598 the relevance of an ecosocial reading of the text 
becomes evident. How can one read the “signs on earth” today without taking into 
account the serious ecological and sociopolitical predicament of the world today, as 
sketched in the first chapter of this dissertation?   
 It is often mentioned that one important characteristic of an apocalypse or of 
an apocalyptic discourse is that the writer deals with the end (to telos) (v.7b) of time 
and in most cases, with the subsequent destruction of the world as we know it. 
Paradoxically, while also using similar imagery, social ecologists seem to be going in 
the opposite direction. While warning about the fact that human exploitation by 
humans and the ensuing reckless and irresponsible exploitation of nature has the 
potential to accelerate the destruction of the world as we know it, their efforts are 
geared toward its protection and  conservation, that is, its “salvation.” Salvation is of 
this world and it is the salvation of the whole cosmos, humankind and otherkind. As 
referred to earlier, both find in the apocalyptic imagery a common ground on which to 
express their ideas and concerns. There is here an inherent tension between biblical 
apocalypticism and contemporary ecological awareness and engagement that cannot 
be underestimated. 
The temple seems to have been the “excuse” used by Mark for Jesus’ disciples 
to open the conversation. The temple appears at the center of the speech, but it 
will quickly disappear. And this disappearance is not only physical, that is, “no 
one stone will be left here upon another” (ou mȇ aphethȇ lithos epi lithon) (v. 
2b), but it is also textual, to the point that the temple is never again mentioned 
in the narrative, except for the mention that at Jesus’ death, the “curtain of the 
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temple was torn in two, from top to bottom” (15:38).599 The temple, however, 
is placed in a much wider framework, in a broader perspective, even a cosmic 
one. It is neither the center nor the end of all. Because all of what is being said 
is really a new beginning, “the beginning of the birthpangs” (archȇ odinȏn 
tauta) (8c), when new life is born, when life’s cycle starts again with new 
strength and purpose. The Markan Jesus’ announcement that “no one stone 
will be left upon another, all will be thrown down” (ou mȇ aphethȇ lithos epi 
lithon os ou mȇ katalythȇ) (2b) is taken by most scholars as a vaticinium ex 
eventu, referring to the destruction of the city and of the Temple by the Roman 
forces led by Titus. Indeed it is more than that. It is one of the strongest 
polemics of Mark. It is against the religious and political elites who controlled 
the Temple of Jerusalem, their center of operations and of power. Horsley 
summarizes this position arguing that “[M]ark presents Jesus as spearheading 
this popular movement not as a politically innocuous religious revival, but in 
direct opposition to the rulers and ruling institutions.”600 The “ragtags” could 
hardly have identified with the “great tradition” which the Temple represented. 
Most likely they belonged to the “little tradition,” that of the mostly illiterate 
and impoverished peasants from the northern region of Galilee. According to 
William Herzog II, “the little tradition becomes a source and a resource for 
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resisting the imposition of the great tradition by the ruling elites.”601 It is said 
that nothing will be left of the Temple, perhaps an allusion that those who 
control the centralized power will be stripped of their positions and their fate 
will just be reduced to a line in history. In Revelation (see chapter five of this 
dissertation), the New Jerusalem has no temple, therefore, there will no longer 
be hierarchies nor domination by the elites. Social ecologists and ecojustice 
scholars, applying the fourth principle, would see the text as taking sides and 
privileging the poor.   
From that point on, the text is almost a monologue of Jesus, inaugurated by a 
private question of (one of?) the four disciples “when he was sitting on the 
Mount of Olives” (v3), and briefly interrupted by the narrator himself with the 
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suggestion at the end of verse 14, “let the reader understand” (ho anaginȏskȏn 
noeitȏ).The teaching of the prophet, Jesus, does not respond directly to the 
questions of the disciples. That is, they wanted to know when (pote) and by 
which sign (sȇmeion) (v.4) would the temple be destroyed. 
In vv. 7-8, Mark depicts Jesus responding to their question, describing a series 
of catastrophic events “wars and rumors of wars... there will be earthquakes 
(seismoi) in various places, there will be famines (limoi).” Perhaps Mark was 
referring to occurrences that he perceived as having a close relationship with 
historical happenings in the life of the people. There had been many wars since 
the time of the death of Herod (4 B.C.E.); and perhaps he especially had in 
mind the major Jewish-Roman war of 66-70.  Horsley reminds his readers that 
“Famine was one of the results of wars for the peasantry.”602 As usual, wars 
and so-called “natural” catastrophes take the greatest toll among the weakest 
and oppressed sectors of a population. By the same token, prolonged droughts 
may have been the cause of low yields and the ensuing famine for the 
peasants. The direct and interdependent relation of humans with the earth, is 
made clear here. Furthermore, the image of the uncontrollable forces of nature 
(seismoi) is also brought into the picture, widening the reach of such events. 
Earthquakes may turn out to be the voice of a despoiled mother earth speaking, 
as one of the principles of the Earth Bible Project suggests. Is the earth also 
crying and bleeding because of the persecutions inflicted against its wounded 
peoples? 603 Is the earth lifting up its voice against injustices? Is creation 
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groaning in labor pains (see the following chapter of this study)?  The cry of 
the earth and the cry of the poor go together again and form an inseparable 
unity. Indeed earthquakes can also be seen from a different perspective. 
Rolston recalls the experience and reactions of Scottish-born John Muir, one of 
the first modern naturalists, confronted with the reality of an earthquake. 
Rolston says 
 In March 1872, John Muir was in Yosemite Valley when it was struck 
by the great Inyo earthquake. He records “I ran out my cabin, near the 
Sentinel Rock, both glad and frightening, shouting, ‘A noble 
earthquake!... a terrible sublime and beautiful spectacle. It is delightful 
to be trotted and dumpled on our Mother’s mountain knee.” It was “as 
if God has touched the mountains with a muscled hand.” Later, Muir 
concludes that the earthquake was “wild beauty-beauty making 
business. On the whole, by what at first sight seemed pure confusion 
and ruin, the landscapes were enriched; for gradually every talus, 
however big the boulders composing it, was covered with groves and 
gardens, and make a finely proportioned and ornamented base for the 
sheer cliffs. Storms of every sort, torrents, earthquakes, cataclysms, 
‘convulsions of nature,’ etc., however mysterious and lawless at first 
sight they may seen, are only harmonious notes in the song of creation, 
varied expressions of God’s love.”604  
 
It is to be noted that these Markan verses incorporate the traditional elements 
of the apocalyptic literature that represents the end of time or the coming of the 
day of the Lord. The prophet Jeremiah (particularly in chapters 50 and 51) 
speaks about the destruction of Babylon, and remarkably combines socio-
political, natural, and even cosmic elements in the struggle against this 
historical oppressor of the Jewish people. Daniel chapter 11 can also be heard 
as an echo in this passage.  
                                                                                                                                                                       
than two hundred and fifty thousand deaths.  Large parts of the city of Port au Prince 
and surrounding areas were literally wiped away. The poor people are always those 
who suffer most in the so-called natural catastrophes. The areas where the small 
minority of rich Haitians live, such as Pètion Ville, for example--with luxury houses 
and constructions built to resist earthquakes--were spared.    
604
 Rolston, “Does nature need to be Redeemed?, 215. 
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 The community/readers are confronting a difficult time (13:9). These times 
will not only affect them as individuals, but also will affect their families--their 
immediate family and their extended family, that is, the whole community-- and even 
whole nations will be affected, even the powerful ones, the empire itself. There seem 
to be an attempt to connect the different levels of social construction in this passage. 
Political persecutions will have the ability to threaten the disciples, to destroy the very 
tissue of the immediate nuclear family (13: 12), and even go beyond all that, as ripples 
that affect a wider sector of peoples (ethnos ep’ ethnos kai basileia epi basileian), 
(13:8).  
 The persecutions will also take the people to the different levels of repression 
caused by the religious leadership (eis synedria kai eis synagȏgas) and by the political 
leadership alike (epi hȇgemonȏn kai basileȏn) (13: 9). Their life is threatened, and life 
in general is also threatened. Persecutions may become part of a committed 
discipleship, particularly when people are to speak to power, searching for justice and  
peace. There is abundance of examples in modern times. Dietrich Bonnhoeffer, Martin 
Luther King Jr., Archbishop Romero from El Salvador, and Azucena Villaflor de 
Vicenti, one of the founders of the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo in Argentina, 
kidnapped and killed by the military dictatorship, are but just a few among the many 
other anonymous persons persecuted for the sake of justice. They belong to the 
“blessed” (makarioi), they are those who will inherit the promised kingdom 
(Matt.5:10). 605   
                                                           
605
 In this context one is immediately tempted to think of other paradigmatic   
persecuted people, and the name of Chico Mendez comes to mind. Chico Mendez was 
a rubber-tapper union leader in the Brazilian Amazonia. He organized families who 
peacefully opposed the clearing of forests and the indiscriminate toppling of trees. He 
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Horsley argues that “[I]n the speech about the future, he [Jesus] explains that 
his followers should expect unprecedented political conflict and brutally 
violent imperial repression followed by the final deliverance, and he exhorts 
them no to be deterred from aggressively witnessing to repressive rulers and 
faithfully developing their movement.”606  
 Is it possible to become partners rather than rulers, and as such to sustain a 
balanced and diverse Earth community? Bookchin responds with a strong call for the 
establishment of justice among humans, with an ecological perspective, because “what 
ultimately distinguishes an ecological outlook that is uniquely liberatory is the 
challenge it raises to conventional notions of hierarchy.”607 And this has to be hailed 
for what it is, that is euangelion, good news.    
 To euangelion appears again in v. 10. The good news must be announced to all 
nations. A Latin American scholar suggests that v. 10 should be considered critical to 
                                                                                                                                                                       
saw in this destructive activity not only the threat for the forest and for its people, but 
also for the whole humankind, due to the important role that the rain forests play in 
the broader ecosystem. It was for him a clear question of justice: justice for the Earth 
and justice for its people. He wanted to preserve the forest and also to make it 
productive at the same time. He advocated the creation of “extractive reserves,” with 
no owners. From his perspective, the property would be shared by the whole 
community. This was a fatal intuition. For his actions, he was persecuted, and on 
Christmas Eve 1988, Chico was murdered with five shots. Through his martyrdom, he 
was a messenger of the good news, both for humans and for the more than human. Of 
him Leonardo Boff said “He departed from life in the Amazon to enter into universal 
history and into the collective unconscious of those who love our planet and its vast 
biodiversity.” See Cry of the Earth Cry of the Poor, 102. Another modern poet of the 
forest , Joao de Jesus Paes Lourdeiro, stated:  
    Ay! Amazon! Amazon! 
    They have buried Chico Mendez, 
   But hope just won’t be buried. 
Ibid., 102. 
606
  Horsley, Hearing the Whole Story, 129. 
607
 Bookchin, The Ecology of Freedom, 25. 
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understand Mark’s view. In his opinion, the writer “pushes the parousia from the 
imminent future and inserts ‘mission’ as an imperative for the community.”608           
 While fearing the traditional understandings of “mission,” particularly when 
they were coupled with conquest and colonization of imperial powers, perhaps the 
idea can be salvaged. One may regard mission today as a responsibility for an integral 
witness and praxis of both the human and the “more than human” world, for the 
survival of life as a whole, particularly when life is seriously threatened. An 
“ecological” mission, where justice for oppressed human beings and the devastated 
earth can be announced as “good news” for all and as a hope for the future for all 
species, humans included.609 
The history of missions is full of contradictions and ambivalences. I want to 
unveil here a particular historical understanding of mission that resulted in 
damage and a decimation of peoples and the earth. When political and 
economic power is exercised by centralized imperial(istic) systems and 
receives the “blessing” of religious authorities and texts, the compounding 
power of these two dimensions reinforce each other and have devastating 
results.  A little over than 500 years ago, a “clash of civilizations” took place 
on this side of the Atlantic. A group of powerful men--guided by a particular 
understanding of a “religious” motive-- landed in what they decided later  to 
call “America.” U.S. historian Jered Diamond describes the first encounter 
between the Inca emperor, Atahuallpa and the Spanish conqueror, Francisco 
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Pizarro, as “the most dramatic moment in subsequent European-Native 
American relations.”610 The encounter took place in Cajamarca, on November 
16, 1532. Pizarro and his troops captured Atahuallpa, who was held prisoner 
for eight months. Pizarro promised to free him in exchange for a ransom in 
gold. In the meantime, additional troops gathered around Pizarro. The ransom 
was paid, and it was large enough as to fill “a room 22 feet long by 17 feet 
wide to a height of over 8 feet”611 But after it was delivered, Pizarro changed 
his mind and executed Atahuallpa. The eyewitness report of that encounter, 
written –of course– by the victorious conquerors, is worth examining.  
  In the very name of the one who is said to announce these signs of the times 
as the “beginning of birthpangs” (archai ȏdinon) (Mark 13:8b), they feel entitled to 
give God a helping hand and hasten the telos. I am citing specific fragments of the 
rather long account that Diamond includes in his ground-breaking book. The well-
written story remarkably illustrates the mindset of the basileia and its religious 
foundation and justification. King of Kings? Lord of Lords? Let us hear the 
introduction: 
… this narrative... it will be to the glory of God, because they have 
conquered and brought to our holy Catholic Faith so vast a number of 
heathens… Governor Pizarro wished to obtain intelligence from some 
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Indians …, so he had them tortured. They confessed that they have 
heard that Atahuallpa was waiting for the Governor at Cajamarca.... On 
the next morning a messenger from Atahuallpa arrived, and the 
Governor said to him: “Tell your lord to come… I will receive him as a 
friend and brother. I pray that he may come quickly, for I desire to see 
him. No harm or insult will befall him...” Governor Pizarro now sent 
Friar Vicente de Valverde… to require Atahuallpa in the name of God 
and of the King of Spain that Atahuallpa subject himself to the law of 
our Lord Jesus Christ and to the service of His Majesty the King of 
Spain. Advancing with a cross in one hand and the Bible in the other 
hand, … “What I teach is that which God says to us in this Book. 
Therefore, on the part of God and of the Christians, I beseech you to be 
their friend, for such is God’s will, and it will be for your good.”… The 
Friar returned to Pizarro, shouting, ‘Come out! Come out, Christians! 
Come at these enemy dogs who reject the things of God. That tyrant 
has thrown my book of holy law to the ground!... March out against 
him, for I absolve you!’… the armored Spanish troops, both cavalry 
and infantry, sallied forth out of their hiding places straight into the 
mass of unarmed Indians crowding the square, giving the Spanish 
battle cry, “Santiago!”612        
…The Spaniards fell upon them and began to cut them to pieces… It 
was by the grace of God, which is great. We have to conquer this 
land… that all may come to the knowledge of God and of His Holy 
Catholic Faith;…and by reason of our good mission, God, the Creator 
of heaven and earth and all things in them, permits this, in order that 
you may know Him and come out from the bestial and diabolical life 
that you lead...613  
  The mission of the conquistadores was for the indigenous peoples an anti-
euangelion. Bad news for the people and for the earth, as it was mercilessly plundered 
for centuries. “Brother will betray brother to death” (13:12a). “For nation will rise 
against nations and kingdom against kingdom” (Mark 13:8a). 
 In Mark’s story, Jesus’s followers were threatened with persecution. This is the 
reason for the emphatic blepete .The breakdown of relations between people, and 
between people and nature, seems also to involve the breakdown of one of the more 
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intimate levels of relations: the family. In whatever way the family may be conceived, 
it stands for fundamental affective, intimate, and supportive relations. Is the writer 
recalling the rather familiar passage of the prophet Micah (7:6) here? The breakdown 
is of such magnitude that involves betrayal even to death. Already, the Markan Jesus 
had made references to the family, to his own and to the disciples’, and they do not 
precisely seem to affirm the traditional western understanding of the family. But the 
saying here seems to radicalize the Markan Jesus even more. Although he upholds the 
“commandment of God” (tȇn entolȇn tou theou) (7:8) and reminds the Pharisees and 
the scribes that “Moses said, ‘Honor your father and your mother’; and, ‘Whoever 
speaks evil of father and mother must surely dieȇȇ’” (7:10), the way Jesus enacts the 
Law seems to be different.  When members of his immediate family, “his mother and 
his brothers” (hȇ mȇtȇr autou kai hoi adelphoi autou) (3:31) came looking for him, 
Jesus’ response opens up the boundaries of familiar kinship and includes in it 
“whoever does the will of God” (hos an poiȇsȇ to thelȇma tou theou) (3:35). 
Elsewhere, in response to Peter’s anxiety, Jesus enlarges the immediate family into a 
large community of people who, paradoxically, have left the immediate kinfolk and 
joined the movement. “Truly I tell you (amȇn legȏ humin), there is no one who has 
left house or brothers and sisters or mother or father (hȇ adelphous hȇ adelphas ȇ 
mȇtera ȇ patera) or children or fields, for my sake and for the sake of the good news 
(tou euangelion) who will not receive a hundredfold now in this age…” (10:29-30a). 
Let the reader understand! And note that the promise is that they will receive a 
hundredfold of everything they have left, except the father. Is this a proto-Freudian 
statement, or is it because the Markan Jesus is against hierarchy and domination, or is 
it because God is the only Father? If one reads only the gospel of Mark, one does not 
know who Jesus’ father was, or whether he had one at all.  
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Regardless of the situation, the teaching is challenging for those who dared to 
leave everything and follow the ragtag. Parricide is announced. Parricide, 
unless in extreme and radical situations of painful and inevitable death, that is, 
in situations warranting euthanasia, is a culturally non-accepted, unnatural act 
that even nature rejects. Yet, here we have Jesus, announcing that it will take 
place anyway. Is this an apocalyptic, prophetic discourse, or the speech of 
someone close to madness? Is this the greatest of all abominations? Or is there 
a clear reference to divisions in the families of the community prompted by 
different understandings about what to do concretely at the time of the war--as 
Myers suggests?614  
Mark refers to the “desolating sacrilege” (bdelygma tȇs erȇmȏseȏs), or to the 
“abomination of desolation,” as the King James Version prefers (v14). This 
key expression finds different English translations.615 Perhaps this saying was 
well-known to Mark’s readers/hearers. It may immediately refer to the book of 
Daniel (Dan.9:27, 11:31; 12:11), the most explicitly anti- imperial(istic) text of 
the Tanakh, and 1 Macc. 1:54, a text that recounts the liberation struggles of 
the Jews. Historical-critical scholars have attempted to find the specific 
historical reference of the “abomination of desolation.” Most scholars agree 
that it is a reference to the setting of a pagan altar and erecting an image of 
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Zeus in his own likeness in the Temple of Jerusalem by the Hellenistic ruler, 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes, between 167-164 B.C.E. Is Mark referring to this 
event or to more recent situations also known to his readers/hearers?  
Scholars have advanced several hypotheses. Some have indicated that it refers 
to the emperor Gaius Caligula to have its image placed in the Temple; others, 
to Pilate’s setting of Roman standards there; others to Nero; others to the 
zealot, Eleazar, son of Simon, who made the Temple his headquarters.616  W. 
A. Such joins many others in claiming that Mark is making an explicit 
reference to Titus, the Roman commander, son of the emperor Vespatian, and 
that “it indicates Jerusalem’s destruction so signaling the beginning of the end-
time.”617 Beasley-Murray also sees the Romans in this passage: “Another long-
established interpretation of the abomination in Mark 13:14 is its identification 
with the desolating and destructive Roman forces... I do see the association 
with the Roman army and its idolatrous ensigns as significant.”618 This seems 
also to be the opinion of one of the first commentators of Mark, the writer of 
the Gospel of Luke and Acts. Luke comments on Mark’s text as follows: 
“When you see Jerusalem surrounded by armies, then, know that its desolation 
(hȇ erȇmȏsis autȇs) has come near” (Luke 21:20). For Belo, the capture of 
Jerusalem is the desolation while the burning of the Temple is the 
abomination, and claims that “for a Jew, their desolation is the worst of 
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catastrophes according to the Jewish codes.”619 
   Chilean biblical scholar, Dagoberto Ramirez, follows this lead and 
understands its implications: “At the politico-ideological level, the 
abomination of desolation reflects the brutal violence of the dominant 
system.... this domination subjugates the people and affects the whole 
community.”620 Rome--symbol of the centralized political and economic 
power par excellence--exercised control and dominated its provinces, 
imposing upon the vast majority of the people heavy taxes as well as its own 
cultural and religious demands. This was done  particularly through its local 
sycophantic religious and political oligarchies. The domination, indeed, 
affected the whole community, as Ramirez observes, but it went beyond it. It 
definitely affected the more than human as well. Maurice Godelier, echoing 
Bookchin, observes that “[E]verywhere appears a close link between the way 
nature is used and the way humans are used.”621 Further details are spelled out 
in the study of Revelation, chapter five of this dissertation.   
 But even in extreme situations, nature may be of help. The mountains are the 
place where people are invited to flee. But can the mountains become a place for 
protection and salvation for the persecuted people?  The terrorizing practice of the 
oppressive colonial forces obliges people, particularly vulnerable people, “those who 
are pregnant and those who are nursing infants…,” to become strangers in their own 
land (v.17). Forced migration is the fate of many among the poorest of the poor. Be it 
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by natural catastrophes--which affects mainly the poor—or by man-made terror and 
oppression, the “wretched of the earth” must abandon their lands. Economic migration 
is one of the main reasons for displaced people all over the world, as it was in the 
Mediterranean world of the first century B.C.E. Is this fragment a veiled reference to 
Lot before the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, “Flee for your life; and do not 
look back or stop anywhere in the plain, flee to the hills...” (Gen. 19:17)? In any case, 
the abomination of desolation produces the forced disbanding of the people, as they 
become strangers in their own land, alienated from the land and from one another.     
 Horsley states that from vs. 24-27, “the speech shifts into vague language 
derived from prophetic traditions that cannot refer to already known historical events.” 
622
  However, this is precisely the moment when the writer opens up another 
dimension of the full interconnected reality: the cosmic dimension. After that 
suffering (thlipsis), the sun will also suffer in its own way, that is, against its very 
essence and raison d’etre (ho hȇlios skotisthȇsetai). The moon will suffer an identical 
fate (ȇ selȇnȇ ou dȏsei to psengos autȇs), and the stars, too, will disappear, causing 
incalculable damage and destruction (hoi asteres esostai ek tou ouranou). The way of 
describing the cosmic elements and their fate is part of the language of theophany in 
the Hebrew Bible. Perhaps the immediate reference is to the day of the Lord, as in 
Isaiah 12:6, 10. The drama goes beyond mother Earth. The celestial elements also 
have their role to play in this impending catastrophe.  Ben Witherington, III, 
comments that “There may also be something of the notion found in Rom. 8 which 
suggests that the fate of creation is bound up with the fate of humankind.”623  
Evidently so, as both elements of the equation are closely interconnected and 
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humankind is totally dependent of the rest of creation (see more on chapter four of this 
study). The fate of creation as a whole is bound up with the fate of humankind, 
because humans are an integral part of creation, and are nothing when separated from 
it.  
 A problem still remains, however. Is Mark talking about a seemingly divine 
destruction of the earth, an ecocide? Or are the heavenly bodies in such a deep 
solidarity with humans that they also participate in human affliction and loss of 
meaning? Is this just “collateral damage,” to use a preferred and disgraceful military 
expression? A second look is needed to perceive a more nuanced interpretation. 
 These signs do not necessary announce the destruction of the earth and of its 
people. On the contrary, they are the prelude to seeing the super-powerful (meta 
dynameȏs pollȇs kai doxȇs) Son of Man, or of humanity (ton huion tou antrȏpou)         
(v. 26). The coming of the Son of Man has as its consequence the gathering of all 
people. It is precisely the opposite result of what is produced by the presence of the 
“abomination of desolation.” The latter disbands, the former gathers together. The 
presence of the desecrators, that is, the armies of the empire, make heaven and earth 
mourn and people scattered or be in deep conflict.  People are broken and disbanded, 
nevertheless they will be able to see (opsontai) 624 and be made whole again. This 
gathering is also cosmic: “from the four winds, from the ends of the earth to the end of 
heavens.” (v.27). Now the cosmic elements seem to be in harmony with humankind. 
Earlier, while they have lost their purpose, they were a threatening reality for people. 
Now, they have gathered together with humans, in a deep ecological embrace which is 
forward looking and produces hope and bears fruit.    
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The fruit of the fig tree is another image of nature that is brought again into the 
text. This time, it plays the role of a teacher. A prophet-teacher, Jesus, refers to 
a nature-teacher, the fig tree (sykȇs), allowing it to continue its pedagogical 
session. Earlier in the text a (barren) fig tree is the victim of a curse by Jesus 
(11: 12-14; 20-21). Mark 13:1-27 is found “sandwiched” between two 
fragments, i.e. Mark 11:12-14 on one side and Mark 13:28-30 on the other. 
The fig tree plays the role of the bread in this sandwich.  
In 11:12-24, one could be justified in asking how can Jesus can expect fruits if 
the fig tree was out of season (ho gar kairos ouk ȇn sykȏn).625 Jesus seems to 
lack patience here. Was he not following the advice of the sages about the 
Law?: “As with the fig-tree, the more one searches for it, the more figs one can 
find in it, so it is with the words of the Torah; the more one studies them, the 
more relish he finds in them.”626 It is interesting to note that the word kairos 
recurs here. It was a key word that the evangelist used at the beginning of 
Jesus’ ministry: “the time is fulfilled” (peplȇrȏtai ho kairos) (1:15a).  
 The fig tree in chapter 13, however, through its own growth and development, 
is able to send the disciples messages beyond what they can see with their eyes. Mark 
insists, using the verb ginȏskein twice in these two verses. They need to learn from 
nature, from the fig tree and the summer. There seems to be a close relationship 
between the image of the fig tree and the temple. William Telford argues that “By 
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sandwiching his story on either side of the cleansing account, Mark indicates that he 
wishes the fate of the unfruitful tree to be seen as a proleptic sign prefiguring the 
destruction of the Temple cult.”627 W. A. Such is of a similar opinion. He argues that 
“The withering of the fig-tree stands for the disqualification of Israel’s 
leaders/rejection of temple.”628 Speaking of the relationship between the fig tree and 
the temple, Waetjen describes it as follows: 
the fig tree symbolizes and conveys the finality of its rejection. There is 
no hope for renewal or revitalization, for the roots are dead; and it is 
only a matter of time before the rest of the tree reveals this terminal 
condition. That is, the desiccation of the temple, dead at its roots, even 
though it continues to show life in its continued operation, will 
eventually be manifested as obviously as it has been in the withering of 
the fig tree.629 
 As mentioned earlier, the destruction of the temple signified the end of the 
centralized religious elitism and of the religious exploitation of the people. 
Also, it represented the end of the despised priestly aristocracy, whose interest 
objectively coincided with the interest of the Roman invaders. The great 
tradition is doomed to fail. Mark’s call for the renewal movement among the 
Jewish people under the new leadership of the ragtag prophet, Jesus of 
Nazareth, finds a high moment in this chapter.630 Myers dares to go even 
further. In a challenging remark, he claims that “the ‘parable of fig tree,’ 
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including Jesus’ temple action, was his litmus test of commitment to a 
genuinely new social order.”631  
 “Let the reader understand” (14b), writes Mark. With such words, Mark 
invites the hearers/readers to use their senses (after all, blepo means “to see”) 
but, at the same time, to go beyond them, to enter into a process of 
discernment and understanding.632 Thomas Friedman tells the story of the 
environmental pioneer Amory Lovins, who, when asked “What is the single 
most important thing en environmentalist can do today?” responded with two 
words: “Pay attention”.633 
 Discernment and understanding represent a tall order. The hearers/readers, 
need to go beyond short-sightedness and limited perceptions. One of them, perhaps, is 
the one that perceive humans as the only creatures with value and as the center and 
purpose of everything that exists. Mark invites all-- “and what I said to you, I say to 
all” (v.37)--to go beyond trodden paths that install hierarchies among people, due to 
racial, sexual, age, or class prejudices.634 It is a call to strive for a just, non-oppressive, 
participatory, and peaceful order, where people and the whole earth community can 
enjoy liberation and fullness. Social ecology and ecojustice contribute toward this end. 
In that sense, Mark’s repeated blepete constitutes a helpful and welcome 
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encouragement. It inspires people and may help to rekindle their creativity and 
commitment for the defense of life, thus expressing the deep hope that the coming of 
the human (13:26) inspires. If the wilderness is the vestibule of hope in Mark, the 
ecological mission of proclamation of the good news for the earth and its peoples is 
the arena of its realization.
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CHAPTER FOUR                
THE GROANING OF CREATION IN THE LETTER TO THE ROMANS 
It has often been missed and has always had to be 
rediscovered that the Word of God in its ultimate and 
decisive forms in the New Testament has a “cosmic” 
character to the extent that its message of salvation 
relates to the man [sic] who is rooted in the cosmos, who 
is lost and ruined with the cosmos, and who is found and 
renewed by his [sic] Creator at the heart of the cosmos. 
 
                                                 Karl Barth, 635 
Introduction 
Critical Pauline scholarship traditionally divides Paul’s writings into the 
“undisputed letters,” and the rest. The consensus includes seven among the 
former group, Romans being one of them.636 Paul, a “radical Jew”, in the 
words of a well-known Talmudist,637 transformed both the character and the 
meaning of the multiple and incipient movements gathered around the name 
and person of Jesus. These communities (ekklȇsiai) --according to Burton 
Mack--“became a network of social units, destined later to challenge the 
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Roman order.”638 Concerning Paul and his influence throughout western 
history Stephen Westerholm argues that “Two thousand years later, Paul 
attracts more attention than any other figure but one.”639  He goes on to say 
that “within the academy, anthropological readings [of the Pauline letters] … 
are heaped upon feminist which are heaped upon historical which are heaped 
upon liberationist or Marxist which are heaped upon psychological which are 
heaped upon rhetorical which are heaped upon sociological which are heaped 
upon theological.”640 Following him, one is tempted to ask if there is still a 
place for a socioecological/ ecojustice reading of Paul. Is it fair to put 
(post)modern questions and concerns to an ancient writer, who belongs to a 
radically different world than ours? Or is it simply another form of 
anachronism? 
The present chapter four will focus on a particular passage of the letter to the 
Romans, namely, 8:18-23. It is generally accepted that it is in this letter more 
than in any other that Paul deals with the issue of creation (ktisis) and its 
relationships with human beings. Australian New Testament scholar, Brendan 
Byrne, concedes that this is the “only time in his extant letters that Paul 
considers humans beings in relation the non-human created world.”641 In view 
of the theme of this dissertation, it is then fitting that under the genre “letter,” 
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this particular letter and the passage within it most centrally concerned with 
human relations with the more-than-human world occupies center stage.  
Contextualizing Romans 
 Of the Pauline letters, perhaps Romans is the one that has attracted the most 
scholarship and has been critical to many of the most outstanding theological figures 
in the history of Christianity. It is fitting here to mention the influence of Romans on 
Augustine and Martin Luther, as well as on the whole Reformation. Luther himself 
commented that the epistle “is really the chief part of the New Testament, and is truly 
the purest gospel. It is worthy not only that every Christian should know it word for 
word, by heart, but also that he should occupy himself with it every day, as the daily 
bread of the soul.”642 Anders Nygren, a twentieth-century Lutheran bishop and 
scholar, adds that  
What the gospel is, what the content of the Christian faith is, one learns 
to know in the Epistle to the Romans as in no other place in the New 
Testament. Romans gives us the gospel in its wide context. It gives us 
the right perspective and the standard by which we should comprehend 
all the constituent parts of the Gospels, to arrive at the true, intended 
picture. 643 
The epistle influenced not only the German Reformation, but also the French 
Reformation. Not only the letter did play a pivotal role in the world of the 
German reformers, but it also influenced the leading figure of the French 
speaking Reformation in Europe, John Calvin. To underlie the key importance 
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which the letter to the Romans played for the French reformer, a University of 
Dubuque scholar claims that  
this epistle does indeed function as Calvin’s passageway to the whole 
of scripture. All of Paul, but Romans in particular, creates a theological 
substructure, an invisible system of theological and ethical ideas, which 
guides Calvin to clarity in the interpretation of both the plain and the 
obscure passages. As the outline and details of Romans shaped Calvin’s 
Institutes, providing a passageway into the whole of scripture, the fully 
digested contents of Romans served as a door through which Calvin 
traveled as he mined the treasure in the individual books of the Bible.644  
 
Swiss scholar, Franz-J Leenhardt, in the dedication page of his study on the 
Epistle to the Romans declares, “Scholae Genevensi ad quadringentesimun 
annum feliciter perductae hoc opus dedico quo scriptum illud paulinum melius 
intellegatur unde largissime hausit Joannes Calvinus conditor.”645 
 Both the epistle and the ideas of Martin Luther eventually crossed the English 
Channel to influence the founder of the Methodist movement, the Anglican priest, 
John Wesley.646 In the twentieth century, the letter to the Romans played a pivotal role 
in Karl Barth’s work, thus launching what became known as “dialectical theology” or 
“neo-orthodoxy” with all its strength and relevance for that particular moment in 
history. His study managed to bring “Paul and the Bible to the notice of some who had 
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thought little about them,” claims the author.647  British scholar C. H. Dodd claimed 
that “the Epistle to the Romans is the first great work of Christian theology.”648 In 
view of such remarks, one is tempted to agree with Nygren when he concludes that 
“when man (sic) has slipped away from the gospel, a deep study of Romans has often 
been the means by which the lost has been recovered.”649  A. J. M. Wedderburn 
argues that it is “the most intensely analyzed writing in Western literature,”650 and 
Stephen Westerholm describes it as a text that “…is by a wide margin, the most 
influential non-narrative account of the Christian faith ever written.”651  
 Regarding the Roman Christian community, the supposed addressees of the 
letter, it is generally acknowledged that it was not founded by Paul, nor is there any 
direct information about its founding.652 Perhaps Paul was known by name to 
members of the Roman community. Nevertheless, scholars generally agree that he had 
never been present with them in the imperial capital, much to his regret (Rom.1:13). 
Paul states his keen interest to visit them on his way westward toward Spain (1:10; 
15:23-24; 28) and tries to enlist their support for his new adventure to evangelize 
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those who reside at the edge of the empire. Scholars agree that at the time of the 
writing/dictating of the letter, Paul was in Corinth or its vicinity, before going to 
Jerusalem, bringing with him the collection that the communities from Macedonia and 
Achaia prepared for “the poor among the saints at Jerusalem.” (15:25-26).653 The   
collection represented an extraordinary sign of solidarity in the midst of a rather 
hostile milieau.654 Scholars argue that the letter was carried by Phoebe, a deaconess of 
the church at Cenchreae (Rom. 16:1-2).655  
German scholar Guenter Bornkamm is one of the defenders of the idea of the 
universal meaning of the letter. He claims that “Romans is the last will and 
testament of the Apostle Paul.”656 Kenneth Grayston claims that “the greater 
part [of the letter] is polemical, defensive, expository, speculative, instructional 
and magisterial.”657 Another German Lutheran scholar, Peter Stuhlmacher, 
following in the footsteps of Luther, claims that “Nowhere in the entirety of 
Holy Scripture is the nature of the gospel more clearly and exactly worked out 
than in the letter to the Romans. This is precisely what constitutes the 
theological significance of this letter.”658  
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 Reacting against this traditional position that basically understands Romans as 
a generic, systematic, and detailed exposition of Paul’s theological views-- in a 
nutshell a universal theological treatise-- Jewett contends that the epistle 
“should be viewed as a situational letter and that historical circumstances 
should be taken into account just as in the other letters.”659  Fitzmyer concurs 
with this view and states that “Paul’s letter is not an abstract, dogmatic treatise 
or a dialogue with Jews who do not accept his gospel; it is rather a didactic and 
hortatory letter, intended for the discussion by the Jewish and Gentile 
Christians in Rome, for their understanding and for their conduct.”660   After 
such a panoply of statements and (sometimes exaggerated) comments on the 
letter, it is worth mentioning what a Scandinavian scholar, Cristina Grenholm, 
specialized in studying and analyzing commentaries on Romans has to say, in 
a rather sobering conclusion:  
Maybe we could say that we have the conventional commentaries we 
need. What we lack are books written from a conscious perspective, 
focusing on some theological issues which are critically explored and 
commenting on relevant parts of Romans. Those interpretations of 
Romans within a broader perspective of learning something about life 
itself, can never replace the standard commentaries but they would 
provide an important complement to them. Paul’s epistle to the 
Romans deserves more daring, vivid and committed treatment than it 
usually is given by contemporary scholars, exegetes, and systematic 
theologians. 661     
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I am of the opinion that this particular letter as well as all the other 
“undisputed” Pauline letters should be viewed as specific writings responding 
to various concrete concerns (such as how to conduct the Lord’s supper, 
whether or not to eat food sacrificed to idols, or enthusiastic prophets in I 
Corinthians), or advancing definite proposals (such that of visiting the Roman 
ekklȇsia and then continuing on   towards Spain, the western extreme of the 
empire, as convincingly argued by Jewett).662 
Concerning its genre, Jewett also concludes that “Romans is a unique fusion of 
the “ambassadorial letter” with several of the other subtypes in the genre: the 
parenetic letter, the hortatory letter, and the philosophical diatribe.”663 Scholars 
argue that the diatribe is the basic style used by Paul with adaptations and in 
his own style.664 Technically, the diatribe is an “artificial invention,” so-called, 
created by the author to sustain a particular argument. 665 
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“historical analysis; text criticism, form criticism, and redaction criticism; rhetorical 
analysis; social scientific reconstruction of the situations in Rome and Spain, historical 
and cultural analysis of the honor, shame, and imperial systems in the Greco-Roman 
world: and a theological interpretation that takes these details into account rather than 
following traditional paths formed by church traditions.”  Furthermore, he states that 
the method used in the commentary can be aptly described as “practical realism” (1).   
665
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As far as language is concerned, this portion of the letter to the Romans is of 
particular interest. Scholars such as Olle Christoffersson and others have called 
attention to the fact that several words in this passage are hapax legomena in 
Paul’s undisputed letters.670  
Different options, taken from the Hebrew Bible and other Jewish scriptures 
have been suggested as specific background or intertexts to understand Paul’s 
reflections in this particular passage. For example, D.T. Sumura suggests that 
it is the text of Genesis 3:16, “I will greatly increase your pangs in childbirth; 
in pain you shall bring forth children,” that may have provided the “birth 
pangs” metaphor in Romans 8:22.671  
Christoffersson, in turn, assumes in his 1990 dissertation that Rom.8:18-27 
uses apocalyptic ideas which can be found in early Jewish and Christian texts. 
Specifically, he argues that “new light can be thrown on the text if its religio-
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historical background is carefully re-examined.”672 For Christoffersson, all the 
different motifs and thoughts can be found in a single coherent tradition, 
namely, that of the Flood, particularly in Gen.1-6 and 1 Enoch 6-11. 
Conversely, Moo argues that “it is the Hebrew prophetic tradition that informs 
Paul’s thinking on this point; but it may be Isaiah 24-27 in particular that can 
illuminate the significance of the links Paul makes between the groaning of 
creation, the suffering and patient endurance of God’s people, and the 
resurrection hope.”673 
Harry A. Hahne endeavors to make a detailed analysis of the influence of 
Jewish apocalyptic literature, from its earliest expression in 1 (Ethiopic) 
Enoch, through to the first century C.E. I Enoch Book 2; 4 Ezra; 2 (Syriac) 
Baruch; the Apocalypse of Moses; and The Life of Adam and Eve. He 
recognizes that “although the genre of this passage is not an apocalypse, the 
worldview, theology and many expressions are very similar to those found in 
Jewish apocalyptic works.”674 Moreover, he observes that the text at stake “… 
focuses on two major themes: (1) the present corruption of the subhuman (sic) 
creation that resulted from the fall of Adam and (2) the eschatological 
deliverance of creation from corruption to be transformed into freedom and 
glory. In his view, Paul repeatedly alternates between these twins themes of 
the corruption and redemption of creation.”675 For Marie Turner, the text is   
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based on the understanding that Paul drew upon the book of the Wisdom of 
Solomon for his creation theology.676 Turner rescues the rich female figures in 
Wisdom and explores -- in her own words-- “a theology of life and death 
rather than a theology of sin and grace.”677 As it is evident, these five authors 
point to several options. Each of them can indeed be tested and they can, no 
doubt, shed light on the passage. But it seems appropriate to return to the 
question posed earlier in this study: is there still a place for a socio-ecological 
reading of Paul? Here lies the challenge of this chapter. 
Romans 8 has produced a profusion of significant scholarly articles and 
commentaries.678 Heinrich Schlier, for instance, considers that this passage 
“constitutes the very centre [der Hoehepunkt] of the entire letter [to the 
Romans],”679 while Emil Brunner argues that it is “obscure and there is much 
controversy about its meaning.”680 From an ecological perspective, scholars’ 
opinions cover a very extensive range from rather narrow and crude 
anthropocentric positions to more radical and open understandings of creation/ 
nature and its interrelation with human beings.  
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David J. Williams, for instance, argues that “[We] should not make too much 
of Paul’s reference here to nature.” “He is simply resorting,” adds Williams, 
“to the familiar literary convention of projecting the human drama onto the 
wide screen of the physical world in order to underline the point that our ‘pain’ 
will, in time, give way to God’s good things to come.”681 Furthermore, C. K. 
Barrett explicitly states that Paul “is not concerned with creation for its own 
sake,”682 and Ernst Kaesemann argues that “nature plays a very small role for 
the apostle.”683 Furthermore, John Bolt argues that it “is at risk of becoming 
little more than a mantra for Christian environmentalism today; at best 
reminding the redeemed that the creation itself is also the object of God’s 
salvific concern and at worst opening the door to theological panentheism,”684 
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and Jonathan Moo contends that it is “the text most frequently cited by those 
seeking to employ Christian Scripture for an environmental agenda.”685 
Contrary to these views, Hahne argues that this text “is the most important 
passage expressing the Apostle Paul’s theology of the present condition and 
eschatological hope of the natural world,”686 and  N.T. Wright exultantly 
concludes that Romans 8 is “Paul’s most spectacular piece of creation-
theology, a bursting out of a fresh reading of Genesis 1-3, coupled with the 
Exodus narrative of liberation from slavery and the journey to the promised 
inheritance: creation itself will be set free from its bondage to decay, to share 
the freedom of the glory of God’s children.”687 
Hunt, Horrell and Southgate, after laboring with the text at length, believe       
“that drawing on Romans 8 to outline an ethical response to our environmental 
challenges will require an imaginative, theologically, and scientifically 
informed engagement which goes well beyond what Paul himself might have 
envisaged.’’688 This is a phenomenal challenge for all those concerned with the 
Bible, its messages, and its eventual contribution to the pressing problems 
facing humankind today.  Moreover, after their careful review, Hunt, Horrell, 
and Southgate conclude with the following remark, closer to a truism: “As 
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would be expected, it is only in works of the past three or four decades that we 
find ecological concerns explicitly mentioned in connection with this 
passage.”689 Furthermore, they pose a challenge to theologians and other 
biblical scholars for, in their view, “…with partial exceptions, none of these 
[modern] writers offers a detailed and hermeneutically developed engagement 
with biblical texts such as Romans 8, and most fail to deal with the exegetical 
uncertainties and its context in the letter … or to explore in detail its 
ecotheological implications.”690  
Horsley evidently enlarges the scope of the analysis of the letter and 
consequently of the pericope in question. He comments on and critiques the 
traditional (western) way in which Paul’s interpreters have read him, only in 
“religious” terms, separating religion from politics and socio-economic 
realities, and  believing that his main concern is “primarily a question of 
individual faith.” 691 For Horsley, the letters of Paul should be read in the 
specific context of the Roman Empire. In his view, “Christ and the Gospel… 
stand opposed to Caesar and the Roman imperial order.”692 This particular 
understanding has important consequences for the interpretation of the texts, 
particularly as the third hermeneutical principle of ecojustice and Social 
Ecology speaks of the interrelatedness of economy, ecology, and politics, as 
will be shown below. 
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 Robert Jewett adds his own insights into this line of interpretation of the text. 
He chooses to go back to Greco-Roman texts and culture to find out how “the 
corruption and redemption of nature” is understood there. He explicitly cites Virgil’s 
Fourth Eclogue (Ecl. 4.11.-41), and his Aeneid (6.789-794), where “the link with the 
reigning Augustus becomes explicit,” to show the restoration of the earth to its 
primeval paradisiacal condition: “The Golden Age in the fields once ruled by 
Saturn.”693 Furthermore, Jewett recalls the fact that the poet Horace was 
commissioned to write the official poem for the celebration of the Saecular Games 
organized by Augustus in 17 B.C.E.  Horace, in his Carmen Saeculare writes: 
May the earth be fertile for harvests and herds, 
and give to Ceres her garland of wheat ears;  
may the crops be nourished  
by Jupiter’s goods breezes and showers. 
 
Subsequently, Jewett argues, several monuments were erected to celebrate the 
restoration of the fruitfulness of nature and its epitome is the Ara Pacis Augustae (the 
Altar of the Augustan Peace), which “symbolizes the return of this lost age of bounty 
and goodness.” 694 As it is well-known, Mother Earth restored, a female figure 
representing Rome in a sitting position, is its central figure. This image became 
popular through the many altars built and coins produced in the time of Augustus and 
his successors. Jewett suggests that these elements are implicit rather than explicit in 
the letter to the Romans, and that the imperial context serves as a foil for the 
arguments of Paul, who indeed has a totally different view on the issue. 
   Jewett brings forward another key insight which is of relevance for this 
particular dissertation. He claims that  
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Paul’s idea of the natural world eagerly awaiting its own redemption 
moves in the direction of modern ecological theory, which is beginning 
to recapture an ancient view of the world as a living organism…. In a 
vision with extraordinary relevance for the modern world, Paul implies 
that the entire creation waits with bated breath for the emergence and 
empowerment of those who will take responsibility for its restoration, 
small groups of the huioi tou theou [sons of God]… These converts 
take the place of Caesar in the imperial propaganda about the golden 
age… As children of God are redeemed by the gospel, they begin to 
regain a rightful dominion over the created world (Gen. 1:28-30; Ps. 
8:5-8); in more modern terms, their altered life style and revised ethics 
begin to restore the ecological system that had been thrown out of 
balance  by wrongdoing (Rom 1:18-32) and sin (Rom.5-7). In contrast 
to the civic cult, Paul does not have a magical transformation of nature 
en view.695 
Brendan Byrne, in turn, reads the text from “the perspective of the Earth,” 
applying the ecojustice hermeneutical principles of the Earth Bible project 
mentioned before in chapter two of this study, notably, voice, 
interconnectedness, purpose, and resistance.696 Byrne notes that the text in 
question has recently received a fair amount of attention. Nevertheless, in his 
opinion, “it has been fairly superficial.”697 He is convinced that the background 
of this text is the creation stories of Genesis 1-3, and that the letter in general is 
“an attempt to communicate an inclusive vision of the people of God.”698 For 
Byrne, there is an intrinsic interconnection and solidarity, both positive and 
negative, in sin (Adam is the paradigm) and in grace (Christ is the paradigm), 
among all human beings, and he insists that this “solidarity” is extensive “to 
the non-human material world.”699 This is indeed a compelling insight, which 
breaks with the traditional reading of justification by faith (in an almost 
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anthropomonistic way) in Romans. “When the situation of human beings 
deteriorates, so does that of the rest of creation and, vice versa, when it goes 
well, the creation shares in the blessing,”700 writes Byrne convincingly. Such 
assertion takes us closer to the seventh principle of ecojustice/social ecology, 
that is, the correlation between exploitation of human by humans and 
exploitation of nature, but regrettably Byrne does not take the necessary further 
steps to intentionally reach to that conclusion in a sharper and more concrete/ 
materialistic and structural way (see below). Nevertheless, he argues that “we 
can validly find in this text an allusion to the evil consequences that ensue for 
the non-human world when selfishness, greed and exploitation, rather than 
creative responsibility, mark human behavior on this planet.” 701 Hope is for 
the Australian scholar a central contention in this passage and the groaning of 
the creation is “an index of hope.”702 Therefore, he comes to the confident 
conclusion that “there can also be care and responsibility… when human 
beings respond to and act in accordance with the grace of God.” 703  
Horsley, Jewett, and Byrne indeed open up the understanding of the text and 
provide a wider and sounder perspective for it. They go beyond the 
ecotheological implications requested by Hunt, Horrel, and Southgate and 
come closer to an ecojustice and social ecology reading. Nevertheless, in the 
analysis of the three scholars, no social mediations or specific historical praxis-
-as limited and fragile as they may be-- are suggested as how this care and 
responsibility can be made real and concrete. Ecojustice and social ecology 
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may help us to take further steps in the direction of a fuller human participation 
in and accountability for a construction of a more just and ecological society. 
For instance, if the groaning of creation is an “index of hope,” then, how can 
hope be articulated, actualized and made attainable? How can it become 
“awakened hope,” to use an expression dear to Juergen Moltmann?704  Which 
are the most appropriated sociopolitical mediations to be created in order to 
actualize hope? And eventually, once these are attained, they must be again 
and again be subjected to serious scrutiny and critique in light of the needs of 
people and nature and in the wider and deeper horizons of the kingdom (see 
previous chapter). The fifth principle of ecojustice/social ecology dealing with 
radicality and utopian thinking finds its rightful place in this specific context. 
This principle reminds us that “partial ‘solutions’ serve merely as cosmetics to 
conceal the deep-seated nature of the ecological crisis.”705   
Ridan, the former rap star and well-known French composer and singer, seems 
to capture in (post)modern and popular jargon the essence of Paul’s ideas, in 
light of the current environmental predicament. Obviously, he uses the 
occasion to add his own understanding of the reasons why we have reached 
this point in the ecological plight of the earth and her creatures: 
 Elle pleure, elle pleure, 
 Elle pleure ma planète! 
  Elle sent que sa fin est proche 
  Et ça la rend folle! 
  Dites-leur, dites-leur, 
  dites-leur qu’ils sont fou! 
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  La terre en a ras le bol un point c’est tout!... 
 
  …L’air pur ici aussi se fait si rare, 
  Que même les clébards disent 
  qu’ils y en a marre! 
  de respirer cette merde à pleins poumons, 
  tout ça pour qu’un petit con 
gagne des millions…  
    
   … La nature est a moi je suis sa mère 
  Vous dechaînerez mes nerfs je serai guerre 
  qu’elles volent vos maison au-delâ des mers… 
  qu’elles jaillissent, les eaux, 
  sur votre espèce! 
  vous n’aurez plus conscience  
   de votre petitesse 
  Je ferai de vos villes ce bel enfer, 
  plus chalereux encore que le paradis. 
  Vous tremblerez de peur dans vos demeures 
  car  l’homme a fait de l’homme 
  cette chose sans vie… 706 
 
Creation (ktisis) 
 Can Paul’s ktisis (creation) simply be understood as la planète, that is, our 
planet Earth, as the singer implies? The majority of scholars are convinced that this 
word plays a fundamental role in the understanding of the text.  It is precisely the 
discussion on the meaning of this very key word that has generated hundreds of pages 
in the scholarly debate about this passage. Christoffersson contends that from 
Augustine to Schlier (Der Roemerbrief) exegetes have considered that the word ktisis 
in this passage is both “a central problem” and “a primary difficulty.”707 
As usual, opinions diverge. Cranfield holds to a traditional position which 
argues that ktisis has a rather restrictive meaning. For him, “believers must 
almost certainly be excluded…The only interpretation of ktisis in these verses 
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which is really probable seems to be that which understands the reference to be 
to the sum-total of sub-human nature both animate and inanimate.”708 
Susan Eastmann basically follows this idea, and contends that most 
commentators “…take ktisis as referring to the natural order of creation apart 
from humanity,”709 Hunt, Horrell and Southgate, in turn, expand the 
understanding of ktisis. They propose a brief and interesting historical 
overview of the diverse understanding of the word. Their work includes the 
Church Fathers, such as Irenaeus, Tertullian, Origen, Augustine, John 
Chrysostom, and Ambrose. They also review Thomas Aquinas and the 
reformers of the sixteenth century. Twentieth century theologians such as Karl 
Barth, Ernst Kaesemann, and Jurgen Moltmann as well as recent biblical 
scholars feature also in their review.710 They come to the conclusion that “the 
term is generally assumed to apply to various combinations of one or more of 
the following non-overlapping sets: angelic beings, believers, nonbelievers, 
non-human living creation, the inanimate elements of non-human creation.”711 
Ernst Kaesemann has even a wider understanding and claims that in the text in 
question, as well as that of Rom.1:20, ktisis refers to creation including 
humankind, with no sharp line of differentiation.712 
According to the Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, the word ktisis 
explicitly refers to nature, both organic and inorganic. Furthermore, it adds that 
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“… this usage, which occurs in the LXX, poses quite a riddle, since there are 
no parallels in Greek or Rabbinic usage.”713 Nevertheless, the author concludes 
that in this particular passage, ktisis “here refers to the whole of creation.”714  
Likewise, the Clave Linguística del Nuevo Testamento agrees with this 
perspective saying that “[ktisis] has a collective meaning… it comprises 
everything that has been created by divine action.”715 Even John Wesley was 
of this opinion. In his famous sermon “The General Deliverance,” he argues 
that “[creation here] includes everyone, even pagans....”716 Juergen Moltmann 
uses the expression “the community of creation,” to describe on the religious 
level both “the natural world in which we share, and our own bodily 
nature.”717 I favor strongly this wide interpretation of ktisis, for it does justice 
to the ecological reality of the community of subjects, closely linked in 
manifold ways and deeply interrelated and interdependent.     
It is worth to noting the richness of the personified feminine and maternal 
imagery used in this specific text. Creation (ktisis) is depicted as a woman 
“groaning in labor pains” (v.22), or as Sigve Tonstad graphically observes, 
ktisis is here the pregnant woman who takes the pulpit.718 In the female labor, 
associated with giving birth, pain and joy are inextricably bound together. The 
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ever flowing newness of life bursts forth in the midst of pain and groans. On 
this particular feminine imagery it is interesting to refer to the convincing 
critique of Luzia Sutter Rehman.719 She strongly argues against “the 
androcentric reduction of birthing to suffering, pain, and the production of 
sons.” 720 Sutter Rehman advocates the need for “re-naming of giving birth… 
connected to the work of a new generation, a new earth coming into being.” 
She rightly argues that “The re-naming of women’s work, of the powers of the 
body, would be a valorization of the body, of our personal and social body, of 
the earth as the being in which we exist and the cosmos to which we belong in 
a larger way.” 721  Furthermore, the Swiss theologian asks some concluding 
poignant questions, such as “Does his [Paul’s] talk of labor disqualify female 
bodily experiences? Does he discredit women who have never been mothers?” 
722
 Holmes Rolston agrees with this view from a totally different perspective. 
He observes that ‘‘[Now] we find regeneration coupled with suffering. 
Birthing, which is really also the root for the word nature, (Greek [sic!]: 
natans, ‘giving birth’) is a transformative experience where suffering is the 
prelude to creation, indeed struggle is the principle of creation. Struggle is 
always going on, and it is this struggle in which life is regenerated. Nature is 
always giving birth, regenerating, always in travail’’723 Furthermore, and 
concerning maternal image, Beverly Roberts Gaventa interestingly concludes: 
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“ Statistically … Paul uses maternal imagery more often than he does paternal 
imagery, a feature that is simply astonishing, especially when we consider its 
virtual absence from most of our discussions of the Pauline letters.”724 This 
insight is particularly relevant for Romans, which, as Byrne claims, “appears 
unrelentingly masculine in its imagery and in the selection of Scriptural 
characters (e.g. Abraham, Adam, Moses, Pharaoh, Jacob and Esau) to which it 
appeals.”725  
As far as the feminine imagery is concerned, ecojustice and ecofeminist 
theologian, Rosemary Radford Ruether, caution her readers. She calls the 
attention to a specific “Patriarchal ideology [which] perceives the earth or 
nature as a female or as a feminine reality. As such, nature is considered to be 
inferior to men... and a tool to be exploited by men.”726 Radford Ruether 
concludes her chapter with a summons. This summons is very similar to the 
tenets defended by social ecologists. She claims that “In order to create an 
ecological culture and society, we must transform relationships of domination 
and exploitation into relationships of mutual support.”727 When Paul uses 
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feminine imagery is he merely reinscribing patriarchal ideology? Or can we 
say that he was anticipating the French poet, Louis Aragon, who said “la 
femme est l’avenir de l’homme.”728 In any case, the need for gender justice and 
just relations between human beings and between us and the whole creation is 
to be kept as an objective to be achieved for the well-being of all creatures.   
In v. 18, Paul contrasts the present reality to the future glory (doxa), and the 
emphasis is on the future, which is highlighted as something which is of 
greater importance and which has more weight. Ktisis, which is waiting for 
eager longing (v.19), finally will be set free (v.21). It is hope (v.24) that drives 
the future-oriented creation. This thrust is close to the ideas developed in the 
last chapters of the book of Revelation (see last chapter of this dissertation) 
and seems to me pivotal to the understanding of this passage. The whole 
perspective it geared towards the future and opens up the future, as Paul 
explains in v. 18: “I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not 
worthy comparing with the glory about to be revealed in us.”   
According to Paul, creation, the whole creation with all its creatures, is 
described as going through four characteristics stages, all of them at the same 
time: 1) is waiting “with eager longing (apokaradokia) for the revelation 
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(apocalypsin) of the children of God (huiȏn tou theou) (v.19);  2) is subjected 
to futility (mataioȇteti) (v.20); 3) will be set free from its bondage to decay 
(eleutherȏthȇsetai) and will obtain its freedom  (eleutherian (v.21); and, 4) 
groans in labor pains (systenatsei kai synȏdinei) (v.22). One question 
immediately comes to mind: How is it possible to perceive that eager waiting 
and to hear her/its groans and its/her voice? It is interesting to remind 
ourselves of David Wood’s comments, when he observes that “Many creatures 
clearly do have voices – we simply cannot understand their calls and cries. 
And everything that lives has interest that can be met or frustrated. It is hard to 
doubt that being poisoned, or losing the habitat necessary for survival, is 
against the interest of whatever creature suffers this fate.” 729  
Creation waits with eager longing for the revealing of the children of God (v 19) 
 Creation “waits with eager longing (apokaradokia... apekdexetai) for the 
revealing of the children of God” (apokalypsin tȏn huiȏn tou theou).  
Cranfield explains that the basic idea of apokaradokia is “that of stretching the 
neck, craning forward (kara is a poetic synonym of kephalȇ).730 Creation is 
portrayed as someone making a real effort and showing marked interest in 
what is to come. Jewett observes that the expression can be better translated as 
“confident expectation,” 731 while Dunn uses the analogy of a play and 
observes that “… creation being, as it were, the audience eagerly watching the 
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human actors play their parts on the world stage.” 732 Sutter Rehman reinforces 
the active role of creation in this text. She explains that it is “the head of 
creation that is on the lookout… and its body is longing with intense 
expectation. It certainly does not mean that creation is passively waiting. On 
the contrary, creation is at work birthing a new world.” 733  
What kind of reveling or revelation --la manifestación in the Spanish 
translation-- is creation expecting? After serious scientific research we know 
today that the earth/ nature (ktisis) managed relatively well during millions of 
years even before bipeds/human beings registered their footprint on its soil. 
Moreover, during subsequent millennia, and despite the presence of the homo 
faber/sapiens, the earth also managed to survive relatively well. This does not 
mean that it was free of contradictions, ambiguities, and struggles. On the 
contrary, as Southgate reminds his readers, “Predation, violence, parasitism, 
suffering, and extinction were integral parts of the natural order long before 
homo sapiens.” 734 It is rather recently, in the wake of the beginnings of the 
industrial revolution in the West and its ensuing colonial expansion, coupled 
with unprecedented technological developments, that the balanced relations 
between nature and humans (here the huioi tou theou?) started to acquire 
catastrophic results (see chapter one of this dissertation). In the light of the 
current ecological/ environmental predicament, is it still relevant to wait for 
“the revealing of the children of God?”  And if so, what would this entail?  
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The fourth hermeneutical principle of social ecology/ecojustice articulated 
earlier, in the second chapter, speaks of the dignity of life, of its defense, and 
of its integrity. The invasive presence, the greedy activity, the technological 
might of the powerful of today’s world and their ensuing impact on the earth--
characterized by Gudynas as a development model that chiefly embodies a 
“praxis of death”-- have managed to basically threaten the very existence of 
life of the planet as we know it. This praxis of death has to stop if life on the 
planet Earth for future generations is envisaged.735 Regrettably, we know that 
it will not stop by itself. A radical alteration and shift need to take place. A 
change from a praxis of death to a praxis of/for life is urgently needed. Perhaps 
it is here where certain aspects of the meaning of “revealing” start to acquire a 
new sense.736 In what way could “the children of God” be a transforming 
agency and powerful instrument to help to reverse the tidal wave of destruction 
and plunder.  Are human beings capable of responding to such a phenomenal 
challenge? And, if so, how?  In what ways?  I strongly believe that there is a 
full and open socio-political, economic, ecological, and ethical “program” 
possible here. This is a program that human beings have to develop and put 
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into practice in order to respond to the eager longing of the whole creation.737 
In this particular context, Social Ecology/ecojustice principles acquire 
relevance and meaning as guidelines for a responsible and effective ecological, 
social, and political participation in society and in history. 
Let us remind ourselves again of that rather positive albeit timid claim made 
by Robert Jewett and quoted at length above. In the wider context of the 
exegetical work on this passage, Jewett reminds his readers that Paul, over 
against the propaganda of the Empire, is convinced that “the avenue of divine 
action is the conversion of humans rather than their colonization under a ruler 
pretending to be a god… So what the creation awaits…is the emergence of this 
triumph of divine righteousness (cf. Rom 1:17).”738 For Jewett, this new reality 
“will begin to restore a rightful balance to the creation once again overcoming 
the Adamic legacy of corruption and disorder…” 739 Furthermore, Jewett 
argues that “… Paul’s audience could well have thought about how imperial 
ambitions, military conflicts, and economic exploitation had led to the erosion 
of the natural environment throughout the Mediterranean world, leaving the 
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ruined cities, depleted fields, deforested mountains, and polluted streams as 
evidence of this universal human vanity.” 740     One can find here an 
interesting insight that convincingly combines personal (not individual/ istic) 
transformation with a critical political position vis à vis the ruling socio-
economic and political system (in this case, the Empire). He concludes with 
the following statement: “[Paul] assumes that the renewed mind of such groups 
will be able to discern what God wills for the ecosystem. So the eager longing 
of the creation awaits the appearance of such transformed persons knowing 
that the sources of ecological disorder will be addressed by them in due 
season”741 As important and convincing as this argument is, it is to be noted 
again that Jewett stops short of taking a step further and spelling out the 
concrete and specific ethical, political, and social implications of how to 
address the problem. There seems to be a certain tabu difficult to remove here. 
The season seems to approach very quickly as time is running out. The clock is 
ticking, and the horizon that signals the limits of the carrying capacity of our 
planet is fast approaching and more visible. The cries of the earth and the cries 
of the poor ---to use the words of the Brazilian liberation theologian Leonardo 
Boff-- are becoming increasingly louder.  
 Again, some of the hermeneutical principles of Social Ecology /ecojustice may 
come to our rescue here. Bookchin speaks of the clear interrelationship and correlation 
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between the exploitation of humans and the exploitation of nature by humans. As we 
have explained before, this understanding lies at the heart of Social Ecology, whose 
task, according its founder, is to search for the “reharmonization of nature and 
humanity through a reharmonization of human with human.”742 The 
“reharmonization” concretely entails --inter alia—the creation of social, economic, 
ecological and political conditions whereby all barriers that separate humans from 
humans are eliminated. These barriers include sexism, racism, classism, ageism, 
which are some the underlying causes of the praxis of death alluded to above. 
 It is my argument that despite limitations and dangers that result from the   
ambiguities, ambivalences, and fragmentation of humans beings -- what the Scripture 
calls “sin”-- it is the responsibility of humans beings to deal with the realities of this 
world, to correct, change, and fix them, particularly when they are in conflict and 
contradiction with God’s call for justice and peace. Such an understanding entails a 
concept of God which is not the classic theistic model or the traditional concept of a 
divine being, “out there,” who intervenes from time to time in history. Rather, it falls 
to us, the human species, to be actively engaged in the transformation of the world in 
which we live. History is the realm of human activity, the ambiguous but inescapable 
arena where struggles are fought, failures occur, negotiations take place, dreams are 
dreamt, and revolutionary changes are made.  
I am fully aware of the problematic that this issue may entail. I am definitely 
not advocating certain naïve optimism about a supposed goodness in human 
beings. Two world wars waged in the last century and very many others that 
continue to plague our societies today are clear testimonies of the ambivalence, 
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arrogance, and hubris that exist in human beings. Indeed, caution should be 
exercised. Warnings are to be put in place.743 It is imperative that human 
beings must learn from the painful lessons of history. The brutalities, crimes, 
oppressions, the abuses of power, racism, genocides, together with  the myriad 
of atrocities committed against other human beings and against the earth -- 
many of them made in the name of certain understandings of “justice,” “god,” 
or “progress”-- must remind us of the serious limitations, ambiguity, and 
contradictions of any human endeavor. Confronted with such atrocities, “never 
again” should be the guiding principle.744 And such a principle needs to be 
coupled with the following one: “Another world is possible.”745 Christopher 
Southgate, despite some caveats concerning the role of humans and his critique 
of the classic understanding of “stewardship,” concedes that “[G]od’s action to 
preserve God’s lovely and ‘good’ biosphere would presumably be through 
humans as agents. In this limited sense I consider it entirely valid to speak of 
human stewardship of the planet.”746 To put it into ever more traditional 
religious and theological language, one can make reference to the already 
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classic and relevant book by T. F. Torrance, who emphasized the priestly and 
co-redeemerly actions of human beings.747      
 These reflections also bring us closer to the important Jewish concept of 
Tikkun Olam, that is, to perfect/ correct or repair the world. This is clearly an 
ecojustice understanding from the perspective of the Jewish tradition. In a remarkable 
holistic explanation of the concept, Arthur Green describes the close relationship that 
exists between a committed spirituality and an engagement for change of the unjust 
sociopolitical, economic and ecological realities of the world. This is also traditionally 
represented in stretching the ancient religious expression ora et labora, and more 
recently articulated in the ecumenical search for a spirituality for justice, peace and the 
integrity of creation. 748  
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 The third hermeneutical principle of social ecology/ecojustice speaks of the 
interrelationship between ecology, economy, and politics. At the root of the ecological 
predicament, one also finds a deep socio-economic-political and ethical problem. That 
is, ecology and economics are intimately related, not only etymologically. Ecological 
justice and economic justice (the rules of the household) go hand in hand. Justice for 
the earth and all its inhabitants, that is, the earth community and justice among all of 
the earth’s creatures are pivotal to sustain the integrity of the whole creation. 
Ecojustice theologians Hessel and Radford Ruether put it in eloquent fashion: “all 
beings on earth make up one household (oikos), which benefits from an economy 
(oikonomia) that takes ecological and social stewardship (oikonomos) seriously.”749 
Hence, politics –where the real battles are fought—constitutes, with all its 
ambiguities, a privileged instrument for concerted action that aims to eliminate 
injustice and achieve a just order in society. Anna L. Peterson expresses the idea in a 
simple and convincingly way when she argues that “Ecological destruction and social 
injustice are political problems that need political solutions, which mean structural, 
institutional changes. We cannot have societies of good people in conditions that 
make it hard to be good.” 750 Again here, as in the case of Jewett, no specific mention 
of the limitations and contradictions of the current globalized capitalist system is 
made. 
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  Are the tasks and responsibilities of humans beings overstated here? Are we 
not going back to an outdated version of anthropocentrism?  Deep ecologists, such as 
Arne Naess, Robyn Eckersley, Guy diZerega, and John Clark, among others, have 
expressed concern about and reaction against the seemingly anthropocentrism 
reflected in such positions, defending points of view that, at times, seem closer to 
certain misanthropic conceptions.751 It is necessary to briefly clarify the issue in order 
to proceed further. Anthropocentrism has been defined as “the belief that humans 
must be considered at the center of, and above any other aspect of reality.”752  Human 
beings, one of the latecomer species on earth, are placed on top of the hierarchical 
pyramid.  
The eighth hermeneutical principle of social ecology/ecojustice is concerned 
with equality and clearly speaks against domination and hierarchy. Bookchin 
himself responded to this critique clarifying the concept of Social Ecology as 
having basically an anti-hierarchical understanding of reality. He argues  
that ecology recognizes no hierarchy on the level of the ecosystem. 
There are no “kings of the beasts” and no “lowly ants.” These notions 
are the projection of our own social attitudes and relationships on the 
natural world. Virtually all that lives as part of the floral and faunal 
variety of an ecosystem plays its coequal role in maintaining the 
balance and integrity of the whole.753 
Elsewhere, Bookchin combines the ideas of ecology, hierarchy, domination of nature, 
and domination of humans by fellow humans. He claims that “The ecologically 
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destructive character of hierarchy and domination emerges from ideologies of the 
domination of nature that themselves spring from the real domination of human by 
human.”754  
It is true that Social Ecology considers human beings as having a particular 
and unique responsibility and position vis-à vis the rest of the natural (created) 
order (“first nature” in socioecological terms or “otherkind” as some ecojustice 
theologians prefer). On the same subject, Bookchin attempts to clarify the 
issue and acknowledges that  
the human being is the bearer of moral responsibilities that do not exist 
in the realm of “first nature”. It is to acknowledge  that if all life-forms 
have an “intrinsic worth” that should be respected, such an attribution 
is exclusively the product of human intellectual, moral, and aesthetic 
qualities – qualities that no other life-forms possesses. The “intrinsic 
worth” of human beings is thus patently exceptional, indeed 
extraordinary. It is only human beings that can even formulate the 
concept of ‘intrinsic worth” and endow it with a sense of moral 
responsibility that no other life-form is capable of doing. 755    
   
Kevin O’Brien, from the perspective of the relationship between science and 
theology, seems to strike a middle way. He claims: “As the inclusion of human 
beings in cosmic dependence demonstrates, a Christian environmentalism 
ought not to become misanthropic, dismissing the value of human beings in 
order to emphasize the importance of the natural world.” On this point, he is in 
full agreement with the views upheld by Social Ecology. Nevertheless, he 
completes his understanding adding immediately: “The value of human 
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communities, however, comes from our connection to the rest of creation, 
rather than from our distinctness.”756  
            A similar view is expressed by Byrne in his contribution to the collection of 
the Earth Bible Project. Byrne claims that in the text, one can perceive a dual vision 
with respect to the influence of human beings in the world. He contends that  
The text certainly envisages a negative, exploitative anthropocentrism. 
But it also implies the possibility of a more positive pattern of human 
behavior. The more positive view remains anthropocentric in the sense 
of according to human beings a determining role in the world (which 
is, after all, factually the case). But it can hardly be called 
anthropocentric in a negative, self-regarding and exploitative sense.757 
  
The Swiss Reformed Theologian, Lukas Vischer, also contributes to clarify the 
question of a supposedly anthropocentric understanding of the text. He makes 
a critical distinction between a position that assumes anthropomonism and 
another that assumes anthropocentrism. The former is the notion that God is 
exclusively concerned with humans in the process of salvation. Therefore, 
creation exists only as a background for the (basically human) history of 
salvation. By contrast, the latter affirms that human beings play a key role in 
the divine economy of salvation, while, at the same time, considers that 
“otherkind” is also destined “to obtain the freedom of the glory of the children 
of God” (Rom 8:21). Nygren likewise observes that “the redemption of 
mankind (sic) is also to be the redemption of creation. For Paul, the two go 
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hand in hand and are inseparably united.”758  As Hunt, Horrel, and Southgate 
convincingly argue,  
It may be that a chastened and humble anthropocentrism can 
appropriately remain key to an ecological theology, not only 
because,… human beings evidently do, de facto, have “‘unique power 
to affect most of the rest of creation on this planet”, but also because it 
is human beings whom we address and to whom we look for 
responsible action in relation to creation’s future. Romans 8 might 
indeed provide interesting resources for such an ecological 
anthropocentrism, since it depicts creation, humanity, and the Spirit as 
conjoined in a chorus of hopeful groaning, and links creation’s hope 
with that of humanity, and specifically that of the “children of God.”759   
 Southgate, elsewhere, further expands the idea when he adds:  
The story of creation, then, is a forward-looking story in which a tragic 
state is being transformed, with much suffering and struggle, into one 
of liberation. The reason for the tragic state is not given, nor are its 
causes analyzed, the focus, rather, is on the co-struggles of humans and 
nonhuman creation that lead to freedom and glory. 760   
 Still there are more steps to take in this road: the challenge lies ahead of us. 
The children of God are called to be co-workers with God for the good of all peoples 
and the earth. Sponheim puts it in an eloquent way when he acknowledges, “I join 
most Christians in believing that God wills and works to change things for the better 
and that the lives of Christians are to contribute to that change.”761 For the Social 
Ecology pioneer, what need to be changed are not only the persons, but the very 
system in which they live. He does not hesitate to call a spade a spade.  “Capitalism” 
he argues, “not only validates pre-capitalist notions of the domination of nature by 
man; it turns the plunder of nature into society’s law of life.”762 Bookchin is 
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convinced that the capitalist society -- whether liberal or state capitalism-- epitomizes 
the historical process of the development of hierarchy and domination.  And as such, it 
needs a radical transformation, to the point that it needs to disappear.763  Elsewhere, he 
notes that “social ecology gave ecology a sharp revolutionary and political edge.”764  
Southgate does not directly specifically engage politics or structural economic 
and social issues. His main concrete ethical proposals are the advocating of 
vegetarianism as “an eschatological sign” and the setting apart of reserves of 
biodiversity. Nevertheless, in order to be more specific, he dares to make -- in 
his own terms—“a bold proposal.” That is, “that as a sign of our liberty as 
children of God starting to set free the whole creation would be that human 
beings, through a blend of prudential wisdom and scientific ingenuity, cut the 
rate of natural extinction.” 765 Furthermore, the British scholar cannot ignore 
the sociopolitical reality and comes to the following (timid?) conclusion: “I am 
not convinced that big capitalism as currently constructed will be an easy ally 
for a long term environmental ethics.” 766 Southgate cites Norwegian deep 
ecologist and philosopher, Arne Naees, who believes that a “deep ecological” 
paradigm shift would require a transformation of “basic economic, 
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technological and ideological structures.” 767 Naess does not explicitly name 
the current capitalist system, but what else can be implied?  Other non-
theologians, artists and writers, seem to have no hesitation in naming the real 
root of the problem.768   David Pepper, a British critic of ecological 
movements and green political parties, analyzing the process of globalization 
of capitalism and its ensuing marginalization of the masses, is convinced that 
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“these twin evils of social injustice and environmental degradation will 
continue to grow, even though most people recognize them as evils, for there 
is no prospect that their present root causes in the economics and politics of 
capitalism will be radically examined and tackled.” 769 
Social Ecology endeavors to overcome the existing structures of hierarchy and 
domination of class and gender, and proposes an ecological society. This new 
ecological society has several hallmarks: it is an egalitarian society, and it is 
based on mutual aid, caring and communitarian values. In a real democratic 
society, people’s responsible participation contributes to justice and well-being 
for all. Interestingly, the Jewish cultural critic Daniel Boyarin, in turn, claims 
that Paul is “a passionate striver for human liberation and equality.”770 
Elsewhere, Boyarin, who reads Paul as a Jewish social and cultural critic, 
argues that “Paul was primarily motivated by what is essentially a social vision 
of human unity or sameness, one that would eradicate all difference and thus 
hierarchy.”771  How do these two statements coming from a religious scholar 
relate to one of the basic tenets of social ecology? Is Bookchin’s Jewish 
background somehow obliquely reflected here?  The hierarchical system of the 
ancient Mediterranean culture was strict and played a clear role in the lives of 
the people. At social level, Roman citizens were divided into several classes, 
both by ancestry and by property, and there were also non citizens with 
different legal rights, and slaves, with no rights at all. As Judith Perkins 
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reminds, “The hierarchical thinking of ancient culture consigned many humans 
to animal status…”772 Moreover, a certain dualistic philosophy (platonization) 
set up another kind of hierarchical opposition: the visible reality (ktisis) was 
seen as inferior to the invisible reality, which the former poorly reflects. 
Anthropologically, it follows that another hierarchy was clearly established: 
the soul is of a higher essence than the body, which was usually denigrated.773    
Boyarin, in his illuminating comparative study of the letters to the Galatians 
and to the Corinthians, is, nonetheless, adamant in his claim concerning Paul. 
He underlines that “the major motivating force behind Paul’s ministry was a 
profound vision of a humanity undivided by ethnos, class, and sex.” 774 This is 
a compelling assertion that is also meaningful when applied to the Paul of 
Romans.  
Galatians 3:28-29 is—according to Boyarin-- Paul’s strongest expression of 
cultural criticism. “There is no longer Jew or Greek; there is no longer slave or 
free; there is no longer male and female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus.”  
Despite ambiguities and apparent contradictions, he recognizes that the apostle 
“seems, indeed, to be wiping out social differences and hierarchies between the 
genders in addition to those that obtain between ethnic groups and 
socioeconomic classes…”775 Jewett seems to go on the same direction of 
Boyarin when he argues that Paul, in his admonition in Romans 15:7, 
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“Welcome one another, therefore, just as Christ has welcomed you, for the 
glory of God,” aims to replace “imperialistic habits of exclusion and 
domination.”776 In Romans and in contrast to the official propaganda and 
common understanding, Paul argues that the restoration of creation is not to be 
accomplished by the representative of the imperial power. On the contrary, and 
in order to find meaning and overcome futility, “creation is waiting with eager 
longing for the revealing of the huioi tou theou.”777   
 “The creation waits with eager longing,” repeats Paul. What are the 
implications of the revealing of the children of God in this active participation 
and engagement of human beings? Bookchin remind his readers that  
…if human beings are indeed moral agents because natural evolution 
confers upon them a clear responsibility toward the natural world, their 
unique attributes cannot be emphasized too strongly. For it is by virtue 
of this uniqueness, this capacity to think conceptually an feel a deep 
empathy for the world of life, that makes possible for humanity in an 
ecological society to reverse the devastation it has inflicted on the 
biosphere.778     
Perhaps this is part of what creation is longing for. Will the children of God be 
revealed and stand the test? While this issue goes beyond the scope of this 
dissertation, the revealing of the children of God can also be described as part 
of a forward movement (mission). In the last chapter, I made a series of strong 
critical remarks concerning a particular imperial(istic) understanding of 
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mission, particularly as it was manifest in Latin America. Now, I would like to 
rescue a concept of mission that tries to respond in justice to the current 
ecological predicament. This has to be a comprehensive mission, in the best 
sense of the meaning, from all peoples to all peoples and the earth. If one 
understands the church as the people of God, then, the revealing is an 
expression of the missio Dei, a mission that can transform individuals, 
transform communities, and transform the world. This is hope (elpis) for the 
liberation of the whole creation.779 Uruguayan scholar, Juan Luis Segundo, see 
this mission as projects, and claims that they “have to do with collaborating in 
God’s ‘construction’ or ‘cultivation’ work.” “This is Paul’s way”—he adds—
“of expressing God’s plan to humanize humanity that is called the ‘kingdom of 
God’ in the Synoptic Gospels.”780   
“Creation was subject to futility” (matatiotȇti) (v. 20) 
 Most commentators call attention to the word matatiotȇti, usually translated as 
“futility” or “vanity.” The word and its derivates appear eleven times in the New 
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Testament.781 Dunn argues that “mataiotȇs denotes the futility of an object which does 
not function as it was designed to, or, more precisely, an object which has been given 
a role for which it was not designed and which is unreal or illusory.782 Bauer et al 
acknowledge that mataiotȇs means “‘frustration’. It has the sense of being ‘without 
result’ (maten), ineffective’, ‘not reaching its end’.”783  But the semiotic field can be 
extended and may also mean emptiness, purposelessness, meaninglessness, 
vacuousness, ineffectiveness, alienation, something that is hollow, vain, aimlessness,  
that has non-sense. It could even mean nothingness. One can be tempted to say that 
what we have here is a proto-expression of the second law of thermodynamics (i.e. the 
increase of enthropy.)  
Most scholars are convinced that the text alludes to the narrative of the fall 
(Gen. 3. 17-18). For those who would like to place the myth in a “once upon a 
time historical moment” or take it literally, Holmes Rolston III, a philosopher 
and biologist, indeed problematizes it.  He comes with a response that may be 
disappointing. He sees the question from a totally different perspective and 
argues that 
…if a biologist begins reading Genesis, the opening story seems 
incredible. The trouble is not so much the six days of creation in 
chapters 1 and 2 … as in chapter 3, where, spoiling the Garden Earth, 
the first couple fall and Earth becomes cursed...  when a once-
paradisiacal nature becomes recalcitrant as a punishment for human 
sin. That does not fit into the biological paradigm at all. Suffering in a 
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harsh world did not enter chronologically after sin and on account of it. 
There was struggle for long epochs before the human arrival, however 
problematic the arrival of sinful humans may also be… Nature is 
prolific and fertile enough …. This calls for a respect for life, perhaps 
even a reverence for life. But nature is also where the fittest survive…, 
fierce and indifferent, a scene of hunger, disease, death. And nature is 
what it is regardless of human moral failings, indeed regardless of 
humans at all. 784  
  
Furthermore, Rolston does not hesitate to state that “The biologist is also sure that 
whatever nature is, its fundamental character has nothing to do with human sinfulness. 
Human sin did not throw nature out of joint; nature does not need to be redeemed on 
that account.” 785  
 Human sinfulness expresses itself historically. It takes different forms and 
shapes that vary according to the times. Broken human relationships and exploitation 
deeply affect all human beings, and finally also the earth, which is subjected to 
futility. Jewett brings to mind the somber dictum of Ecclesiastes 1:2: “Vanity of 
vanities, Says the Teacher/Preacher, vanity of vanities! All is vanity.” 786 Jewett 
believes that Paul is referring to the basic idea that the human refusal to accept 
limitations ruins the world. What is Jewett referring to? Just to the human hubris and 
greed? Again, we need to move beyond individualistic understandings. Perhaps it is 
precisely here that one can find a clue to the problem of an economic and social 
system which is based in the search for unlimited growth and unlimited consumption. 
This is a kind of growth and consumption that favors a small percentage of the 
world’s population at the expense of the poor… and of the earth. The way human 
beings relate to each other and act, as well as the social and economic systems they   
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build are inextricably linked as two faces of the same coin. Finally, a model that 
promotes unlimited growth ends up annihilating the very purpose of the creation, and 
exhausts its resources in the service of the few.   
The Hebrew Bible also makes reference to the close relationship between the 
way people deal with people and the way people deal with the earth. In Isaiah 
24, the judgment on the earth (v.1), on the people (v.2), and on the powerful of 
the earth, “the kings of the earth” (v.21b), are closely knitted together. The 
inhabitants of the Earth have “transgressed laws, violated the statutes, broken 
the everlasting covenant” (v.5b). Therefore, “the earth shall be utterly laid 
waste and utterly despoiled” (v.3), is devoured by a curse (v.6), “dries up and 
withers” (v.4), and “lies polluted” (v.5a). Similarly, Hosea 4: 1-3 paints a 
picture of broken relationships among humans -- “no faithfulness or 
loyalty…swearing, lying and murder…stealing and adultery… bloodshed 
follows bloodshed” --and what results from it: “Therefore, the land 
mourns….”   Ecological exploitation and pollution makes the land to mourn 
and wither. The earth loses its purpose and meaning, becomes futile, pointless, 
wasted, fruitless, in Paul’s words, mataiotȇs. 
With such traditions in mind, concludes Jewett, “ Paul’s audience could well 
have thought about how imperial ambitions, military conflicts, and economic 
exploitation had led to the erosion of the natural environment throughout the 
Mediterranean world , leaving ruined cities, depleted fields, deforested 
mountains, and polluted streams as evidence of this universal human 
vanity.”787 We can refer at this point to Pepper’s reflections on these 
relationships. He follows the line of social ecologists and adamantly argues 
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that “Class relations are the source of economic, social and political 
exploitation, and these, in turn, are what lead to ecological exploitation and 
damage.”788 Futility, vanity, and sheer alienation are the result of such 
senseless way of (dis)organizing society.  
Segundo also interprets this verse in ways close to a social ecology reading. He 
sees that mataiotes may also mean something that is left unfinished. He relates 
this idea with verse 17: the witness of being heirs. He argues that “being ‘heir’ 
does not mean inheriting something already acquired. It means inheriting 
something immensely worthwhile to do.”789 To use an agrarian/ecological 
metaphor, we need to plough in fertile soil furrows of hope, where seeds can 
be planted and eventually grow. In the seeds of justice, the promise of the 
possibility of another world is present and in a process of gestation. This is 
indeed an opportunity, a future oriented task for the huoi tou theou in order to 
reverse the meaninglessness and senseless of exploitation and misuse.  
Jewett comments on the meaning of “not of its own will” (ouch ekousa) and 
argues that “it is the human race that remains responsible for the defacing of 
the ecosystem.”790 Byrne calls this opinion a “minority opinion,” although in 
his view, a well founded one. The Australian scholar claims that “we can 
validly find in this text an allusion to the evil consequences that ensue for the 
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non-human world when selfishness, greed and exploitation, rather than 
creative responsibility, mark human behavior on this planet.”791  This position 
in principle is correct. Nevertheless, certain qualifications are needed. We need 
immediately to bring to mind Bookchin’s story of the black child facing the 
mirror at the museum exhibit. Yes, humanity has the great responsibility, but 
not all its members share equal responsibility. Nevertheless, the challenge to 
all its members remains: mutually supporting and sustainable just relations will 
definitely contribute for creation to find its meaning and sense. Why is this so? 
Note that in the text, mataiotes is not the final word. The final word is elpidi, 
from elpis, hope (see further below, D.3.) A word impregnated with meaning 
which opens up the future, and which constitutes the axis of the text. German 
scholar, Guenther Bornkamm, calls it “the banner.”792  What we have now and 
what is known to us is never the final reality. Creation is a continuous creation, 
opening up new possibilities, and is, therefore, creatio nova.793 And we, 
humans, are continuously marching. This is what constitutes our very raison 
d’etre.  We struggle to find the path because we are convinced that it is 
possible to push the horizon even further. There are no predefined paths. There 
is always the need to creatively search for them.794 This search entails political 
and social commitment, because the paths are steps to build a new, 
meaningful, purposeful, sustainable and just society, in a nutshell, a better 
place to live for us and for the future generations.  This search is also a search 
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for life in all its fullness. As Westerholm argues, “That life –all life—is 
meaningful and good, and that evil distorts and disrupts the good and cries out 
to be set right: these convictions are fundamental to the ‘Jewish-Christian’ 
worldview.”795  This search and engagement receive their thrust-- in the words 
of Bookchin-- from the utopia, “because we can no longer afford to do without 
utopian thinking. The crisis are too serious and the possibilities too sweeping 
to be resolved by customary modes of thought…,796 as described by the fifth 
principle of ecojustice/social ecology. In the words of Paul, it is moved by 
hope, a hope for freedom and liberation and to overcome mataiotes.  
 
Creation will be set free (eleutherȏthȇsetai) from its bondage to decay and will obtain 
the freedom (eleutherian) of the glory of the children of God (v 21)  
Hahne believes that this verse “represents the climax of this section. It 
describes the glorious future to which creation looks forward.” 797 Paul’s 
statement is indeed an affirmation of hope. The present reality is not the final 
word, it is not the plan God has for God’s good creation. There is always a 
future ahead of us, a future of liberation from futility, oppression, and 
captivity. In a compelling essay, Marie Turner provides a very important 
hermeneutical key when she argues that: “[W]hen Paul speaks of hope, he 
means the hope of life.”798 Furthermore, from the perspective of Wisdom, she 
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claims that “hope is not the hope of salvation from sin as it has usually been 
understood when seen in the light of Genesis, but the hope of life.”799 The 
fourth hermeneutical principle of ecojustice/social ecology reminds us of the 
pivotal importance of the defense of life, confronted with a socioeconomic and 
social system that is necrophilic, that is, a system that is geared to produce 
death and not life. Confronted with the reality of the number of children that 
die every year of preventable/social diseases, such as malnutrition, malaria or 
diarrhea, the hope for life, and the struggle for life become an urgent necessity, 
an unavoidable responsibility.800 The hope for life ‘in all its fullness’ for the 
whole creation is the basic content of the (Christian) message of liberation and 
freedom. This is the promise announced in the text: freedom for creation and 
freedom for the children of God. Bookchin describes elsewhere some of the 
features of Social Ecology that are relevant in this context. He claims that 
Social ecology, in effect, stands at odds with the notion that culture   
alone is the realm of freedom. Indeed, it tries to root the cultural  
in the natural and to ascertain the gradations that unite them.... The  
power of social ecology lies in the association it establishes between 
society and ecology, the social conceived as a fulfillment of the latent 
dimension of freedom in nature, and the ecological conceived as the 
organizing principle of social development – in short, the guidelines 
for an ecological society. 801 
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According to Jewett, this particular verse “takes up a significant theme in 
Jewish prophetism and apocalypticism.”802 The prophet Isaiah, I Enoch, the 
Testament of Levi, and the Sibylline Oracles, are part of that Jewish tradition 
of a messianic restoration of creation. One can bring to mind here particularly 
the text of the Sibylline Oracles (3.744-745, 750-751). It announces that the 
earth will once again become “the universal mother who will give to mortals 
her best fruit in countless store of corn, wine and oil…And the cities shall be 
full of good things and the fields rich.”803 Again we have here the feminine 
imagery of the caring mother, one which is able to generously provide not only 
for individuals, but also for cities and fields               
The promise of freedom for creation and for human beings can be interpreted   
both a gift and a task. Southgate, a theologian, timidly claims that reading the 
text “would suggest that the working out of the freedom of the children of God 
will be to do with humans having some part in the healing of the evolutionary 
process…. “804  Angela Merkel, the German Chancellor, a politician, takes a 
more daring and concrete step. In her speech on the occasion of the celebration 
of the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, she said that “la 
libertad no surge sola, hay que luchar.”805  
What would the promise for freedom concretely entail? Here we may start to 
dream dreams, to dare to express the utopia needed, and to follow its vision. 
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Name it the Kingdom of God or the ecological society, the utopia enlarges the 
horizon and gives content to the hope. Bookchin also called the ecological 
society “ecotopia”. He made a strong plea for the need to sustain a utopia in 
critical times such as this. He claims 
In this confluence of social and ecological crisis, we can no longer  
afford to be unimaginative; we can no longer afford to do without  
utopian thinking. The crisis are too serious and the possibilities too 
sweeping to be resolved by customary modes of thought -- the very 
sensibility that produced these crises in the first place-- … so ‘if we  
don’t do the impossible, we shall be faced with the unthinkable.’ 806  
 
In a nutshell, the utopia is the re-encounter between human beings and nature. 
Gudynas, elsewhere, speaks of this utopia as “a mobilizing utopia.” 807 The 
struggle for freedom and liberation is a continuous struggle. When one hurdle 
is overcome, the next in already in sight, and when new protagonists 
participate, they are able to generate a new and changing agenda. 
In a rather minimalist but very down to earth way, Funk argues that “the 
messiah we need is some random act of kindness, some bold proposal to close 
the hole in the ozone, some discrete move to introduce candor into politics, 
some new intensive care for the planet. Perhaps the messiah will come when 
we have broken bread with our enemies.” 808 A Latin American social 
ecologist argues that  
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Social ecology must encourage those practices that give way to new 
styles of development, styles that do not consist in the accumulation of 
resources by the few or the consideration of human beings as mere 
resources to be used. Moreover, it should also consider that the 
resources must be used to benefit the majority, and not only the current 
ones, but also the future generations. 809 
 
Once more, the seventh hermeneutical principle of ecojustice/Social Ecology 
becomes relevant here. The correlation between the exploitation of humans by 
humans and the exploitation of creation by humans brings results in 
enslavement, bondage, frustration, and injustice for all created beings. The 
promise is the transformation and elimination of such distorted relations. The 
acceptance of such a promise and the decision to actively intervene for its 
realization is the very program of Social Ecology mentioned earlier. Jewett 
argues in this context that “[O]vercoming ecological disorder is depicted here 
as a divine gift enacted as a result of God’s restoration of humanity to its 
position of rightful dominion, reflecting God’s intended glory.” 810 Not only is 
there need, however, to overcome ecological disaster. Jewett again falls short 
of following the argument to its fuller expression. There is also a fundamental 
need to overcome the unjust social and economic situation in which people 
live. The freedom of creation is correlated to the freedom of the glory of the 
children of God. If the children of God are still captives to a system that 
dehumanizes, enslaves, and oppresses, the overcoming of the ecological 
disaster perhaps will not only be partial, but really impossible. Hahne prefers 
to use the word “solidarity” to express the interrelationship. He convincingly 
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concludes that “[T]he suffering and glory shared by believers and the rest of 
creation presupposes a solidarity between humanity and the rest of 
creation.”811  
The third principle of eco justice/social ecology speaks of the close 
interrelationships between ecology, economics, and politics. A wider 
perspective is needed to effectively produce corrective actions leading to 
freedom and fulfillment--a perspective that is multidimensional, and which 
includes also the social, religious, spiritual, and cultural facets of the 
relationships between humans and between human and the earth. This has been 
described in the ecumenical movement and in liberation theological circles as 
the need to embrace a “spirituality for combat,” that is, a spirituality that 
embodies a firm and militant conviction and engagement for the struggle 
toward a society without injustices and exploitation, a society where freedom, 
justice, and peace can cohabit.812 
The whole creation has been groaning in labor pains (sustenatsei kai synȏdinei) ...and 
not only the creation, but we ourselves…groan inwardly (stenatsomen) (vs. 22, 23) 
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 Jewett observes that “[T]he idea that the earth ‘languishes,’ ‘mourns,’ and 
suffers ‘pollution’ under the burden of human exploitation also appears in Isa.24:4-7 
and Hosea 4:1-3.” 813 The groaning of creation deepens its eager longing expressed in 
v 19. The groans and the birth pains open space for the new to happen. New life is 
born, in the midst of suffering. A new and liberated creation is starting to take shape. 
Sutter Rehman remarks that apolytrȏsis means to purchase the freedom of enslaved 
people,814 and therefore, can be equated with liberation. Furthermore, she argues that 
in the apocalyptic description that Paul provides, “is both heard and interpreted as a 
sign of the coming change.”815 This change does come without effort. For Sutter 
Rehman Paul’s vision “is related to great, hard work, and intensive engagement, 
which in Rom 8.26 he calls Spirit-caused birthing.”816 The language brings to mind 
the story of the people of Israel (Exodus 2:23-24) and their groaning for liberation 
from slavery and exploitation in Egypt. At this stage in Paul’s thought, it is creation 
which groans.    
 Pachamama, 817 mother earth, is groaning. Hundreds of species at the edge of 
extinction continue to groan today. The majestic trees of the tropical forests groan, 
like the Spirit, “with sighs too deeps for words” (Rom 8.26). The oceans, the lakes, the 
rivers, and the air groan, as they are polluted and become dangerous for fauna, flora 
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and people alike. Paul adds in vs 23 ou monon de alla kai autoi. The solidarity and 
interrelationship between human beings and the rest of creation appears clearly again. 
The great majority of the peoples of the earth echo today the groaning of the 
earth. They are witness of the massive abuse and destruction of life in the 
world today. The inhabitants of the Pacific nations of Tuvalu and Kiribati 
groan because the effect of climate change and the raising of the level of the 
ocean will make their islands disappear.818 Millions of children are groaning. 
They are almost without strength or they are suffering from preventable 
diseases and starvation, but their cries are still audible. Their parents are 
groaning, unable to bring food to their tables, either because the land is more 
and more infertile or because they are unemployed and lack the basic resources 
for their subsistence. 819 The indigenous populations of the planet groan 
intensively. Their ancestors’ lands have been taken away from them or are 
being ruthlessly exploited and left desolate. The landless peasants also groan, 
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longing for the end of their exploitation. The millions of forced refugees and 
migrants, displaced by economic or ecological crisis, or by war, groan in 
search for a new place which they can call home. Battered and abused women 
and children groan. They dream of a safe environment where to live and enjoy 
life in its fullness. The groaning of those marginalized, oppressed, and 
discriminated against for their ethnic origin, their gender or their sexual 
orientation becomes stronger and more perceptible. Differently- abled people 
groan and cry against discrimination and for full participation in the life of 
society. 820 The homeless in our cities groan in search of a roof and a warm 
meal. And the list goes on and on. The workers that receive one dollar a day 
for twelve hard hours of labor groan for human and decent working conditions. 
Women and children that are victims of human trafficking groan for a safe 
haven and liberation. Particularly audible are the groaning of the poor women, 
who, according to Ivone Gebara, are today the poorest of the poor. 821 We can 
also hear the groans of those whose lives are empty, void of any sense or 
meaning, and their only refuge are drugs or utter solitude. “And what more 
should I say?” (Heb11.32). These people know well the meaning of “the 
sufferings of this present time” (Rom 8.18), the time of the seemingly absence 
of God. And they are millions, as numerous as the grains of sand in the 
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 See “A Church of ALL and for ALL- An Interim Statement issued by 
EDAN, the Ecumenical Disability Advocates Network. EDAN’s purpose is to 
advocate for the inclusion, participation, and active involvement of persons with 
disabilities in the spiritual, social and development life in church and society. See 
http://www.oikoumene. org/en/programmes/unity-mission-evangelism and 
spirituality/just-and-inclusive communities-people-with-disabilities-EDAN.html.   
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 Concerning the poor women, Gebara claims that “She is the other: bleeding 
and burdened, housewife, mother, daughter, wife. She is both subject and object of our 
option for the poor.” As cited in María Pilar Aquino, Our Cry for Life, 113. 
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immense desert of human hopelessness.822 Atahualpa Yupanqui, a notable 
Argentinian popular protest composer, and singer, poetically tells of his, and 
his people’s, stories of suffering, poverty, and wandering. He writes 
  La sangre tiene razones 
  que hacen engordar las venas 
  Pena sobre pena y pena 
  hacen que uno pegue el grito 
  la arena es un puñadito 
  pero hay montañas de arena… 
 
  El trabajo es cosa buena 
  Es lo mejor de la vida; 
  Pero la vida es perdida 
  trabajando en campo ajeno  
  Unos trabajan de trueno 
  y es para otros la llovida.. 
 
Tal vez otro habrá rodao 
tanto como he rodao yo, 
y le juro, creameló, 
que he visto tanta  pobreza, 
que yo pensé con tristeza: 
Dios por aquí no pasó. 823             
  
Mark Wallace seems to include divinity in the groaning of creation. God is in a 
deep empathy with God’s whole creation. He argues that “[G]od also suffers 
deeply from the agony of inhabiting a planet badly degraded and out of 
harmony with    itself.” 824       
                                                           
822
 For a different and  meaningful reading of the groaning in the Pauline text, 
see Ivone Gebara, “El gemido de la creación y nuestros gemidos,” Revista de 
Interpretación Bíblica Latinoamericana (RIBLA) 21 (1995): 35-45. The Brazilian 
theologian argues for the importance of starting from the local reality, the daily life 
(“lo cotidiano”), from our own bodies, in the search for a new collective 
understanding of social justice. 
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 http://www.cancioneros.com/nc/2180/0/coplas-del-payador-perseguido-
atahualpa-yupanqui. Emphasis mine. 
824
 Mark I. Wallace, “Sacred-Lands Theology: Green Spirit, Deconstruction, 
and the Question of Idolatry in Contemporary Earthen Christianity,” ECOSPIRIT, 
313. 
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But this bleak and rather depressing picture is not the final reality. Because the 
groans are groans of labor pain, “sign of the coming change” --to use the 
words of Sutter Rehman-- or the “hope of what we do not see” --to use Paul’s 
words-- a new life of freedom is promised for all creation and for human 
beings (eleutherothȇsetai, apolytrȏsin). Finally, hope is the winner, because 
panta synergei eis agathon (v. 28).  
 Hahne argues that “[T]he birth-pangs metaphor refers to intense and 
prolonged pain that leads to a joyous and positive outcome. It is a bipolar 
metaphor combining pain and a positive future outcome.”825 Furthermore, he 
sees in this text that “the birth-pangs metaphor shows that the groaning and 
suffering of creation will not be in vain…But the metaphor interprets the 
groaning of creation as a hopeful sign that glorious changes are soon coming 
to the world. Birth pangs are productive pain resulting in new life.” 826 
Walter Brueggemann views the Pauline text as part of the world of anguish 
and expectation.827 In his opinion, this world centers around three key words: 
cry/shout/groan. In an interesting way, the Hebrew Bible scholar introduces 
the notion of relinquishment in the transition from the old to the new. He 
argues that “The move from an old creation marked by rapacious 
acquisitiveness to the new world of justice, mercy, compassion, peace, security 
is one that in socio-economic, political terms necessitates renunciation, 
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 Hahne, The Corruption and Redemption of Creation, 202. 
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 Ibid., 203. 
827
 Walter Brueggemann, “The Matrix of Groan,” Journal for Preachers 24, no 
3, (Easter 2001): 41-47.  
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repentance, yielding, and ceding of what has been.”828 Bruegemann is 
engaging an audience in the so-called “developed world,” those who are 
basically privileged by the system. Groaning applies to them too, because the 
“groan is the gate to the future of God’s new creation.”829 Furthermore, he 
claims that “…the new creation, from the human side, is a network of care that 
requires the end of domination and exploitation, the end of controlling truth 
and monopolies of certitude, the end of an oil-based comfort that makes every 
day one of ease, comfort, extravagance, and self-indulgence.”830 
Indeed for those who belong to the privileged minority (around 20% of the 
population which consumes more that 80% of the earth resources) and who 
currently benefit from the unjust situation, the need to “give up,” to relinquish, 
become a must. In the very words of Bruegemann, it will be “a renunciation of 
economic, political dimension that will be experienced as deep loss and that 
will evoke deep groans of a quite concrete, practical kind.”831 These are strong 
words coming from a contemporary prophet. Perhaps his readers/ hearers 
would echo the disciples’ words: “This teaching is difficult, who can accept 
it?” (John 6.60). Wallace seems to respond positively to the challenge. He 
acknowledges that “[W]e feel the weight of this crisis, and we sense the Spirit 
alive within each of us, moaning our pain and yearning for the renewal of a 
green, healthy, vibrant planet.” 832  
                                                           
828
 Ibid., 44 
829
 Ibid., 45. Bruegemann gets as concrete as he can, and makes reference to 
specific details of the western way of life calling the attention to the costly dimensions 
which are involved in the changes needed. 
830
 Ibid., 45 
831
 Ibid., 44. 
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 Wallace, “Sacred-Lands Theology,” 313. 
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  In the first chapter of this dissertation, “Signs of a world gone awry”, I have 
highlighted some of the basic realities that point to the ruthless exploitation of our 
planet Earth and to the extreme difficult situation of the majority of the earth’s 
peoples. These signs must to stop if we really want to continue so that life on earth can 
flourish. The old way of doing business has its days numbered. The need for 
redressing the situation becomes a matter of urgency.833   
Gudynas is the scholar who has best developed the second hermeneutical 
principle of Social Ecology: the preferential option for the poor and the 
marginalized. This is a very much cherished commitment and cry de couer of 
Latin American liberation theology. The poor are “the most threatened of 
nature’s creatures today” as Leonardo Boff claims.”834 It is within this 
perspective that the organization of the people for change and liberation is one 
specific way to respond to the groaning, the frustration, and the futility. As 
Philippino scholar, Jose P. Cunanan, reminds his readers in his meaningful 
study on the prophet Joel, “[What] is involved here is the militancy of the 
powerless and impoverished over against the militarism of the powerful and 
affluent.” 835  The expression the “children of God” is to be understood in the 
most extensive and widest possible way. It is in this context that Wesley 
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 The discussion on the issue of climate change provides an example of the 
commitment to redress the situation. It is found in the Interfaith Declaration on 
Climate Change, where the signatories commit themselves, their respective faith based 
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 Leonardo Boff, Cry of the Earth, Cry of the Poor, 1 et passim. 
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 See Jose P. Cunanan, “The Prophet of Environment and Development,” in 
Ecotheology: Voices from the South and North, ed. David Hallman (Geneva: WCC 
Publications, 1994), 25.  
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Grandberg-Michaelson claims that “[T]he challenge of preserving the integrity 
of creation and protecting human wholeness must eventually involve the 
gathered commitment of the world church, and countless other groups and 
organizations.”836 An open understanding and implementation of the main 
tenets of Social Ecology offers a possible way. It strongly calls the attention to 
the fact that “it is impossible to solve our present environmental problems 
without solving the problems of poverty and exclusion.”837 This is the groan of 
Social Ecology. The political and social tasks, in their manifold forms, are 
inescapable responsibilities and opportunities to serve the neighbor and to 
express love and compassion toward the weaker sector in the society.         
The creation groans, and its people, all of them, also groan. All are hoping for 
a time when they will be set free. The full participation for change in the 
ecological, social, economic, and political organization for the common good 
is a decisive step in the direction of the new life in all its fullness for all the 
children of God. 
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 Wesley Grandberg-Michaelson, Ecology and Life: Accepting our 
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 Gudynas, “Ecology from the Viewpoint of the Poor,” 112. 
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         CHAPTER FIVE 
THE NEW EARTH IN THE BOOK OF REVELATION 
 
 The book of John offers the key to everything.838 
 
               Nothing is less conservative than the apocalyptic genre. 839 
 
Introduction 
The book of Revelation840 has captivated the imagination of theologians and 
secular writers through the centuries. Since the arrival of the new millennium 
in particular, the world has seen an array of articles, essays, sermons, and 
books written with the purpose of deciphering its meaning for today’s world, 
interpreting current affairs in light of Revelation. Regretfully, it has been used, 
misused, and abused by churches, sects, and cults, resulting in the loss of 
precious human lives. For premillennialists and millennialists of all sorts--from 
Cerinthus and Papias in the early second century through the radical reformers 
of the sixteenth century to the present--the book of Revelation has been a 
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 The opinion of Alinardo, failed librarian, a character in Umberto Eco, The 
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commentaries on the book of Revelation.  
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 Jacques Derrida “Of an Apocalyptic Tone Newly Adapted in Philosophy”. 
Cited in Catherine Keller, “Eyeing the Apocalypse” in Postmodern Interpretation of 
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 While revelatio is the Latin equivalent of the first word of the text, it is 
interesting to note that the New Testament versions in most Romance languages 
(Spanish, Portuguese, French, Italian, Romanian, Catalán, etc.) use the literal 
translation of the first word of the Greek text (apokalypsis) to name this last book of 
the Christian Bible. While all these languages possess the equivalent to the English 
word “revelation”(which is derived from the Latin revelatio) or the German 
Offenbarung, (i.e. revelación in Spanish, revelaςao in Portuguese, rivelazione in 
Italian, révélation in French, revelatie in Romanian, etc.), the translators prefer to use 
the literal translation for the title. 
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source of (mis)inspiration, fear, seduction, calculation and intrigue. Speaking 
about the endless desire to “unveil” the text, New Testament scholar, Luke T. 
Johnson, concludes that “…few writings in all of literature have been so 
obsessively read with such generally disastrous results as the Book of 
Revelation.” In his view, “Its history of interpretation is largely a story of 
tragic misinterpretation….”841  
Revelation is not the only known text that belongs to the particular genre   
called apocalypse.842  Other texts-- mainly Jewish apocalyptic texts, written 
earlier or later-- are also well-known and preserved.843 Still texts can further be 
found in the so-called Gnostic Library of Nag Hammadi. 844 Contrary to most, 
however, Revelation is neither anonymous nor pseudonymous. Its author, a 
certain John (1:1; 1:4) is asked to write what he sees in a book (1:11).The book 
is addressed “to the seven churches (hepta ekklesiais) that are in Asia” (1:4). 
These seven communities are identified by name: Ephesus, Smyrna, 
Pergamum, Thyatire, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodicea (1:11). 
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 Luke Timothy Johnson, The Writings of the New Testament: An 
Interpretation (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999), 573. 
842
 See Aune, Revelation 1-5, lxxii. Specific definitions of apocalypse by J. J. 
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 Among them one can mention the Old Testament book of Daniel 
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the Apocalypse of Paul; The Apocalypse of James (lst and 2nd); the Apocalypse of 
Adam; the Apocalypse of Peter, and the Apocalypse of Dositheos (also known as the 
Three Steles of Seth). See the article by Yvonne Janssens “Apocalypses de Nag 
Hammadi,” in L’apocalypse johannique et l’apocalyptique dans le Nouveau 
Testament, ed. J. Lambrecht (Paris and Louvain: J. Duculot. S.A. and Leuven 
University Press, 1980), 69-75. 
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The last book of the Christian Bible experienced turmoil in the process of its 
acceptance and reception in the Christian canon. At times, it was simply 
excluded or ignored. In certain regions of the early Church, particularly in the 
East, opinions were divided concerning its value as a text of sacred Scripture.  
While Luther--whose spirit could not abide Revelation--combined it with 
Hebrews, James, and Jude at the end of his German translation, believing that 
it was not part of the true and capital books of the New Testament, the radical 
wing of the Reformation saw Revelation as an important source of inspiration 
for its liberationist objectives. Similarly, Martin Luther King Jr., the twentieth-
century leader in the struggle for African American civil rights, also makes 
conspicuous use of the visions and images of Revelation in his famous Letters 
from a Birmingham Jail. 
The fluctuating features of Revelation are also reflected in the following two 
studies. In 1963, French scholar A. Feulliet published his study, L’Apocalypse: 
État de la question, in which he reviewed previous studies undertaken on 
Revelation. Not without a certain amertume, he argued that--among 
professional exegetes--Revelation no longer attracted as many studies as it 
once did.845 Nevertheless, in 1980, in a follow-up article by U. Vanni, from 
Rome,846 the writer assures his readers that such a perception is no longer 
correct. With certain elitism, he argues ‘‘L’Apocalypse exerce une attraction 
particuliére sur l’homme moderne, en raison d’un climat de crise ambient. 
                                                           
845
 A. Feuillet, L’apocalypse: État de la question (Paris: Desclée de Brower, 
1963), 109. 
846See U. Vanni, “L’apocalypse johannique. Etat de la question,” in 
L’apocalypse johannique et l’apocalyptique dans le Nouveau Testament, 21-46 
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Mais la redécouverte du livre est surtout le fait des spécialistes et des 
exégetes.” 847  
Feminist constructive theologian, Catherine Keller, reminds her readers of the 
reactions to Revelation from certain well-known figures. Thomas Jefferson 
(1743-1826), the third U.S. president, for example, referred to it as the 
“ravings of a lunatic.” Irish writer and winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, 
George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950) stated that it was “repellant because it 
resounds with the dangerous snarl of the frustrated, suppressed collective self, 
the frustrated power spirit in man, vengeful... a curious record of the visions of 
a drug addict.” Keller, herself, crowns this list with her own opinion: 
“Congested with vision…a postmodern monstrosity.”848 Friedrich Nietzche’s 
opinion also is referred to by Keller in another context: “…the most rabid 
outburst of vindictiveness in all recorded history.”849 English novelist, D. H. 
Lawrence, hailed Revelation as “perhaps the most detestable of all the books 
of the Bible.”850 Seeming rather moderate by comparison, biblical scholar, 
Richard Bauckham, claims that Revelation is “…a work of immense learning, 
astonishingly meticulous literary artistry, remarkable creative imagination, 
radical political critique and profound theology,”851 and argues that the book’s 
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 Richard Bauckham, The Climax of Prophecy: Studies on the Book of 
Revelation (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1993), ix. 
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composition clearly reflects a literary and ideological unity-- “an integrated, 
interconnected whole.” 852   
However it is to be noted that at least two important developments have 
recently taken place in the critical scholarship on Revelation. First, the number 
of commentaries, monographs and articles has exploded and Revelation has 
received unprecedented attention from historical critics. Symptomatic of this 
attention are David Aune’s853 and Gregory Beale’s854 massive commentaries. 
Second, Revelation   studies has begun to witness a great methodological 
diversity. Examples of this can be found in works such as David Barr’s 
narrative-critical study; Tina Pippin’s feminist study; Justo Gonzalez’s 
multicultural study; the liberationist studies of Alan Boesak and Pablo 
Richard; and the liberationist/feminist study of Elizabeth Schuessler-
Fiorenza.855    
Contextualizing  Revelation  
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Scholars are not in agreement on the issue of the dating of the book of 
Revelation. With few notable exceptions,856 they are basically divided into two 
camps. One group, indeed a minority, is inclined to choose the aftermath of 
Nero’s reign (68-69 C.E.). The majority is inclined to choose a much later 
date, close to the end of the first century, during the period of the reign of 
Domitian (81-96 C.E.), the last representative of the Flavian dynasty. Leonard 
Thompson puts forward a kind of “Solomonic” proposal and argues that “we 
can only be certain, however, that Revelation was written sometime roughly 
between 68 and 120 C.E.” 857 In this dissertation, I assume the position taken 
by the majority of scholars, favoring the Domitianic date. 
 The addressees are Christian communities (ekklesiai) located in cities which 
belonged to the Roman province of Asia. These specific urban settings are of 
particular importance in the text. The author certainly shows fascination with the 
cities. The city is the prevailing metaphor in the text. One notes specially the 
contraposition between Babylon/Rome and Jerusalem and particularly the description 
of the holy city, the New Jerusalem (21:2) 858 Scholars such as Barbara Rossing and 
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 Leonard Thompson, The Book of Revelation: Apocalypse and Empire 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 23. 
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 On this specific issue, Wes Howard-Brook and Anthony Gwyther, 
Unveiling Empire: Reading Revelation Then and Now (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis 
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Gordon Zerbe have remarked this particular orientation and have referred to 
Revelation as describing a “a tale of two cities.”859  
It is to be remembered that most biblical texts were written at times when 
Israel/Palestine was either under direct or indirect imperial rule, or under its 
threat. The editors of Postcolonial Theologies: Divinity and Empire observe 
with validity that “For almost the entire history the biblical corpus is formed in 
reaction to one empire or another.”860 Therefore, the empire of the moment (be 
it Assyria, Babylon, Persia, or Rome) played a definite role both in the daily 
life of the people and also in the literary production of their elites. In the 
Hebrew Bible, in general, Babylon is the symbol and personification of the 
imperial presence and power par excellence. And, in the text of Revelation, it 
clearly represents Rome.  
According to Stephen Moore, the Latin term imperium “…designated the 
authority vested in consuls, magistrates, and other selected officials to exercise 
command and exact obedience… [and later] was deemed to reside supremely 
in the person of the emperor…extended to all peoples and territories under 
Rome’s dominion.” 861 Furthermore, Moore argues that hegemony --
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understood as “domination by consent”--as Italian political philosopher, 
Antonio Gramsci saw it--is the best way to illuminate the mechanism that 
enabled the continuous imperial presence and control in Roman Asia.862 
It is to be noted that a particular feature of the empire after Julius Caesar was 
the institution of the imperial cult.863 Although it took different forms and 
characteristics in Rome and in the various Roman provinces, the imperial cult 
was a condition sine que non of the modus operandi of the empire. No other 
part of the Roman Empire shows such rich evidence of the cult as the province 
of Asia. Price sums up its importance as follows: 
The imperial cult, like the cults of the traditional gods, created a 
relationship of power between subject and rules. It also enhanced the 
dominance of local elites over the populace, of cities over other cities, 
and of Greek over indigenous cultures. That is, the cult was a major 
part of the web of power that formed the fabric of society…along with 
politics and diplomacy, constructed the reality of the Roman empire.864
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It is almost impossible to understand why the book of Revelation was written 
if one does not gauge the pivotal importance of this institution, which was 
basically “a system whose structure defines the position of the emperor.” 865 
Price claims that “the imperial cult was another way by which the emperor was 
constructed,” 866 and, therefore, the way power was understood. Schuessler 
Fiorenza argues in this context that “…economic exploitation and retaliation 
are two of the beast’s most powerful weapons for persuading people to 
participate in the imperial cult.” 867 The imperial cult was a fully developed 
system in which “religion” and “politics” blurred the boundaries, and were 
inextricably linked to each other. Néstor Míguez further points out, in referring 
to the use of “religion,” that   
Empires resort to symbolism to justify and support this claim to 
absolute power… the divinization of Emperors, the construction of the 
official Roman religion, the subordinate inclusion of the gods and 
goddesses of the conquered people in the religious sphere, the claim of 
the Pax Deorum as the celestial counterpart of the Pax Romana, and so 
on. 868      
For the author of Revelation, the imperial cult was an abomination. Rev. 13: 4 
probably makes reference to this cult (prosekunȇsan tȏ drakonti) and the 
“blasphemous names” (onomata blasphȇmias) on the head of the beast in 13:1 
may well refer to the emperor’s honorific titles such as “god” and “lord.”869 
The writer shows an uncompromising rejection of the imperial cult and of its 
terrible and destructive consequences for its followers. Such rejection reaches 
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the point of being almost a form of sadistic revenge on the enemies, who “will 
be tormented with fire and sulfur” (basanisthȇsetai en pyri kai theiȏ) (14:10b). 
It is quite possible that one of the reasons why Revelation was written was to 
encourage the members of the communities to stay away from this satanic 
manifestation of the empire, and thus render true worship only to God and the 
Lamb, who were the only worthy recipients “to receive power (labein ten 
dynamin) and wealth ( plouton) and wisdom (sophian) and might (ischyn) and 
honor (kai timȇn) and blessing (doxan)” and glory (eulogian) and (5:12). Note 
that the attributes mentioned here were recognized as resting with the emperor. 
Moore describes the position of John as “anti-assimilationist,” as well as 
counter-hegemonic. He concludes: “Revelation enjoins a practice of non-
violent resistance to empire instead, a symbolic ‘coming out’ of empire 
(cf.18:4).” 870 Furthermore, in his view, it represents “a stunning early instance 
of anti-imperial literature of resistance.” 871 Paradoxically, however, John 
seems to be somehow caught up in the web of the imperial cult, as Moore 
sharply observes. That is, while urging his hearers/readers not to take part in 
the cult, John himself creates a divine empire that is closely modeled on the 
Roman empire, an argument to which I will later return. 
Revelation and Ecology: an Oxymoron? 
 At first glance, the book of Revelation does not seem to invite its 
readers/hearers to a sound ecological/socio-ecological reflection. Rather, the opposite 
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seems to be the case. In general, traditional and influential fundamentalist/ 
premillennialists readings of the text invite Christians to fly away from the realities of 
the earth, because after all, it is doomed to destruction. Typical examples of such 
readings are the best-seller books by the prolific writer Hal Lindsay 872 and The Left 
Behind series.873 As discussed further below, Barbara Rossing’s book The Rapture 
Exposed: The Message of Hope in the Book of Revelation,874 is an attempt to critically 
challenge the whole perspective and understanding of such interpretations. 
Furthermore, Harry Maier’s essay “There’s a New World Coming! Reading the 
Apocalypse in the Shadow of the Canadian Rockies,” and Duncan Reid’s essay 
“Setting Aside the Ladder to Heaven: Revelation 21:1-22:5 from the Perspective of 
the Earth,” also expose that kind of superficial and escapist reading.875 Such studies 
aim to discover Revelation’s invitation to resist oppressive forces which destroy 
people and the earth. Furthermore, the text invites an active response which is inspired 
and sustained by the hope of “a new heaven and a new earth” (Rev. 21:1).  
On the particular question of the way in which Revelation depicts the earth, it 
is worth noting some of the tensions, conflicting views, contradictions, and 
ambiguities present in the text. There seem to be contrasting messages in the 
way the earth is viewed. It is true that some of the texts are difficult from the 
point of view of an ecological reading, notably 8:1-12, chapter 9, and 16:3ff. 
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Can Revelation still be salvaged from its seemingly ecocidal views, and the 
literal annihilation of the earth and heavens as portrayed as divinely ordained? 
Perhaps these are passages, as Rossing argues, that should be counted among 
those which are simply irretrievable.876  
 By the way they depict destruction, Revelation chapters 8 and 9 exceed a 
dozen disaster movies. Only the stories and experiences of the tsunami 
survivors may be close to the description of these chapters. The seventh seal is 
opened by the lamb, and a new judgment is about to start. While there is 
“silence in heaven for about a half hour (sigȇ en tȏ ouranȏ ȏs emiȏron) (8:1), 
hell breakes loose on the earth. The new sevenfold cycle is introduced. A 
censer filled with fire is thrown to the earth, with devastating results: peals of 
thunder (brontai), rumblings and flashes of lightning (phonai kai astrapai, 
“sounds of lightnings”) and an earthquake (seismos) (8:5b), elements 
traditionally associated with theophanies. All of these images appear as a 
picture of total devastation and desolation, indeed, frightening. It seems 
difficult to find a better description of a biocide. Third by third, the destruction 
is unleashed upon the earth, the trees, and the green grass (8:7). It looks almost 
like an anticipation of today’s destruction of the tropical forests and the 
burning of trees for animal grazing. The destruction also affects the sea, and all 
that is in it or on top of it, such as the living creatures and even the ships (8:9); 
the rivers and the springs of water also become contaminated, and people lose 
their lives because of such events (8:10-11). An ecocide is unfolding before 
the eyes of the seer and ours. Even the cosmos is involved: the sun, the moon 
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and the stars are struck and darkened (8:12). Having the narrative of creation 
in Genesis 1 as an intertext, one can say that the vision is a “de-creation,” as 
some scholars have pointed out.877   
Announced by the cries of an eagle (8:13) and the angel’s trumpet (9:1), what 
happens in chapter 9 continues to be impressive. A star has fallen to earth 
(9:1), and the sun and the air are darkened by the smoke coming out of the 
bottomless pit (9:2). Egypt-style plagues now desolate the earth. The locusts, 
like (de)humanized horses, (homoioi hippois) (9:7) with “tails like scorpions, 
with stingers” (9:10) enter the action. However, contrary to ordinary locusts, 
they are now taking on people--not killing them, however, but… torturing 
them! 878 Even the right to euthanasia, requested by those primarily concerned, 
is denied (9:6). Mercilessness seems to be the marching order of the day. 
Picasso’s Guernica 879 is just a pale reflection of the graphic atrocities 
described here. “By these three plagues, a third of humankind was killed…” 
(9:.18) recounts the seer. It is difficult for anyone to stomach. But was it not 
said by the angel that “it will be bitter to your stomach”? (10:9b). These 
visions are particularly difficult if not repugnant for those concerned with the 
survival of humankind and otherkind. Is all this needed for “liberation”? The 
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pre-biocide continues, although in a slightly modified way. Some scholars 
argue that it is not total but partial, for it lasts only a few months (“for five 
months,” mȇnas pente) (9:5), and includes only “a third of humanity” (to triton 
tȏn anthrȏpȏn) (9:15b).  But has anyone fathomed what it means to be 
tortured for  “only” five months? 
Another bead in this rosary of catastrophes is chapter 16, a kind of repetition 
of chapter 8. This text is part of the scenario of the destruction of 
Babylon/Rome which comes as the result of the pouring on the earth by seven 
angels of the seven bowls of God’s wrath (16:1). The result on the sea, where 
life is said to have originated, is precisely its annihilation: “…and every living 
thing in the sea died” (kai pasa psychȇ zoȇs apethanen ta en tȇ thalassȇ) 
(16:3). This is not all, however. Something more is to happen, that is “…a 
violent earthquake, such as had not occurred since people were upon the earth, 
so violent was the earthquake” (16:17), “… and every island flew away, and 
no mountains were to be found; and huge hailstones, each weighing about a 
hundred pounds, dropped from heaven to people…so fearful was that plague” 
(16:21). It looks like “a successive bombardment upon the earth” as David 
Barr appropriately puts it.880 After hearing/imagining all of this, it seems 
difficult to disagree with Nietzche’s opinion that Revelation is the most rabid 
outburst of vindictiveness in all recorded history. We are confronted with a 
brutal choreography of violence. Here we need to take seriously Keller’s 
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concern about “the multiple and contradictory effects of a particular biblical 
text.” 881  
 Is it only destruction that we have there?  Should we simply concur with Tina 
Pippin’s view that “a good apocalypse is hard to find”? 882 Have we touched 
the bottom? How and where do we begin to emerge from this bottomless pit?  
How do we understand what is described? Who are the destroyers of the earth 
--the Abaddons and the Apollyons, (9: 11b), the “Terminators,” who in turn 
will be destroyed by the wrath of God, as announced by the seventh trumpet 
(11:18)? Shouldn’t we also remember Bookchin’s story about the exhibition at 
the museum and make a careful distinction between all humankind and those 
from among humans who have a bigger responsibility for the destruction of 
our planet?883  
With this in mind, can the book of Revelation still be a source for reflecting 
about the well-being and sustenance of all creation? Can we find elements for 
an ecological reflection that liberates both the human and the more-than-
human world from its captivity or “futility” (mataiotȇti) as Paul puts it in 
Rom. 8:20? Or it is too much to ask such (post?) modern questions to a book 
written some nineteen hundred years ago?  
Other possible readings of the book of Revelation 
Any consideration of whether Revelation is to be regarded as an asset of an 
obstacle to ecotheology and ecojustice is best situated within the broader 
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contemporary discussion on whether or not Revelation is, at base, pro- or anti-
imperial(istic), ultimately oppressive or ultimately emancipatory. Biblical 
scholar Greg Carey reviews the different rhetorical claims in the reading of 
Revelation. While his description may appear al first glance too schematic, it 
may help to describe the rather wide spectrum of students and readers. In his 
opinion, the readings can be classified in three categories: the liberationist 
readers, the prophecy students, and the biblical scholars.  One may question 
such a seemingly watertight separation--as all categories leak--and wonders 
why he does not consider liberationist readers to be also biblical scholars. The 
examples of studies done by Elizabeth Schuessler Fiorenza, Allan Boesak, and 
Pablo Richard speak for themselves. In any case, he argues that all readings 
(his own included?) make “extremely high claims to authority,”and “their own 
discourses participate in Revelation’s rhetoric of ultimate authority.” 884    
 Following Carey’s picture, I would like to highlight here some examples of 
such readings. From among the “different sensitivities” that have attempted critical 
studies of Revelation, liberationist readings done by biblical scholars and concerned 
theologians deserve to be mentioned. The readings of Revelation, done particularly by 
people under extremely difficult social conditions of oppression, or in solidarity with 
them, have shown the importance that the text may have for the liberation struggle. 
Two examples of such readings are the studies of anti-apartheid leader Allan Boesak, 
writing from a South African prison, and of the exiled Chilean scholar Pablo Richard. 
One can also mention in this context the work of feminist liberation scholar Elizabeth 
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Schuessler Fiorenza. Furthermore, the studies of Justo Gonzalez, Brian K. Blount, as 
well as that of Howard Brook and Gwyther are also part of this particular and 
meaningful way of reading the text.885   
Pablo Richard claims that “scholarly research and work with pastoral agents 
on Christian base communities have been converging labors. This book is the 
outgrowth of a close connection between scholarship and the Spirit.”886 The 
Chilean liberation theologian is convinced that Revelation “transmits a 
spirituality of resistance and offers guidance for organizing an alternative 
world.” 887 Moreover, he argues that “over the long run, it was disregard of 
Revelation that opened the way for the incorporation of the church into the 
dominant imperial system and the construction of an authoritarian 
Christendom.”888   
Schuessler Fiorenza, in turn, raises a fundamental question, the question of 
power. Whose interests are served? Which practices are legitimized? She 
recognizes that as a possible reading strategy, the book of Revelation “seeks to 
offer not only a way for understanding and naming the powers of evil but also 
a vision of justice and well-being that motivates the reader to engage in 
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resistance and struggle for change...Its vision of justice and or a world free of 
hunger and evil engenders hope and the courage to struggle. 889 
These readings basically portray a text that is overall a call to resist and be 
hopeful in times of crisis. Revelation is a book that has a fundamental anti-
imperial thrust which boldly denounces the exploitation and oppression of the 
people, and enlists its readers/hearers in the struggle for justice for all.     
Nevertheless, there are also other reading strategies the have been applied to 
the same texts. In this context it is also important to highlight these, which are, 
indeed, invitations to critically review the text in question. Examples of these 
critical readings are the work of two feminist /postmodern and postcolonial 
critics, namely, Catherine Keller and Stephen D. Moore.  
Keller, herself, a constructive theologian, has written two full- fledged studies 
on Revelation.890 In reading Revelation, Keller offers a warning to a simplistic 
“liberation hermeneutic” that does not admit “the moral limits of the book.”891  
She alludes to the classic study of James Scott 892 and admits that Revelation is 
“the master script of the hidden transcripts… a countercultural code of 
dissent.” Dialectically, she also argues that Revelation is not “the canonical 
text of subversion,” for in its ambiguity, “it is capable of both revolution and 
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reaction, and often of combustions of the two.” 893 In her review of readings, 
she acknowledges that “one may also find a few Christian theological voices 
reading the Apocalypse as a prophetic resource for social and ecological 
accountability today.”894 Nevertheless, she is critical of unambiguous 
progressive readings. Keller prefers “to open a more troubled space, one at 
once disturbing and attractive, a discursive zone in which to attend to the 
multiple and contradictory effects of a particular biblical text.” 895 She aptly 
uses the style of the midrash to hear and read the text, “that unique, rabbinic 
model of a layered multiplicity of interpretations.” 896 In her later book, she 
continues her critical reflections on Revelation, now in light of the terrorist 
attack of September 11, 2001 and its aftermath. 897 She calls her reflections 
“theopolitical investigations,” and advocates, “‘a counter-apocalypse,’ which 
finds relevance in apocalyptic narrative without acquiescing in its cruelties or 
its literalizations.”898     
Keller is consistent in her critique of the “mysogynist iconography” found in 
the book of Revelation,899 and of its ambivalent confrontation to and mimicry 
of the Roman Empire.900 An important perspective that Keller introduces in 
this text is her willingness to see the resurgence of working coalitions of 
diverse historically oppressed groups in the anti-imperialist struggle. In full 
respect of the diversity of identities and of its political demands, and using 
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Homi Bhabha’s idea of “interstitial perspective,” Keller highlights the 
“possibility of new and more resilient global coalitions, in which our variously 
impure and hybrid identities can morph from political liability into asset.”901 
This notable cri de coeur can be seen as an echo of Gudynas’ position in the 
praxis for the struggle for life, in which all progressive forces have to 
contribute. Keller calls her compadres and comadres to face the tensions of 
multiple visions “which may hold open a space in which together we face our 
fears and activate our hopes.”902 
 Biblical scholar Stephen Moore, in turn, assumes a postcolonial perspective in 
his reading of Revelation. In an insightful study, he observes that a “parody of the 
Roman imperial order permeates Revelation… in its redeployment of the term 
‘empire’ (basileia) itself.” 903 Moore argues that in the reproduction of imperial 
structures and features, John is unable to disentangle himself from the empire. He 
notes that “Critical scholars …have customarily read it as the most uncompromising 
attack of the Roman Empire, and of Christian collusion with the empire, to issue from 
early Christianity.”904 He admits that  
  at first and even second glance, Revelation would appear to be  
  an anti-imperial(istic) text that, in effect, announces the transfers 
 of worldwide imperium from the Roman emperor to the heavenly 
Emperor and his Son and co-regent, the “King of kings and Lord of 
Lords,” (Rev.19:16; cf.17:14)… The paramount question… is whether 
or to what extent Revelation merely reinscribes, rather than effectively 
resists, Roman imperial ideology.905 
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This is his fundamental thesis. In his view, Revelation contains a “dualism that attains 
its apogee in the construction of the New Jerusalem” 906 In a nutshell, Moore argues, 
Revelation is a book of mimicry, a phenomenon which is endemic to it. 
Against simplistic interpretations, Moore raises critical questions. He argues 
that such perspectives are not that univocal and straightforward, and evidently 
bring with them a number of problems. Moore sharply states that “the Divine 
Empire that Revelation proclaims is anything but independent from the Roman 
empire. Instead it is parasitic on it.” Moreover, he argues that  
[M]ore than any other early Christian text (prior to Tertullian, at any 
rate), Revelation epitomizes the theo-imperialistic orientation that 
enabled the Roman state effortlessly to absorb Christianity into itself, 
to turn Christianity into a version of itself, to turn itself into a version 
of Christianity-- notwithstanding the fact that Revelation is also 
ostensibly more hostile to Rome than any other early Christian text. 907   
Paraphrasing the title of an article by Audre Lorde, 908 Moore states that the 
text is “emblematic of the difficulty of using the emperor’s tools to dismantle 
the emperor’s palace.”909 Nevertheless in critical scholarship, questions have 
the particularity of suggesting new questions. Evidently, Moore’s statement 
begs the questions: are there other tools at one’s disposal? And if so, what are 
they? Are they totally incompatible with those of the palace? What are the 
political strategies and tactics that correspond to such a radical position? 
Howard-Brook and Gwyther, in the final chapter of their book, entitled 
“Coming out of Empire Today” claim:  
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[F]or change to take place, good people cannot expect the conversion 
of empire into something else or its “redemption.” Rather, a totally 
different system must be built alongside the imperial one. Is this just a 
pipe dream, as unlikely as the descent from heaven of a fully formed 
New Jerusalem, or does it offer a practical plan of survival?910  
The authors cite the proposals of Irish economist, Richard Douthwaite in his book 
Short Circuit: Strengthening Local Economies for Security in an Unstable World, 911 
as   examples of possibilities that may help to break out of domination of the current 
empire.     
In engaging Moore, Tat-Siong Benny Liew asks, “Is there something to be said 
about fighting the ‘master’ on the ‘master’s’ ground with the ‘master’s’ own 
methods? Then, if not, what is left but defeatism and hopelessness?”912 Murray 
Bookchin --perhaps a more seasoned strategist--avoids ready-made 
prescriptions, and points to a way to go “from here to there.” He invites his 
readers to learn from already-attempted strategies and even from historical 
failures. Dialectically, he concludes that “the means for tearing down the old 
are available, both as hope and as peril. So, too, are the means for rebuilding. 
The ruins themselves are mines for recycling the wastes of an immensely 
perishable world into the structural materials of one that is free as well as 
new.” 
913
 Elsewhere, Bookchin made reference to the important 
“reconstructive nature of [social]ecology” 914 and precisely argues that its 
essence “can be summed up in the word ‘diversity’.” 915 
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I want to gratefully acknowledge these different perspectives and critical 
readings. They are part of its polytonality, of its lending towards an endless 
plurality of viewpoints. Despite the ambiguities in the text and the plurivocal 
possibilities of interpretations, I am strongly convinced that the social ecology 
reading followed in this study is also a valid way to read the book’s overall 
call to resist and be faithful, even to death (pistos achri thanatou) (2:10c). 
Revelation can and has been read as an uncompromising rejection of the 
dehumanizing forces and expressions of the centralized power of the empire, 
and of its oppressive features for the majority of the people and for creation as 
a whole. This is the perspective that this socio-ecological/ecojustice reading 
follows. Yes, the reconstrucción de la esperanza is still possible, the open 
door (thuran eneȏnmenȇn) (3:8) is there, just as there is still room to confront 
and resist the annihilating presence of the imperial powers that be.  
It is precisely the study on the book of Revelation by Paulo Richard which 
carries in its Spanish original the subtitle, “reconstrucción de la esperanza.”916 
Although Richard does not concentrate on purely ecological questions, his 
attempt at the “reconstruction of hope” may be seen as a complement to it. It is 
indeed also a valid challenge to anyone who wants to look at the text from the 
perspective of ecology, or of social ecology, for that matter.  
 
Revelation and Ecology: Moving beyond the oxymoron  
A series of exegetical studies have recently seen the light in which the question 
of ecology in the book of Revelation has been highlighted and explored at 
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length. Some of these were referred to briefly above.917 These critical studies 
have questioned some of the established historical-critical readings of 
Revelation and engaged against fundamentalist and milleannialists trends 
which became even more “popular” as the new millennium approached. Of 
particular interest for this study are the works focused on Revelation 21 and 
22. Basically, most of them approach the text from the perspective of the 
ecojustice principle(s) spelled out by the Earth Bible Project.918  
Rossing’s contribution to the first volume of the monumental collection of 
studies of Religions of the World and Ecology, briefly mentioned above, is 
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worth highlighting here.919 She argues that the book of Revelation “is also 
profoundly ecological.”920 For her as for many other scholars, Babylon and the 
New Jerusalem are contrasting cities, and she claims that “these two 
contrasting visions of political economy can be a resource for the earth-
centered ecological vision of the future…”921 She describes the contrast 
between the two cities and highlights the ecological significance of water in 
the last two chapters of the book of Revelation. Rossing attempts to bring out 
also some political and economic dimensions that appear in the text.  
In her contribution to the Earth Bible Project, Rossing focus her reflection on 
Revelation chapter 12. She argues that the text is not a curse but a lament for 
the Earth. She observes that instead of “woe” to the earth --as the Greek ouai 
in Rev. 12:12 is usually translated-- should be replaced by the word “alas,” “so 
that the verse becomes God’s cry of mourning or lamentation over Earth.” 922 
And not only that, she contends that such way of translating “conveys a level 
of sympathy or concern for Earth…”923 For Rossing, the  lament over the Earth 
should be understood “as part of the book’s political critique against Roman 
imperial exploitation.”924 Furthermore, Earth --in her opinion—enacts an act of 
resistance against Rome when it comes to help the woman (Rev.12:16-17). 
Elsewhere, she argues that the “‘end” that the book “envisions [is] an end not 
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to the earth but to the Roman imperial order of oppression and destruction... 
the goal is liberation, not environmental destruction”925 
Rossing’s latest contribution on the subject is found in the collection of articles 
edited by David Rhoads mentioned above. She clearly states that the author of 
Revelation “is not an environmentalist in the modern sense.”926 Nevertheless, 
in its message of hope, Revelation portrays, in her opinion, “a life-giving 
vision for our world…”927 She argues that Revelation states an anti-imperial 
position, and contends that the book’s “primary polemic is not against the 
earth as such, but against the exploitation of the earth and its peoples.”928  
Rossing quotes Pablo Richard when she is trying to relate the first century 
imperial situation to the current ecological and economic predicament, but in 
my view, she fails short of developing both a more critical approach to today’s 
imperial exploitative and globalized capitalist system and a concrete strategy 
for a political praxis or ethical discourse.   
Canadian scholar Harry Maier coincides with Rossing as he offers a reading of 
the first five verses of the last chapter of the book of Revelation, which in his 
view, is “a vision of Earth creatures living in life-affirming ecological 
interdependence.” 929 One of his main conclusions is that the environmental 
calamities described earlier in the text are to be seen in the light of the final 
vision, and not vice versa, as the premillennialist interpretation pretends. He 
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uses the second Earth Bible ecojustice principle-- “Earth is a community of 
interconnected living things that are mutually dependent on each other for life 
and survival--” and reflects on the text autobiographically, that is, from his 
own experience as a young Canadian traveling through Western Canada, more 
precisely through the Rocky Mountains. Maier also intertwines his reading 
with experiences of some of the North Americans Indigenous (First Nations) 
Peoples.  
Pointing to the shortcomings of traditional historical-critical readings and their 
putative “objective scientific detachment,” 930 Maier argues that in his 
autobiographical exegesis he tries “to connect Earth community, exegesis and 
text.” 931 His exegesis, he claims, is not anthropocentric, and it uses the 
“network” metaphor as a useful tool to understand life in its complex and 
multiple relationships. Furthermore, and against the dismissal by critical 
scholars of the implications involved in the readings of dispensationalists, 
Maier is concerned with the practical socio-economic and political functions of 
such readings, that end up making “the majority of Earth’s inhabitants slaves 
to greed and Earth-destroying ambition.”932  
The Canadian scholar does not omit to open up in his exegetical work the close 
relationship between ecology and socioeconomic relations among people. He 
observes that “[I]n Revelation, ecological disaster portrays broken relations 
between humans and with God.” 933 Conversely, he explains, “[T]he vision [of 
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the New Jerusalem] sets out a renewed heaven and Earth made new through 
right relationship.” 934 Taking the clue from traditions and perspectives from 
the people of the First Nations, Maier concludes that what is found in Rev. 
22:1-5 is not unlike a giveaway.  He observes that “[T]he counter-economy of 
the Apocalypse replaces conspicuous accumulation with conspicuous 
generosity.”935  
In Duncan Reid’s study “Setting Aside the Ladder to Heaven: Revelation 21:1-
22:5 from the Perspective of the Earth,” the author also recognizes that “there 
may be elements in this text that are simply irretrievable from an ecojustice 
perspective.” 936  In his exegesis, he links Revelation chapter 21 to chapter 18, 
particularly in his interpretation of the verse, “and the sea was no more” (21: 
1c). He claims that “The sea has indeed become a threatening thing, but not 
because of its mythic power,” --as Bauckham argues.937 “On the contrary,” 
Reid observes, “it is a threat because it has been enslaved; it is in servitude to 
the merchant fleets of Rome.” 938 The author claims that the text  “functions as 
a commentary of Isaiah 65,”939 and following Juergen Moltmann, argues for a 
holistic understanding of  Redemption, which is “interpreted cosmologically, 
“heavens and earth”…human beings without their surroundings –albeit urban 
surroundings—are simple inconceivable.” 940 The new city that comes from 
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heaven, the New Jersualem, is, in his opinion, a reality that “is to be enjoyed, 
rather than to be used.” 941 
In my sympathetic and critical reading of the contributions to the Earth Bible 
Project, Rossing and Maier are perhaps the ones which come closer to a more 
holistic, “social ecology-style” of reading of the texts. Nevertheless, in my 
opinion, they stop short of further elaborating a fruitful engagement with the 
possible correlation between the ancient imperial context and the present one. 
In the introduction and in chapter two of this study I have referred to these 
authors and concluded--using Juan Luis Segundo’s felicitous expression—that 
in their studies, the hermeneutic circle is not realized.942  I am not advocating 
here for a simplistic exercise of comparison of the similarities and differences 
between two different historical contexts. I am talking about the possibility of 
a meaningful encounter between exegesis and socio-political praxis, as a space 
for encounter and challenging, of mutual illumination between a given 
historical context and a biblical text.943 
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 I am convinced that despite all these different and sometimes conflicting views 
on how to read and understand the text of Revelation, still one can discover a ”golden 
thread” that also runs through the text and culminates in chapters 21 and 22, in which 
a much greater appreciation of the whole creation can be perceived, and hope 
actualized. German scholar Adelbert Scholz reminds us that “the apocalyptic 
tendencies of the New Testament must not be isolated, and it should be taken into 
consideration that they reflect the bad schemes and patterns of the world but not to 
creation and the world as such” 944    
Revelation: The Empire (Basileia), and the earth. 
                                                                    The earth is at the same time mother, 
                                                                       She is mother of all that is natural, 
                                                                                  mother of all that is human. 
                                                                                                   Hildegard of Bingen  
    En las colonias, la regla es la desigualdad social, en 
las colonias, la libertad es para pocos. 
                               José María Rosa (Argentine historian) 
In the form of a letter (like that of John?) to the churches of the world, the 
ecumenical delegation attending the Rio Summit challenged the churches to 
engage themselves against “the prevailing system [that] is exploiting nature 
and peoples on a worldwide scale and promises to continue at an intensified 
rate.” 945 They called upon the churches to be places of resistance and to create 
areas “where we learn anew what it means that God’s covenant extends to all 
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creatures, by rediscovering the eco-centric dimension of the Bible”946 Could 
this letter be read also as a call--this time not from Patmos but from the 
“South”-- to endurance, hope, organization, and faithfulness in view of the 
new signs of the times?     
 As noted earlier, the prefix, eco (from the Greek oikos, meaning home, 
household) is found in diverse forms in words such as ecology, economy (the rules of 
the household), and ecumenical (the whole inhabited world, the earth community). 
Thus, Revelation can now be studied from the perspective of social ecology, 
combining both dimensions of justice in ecological and economic terms. Principle III 
of social ecology/ecojustice as described in chapter two speaks of the close 
interrelationship between economy, ecology and politics. And it will also be looked at 
-- following Pablo Richard-- “from the perspective of the oppressed people: the poor, 
the indigenous people, the black, the women, the young people, the cosmos and 
nature, and from all those who are discriminated against by the oppressor and the 
idolatrous system.” 947 
F.1.Economics  
Bill Clinton, the former U.S. president, made famous the expression “it is the 
economy… stupid!” He was trying to explain the reasons behind the success of 
his reelection, pointing to the fundamental role it plays in the world of politics. 
Murray Bookchin reminds his readers that “what makes capitalism so unique 
is the sweeping power it gives to economics: the supremacy it imparts to homo 
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economicus.” 948 Moreover, David Korten, faculty member of the Harvard 
Graduate School of Business, goes a step further. For him, “…the process of 
economic globalization... is shifting power away from governments 
responsible for the good toward a handful of corporations and financial 
institutions...” 949 Globalization is the “telegraphic” name given to the process 
taking place in the world today. It is the new economic reality in which the 
capitalist system has developed. It is a much more sophisticated phase of its 
already old predecessor: the transnationalization of the economy, which was 
represented by the economic power of transnational corporations (TNCs). In 
the globalization process, the primacy of economics over politics seems to be 
accepted as the new rule of the game.  This extremely complex process is, 
indeed, a two-edged sword (like the one appearing in Rev.19:15, the romphaia 
oxeia?). While it allows peoples and countries to communicate in real time and 
thus be part of a felt common reality, economically, it subjects the majority of 
the world’s population to the dictates of the powerful interests that dominate 
the world. In whose interests will the benefits be reaped?   
Showing the disparities existing in this globalized world, Dutch economist, 
Robert van Drimmelen, argues that “the combined worth of the world’s 358 
billionaires (US$ 760 billion) is equal to the total combined annual income of 
the world’s poorest 2.5 billion people.” 950 Enrique Dussel, Argentine 
philosopher and liberation theologian, argues that this new version of Moloch, 
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the “free market,” continues to demand human sacrifices and convincingly 
contends that the system operates under what he calls “the Babylonian 
principle,” that is, the order of oppression.951 Interestingly enough, Babylon is 
precisely the image par excellence to name the empire --Rome--in the book of 
Revelation.  
Again, Bookchin claims that   
[L]arge-scale market operations had colonized every aspect of social 
and personal life. The buyer-seller relationship--a relationship that lies 
at the very core of the market--became the all-pervasive substitute for 
human relationships at the most molecular level of social, indeed, 
personal life. To “buy cheaply” and “sell dearly” places the parties 
involved in the exchange process in an inherently antagonistic posture; 
they are potential rivals for each other’s goods. The commodity—as 
distinguished from the gift, which is meant to create alliances, foster 
association, and consolidate sociality—leads to rivalry, dissociation, 
and asociality.  952  
 
   On November 4-5, 2005, in the city of Mar del Plata, Argentina, and previous 
to the summit meeting of the presidents and prime ministers of the countries of the 
Americas, a strong popular protest took place. That is, representatives of the civil 
society, human rights organizations, and other popular organizations rallied there to 
express their rejection in the strongest terms to the USA-promoted initiative known as 
the “Free Trade Area for the Americas” (FTAA). The “empire” of the north seemed to 
have new proposals to continue its presence in and economic domination of the 
“neocolonies” of the “global south”. Joseph Nye, Dean of Harvard’s Kennedy School 
of Government, wrote in the Washington Post: “The military victory in Iraq seems to 
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have confirmed a new world order. Not since Rome has one nation loomed so large 
above the others. Indeed the word ‘empire’ has come out of the closet.”953  
As the economy was a fundamental dimension of the Roman Empire, it quite 
apparently plays a relevant role in Revelation, particularly in chapter 18 but, 
by no means, is confined there. According to French scholar, Pierre Prigent, in 
Rev 18 “we have here the only allusion in the entire NT to the important 
commercial trade carried out in the empire.” 954 Earlier in the text, at the time 
in which the Lamb opened the seven seals (6:1), “what seemed to be a voice in 
the midst of the four living creatures” is heard, and the rider on the black horse 
“held a pair of scales in his hand” (echȏn tsugon en tȇ cheiri autou) (6: 5b). 
Many scholars are of the opinion that this text makes a reference to the 
economic situation of the masses in the Roman Empire. Commenting on the 
rider of the black horse of  Rev.6:6, Catherine Keller, argues that “The black 
horse rides for hunger, famine, and economic injustice: the balance and the 
voice conveys the inflation cost of the necessities (the denarius was a farm 
laborer’s day wage, cf. Matthew 20:2) and the protection of luxury items for 
the elite (olive oil and wine), images that lampoon Roman agricultural 
policies, their early version of ‘free trade’ with the colonized, also, scales 
signified justice.”955  Furthermore, economics and ecology show here their 
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close interrelationship, particularly on Rev. 6:8. The fourth rider, Death, in a 
pale green horse, follows upon the heels of his predecessor and a fourth of the 
earth is destroyed. In this context, Keller—resembling the thinking of 
Bookchin-- insightfully observes that “[E]cological disturbance is understood 
as an effect of systemic injustice…The violence of nature begins only here to 
follow upon the heels of manmade violence.”956 On this matter, Bookchin 
argues, 
our mental, and later our factual, dissociation of society from nature 
rests on a barbarous objectification of human beings into means of 
production and targets of domination – an objectification we have 
projected upon the entire world of life… But society has become so 
irrational and its diet of slaughter so massive that no law – social or 
ecological– is honored by any of its enterprises. 957  
 
Elsewhere, he writes “[T]he social can no longer be separated from the ecological any 
more than humanity can be separated from nature.”958 
The seventh principle of social ecology/ecojustice speaks about the correlation 
between the exploitation of humans by humans and the exploitation of nature. 
                                                                                                                                                                       
inequality of equals by the equality of unequals.” Furthermore, in the “Conclusion: 
Utopianism and Futurism,” significantly dedicated to Nicolo Sacco and Bartolomeo 
Vanzetti, leaders of the workers and martyrs for the cause of justice, Bookchin ends 
his book in this way: “Without recovering an ecological relationship with the 
biosphere and profoundly altering our sensibilities toward the natural world, our hope 
of achieving an ecological society regresses to a merely futuristic ‘scenario’…Equally 
significant, we must renew our relationship to each other in a rich nexus of solidarity 
and love, one that ends all hierarchical and domineering relationships in our species... 
In a society that has made survival, adaptation, and co-existence a mode of 
domination and annihilation, there can be no compromises with contradictions – only 
their total resolution in a new ecological society or the inevitability of hopeless 
surrender.” Ibid., 285-286.   
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Furthermore, and in recognition of the text, Keller adds: “Really, how much 
better have other prescientific texts done at depicting social practices and 
environmental consequences that must stop, but that they cannot stop? 959 
Ricardo Foulkes, professor at the Biblical University of San José, Costa Rica, 
reviews the economic situation of those living at the end of the first century 
C.E. He argues that inflation, particularly hits in a stronger manner the poor 
and the destitute, and calculates that a quart of wheat underwent at that time 
one hundred per cent rate of inflation, while barley merely (!) eighty per cent, 
and adds “obviously, the survival of ‘those who are under’ is threatened.”960 
Foulkes makes a reference to the fact that “while the Asian landholders and the 
privileged ones in the capital city struggle to gain greater economic 
advantages, the worker and his [sic] family lack the basic food.”961 Basically 
on the same wavelength, Schuessler-Fiorenza adds a slight spin to this 
statement  
[O]nly the provincial elite and the Italian immigrants, however, 
especially the shipowners and merchants, were reaping the wealth of 
the empire’s prosperity in Asia Minor, whereas a heavy burden of 
taxation impoverished the real majority of the provincial population. 
Thus a relatively small minority of the Asian cities benefited from the 
international commerce of the Roman Empire while the masses of the 
urban population mostly lived in dire poverty or slavery (18:13) 962  
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In her view, this small minority were the provincial magistrates and the oligarchies, 
whose interests were in connivance with those who dominated economically and 
politically the central metropolis of the empire, Rome.963  The reason for her comment 
lies precisely on the fact, that, in her opinion, “[T]he author of Revelation sides with 
the poor and the oppressed majority.”964 The second principle of ecojustice/social 
ecology underlines the preferential option for the poor and the marginalized, and it is 
social ecologist Eduardo Gudynas, who --influenced by liberation theology-- puts 
forward clearly this fundamental evangelical option. 
 The shipowners (kybernȇtȇs) (18:17b; 18:19b (pantes hoi echontes ta ploia en 
tȇ thalassȇ), literally, “all who had ships at sea) and the merchants (emporoi) (18:3c; 
18:11; 18:15; and 18:23b) are two categories of people playing a conspicuous 
economic role in chapter 18. Economics is particularly noticeable here, where the fall 
of Babylon/Rome is announced. Scholars agree that Ezekiel 27 constitutes a primary 
intertext for this chapter.965 According to Adela Yarbro Collins, this section  “…is 
unique in the book as a whole in the extent to which narrative report and description 
are overshadowed by sayings.”966 The text forms part of a larger unity that starts in 
chapter 15 with the vision of the seven angels with the seven plagues (angelos hepta 
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echontas plȇgas hepta) (Rev. 15:1, 6). It continues in chapter 17 in what Collins calls 
“the Babylon appendix,”967 that continues to chapter 19:10. That is, chapter 19 
represents a kind of counterpart to the earlier section.  In the text, Rome is renamed 
Babylon. Babylon was the center of a powerful former empire which subjected Israel, 
and took part of its people into captivity (14:8; 16:19; 17:5; 18:2).          
Aelius Aristides wrote his famous Oratio, a laudatory speech delivered before 
the imperial court, probably in 155 C.E. A resident of Smyrna (one of the 
cities addressed by the seer), his speech includes a revealing paragraph:  
Here is brought from every land and sea all the crops of the seasons 
and the produce of each land, river, lake, as well as of the arts of the 
Greeks and barbarians... So many merchant ships arrive here, 
conveying every kind of goods from every people every hour and every 
day. So that the city is like a factory common to the whole earth. It is 
possible to see so many cargoes from India and even from Arabia 
Felix, if you wish, that one imagines that for the future, the trees are 
left bare for the people there and that they must come here to beg for 
their own produce if they need anything. Again there can be seen 
clothing from Babylon and ornaments from the barbarian world 
beyond... Your farmlands are Egypt, Syria and all of Africa which is 
cultivated. The arrivals and departures of the ships never stop... So, 
everything comes together here, trade, seafaring, farming, the scouring 
of the mines, all the crafts that exist or have existed, all that is produced 
and   grown…so that it is no easy to decide which has the greater 
superiority, the city in regard to present day cities or the empire in 
regard to empires which have gone before. 968 (Oratio 26.11-13) 
  
Some time later, the great-great grandchildren of those chased away, decimated, or 
assassinated by the legions of Vespasian and his son, Titus--the authors of the 
Talmud-- reminded their readers that out of the ten measures of wealth granted to the 
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world, Rome received nine!969 The center of the empire had the capacity to absorb 
most of the surrounding resources. There seems to be a centripetal and a centrifugal 
movement operating at the same time, but always for the benefit of the powerful.    
Bauckham appropriately combines economics with religion, acknowledging 
that “for John, Rome’s economic exploitation and the corrupting influence of 
her state religion go hand in hand.” 970  The imperial cult serves as a 
legitimizing force for the exploitation of the empire. Consequently, there is a 
close interrelation between economics, politics, and religious affairs. In the 
ancient world, these three dimensions constitute a wholeness, a totality, 
impossible to separate. Under the oppression of the centralized Empire, this 
type of wholeness may easily fall into totalitarianism, authoritarianism, and 
hegemony, a kind of organization that, among other things, does not leave 
space for differences and diversities. This is evidently not the idea of 
“wholeness” that social ecology proposes. Instead, it is a kind of counter- 
hegemonic, aberrant, opposite wholeness, one which precisely fosters and 
warrants differences and diversity in its fullness. Would the communities 
addressed by the Seer have the capacity and ability to be beacons of such a 
possibility? Were the ekklȇsiai in Asia Minor actual or potential seeds for 
counterimperial organization?     
 Pablo Richard also argues that in 18:3, “the subjects of the sentences express 
the concentration of social power (the nations), political power (the kings) and 
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economic power (the merchants).” 971 Yes, indeed, there are the panta ta ethnȇ, the 
hoi basileis tȇs gȇs and the emporoi tȇs gȇs, they are there to show who are “in 
charge” of the situation, who are the masters that dominate and have the power in their 
hands. This is a power, which in turn, is a result of “the power of her luxury” (ek tȇs 
dynameos tou strȇnuous autȇs eploutȇsan.)972 In the description of vs.11-13, John 
lists no fewer than twenty eight items of merchandise. Bauckham claims that it is 
“much the longest extant list of Roman imports to be found in the literature of the 
early empire,” 973 and he makes a detailed comment on the “cargo” and of the 
likelihood of  its alleged origin.974 The list reveals and unveils an implicit set of values 
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curious of all translations is the paraphrase used by the recent Brazilian publication 
(2005, in Portuguese), the Bíblia de Estudio NTLH, which renders “a custa das 
práticas sexuais sujas da prostituta.” This is indeed a revealing panoply of “creative” 
translation, some of which confirm the old Italian dictum “traduttore, traditore.” In 
any case, it is interesting to note the intimate relationship that exists in the variety of 
forms of expression.    
973
 Bauckham, The Climax of Prophecy, 350. 
974
 Based on comments of classical ancient writers such as Lucan, Pliny, 
Tacitus, Juvenal, Martial, Quintillian, Petronius, Strabo, Seneca, Suetoniius, Seneca, 
Statius, Varro, Virgil and Josephus, Bauckham argues that these materials were 
examples of the excesses and extravagance of Rome’s rich and powerful minority and 
their luxurious and ostentatious fashions. The items are: gold (xrysou)  and silver 
(argirou), coming mainly from Spain; precious stones (jewels in the NRSV) (lithou 
timiou) coming from India; pearls  (margaritȏn) from the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf 
and India; fine linen (buisinou) from Egypt, Spain and Asia Minor; purple 
(porphuras) from Asia Minor; silk (sȇrikou) from China, the only mention of silk in 
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-- gold comes first, followed by other commodities of lesser value, and human beings 
are last.  
 At the end of the list, “slaves and human lives” (somatos kai psychas 
anthrȏpȏn) are included. “Sȏmata”, literally, “bodies”, was the commonly used word 
to speak about slaves being traded. “Human lives” (literally, “souls of men”) is an 
expression found in Ezek 27:13 (“humans beings” in the NRSV), also probably 
meaning slaves. Richard thinks that perhaps it may refer to women and men sent to 
the circus or to brothels.975  “By mentioning slaves at the end of the list”--Bruce 
Metzger argues--“John intends a climax: the essential inhumanity of Rome’s 
exploitation of the empire clearly reveals itself by the constant flow of slaves from the 
provinces to the city of Rome. By John’s time, slaves made up almost half of the 
                                                                                                                                                                       
the whole Bible; scarlet (kokkinou) from Asia Minor; all kinds of citrus [scented, in 
the NRSV] woods (pan tsylon thuinon) from northern Africa, mainly Morocco; 
articles of ivory (pan skeuos elephantinon) from elephants from Syria, India, and 
Africa;  articles of costly wood (pan skeuos ek tsylou timiȏtatou) from Africa and 
India; articles of bronze (chalkou) from Corinth and perhaps Spain; articles of iron  
(sidȇrou) from Spain and Pontus; articles of marble (marmarou) from Africa, Egypt 
and Greece; cinnamon (kinnamȏmon) from south Asia via merchants from south 
Arabia; amomum (spice in NSRV) (amȏmon) from southern India; incense  
(thymianata); sweet-smelling ointment (myrrh in the NRSV) (myron) from Yemen 
and Somalia; frankincense (libanon) from southern Arabia; wine (oinon) from Sicily 
and Spain; olive oil (elaion) from Africa and Spain; fine flour (choice in NSRV) 
(semidalis) imported from Africa; wheat (siton) mainly from Africa and Egypt; cattle 
and sheep (ktȇnȇ kai probata); horses (chypȏn) from Spain, Cappadocia, and Africa; 
chariots (redȏn) from Gaul; and slaves and human lives (sȏmatȏn, literally, “bodies,” 
kai psujas anthrȏpȏn), this last expression perhaps taken from Ezekiel 27:13, also 
meaning ‘slaves’, mainly from Asia Minor if they were not taken in wars. The text 
moves from the use of the genitive to the accusative and back. Bauckham ends the 
description saying that the list is very representative of Rome’s more expensive 
exports (352-366). Pierre Pringent, --perhaps one of those to whom Elizabeth 
Schuessler Fiorenza refers as “scientific” scholars whose way of reading is used to 
“deny the ideological character of its readings and mask its historical- social location 
and interests,” Revelation, 15-- does not see eye to eye with Bauckham’s 
understanding. He warns that “One must also carefully avoid transposing onto the 
book of Revelation the socio-political categories that underlie our modern judgments 
on the economic sphere, its activity and presuppositions.” Commentary, 55.     
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 Richard, Apocalypsis: reconstrucción de la esperanza, 218. 
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population of the city.”976 Bauckman also uses a similar tone here: “It suggests the 
inhuman brutality, the contempt for human life, on which the whole of Rome’s 
prosperity and luxury rests.”977 Out of the depths, as it were, and out of his apartheid 
South Africa, Allan Boesak claims “[T]hey do not count; they are much less important 
than the splendid goods mentioned first….What the Bible wants is an economy where 
people matter, where there is justice and equity.”978 
Nevertheless, the “wretched of the earth” finally are mentioned! In such a way 
the centralized power of the empire deals with the great majority of the people. 
That is, they are used either and then disposed of or they are just simply 
ignored, being made redundant. Because of their sheer numbers, they have, 
indeed, the right to be mentioned, or even before that, they have the right to be, 
tout court. Thus, the fundamental principle of the defense of life and of its 
integrity (Principle IV) is squarely ignored and considered irrelevant by the 
powerful empire.979 
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 Bruce M. Metzger, Breaking the Code:Understanding the Book of 
Revelation  (Nashville: Abingdon Press,1993), 86 
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 Bauckham, The Climax of Prophecy, 371. 
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 Boesak, Comfort and Protest: The Apocalypsis from a South African 
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 The German poet and playwriter, Bertoldt Brecht, tried to lift up these 
“buried” ones, who have been ignored by those who have written the “official” 
history: 
  Who built seven-gated Thebes? 
  Books list the names of kings, 
  Did kings haul the blocks and bricks? 
  And Babylon, destroyed so many times- 
  Who built her up so many times.... 
  High Rome is full of victory arches 
  Who put them up? Whom did the Caesars triumph over?... 
   Young Alexander conquered India. 
  Just he? 
  Caesar beat the Gauls. 
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But not only the merchants cry, also the kings of the earth did before (18:10); 
and the shipmasters and seafarers, too (18:17-18). In all of them, John puts the 
same words, “ouai, ouai, hȇ polis hȇ megalȇ” (18:10b), and the words are 
followed by three different but complementary descriptions of the city/woman, 
and closes with the quick fashion in which all these things are going to happen: 
hoti en mia ȏra.(18:10c). Moving away from a moralistic interpretation of 
wealth in the text, Yarbro Collins, locating chapter 18 in the overall context of 
the book, states that “wealth is viewed primarily from a more social and 
political perspective in Revelation” 980    
In any case, as Bookchin and other social ecologists argue, the domination and 
exploitation of humans by humans is at the root of the domination of nature by 
humans, which emerged gradually (see further on this matter below). French 
scholar Maurice Godelier takes Bookchin’s basic assertion and reinforces the 
                                                                                                                                                                       
  Didn’t he at least have a cook with him? 
  Philip of Spain wept when his Armada went down. 
  Did no one else? 
  Frederick the Great won out in the Seven Years’ War. 
  Who won besides?  
  A victory on every page. 
  Who cooked the victory feast? 
  A great man every decade. 
  Who paid the bills? 
 
  Lots of facts. 
 Lots of questions. 
Bertold Brecht, Ausgewahlte Gedichte. Translated 1975 by David Johnson. 
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 Yarbro Collins, “Revelation 18: Taunt-Song or Dirge?,” 202. 
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idea when he claims that “everywhere appears a close link between the way 
nature is used and the way humans are used.” 981 
 Studying this passage, Argentinean scholar, Néstor Miguez, speaks of the 
existence of three axes of descriptive themes that, for him, express contradictory 
descriptions of the subjects. The first axis is power and greatness (ischura, exousia 
megas) (18: 8, 2, 10, 16, 18, 19, 21, 23). Miguez claims that the antithesis of this 
complex is formed by those who have been deprived of all power (slaughtered on 
earth) (v.24). This second axis he describes as power/victim. The third axis, the theme 
of wealth, portrays Babylon is rich (17a) and in its wake merchants and seafarers have 
grown rich as well. The catalog of luxury goods (v.12-13) should be included within 
this complex as well as the other catalog of goods denied (v.22-23) but in the contrary 
sense. In his words, “[T]he latter are elements related to everyday life, activities that 
give rise to the rejoicing and production that allow for human life.” 982 The axis here 
is: getting rich/being deprived. 
In my reading of Miguez, I conclude that he is implicitly adhering to the 
principle of the defense of life and of its integrity in studying this text. It is 
trade, the “marketplace,” that reveals the homicidal character of Babylon. The 
accumulation of  “ her sins are heaped high as heaven” (hai hamartia achri tou 
ouranou) (18:5a] ) is revealed in the accumulation of its luxury goods, which 
have in the end turned life itself into a product for trade .Miguez argues that 
“[I]f there is no trade, there is no life: this is the Babylonian creed. However, 
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  Maurice Godelier, L’Idéel et le réel. Cited in Deléage, Historia de la 
Ecología, p. 283. 
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 Néstor Miguez, “Apocalyptic and the Economy: A Reading of Revelation 
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when trade becomes the supreme authority, the fullness of life in its creative 
activity can no longer come to expression.”983 Accumulation without limits, 
quickly and at any cost seems to be the only leitmotiv that makes the wheels of 
the system (basileia) turn. This fact seems to be registered in the DNA of any 
exploitative economic system, with its devastating effects on the environment. 
Using an ecological metaphor, Bookchin argues that “one might more easily 
persuade a green plant to desist of photosynthesis than to ask the bourgeois 
economy to desist from capital accumulation.”984 Nevertheless, in a closed 
ecological system, everything has its price. Sooner or later, devastation and 
destruction of the earth will follow. For the author of Revelation, the beast is 
ecocidal, ruthlessly plunders and destroys, and, in so doing, may force people 
to be unwillingly removed from their environment and become beggars in the 
big cities or in the imperial capital, an exploited and cheap labor force in the 
metropolitan center.  
And it is not only that, those who are responsible for devastation will not go 
unnoticed. The Seer also has harsh words for them. He recalls the seventh 
trumpet and the twenty-four elders who sing and give thanks for “destroying 
those who destroy the earth” (kai diaphtheirai tous diaphtheirontas tȇn gȇn) 
(11:18c). Today humans would not petition a divine being to do that. We know 
very well that a badly damaged earth will end up destroying not only those 
responsible for its devastation, but also every living species therein. Systems 
of this kind are doomed. They need to be drastically transformed for life to 
continue. Gudynas and Elvia argue that  
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Social ecology must encourage those practices that give way to new 
styles of development, styles that do not consist in the accumulation of 
resources by the few or the consideration of human beings as mere 
resources to be used. Moreover, it should also consider that the 
resources must be used to benefit the majority, and not only the current 
ones, but also the future generations.985  
In the jargon of the United Nations’ technocrats, this is usually known as “sustainable 
development.” 
    One of the angels of a particular dignity,--so Prigent--986 who “having great 
authority” (echonta exousian megalȇn) (18:1) (and John too?) viewing all that he sees, 
announces, without describing it, the fall of Babylon/Rome, as another angel  has done 
in 14:8. This new heavenly being, like the prophets of old (Isa. 48:20; Jer 50:8; Jer. 
51:6), does not hesitate to cry: “Come out of her my people, (exelthate ho laos mou ex 
autȇs) so that you do not take part in her sins, so that you do not share in her plagues” 
(18:4). Miguez again describes Babylon and its meaning as follows 
Babylon is not just a city, imperial Rome, or the corrupt Jerusalem of 
the temple. It stands for whatever system enthrones the marketplace, 
elevating it to the status of a god and giving it the power to decide who 
lives and who dies. Babylon stands for whatever turns the human body 
and soul into merchandise for trade. 987 
 
  But, if that is Rome, is there any other place where the people can really go? 
What are they to do? What are their realistic options--if any--in the complicated web 
of relations under Rome’s control and dominion? Can they break away from the 
centralized power and gain greater autonomy and liberation? Can they stop buying the 
cargo (18:11)? Are they, to use Bookchin’s words, in “need of direct democracy… for 
a high measure of self-sufficiency, for self-empowerment based on communal forms 
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of social life – in short, the nonauthoritarian Commune?”988 Do we need voices and 
praxis which confront, challenge, and engage the question of political power, the 
“human scale” that the sȏmatȏn kai psychas anthrȏpȏn (Rev. 18:13c) badly need?  
Bookchin speaks of “reempowerment” both in personal and public terms,989 thus 
creating libertarian institutions that, in his view, are peopled institutions, literally, and 
not metaphorically. These institutions are “…based on participation, involvement, and 
a sense of citizenship that stresses activity, not on the delegation of power and 
spectatorial politics.”990 How would the members of the “seven lampstands” hear and 
react to the call of the heavenly voice/ seer (18:4)?  Howard-Brooke and Gwyther 
observe that “[T]o reject the “market” economy of empire would allow alternative 
modes of economic redistribution, one based on reciprocity and gift, not commodity 
exploitation,”991 very akin to what the multitude gathered in Mar del Plata, Argentina, 
in November 2005, clearly expressed. Pablo Richard, in turn, claims that  
[T]his coming out from Rome is not physical, but economic, social, 
political and spiritual; it has the sense of resistance, of no participation, 
of creating alternatives…. Come out from Rome means to confront it 
not on Rome’s terms or with Rome’s arms. The People of God 
struggles efficiently and historically against Rome, its arms are 
different and its efficiency superior (the double, in v.6) 992  
 
    In the context of the New Jerusalem, Howard-Brook and Gwyther speak of an 
alternative counter imperial praxis, which involves “active resistance to empire and 
creative participation…Both this resistance to death and creative embrace of life were 
to be operative in the political, economic, and cultural spheres of the ekklesiai of 
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Roman Asia.”993 Regrettably, they make no mention of the ecological dimensions that 
this new praxis would entail. However, they lift up the issue mentioned in the previous 
chapter of this dissertation discussing the apostle Paul. That is, the pivotal important 
role of the internationalization of the ekklesiai and their mutual support and 
relationships. The creation of a network (a Commune composed of communes, in 
Bookchin’s terminology?), they argue, “…was crucial to the ability of the followers of 
God and the Lamb to ‘come out’ of empire.”994 That is, of attempting to reconstruct a 
different order, one which support, promotes, and upholds life in its entirety.     
 The future is still open, because “a new heavens and a new earth” (Rev. 21:1) 
are part of the promise. The hands are ready to plough new lands in which to grow the 
new fruits of justice among peoples and among peoples and the earth. In Bookchin 
words, social ecology “is meant to express the reconciliation of nature and human 
society in a new ecological sensibility and a new ecological society – a 
reharmonization of nature and humanity through a reharmonization of human with 
human.” 995 Among other things, for him, reharmonization and reconciliation entails 
the stopping of people’s economic exploitation, which is at the root of the exploitation 
of nature by humans and of the ensuing ecological devastation. Bookchin speaks of 
their close interrelations. Yes, there is a reconstrucción de la esperanza, which is not 
only possible, but badly needed. 
 
Revelation and the hope for the future 
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Quantum physics;  Big Bang;  DNA; Antropic principle; Boson of Higgs; 
Supernovas; Gliese 581c; Coret Exo-1b; Genetic engineering, Complexity and 
Chaos theories; GDP, GNP, HIV, H5N1….  These are some of the 
contemporary expressions currently used to refer to basic components of all 
matter,  explanatory theories of the formation of the universe, new planets, or 
new developments in the search for understanding the depth and mystery of 
(both human and non human) life, economics, as well as the life-threatening 
new pandemiae. 
John, the seer, the writer of the book of Revelation, quite probably was 
unaware of such expressions and concepts. Perhaps he would be familiar, 
however, with certain ideas about Gaia, the classic name of the Earth goddess, 
the greatest of the pre-classical pantheon of gods of the Earth as used by the 
Greeks.996  Was the seer conscious or aware of this kind of sutra? Rasmussen 
reminds us that Gaia “...taps a forgotten awareness encoded in all religions and 
in most philosophies and cultures, an awareness perhaps even inscribed in the 
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unconscious of all of us, resident there in the form of primordial 
archetypes.”997  
The first principle of social ecology/ecojustice expresses in a distinct manner a 
very similar concept. It speaks of the close interdependence between 
wholeness and diversity, reciprocity and complementarity. Describing Social 
Ecology, Clark speaks about “the basic principle of unity in organic diversity,” 
and argues that it “affirms that the well being of the whole can only be 
achieved through the rich individuality and the complex interaction of the 
parts.”998 
Let us hear again another revealing paragraph from Aelius Aristides’ famous 
Oratio:  
Here is brought from every land and sea all crops of the seasons and 
the produce of each land, river, lake, as well as of the arts of the 
Greeks and barbarians…So many merchants ships arrive here, 
conveying every kind of goods from every people every hour and every 
day…It is possible to see so many cargoes from India and even from 
Arabia Felix if you wish, that one imagines that for the future the trees 
are left bare for the people there and that they must come here to beg 
for their own produce if they need anything.. Your farmlands are 
Egypt, Syria and all of Africa which is cultivated…. 999  
    
If Revelation is, indeed, a book designed to be read in constant intertextual 
relationship with the Hebrew Bible, how is it, then, that someone who is so 
knowledgeable of the Hebrew Bible, very likely a Palestinian Jew, who constantly 
uses and reinterprets Hebrew Bible texts, would have thought about the picture 
painted by Aristides? Most likely John was familiar with texts such as “They shall 
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plant vineyards and eat their fruit... they shall not plant and another eat” (Is. 65:21-
22); or “ I will make for you a covenant on that day with the wild animals, the birds of 
the air, and the creeping things of the ground” (Hosea 2:18); or “ The wolf shall live 
with the lamb, the leopard shall lie down with the kid …, the nursing child shall play 
over the hole of the asp… they will not hurt or destroy on all my holy mountain” (Is. 
11:6-9); or, the wise that “are like trees planted by streams of water, which yield their 
fruit in its season and their leaves do not wither” (Psalm 1:3); or the text that inspired 
the crowning of his book, “there will grow all kinds of trees for food. Their leaves will 
not wither nor their fruit fail, but they will bear fresh fruit every month…their fruit 
will be for food, and their leaves for healing” (Ezek.47:1-12, particularly v.12). Or 
even the texts that recount YHWH’s promises to Noah (Gen. 8 and 9).  What might 
one write to the seven churches about this powerful witness to God’s love and care for 
the earth and for its people? Can John embrace a more positive assessment of God’s 
creation, particularly, when it is known that apocalyptic writings--inter alia--are 
infused with the thought of the restoration of Eden on earth? 
Revelation uses numerous images related to the earth, and, as such, potentially 
life giving images, such as waters and rivers, trees and leaves. These images 
need to be taken into consideration to rediscover the potential value of the 
“more than human” world and of its healing powers. John has made already a 
brief reference to the idea of the “Paradise of God” in what is sent to the angel 
of the church of Ephesus (Rev. 2:7). The idea will be taken up again at the end 
of his book. But before that, a description of the new heavens and the new 
earth and of the city where the new garden lies is needed.  
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The visions found in Revelation 21 and 22 are not necessarily a new literary 
creation of the Seer. They can be traced back to the Hebrew Bible, notably to 
the books of the prophets Ezekiel, Jeremiah, and Isaiah.1000 Notably in Is. 
65:17; 66:22, where YHWH speaks as the one who creates and makes the 
“new heavens and the new earth.” Similarly, the idea of the “passing away of 
the first heaven and the first earth” (ho gar protos uranos kai he prote ge 
apelthan kai he thalassa ouk estin eti) (v.1b) can also be found in texts of the 
Hebrew Bible, such as Zephaniah and Isaiah,  in Jewish apocalyptic literature 
and in early Christianity.1001  
   One should note that the expression “new” (kainos, kaine) appears 
three times in the first two verses. It is kainos and not neos which is the preferred word 
.The “new” mentioned here is something that reflects a totally new quality. Taking 21:5 
to 22:5 as a unity, it textually describes and expresses this “newness” in at least five 
different ways, as Richard also appropriately describes. 1002  “The sea is no more” (hȇ 
thalassa ouk estin eti) (21: l); “death will be no more” (ho thanatos ouk estai eti (21: 
4a); “mourning and crying and pain will be no more” (oute penthos oute kraugȇ oute 
ponos ouk estai eti) (21:4b); “nothing accursed will be found there anymore” (kai pan 
katathema ouk estai eti) (22:3); and “there will be no night” (nyx gar ouk estai ekei) 
(21:25b and 22:52). This is a great message of hope for the hearers/readers, and shows 
that the book “is a profoundly hopeful and earth-healing book, culminating with a vision 
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of life-giving water flowing from God’s throne and a life-giving tree, providing fruit all 
year through.” 1003    
The text mentions that “the sea was no more” (hȇ thalassa ouk estin eti). 
Scholars claim that this idea also reflects an ancient Israelite tradition, which, 
according to Pringent, “is profoundly marked by the fears that the dangers of 
the sea inspire in a people of the land.”1004  Aune concurs with this opinion.1005 
The Romans not only built roads which communicated the center with the 
peripheral provinces, but they also controlled the maritime routes. The 
reference to the sea, can also point to the place from where the Romans also 
arrived, and if the sea was not possible, there was no option for the invaders to 
land. Moreover, there is still another way to look at this situation. Rossing 
argues that this mention is a critique of the shipping economy under Roman 
control, and that Revelation envisages a different, alternative economic vision, 
one which provides the essential elements for life, as water for all (21:6, 
22:17),1006 and not superfluous commodities for the selected few.1007  
Heavens and earth means the totality, the wholeness of God’s good creation, of 
its integrity and value. It is God Godself that makes all things new (kaina poio 
panta) (v.5). This positive affirmation of heavens and earth is also a powerful 
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invitation to take an ethical stand that allows people to be God’s co-workers in 
the renewal of the world which God promises to all. In view of the ecological 
devastation and of the injustice among peoples, the building up of a new 
society and of a new person is both a call and a service. It becomes a human 
vocation to participate in the creation of a just and humane world, a world in 
which injustices are overcome and people and otherkind can forge mutually 
life-enhancing relationships.  
Scholars Ross Kinsler and Gloria Kinsler, educators who spent most of their 
life in Central America, call attention to the high considerations that economic 
matters have in the text of the prophet Isaiah, particularly its chapter 65, one of 
the privileged inter-texts of Revelation. After the promise of the “new heaven 
and the new earth” (v.17) the people is described as being actively at work: 
“They shall build houses”… “they shall plant vineyards”(v.21)… “they shall 
not labor in vain.” (v.23).   The Kinslers speak of an alternative socioeconomic 
order of the Jubilee legislation, described poetically.1008  I would like also to 
add the profound ecological dimensions that can be found in the ancient 
prophetic text, as validly remarked by Bauckham.1009.    
Verse 2 brings in the new (kainȇn) city of Jerusalem, which is holy (tȇn 
hagian), and comes “down out of heaven from God.” The theme of the city 
comes up again, and its image is not without contradictions, as alienation is 
rampant in any major urban settlement. The cities and urban communities are 
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ecosystems created and maintained by human beings, with all its tensions and 
ambiguities, its remarkable achievements and its deep injustices and 
contradictions. Aune, referring to the New Jerusalem almost casually mentions 
an interesting piece of information, but he does not take the idea further. He 
recalls that the expression “Jerusalem the holy,” “occurs on silver shekels 
minted during the first Jewish revolt in 66-70.”1010 That was indeed a high time 
in the confrontation between the Jews and the Roman Empire, the occupying 
forces of the land. The revolt was inspired by a profound political desire for 
liberation. They needed to get rid of the invading force, which dominated the 
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seems to be the only instance where all (pantas), “small and great, rich and poor” 
(tous micros kai tous magalous, kai tous plousious kai tous ptȏchous), are described 
as subjected to the conditions imposed by the exploitative economic system of the 
centralized empire. Furthermore, Richard argues that “the whole chapter is a critical 
analysis of the Roman’s empire structure of oppression.” Ibid., 113. He convincingly 
develops the argument of how the writer captured the “ideological mechanism” of the 
image of the beast. Ibid., 115. He claims that the text describes that “money fetishized 
and becomes an active subject: it has spirit and life, and it speaks and kills.” Ibid., 
116. Richard concludes that “as Christians reject the idolatry of the beast and of the 
money… [T]hey are sentenced to death economically by being excluded from the 
market, and they are sentenced to death politically, culturally, and spiritually for not 
acknowledging the beast as a god.” Ibid., 116.  
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land and the people, the main source of exploitation of both the people and the 
land, as explained earlier in the analysis of chapter 18. Therefore, “Jerusalem 
the holy” was not simply a “religious” expression, but was heavily loaded with 
liberationist political and social overtones, as “religion” and “politics” were 
not conceived as separated spheres of life. Both dimensions were intimately 
related, part and parcel of an encompassing wholeness. This issue of the coins 
is significant. It is to be remembered that around 71 C E to celebrate the 
conquest of Jerusalem, the Romans minted coins in bronze, silver and gold. 
These coins depicted a captive woman and carried the inscription Judea capta. 
It was a reminder of the fate of the rebellious colonies. The more profound 
meaning of this “battle of the coins” might have not gone unnoticed for our 
writer. Indeed it was part of the imperial propaganda, which aimed to let 
everyone know who is in charge. Revelation makes reference to the money 
and its importance for the functioning of the market. 
The city is also called the bride (nynphȇ), and its richness is described in 
greater detail later in verses 11-27. It is to be noted that the richness of the city 
is shared by all. At one level of the eco, the economic one, Revelation presents 
interesting features.  Howard-Brook and Gwyther, mention that the wealth of 
the New Jerusalem, “surpasses that of Solomon’s temple”…however, “the 
wealth of the city is used in communal ways--it lined the streets and gates and 
walls—repudiates the centralization of wealth under Solomon’s regime (2 
Chron. 9).The wealth of New Jerusalem was gained by an altogether different 
economy.” 1011 Social Ecology’s claims on decentralization fit nicely into this 
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perspective. Principle VI speaks of the critique of the centralization of power 
and of its consequences. All centralized power, be it political, social or 
economic, according to Bookchin, has devastating results, as the capacity to 
stifle people’s creativity and libertarian initiatives is developed. He argues for 
“the need of direct democracy, for urban decentralization, for a high measure 
of self-sufficiency, for self empowerment based on communal forms of social 
life….”1012 Is the New Jerusalem an expression of this kind of ecological 
society?     
Furthermore, the fact that in the New Jerusalem there is no (central) temple 
(kai naon ouk eidon en autȇ) (21:22) may also point at least to two elements. 
One is the elimination of the centralization and accumulation of richness by 
the privileged religious elite, as the Temple collected tithes, sacrifices, and 
offerings from the people and the pilgrims. The other may be a democratized 
expression of religious life without mediations and open to all, without 
hierarchies and domination. By hierarchy, Bookchin implies “the cultural, 
traditional and psychological systems of obedience and command, not merely 
the economic and political systems to which the terms, classes and State, most 
appropriately refer.”1013 Moreover, hierarchy seems to be an encompassing 
reality that affects all aspects of life, and, historically, it “established itself not 
only objectively, in the real, workaday world, but also subjectively, in the 
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individual unconscious.”1014 Bookchin adds that a society may eliminate social 
injustice, but that, in itself, does not necessarily mean achieving social 
freedom, because in his understanding, hierarchy, as such, threatens the very 
existence of social life. He argues that “we may eliminate classes and 
exploitation, but we will not be spare from the trammels of hierarchy and 
domination.”1015 Perhaps the absence of the temple may help people to became 
mature citizens and assume responsibilities in their own hands.   
Moreover, God is presented as being with them. “I will be their God and they 
will be my children” (kai esonai autȏ theos kai autos estai moi hyios) (v. 7b). 
Tenderness is at the order of the day. In a vivid image, Miguez observes that 
“Gentle as a caring mother or a tender grandfather, God sits God’s children, 
hurt and bleeding from the dramatic oppression, in God’s lap, and comforts 
them.”1016 According to Rossing, “New Jerusalem invites us to imagine our 
world differently.”1017  This is a radical perspective, highlighting the need to 
go directly to the root of the problems. Bookchin argues that “we can no 
longer afford to do without utopian thinking. The crises are too serious and the 
possibilities too sweeping to be resolved by customary modes of thought –the 
very sensibility that produced these crises in the first place.”1018  
However, the question is not only imaging the world differently, or 
interpreting it differently, as philosophers have done. The question is making it 
different, that is, changing what needs to be changed in order to make it a 
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reality. And for that to happen, political organization is pivotal, as well as 
radical imagination and utopian thinking. The New Jerusalem is presented as 
the opposite of Babylon/Rome. I have already mentioned the table that 
Howard-Brook and Gwyther compiled as contrasts between these two cities. 
No less than twenty-eight opposites are mentioned.1019 The authors revise the 
biblical tradition on the city, and underline certain key elements that made of 
Jerusalem a unique symbol and place. It is the city where God and people live 
together. Its very architecture, with its gates always open (21:25), points to the 
different kind of city. In today’s world, where walls of separation continue to 
being built to segregate people, the “open door policy” of the New Jerusalem 
is a reminder of the need to learn how to live together in justice and peace. 
Richard, using similar language that Bookchin, but with a clear religious 
perspective, argues that “[it] is a symbol of God’s new universal community, 
the new people, the new society, the new humankind, the new historical 
project created by God in the new heaven and the new earth.” 1020  
On the other level of eco, the ecological, the New Jerusalem also shows 
particular characteristics. It is watered by the river of the water of life, which 
flows from the throne of God and of the Lamb (22:1) and runs through its 
midst.1021  Water, the river, and the tree(s) take central stage. Water -- the vital 
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element for the existence of life, actually the element from which life as we 
know it, originated --coming from the very spring of the water of life, will be 
given freely to the thirsty (egȏ tȏ dipsȏnti dȏsȏ ek tȇs pȇgȇs hydatos tȇs zȏȇs 
dȏrean) (v.6). The text of Isaiah 55:1 should echo in the ears of the 
listeners/readers. Aune points out that The Odes of Solomon 30:1-3 carries a 
similar beautiful and hopeful text: “Fill for yourselves water from the living 
spring of the Lord, because it has been opened for you. And come all you 
thirsty and take a drink, and rest beside the spring of the Lord. Because it is 
pleasing and sparkling and perpetually pleases the self.”1022 In a society where 
everything is bought and sold, everything-- even human beings which are 
transformed into commodities-- the announcement that water is given freely 
(dȏrean) is a revolutionary one. It becomes dysfunctional. It is an aberrant 
proposition for the market and the empire. It goes against the grain of the 
(dis)organization of society, because in it, grace is unknown. To dare to 
suggest such a proposition means a disruption of the “normality” of society.  
French philosopher Jacques Derrida has a phity formulation that held together 
justice and grace. Without necessarily framing it into a traditional formulation 
of grace, his is indeed a deep theological truth. He claims that  
                                                                                                                                                                       
Martyrs, in such narratives as the Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas and in the 
Martyrs of Lyons and Vienne. 4) Present and material: As understood in the 
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The gift is precisely, and this is what is has in common with  justice, 
something that cannot be reappropriated. A gift is something which 
never appears as such and is never equal to gratitude, to commerce, to 
compensation, to reward. When a gift is given, first of all, no gratitude 
can be proportionate to it A gift is something you cannot be thankful 
for. As soon as I say “thank you” for a gift, I start canceling the gift, I 
start destroying the gift, by proposing an equivalence, that is, a circle 
which encircles the gift in a movement of reappropriation. 1023  
And, who are those who cannot afford to pay for the basic necessities of life? 
Those who are the addresses of the gift? They are the masses of the poor, the 
marginalized, the destitute, the slaves. Yes, Revelation assumes their 
perspective, and privileges them.1024  
Yes, through the middle of the street of the city flows the river of life (hudatos 
xoes) (22:1a). This is again a well-known image that appears in the Hebrew 
Bible, particularly associated here with Ezek. 47:1-12, Gen 2:8-10, and Zech 
14:8. The other   figure that appears immediately is that of the tree of life (one 
or several? as it (they) is/are on “either side of the river” (tou potamou 
enteuthen) (22:2b), although the noun is in singular (xylon zȏȇs). Is it the only 
tree saved from the ruthless devastation of the tropical forests and from the 
unforgivable logging? No, this tree is “the fruit of the righteous” (Prov. 11:30). 
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It is the result of justice. Injustice and exploitation among people, as social 
ecology reminds us, is at the root of the ecological injustice. And when justice 
among people is possible, then, the tree of life (xylon xȏȇs) becomes also the 
tree of justice.  The tree of life is a beautiful image of life abundant, bountiful, 
generous, and plentiful “with its twelve kinds of fruit, producing its fruit each 
month” (poioun karpous dȏdeka kata mȇna ekaston) (2b), not as the ones left 
bare by the exploitative work of the Empire. While producing the year around, 
its leaves are “for the healing of the nations” (kai ta phulla tou xylou eis 
therapeian tȏn ethnȏn) (22: 2c). The allusion to Ezek 47 prompts the 
following comment from Aune: “Miraculous fecundity is often associated with 
the eschaton.”1025 This tree has therapeutic characteristics. It can cure the 
brokenness and the brokenhearted, those who have suffered under the 
merciless conditions imposed by the empire, and to those who just survive 
under oppressive conditions today. Every time that justice is brought to people 
and the earth, that is a healing leaf from the tree of life. The tree of life is an 
ecumenical symbol par excellence, present in most religions’ stories and 
myths. 1026 In the Hebrew Bible again, the “just,” those who perform acts of 
justice and mercy, are “like trees planted by the streams of water, which yield 
their fruits is its seasons” (Psalm 1:3). In John’s New Jerusalem, however, the 
tree is generously fruitful all the time. For social ecologists, particularly 
Gudynas and the Latin American school, the primacy of life is underscored 
again and again. The tree of Life, of life in its fullness, is an adequate 
metaphor to express such concern. 
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  A tree in the city is also an image not without ambiguity. It is, indeed, different 
from the image of the garden of Eden, where the Tree of Life finds is proper place. In 
a city, the presence of the tree denotes the intermingling of nature and culture and of 
human beings as mediators. A tree in the city is somehow a symbol of tensions and 
contradictions, but still remains a powerful symbol of life. This idea is convincingly 
expressed in the poem written by French composers Catherine and Maxime Le 
Forestier. In it, the human and the tree are intertwined, intermingled, fused and 
(con)fused together. There do not seem to be clear boundaries between them, but the 
purpose is to be there to continue to affirm life, and affirm it against all odds: 
Comme un arbre dans la ville 
Je suis né dans le béton 
Coincé entre deux maisons 
Sans abri sans domicile… 
Comme un arbre dans la ville 
…Entre béton et bitume 
Pour pousser je me débats 
Mais mes branches volent bas 
Si près des autos qui fument 
Entre béton et bitume 
Comme un arbre dans la ville 
J'ai la fumée des usines 
Pour prison et mes racines 
On les recouvre de grilles 
…Comme un arbre dans la ville 
Entre béton et bitume 
On m'arrachera des rues 
Pour bâtir ou j'ai vécu 
Des parkings d'honneur posthume 
Entre béton et bitume 
Comme un arbre dans la ville 
Ami fais après ma mort 
Barricades de  mon corps 
Et du feu de mes brindilles 
Comme un arbre dans la ville. 1027 
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 Yes, resisting, persisting, fighting, and struggling even to death (Rev.2:10) and 
after death, as well, the body becomes a barricade, the twigs are lighted to ignite and 
give strength to the protest, to the struggle for life that never ends, not even with 
death.  Revelation, claims Miguez, “is the affirmation of human life. The final vision 
is not a world of angels, but a city peopled by all peoples… [it] is not only a vision of 
a distant paradise, but a projection of human life when it becomes what it is meant to 
be…For apocalyptic faith is the freedom to think differently, to dream differently, to 
act differently, and to live differently; to rejoice not in power, but in life.” 1028 To act 
and live in the hic et nunc of the present social and economic imperial system, is to 
help it—in Bookchin words-- to “undergo revolutionary changes,,, far reaching in 
character that humanity will totally transforms its social relations….” 1029       
The Seer sees a “new heaven and a new earth” (Rev.21:1). “Redemption”--
argues Rasmussen-- “means reclaiming broken or despoiled or unfinished 
creation for life”. And it is in this context that he brings John into the picture: 
“Such is the notion of this story [the earth’s]. Even the most apocalyptic 
writings understand this, like John of Patmos himself, as a radical 
transformation of the created order and not its utter obliteration in favor of 
realms literally out of this world.” 1030   
  All things (ta panta), are being made new including the earth (Rev. 21:5).   
In Revelation, all creatures praise God (4: 8), again, the entire order praises God 
(5:13-14), while the “destroyers of the earth” (Babylon, that is, the imperial Rome) are 
explicitly denounced (11:18). 
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The new earth is now the New Jerusalem, a city which is at the same time a 
garden, and which “… is not a vision of rural idyll or primordial bliss. Rather, 
it is a vision of the “greening” of the city.” 1031 Pablo Richard adds his dose of 
particular care for the humans: “The rebuilding of the city is fundamentally a 
rebuilding of the collective consciousness of the people of God that is reading 
and hearing Revelation”1032 It is a consciousness expressed also in poetic 
language, because humans are also “poets” in and with the rest of creation. A 
quasi-contemporary of John, the unknown author of the Sibylline Oracles 
claims: 
   And then shall there be peace and wisdom deep, 
   And the fruit-bearing land shall yield again 
   Abundant fruits, divided not in parts 
   Not yet enslaved. And every harbor then, 
   And every heaven, shall be free to men.... 2:31-35 
 
                         For all mother earth shall yield 
   To mortals best fruits boundless, wheat, wine, oil; 
   And also from heaven a delightful drink 
   Of honey sweet, and trees shall give their fruit, 
   And fatted sheep and cattle there shall be, 
   Young lambs and kids of goats; earth shall break forth 
   With sweet springs of white milk; and of good things 
   The cities shall be full and fat the fields.... 
                            
   Nor shall war longer be on earth, nor drought, 
   Nor famine, nor the fruit-destroying hail.1033     
 
 Almost eight centuries ago, a saint who decided to become poor, expressed himself 
with the following praises: 
   All praise be yours, my Lord, through all that your have made, 
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   and first my Lord Brother Sun,  
   who brings the day: and light you give to us through him. 
   How beautiful he is, how radiant in all his splendor. 
   Of you, most high, he bears the likeness. 
 
   And praise be yours, my Lord, through Sister Moon 
   and stars. In the heavens you have made them 
   bright, precious and fair. 
 
   All praise be yours, my Lord, through sister Earth, 
   our mother, who feeds us in her sovereignty and  
   produces fruits and colored flowers and herbs.1034 
                                                                                            
John the Seer, invites us all to look once again to the text, and, in so doing, 
“we should not be surprised to find an alternative perspective regarding nature 
in this subversive text.”1035 And not only regarding nature, an alternative 
perspective can also be found regarding people and their social and political 
responsibilities and relations. 
Another more modern text, the one which included the letter of the 
Ecumenical Group to the Churches, also brings the closing words with which 
Leonardo Boff ended his speech at the gathering in Brazil: “For the new 
heavens and the new earth, new men and women must be created. We must 
bring about new people in a new covenant with creation, venerated and 
restored. For this creation is the temple of God.” 1036   
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CONCLUSIONS 
Liberating readings is part of the title of this dissertation. They are an attempt 
to respond to the challenge raised by the ecumenical delegation at the 
preparatory meeting of the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED), also called the “Earth Summit,” held in the city of 
Rio de Janerio in June 1992.  They boldly claimed: “Re-read the Bible and 
reinterpret our traditions in light of the ecological crisis.”1037 Liberating 
readings can be significant if they enable people to create conditions for life in 
community, having justice as its foundation and mutually sustaining 
relationships among them and with the rest of creation. In the light of the 
current ecological predicament (the time of the post-Kyoto protocol and 
Copenhagen) people look for resources to be able to intentionally take action 
in a responsible and effective way. The crisis we are going through has been 
described not only as ecological, social, political, and economic crisis, but 
fundamentally as a deep crisis of values. The human community needs, above 
all, to develop a radically new paradigm to be able to face the future with 
confidence and hope. What is needed is “new wine into fresh wineskins.” 
(Mark 2:22b). 1038   
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 Note the plea in the Statement from the World Council of Churches to the 
High-Level Ministerial Segment of the 13th Session of the Conference of trhe Parties 
(COP13) to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 3rd. 
Session of the Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (CMP3). The statement is 
entitled This far and no further: Act fast and act now! It was delivered in Bali, 
Indonesia, on December 14, 2007. It states, inter alia that  “A change in paradigm 
appears as mandatory in the prevailing economic strategy of promoting endless 
growth and consumption of goods and a seemingly insatiable level of comsuption 
among the high-consuming sectors of our societies… Societies must shift to a new 
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At this crucial moment, where the very existence of life is at stake, the new 
paradigm should be centered in the defense of the integrity of life, particularly 
of the lives of the most vulnerable creatures on earth, namely, the poor. 
Christians and people of good will need to work together to create radically 
new conditions-- social, political, ecological, cultural, spiritual, etc.—which 
would allow the development of life in all its fullness (John 10:10). In a 
comprehensive understanding of the reality, it is of the essence to eradicate 
exploitative and destructive structural relations among people and between 
people and nature, and to establish relationships of justice. In the light of the 
groaning of the whole creation, and of the suffering of the millions of innocent 
people, nothing less than radical questioning of the prevailing socioeconomic 
system is required. This generation cannot ignore the challenge. Discussing the 
responsibility of people to be effective builders of righteousness and peace-- 
both Christians and non Christians alike-- Argentinean scholar, José Miguez 
Bonino, reminds his readers that “[E]very generation, therefore, is at the same 
time …the bearer of sacrifice and the inheritor of hope, called to realize as 
fully as possible all the human possibilities open to it (politically, socially, 
economically, spiritually) and called to suffer and to toil for new and greater 
                                                                                                                                                                       
paradigm where the operative principles are ethics, justice, equity, solidarity, human 
development and environmental conservation. In our traditions, we believe that the 
earth was entrusted to us but we simply cannot do whatever we want with it. We 
cannot make use of nature using it only as a commodity. We must bear in mind that 
our liberty does not allow us to destroy that which sustains life on our planet.” See 
Climate Change and the World Council of Churches, Recent Statements. Mimeograph  
publication, WCC, Geneva, April 2009. It can also be found in http://oikumene. 
org/en/resources/documents/wcc-/programmes/justice-diakonia-and-responsibility-
for-cretion/climate change-water 14/12/07-statement-to-cop13-un-climate-conference-
bali.html. February 12, 2010. See also Boff, Cry of the Earth, 9-15. 
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possibilities for future generations.”1039 The Sermon of the Mount calls blessed 
(makarioi) to those who hunger and thirst for justice (Matthew 5:6).      
Traditionally, the Bible has been for people of faith a resource of inspiration 
and liberation. Despite its ambiguities and ambivalences, and its historic 
misuse in the hands of the powerful, the colonizers or the conquerors, the 
biblical texts can still be a source for change and commitment. It goes without 
saying that biblical texts are not ready-made solutions to the problems of our 
time. Rather, as Mesters argues, “[The Bible] is a source of commitment to the 
oppressed, it is a source of the resurrection and liberation of human life.”1040           
The significant contributions of both ecojustice scholars and social ecologists 
in this context help to shed additional light to the ancient biblical texts. The 
eight principles develop in chapter two of this study contribute to see the texts 
from a different perspective, and eventually to enlarge the field of their 
significance. Furthermore, one can see the striking coincidences between the 
reports studied in chapter one (Club of Rome, Brandt, Bruntland) and the main 
tenets of social ecology and findings of ecojustice theologians. They highlight 
the close interconnectedness of the issues discussed and point to a holistic 
understanding of reality. The principles also permit to read the biblical texts 
and find in them an understanding of reality that takes into account human 
beings and the more-than-human as an interconnected whole, underlying the 
cosmic dimension of their message. 
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In the texts studied, one can find a golden thread which runs through them, and this 
golden thread is “hope.” In Mark, the wilderness--the first “home” for Jesus in the 
narrative-- is, as Loader claims, the “vestibule of hope.”1041 The fundamental message 
of Jesus is the coming of the Kingdom, which is both a reality and a promise. As a 
reality it is already full of hope, as it brings about extraordinary and superabundant 
gifts, particularly for those who suffer or are marginalized: the sick are cured (Mark 
1:34); the possessed are freed and the occupying forces symbolically punished (5:1-
20); children are given new possibilities to live (Mark 5:42); the hungry are fed (8:1-
9), and the week are privileged (9:33-37). As a promise, it grows and grows, and 
people do not even notice it, until the grain is ripe (4:26-29). The kingdom is hope for 
the hopeless and justice for the downtrodden. It encompasses all aspects of life, as all 
dimensions are affected by its presence/coming. The kingdom of hope questions the 
present because it is not the final reality, as the present is impregnated with the future. 
In this sense, the utter radicality of the kingdom and its values challenge any human 
endeavour that is considered as final and definitive. Ruben Alves makes reference to 
the kingdom and claims that it does not evidence “a belief in the possibility of a 
perfect society but rather the belief in the nonnecesity of this imperfect order.”1042  
This “this”can be repeated again and again every time that the order of society is at 
stake. This eschatological perspective is a constant challenge, even to social ecology 
and its profound concept of an ecological society.  
  In Romans 8, “hope”, together with “creation”, are the two words most often 
used. The very image used, the birthing, is full with hope for new life. Paul 
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compares the present with the future, and confirms the hope for salvation and 
redemption, both of humanity and of the whole creation. The two realities are 
interconnected, mutually dependent, and linked in an inseparable way. The 
“children of God” (8:19, 21) are challenged to be a hopeful transforming 
agency for the renewal of the world.  One could even hear the echo of the 
prophet Jeremiah, “For surely I know the plans I have for you, says the Lord, 
plans for your welfare and not for harm, to give you a future of hope” (Jer 
29:11). 
In the book of Revelation, the announcement of the vision of “a new heaven 
and a new earth” (Rev. 21:1) represents the hopeful culmination of the 
difficulties and tensions confronting the communities. Celia Deane- 
Drummond argues that “[T]he challenge for the apocalyptic writers was to 
encourage responsible action now…”1043  The reconstruction of hope--to use 
the felicitous expression of Pablo Richard—is, therefore, possible, and the 
ensuing results are there to be enjoyed: water comes as a gift (21:6; 22: 17), 
“mourning and crying and pain will be no more,” (21:4), and the bountiful and 
generous tree of life will not only feed the people, but it will also heal them 
(22:2). It is a forceful affirmation of all life. Moltmann articulates eschatology,   
hope, and the ethical engagement when he convincingly argues that 
“Christianity is eschatology, is hope, forward looking and forward moving, 
and therefore also revolutionizing and transforming the present.”1044 
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Deanne-Drummond makes reference to the fact that biblical eco-theology 
readings “may be used to highlight a particular apologetic for active 
environmental care—in other words—to provide a foundation for 
environmental ethics.”1045 The readings attempted here are also intended to 
constitute a source of inspiration for specific social and political involvement. 
Both are closely interrelated, and the combination of ecojustice and social 
ecology provides the link. 
It is hoped that the liberating readings offered in this study will help to avoid 
falling into two common temptations. The first is to avoid commitment and 
struggle for change, seeking refuge in an otherworldly and escapist 
understanding of the calling of the gospel message, the euangelion. The other 
common temptation is simply to give up hope, in view of the overwhelming 
and difficult realities that surround us. This temptation leads to despair, 
frustration, hopelessness, and futility. It is well attested in Dante Alighieri’s 
The Divine Comedy. In its first part, at the entrance of the Inferno (hell), there 
stand the words: “Abandon hope, all ye who enter here.” 1046   
On the contrary, the readings invite and encourage people to join forces and 
look forward to a better tomorrow, for the present generation, and for the 
children of the children of generations to come. This better tomorrow is 
possible. It will be a work of love and dedication in the building of a just, 
sustainable, and peaceful society in which human beings’ relations with nature 
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will be mutually supportive in a full respect for the value of the whole created 
life. It will be indeed the total liberation of life. 
In a mirror, dimly (I Cor. 13: 12a).       
I have stated earlier that no hermeneutical lens is able to exhaust the manifold 
layers of meanings of the biblical texts. In other words, texts are not wholly 
and exhaustively interpreted by any set of principles that one can apply to 
them. The different possible readings explored both in the exegesis of the 
gospel of Mark, Romans, and in the book of Revelation show clearly how the 
texts can be interpreted sometimes in complementary, sometimes in dissimilar 
fashion. The text lends itself to a multiplicity of possible meanings. 
Furthermore, and following the insight of Hans-Ruedi Weber, the operation 
can be reversed and the texts can provide challenges to the lenses used to 
interpret it, showing at the same time its possibilities and limitations. It is 
evident that the hermenutical principles employed in this study do not exhaust 
the meaning of the texts, while at the same time they are able to extract new 
meanings and shed new light in this time of ecological devastation and deep 
injustices in the world.  
But one can also highlight the challenges coming from the texts from a 
theological standpoint. It is German theologian and martyr, Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer, who may help to provide another perspective on the issue. It is 
agreed that his commited participation in the German resistance movement 
was the cause of his turning his thoughts to the question of the “penultimate.” 
In his Ethics, Bonhoeffer reflects on the last things and the things before the 
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last, the ultimate and the penultimate, and of their relationships.1047 While for 
him the ultimate is God’s justification by grace, the penultimate is the realm of 
history, where the activities of human beings take place, and where historical 
mediations or historical projects are tried, with their inherent possibilities and 
limitations. This penultimate reality must be preserved for the sake of the 
ultimate, argues Bonhoeffer. Furthermore, he claims that “ Jesus lets human 
reality exist as penultimate, neither making it self-sufficient nor destroying it—
a penultimate that will be taken seriously and not seriously in its own  way, a 
penultimate that has become the cover of the ultimate.” 1048 Furthermore, and 
particularly relevant to the discussions pertaining ecological matters, 
Bonhoeffer considers “that the penultimate must be preserved for the sake of 
the ultimate. Arbitrary destruction of the penultimate seriously harms the 
ultimate… the penultimate, therefore, does not negate the freedom of the 
ultimate; instead, the freedom of the ultimate empowers the penultimate.” 1049 
Hope plays a fundamental role in the relationship. One has to admit that the 
very concept of hope remains a challenge for social ecology, particularly in its 
“Bookchinian” expression. It is not part of its vocabulary, but from the 
perspective of the texts studied, is an essential component in the commitment 
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to the struggle for life, and “for life in all its fullness.” It is the driving force in 
the “spirituality for combat.”  
Human beings always act at the level of the penultimate, of the fragmentary. 
All human constructions, the “ecotopia” or the ecological society, inter alia, 
will still be human constructions and as such partial, non-final, limited and 
incomplete, in a word, penultimate. Indeed the building of a more just and 
humane society through concrete sociopolitical and ecological structures 
should, from a Christian perspective, be considered of pivotal importance for 
the “healing of the nations” and of all creation, and has its relation to the 
kingdom of God. In other words, these human activities carry with them 
eschatological significance (see Matt. 25:31-46), and therefore all these efforts 
become meaningful. In this light, I believe that José Miguez Bonino is right 
when he claims that “The kingdom is not the denial of history but the 
elimination of its corruptibility, its frustration, weakness, ambiguity—more 
deeply, its sin—in order to bring to full realization the true meaning of the 
communal life of man [sic].”1050 In any case, the texts remind us that all these 
historical mediations still operate at the level of the penultimate. It is in this 
sense that the texts also present a challenge to social ecology.This particular 
understanding places all historical mediations in perspective and in tension 
with the ultimate gift, the moment in which “God may be all in all” (ho theos 
panta en pasin) (I Cor. 15:28). This insight tries to reflect a realistic 
anthropology. The Jewish philosopher, Hans Jonas reminded his readers that 
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“men are men and not angels.”1051  This perception necessary entails a 
particular critical perspective, but this perspective can only be valid when it is 
done in, and comes from, the midst of the struggle, with one’s hands in the 
mud, so to speak, and not in the abstract. This perspective can be summed up 
in the idea of a “critical solidarity in the struggle.” The fight against all the 
forces which deshumanize life and destroy nature is a struggle for wholeness 
and for the well-being of the whole creation, and everyone is invited to join in. 
It is only in the midst of that struggle that one can point out to its limitations 
and fragility. This critique can only be based upon, as Miguez Bonino claims, 
“a very concrete number of prophetic criteria: justice to the poor and 
oppressed, protection of the weak, attention to those who suffer hunger, 
freedom to slaves and the suppressed.”1052 These prophetic criteria are part and 
parcel of the core values exposed by the kingdom of God; they are part of the 
expectation of creation, which “waits with eager longing for the revealing of 
the children of God” (Rom. 8:19), and expect their full realization in the 
fundamental gift of God to all peoples on earth, the city that comes “down out 
of heaven” (Rev. 21:2), because God is “the God of the spirits of the prophets” 
(Rev. 22: 6). 
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